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Abstract
Molecular doping is a key technique for realizing high eﬃcient organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs)
and photovoltaics (OPV). Furthermore, its most recent application in organic ﬁeld-eﬀect transistors
(OFETs) marks a milestone on the roadmap towards ﬂexible organic CMOS technology. However,
in contrast to silicon based devices, the understanding of the fundamental processes of molecular
doping is still controversially discussed. This work aims at the detailed analysis of the molecular
doping process by employing Photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) on various doped thin-ﬁlms pre-
pared by co-evaporation in vacuum. Here, the focus is on explanation of the experimental ﬁndings
by a statistical description in order to contribute to the fundamental understanding of the doping
mechanism.
First, the Fermi level shifts in thin-ﬁlms of the common hole transport materials MeO-TPD, ZnPc,
and pentacene p-doped by the acceptors C60F36 and F6-TCNNQ are studied. The precise control of
molar doping ratios as low as 10−5 is demonstrated, allowing analysis of the doping properties in a
much broader range as previously accessible. Characteristic kinks and slopes in the Fermi level vs.
doping concentration diagrams are found. Furthermore, the doping eﬃciency is found to decrease
with increasing doping concentrations to just a few percent at molar ratios above 0.1. By numeri-
cally solving the charge neutrality equation using a classical semiconductor physics approach, these
ﬁndings are explained by trap-limitation, dopant saturation, and reserve regimes as known from
inorganic semiconductor physics. Using the example of p-doped MeO-TPD thin-ﬁlms, it is ﬁnally
demonstrated that the density of deep gap states depends on the purity degree of the host material.
Similar studies are conducted on thin-ﬁlms of C60, ZnPc, and pentacene n-doped by the di-metal
complex W2(hpp)4. The corresponding Fermi level plots possess also host material speciﬁc kinks
and slopes, which however, can be explained by application of the statistical doping description and
assuming just dopant saturation and trap-limitation. Furthermore, it is demonstrated that electron
traps with deﬁned density can intentionally be introduced in pentacene by co-evaporation of C60
and gradually ﬁlled-up by n-doping with W2(hpp)4.
In contrast to p-dopants, the highly eﬃcient n-dopant W2(hpp)4 is prone to degradation in air due
to its low IP of just 2.4 eV. Therefore, the degradation of pure ﬁlms of W2(hpp)4 as well as of
n-doped ﬁlms applying various host materials is studied under air exposure by conductivity mea-
surements and PES. An unexpected (partial) passivation of W2(hpp)4 molecules against oxidation
is found, however, this eﬀect is identiﬁed to depend on the energy levels of the used host material.
This ﬁnding is explained by a down-shift of the W2(hpp)4 energy levels upon charge transfer to a
host material with deeper lying energy levels and thus allows for new conclusions on the relative
alignment of the energy levels of dopant and host molecules in doped ﬁlms in general.
The maximum open-circuit voltage VOC of BHJ solar cells is limited by the eﬀective HOMO(donor)-
LUMO(acceptor) gap of the photo-active absorber blend. Therefore, the relative energy levels
within ZnPc:C60 blend layers are furthermore investigated by PES, identifying an increase of the
HOMO(ZnPc)-LUMO(C60) gap by 0.25 eV when varying the blend stoichiometry from 6:1 to 1:6.
The trend in this gap correlates with observed changes in VOC of respective BHJ solar cells as
well as with measured charge transfer energies. As physical origins for the changed energy lev-
els, a suppressed crystallization of the C60 phase due to presence of donor molecules as well as
concentration-dependent growth modes of the ZnPc phase are discussed.
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Kurzfassung
Molekulare Dotierung ist eine Schlüsseltechnologie zur Realisierung hoch eﬃzienter organischer
Leuchtdioden (OLEDs) und Photovoltaik (OPV). Außerdem markiert ihr jüngster Einsatz in organ-
ischen Feldeﬀekt Transistoren (OFETs) einen Meilenstein auf dem Weg zur ﬂexiblen organischen
CMOS Technologie. Im Gegensatz zu Silizium werden die grundlegenden Prozesse der molekularen
Dotierung aber noch immer kontrovers diskutiert. Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es, mittels Photoelektronen
Spektroskopie die Prozesse der Dotierung in vakuum-verdampften organischen Dünnschichten im
Detail zu untersuchen und die experimentellen Ergebnisse mit einer statistischen Beschreibung des
Dotierprozesses zu erklären.
Zuerst wird die Verschiebung des Fermi-Niveaus in p-dotierten Dünnschichten der gängigen Lochtrans-
port Materialien MeO-TPD, ZnPc und Pentazen untersucht. Als Akzeptor-Moleküle kommen hier-
bei C60F36 und F6-TCNNQ zum Einsatz, wobei das präzise Einstellen molarer Dotierkonzentratio-
nen von bis zu 10−5 demonstriert wird. Dies ermöglicht die Analyse des Dotierprozesses über einen
deutlich weiteren Bereich als zuvor zugänglich. Die gemessenen Fermi-Niveau vs. Dotierkonzentra-
tion Kurven zeigen verschiedene Bereiche mit charakteristischen Knicken und Anstiegen. Außer-
dem wird gezeigt, dass die Dotiereﬃzienz mit steigender Konzentration abfällt und oberhalb von
molaren Dotierverhältnissen von 0.1 nur noch wenige Prozent beträgt. Diese Ergebnisse können
mittels numerischer Lösung der Neutralitätsgleichung unter Verwendung klassischer Halbleitergle-
ichungen erklärt werden. Insbesondere können die bekannten Bereiche der Begrenzung durch Fall-
enzustände, Störstellen-Erschöpfung und Reserve den Messkurven zugeordnet werden. Am Beispiel
von p-dotiertem MeO-TPD kann schließlich gezeigt werden, dass die Dichte an tiefen Fallzuständen
mit der Reinheit des Wirtsmaterials korreliert.
Vergleichbare Untersuchungen wurden weiterhin an n-dotierten C60, ZnPc und Pentazen Schichten
mit dem Dotanten-Molekül W2(hpp)4 durchgeführt. Die entsprechenden Fermi-Niveau Graphen
zeigen ebenfalls für das Material charakteristische Knicke und Anstiege und können unter Annahme
von Fallen-Begrenzung und Dotantenerschöpfung mit dem statistischen Modell erklärt werden.
Außerdem wird gezeigt, dass Elektronenfallen deﬁnierter Dichte in Pentazen durch Koverdamp-
fung von C60 gezielt eingebaut und graduell durch n-Dotierung mit W2(hpp)4 aufgefüllt werden
können.
Im Gegensatz zu den p-Dotanten ist der eﬃziente n-Dotant W2(hpp)4 aufgrund seines geringen
IP von nur 2.4 eV anfällig gegenüber Degradation an Luft. Daher wird die Degradation reiner
W2(hpp)4 sowie verschiedener n-dotierter Schichten unter Luftaussetzung mittels Leitfähigkeits und
PES Messungen untersucht. Eine unerwartete (teilweise) Passivierung von W2(hpp)4 Molekülen,
die jedoch von den Energieniveaus des verwendeten Wirtsmaterials abhängt, konnte festgestellt wer-
den. Dieses Ergebnis wird durch das Herunterschieben der W2(hpp)4 Energieniveaus aufgrund von
Ladungstransfer zu einem Wirt mit tiefer liegenden Energieniveaus erklärt. Dieser Befund liefert
neue Erkenntnisse bzgl. des relativen Energieniveau-Alignments von Dotanten and Wirt Molekülen
in dotierten Schichten im Allgemeinen.
Die maximale Klemmenspannung VOC organischer BHJ Solarzellen ist durch das eﬀektive
HOMO(Donator)-LUMO(Akzeptor) gap der photoaktiven Schicht begrenzt. Daher wird weiterhin
das relative Energieniveau-Alignment in ZnPc:C60 Mischschichten untersucht, wobei ein Anstieg
des eﬀektiven HOMO(ZnPc)-LUMO(C60) gaps von 0.25 eV unter Variation der Stöchiometrie von
v
6:1 bis zu 1:6 bestimmt wird. Diese gefundene Tendenz korreliert mit gemessenen Spannungen
VOC entsprechender BHJ Solarzellen sowie Ladungstransfer-Komplex Energien. Als physikalische
Ursache für die Änderungen in den Energieniveaus wird eine durch die Donatorphase unterdrückte
Kristallisation von C60 sowie das konzentrationsabhänigige Wachstum der ZnPc Phase diskutiert.
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1 | Introduction
A typical human being carries billions of silicon-based ﬁeld-eﬀect transistors in his/her pockets.
Since the ﬁrst realization of a bipolar transistor, reported one day before Christmas Eve in 1947
by W. Shockley, J. Bardeen, and W. Brattain at Bell Laboratories, [1] the impressive scientiﬁc and
commercial development of the semiconductor industry is seeking its equal. Nowadays, it aﬀects
practically every part of our daily live: Information gathering, health care, mobility, work (indus-
trialization/automation), entertainment, communication, et cetera. In particular, the development
and world wide connection of (pocket sized) computers is completely revolutionizing the way of
communication, allowing growing together of mankind and boosting the global economic growth.
First transistors were based on germanium, however, it was gradually replaced by silicon due to
the possibility of an easy and reproducible production of SiO2 as insulator in stable metal/oxide/
semiconductor (MOS) structures as applied in ﬁeld-eﬀect transistors (MOSFETs). The essence of
such transistors is Fermi level control, both by doping and ﬁeld-eﬀect. In particular, the possibility
of precise tuning of the semiconducting properties by adding impurities to the semiconductor single
crystal (doping) is of high importance since it allows for the realization of depletion and inversion
type MOSFETs and thus of the complementary MOS (CMOS) technology which is the basis of
modern digital circuits. Further functional devices as Schottky and p-n diodes are possible due to
controlled doping. Here, the generation or recombination of electron and holes within a p-n junction
is essential for the realization of photovoltaic cells or light emitting diodes.
The semiconductor industry secondly owes its success to the possibility of planar mass fabrication
by integrating the functional devices onto single crystal Si-wafers by appropriate structuring tech-
niques. Since the ﬁrst realization of an integrated circuit at Fairchild Semiconductors in 1959, [2,3]
the performance of microchips has continuously been improved, following the empirical Moore’s law:
The number of functional devices integrated in a microchip doubles every 18 months, mainly driven
by a corresponding decrease in the characteristic structure size of the processed MOSFETs. While
in 1985 microprocessors were processed with 1.5 . . . 1.0μm gate sizes (Intel i386), state of the art
architectures are using so-called FinFETs, allowed 45 nm structure sizes already in 1999, [4] however,
produced nowadays in 22 nm (e.g. Intel Haswell) or even 16 nm (TSMC) technology. In conclusion,
the essence of the success of the modern billion dollar semiconductor industry is the physical possi-
bility of Fermi level control by doping as well as the mass production of integrated circuits on large
Si-wafers.
Organic semiconductors promise a completely new class of ubiquitous electronics, being ﬂexible,
ultra low-cost, and environmentally benign. Here, the semiconducting properties arise inherent by
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the formation of delocalized π-electron systems in aromatic rings. The huge variety of organic chem-
istry provides almost unlimited possibilities in tuning the physical properties of aromatic molecules
and therefore their application in organic based functional (opto)electronic devices. However, com-
pared to silicon, molecular semiconducting solids typically possess orders of magnitudes lower charge
carrier mobilities due to their weak intermolecular interactions as well as much lower charge carrier
densities due to their comparably large gaps, wherefore organic based devices are commonly fabri-
cated vertically in thin-ﬁlms with thicknesses below 100 nm.
Since the ﬁrst realization of an organic photovoltaic (OPV) cell with a power conversion eﬃciency
of just about 1% in 1986, [5] and an organic light emitting diode (OLED) with a luminous eﬃcacy
of 1.5 lm/W a year later, [6] the great scientiﬁc eﬀort in this area has led to eﬃciencies as high as
12.0% and 90 lm/W in state of the art OPV [7] and white OLEDs. [8] Therefore, OLEDs are already
in use in display applications and commercially available in smartphones or ultra-thin TVs with
display sizes of up to 55 inch at a resolution of 1920 x 1080 pixel (Samsung, LG). Besides, organic
ﬁeld-eﬀect transistors (OFETs) are subject of active current research, yielding the realization of the
ﬁrst ﬂexible organic microprocessor with an operating frequency of 40Hz in 2011 at IMEC. [9]
Apart from the continuous improvement in the device performances, the establishment of low-cost
production techniques for organic semiconductors is another great challenge. Generally, two diﬀer-
ent approaches are distinguished. On the one hand, polymer based devices are typically processed
by solution coating techniques, e.g. via spin or spray coating or printing. In contrast, small molecule
based devices are fabricated by sublimation under high vacuum conditions. While the latter allows
for a more reliable and reproducible production of multilayer architectures, the former possesses the
advantage of higher ﬁlm mobilities due to polymerization. However, stability and mass production
suitability of the applied processes are current issues for both approaches, in particular with regard
to structuring/scaling OFETs in ﬂexible circuits.
Both polymer and small molecule based device types typically consist of several vertically stacked
organic (and inorganic) layers with speciﬁc functionalities. The interfaces between these layers are,
however, physically critical and signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the device performances as well as their long-
term stability. In particular, the energy level alignment at metal/organic contacts, used for charge
carrier in or ejection, is crucial. When applying intrinsic organic materials, the alignment is gov-
erned by several interface eﬀects such as charge transfer, chemical reactions, and/or interface state
formation. The strengths of these eﬀects strongly depends on the combination of the used metal and
organic molecules as well as the processing conditions. Although organic chemistry oﬀers a huge
toolbox, ﬁnding the "appropriate molecule" is mostly not straightforward and requires considerable
experimental eﬀort. Device design development is furthermore impeded by morphology issues of
the individual organic layers, which is important in particular for the photo-active layers of organic
solar cells. These typically consist of blends of a donor and acceptor type organic materials which
must be optimized in their relative energy levels for maximizing the open-circuit voltage as well in
their intermixing (morphology) for improving the short-circuit current of a solar cell.
Similarly to inorganic semiconductors, doping of molecular thin-ﬁlms is a key technique that ad-
dresses nearly all the above described issues of organic semiconductor devices. The main eﬀect of
molecular doping is an increase in the free charge carrier density of an organic host ﬁlm by adding
dopant molecules, which is associated with a shift of the Fermi level controllable by the doping con-
2
centration. [10,11] Depending on the used dopant and host molecules, p- and n-doped thin-ﬁlms can
be obtained, which most recently allowed the realization of organic inversions FETs, [12] and thus
opened the way to organic CMOS. Due to the increase in conductivity by orders of magnitude, p-
and n-doped transport layers can be employed as optical spacers in OLEDs and OPV. [13,14] Further-
more, interface states at metal/organic contacts become saturated by application of doped organics
and the interface alignment becomes independent of the used metal electrode. The injection bar-
riers are then determined only by the Fermi level position, i.e. by the doping concentration, which
makes the performance of respective organic devices less sensitive to ﬂuctuations in the fabrication
conditions.
However, in contrast to silicon-based devices, the understanding of the fundamental processes of
molecular doping is still at its infancy. [15–17] It is the aim of this work to contribute to the under-
standing of the fundamental physics of the molecular doping process. Photoelectron spectroscopy
(PES) is used as main technique to study the Fermi level shift upon p- and n-doping as well as the
relative energy level alignment in various small molecule host:dopant or donor:acceptor thin-ﬁlms
deposited by thermal co-evaporation in vacuum. In this context, incremental deposition and PES
measurements allow for a detailed analysis of the interface energetics at various metal/organic and
organic/organic contacts.
The thesis structures into nine chapters. In connection to this introduction, Chapter 2 presents the
most important basic physics of molecular semiconductors. Chapter 3 aims to give a summary over
the current knowledge on molecular doping, ﬁrst presenting a historical overview on its scientiﬁc
progress as well as the diﬀerent developed dopant compounds. Second, prevailing theories on the
basic mechanism of molecular doping are sketched. Here, the focus is on elaboration of the var-
ious experimental results published over the last two decades and their controversial attempts of
explanation. Finally, the basics of organic Schottky and p-i-n diodes are brieﬂy summarized. In
Chapter 4, the applied experimental techniques and setups as well as the physical key properties
of the investigated organic materials are described. In particular, an introduction to the theory of
photoelectron spectroscopy and the used setup is given.
Chapters 5-7 contain the scientiﬁc results of this thesis. In Chapter 5, investigations on p-doping
of MeO-TPD, ZnPc, and pentacene applying C60F36 and F6-TCNNQ as dopant compounds are
described. Here, the Fermi level shifts upon p-doping as well as the doping eﬃciencies obtained
from incrementally built Schottky contacts are measured, varying the molar doping ratio by up to
ﬁve orders of magnitude. The impact of deep trap states on the Fermi level positions at ultra-low
doping concentrations is studied by varying the purity degree of the host material (MeO-TPD).
Furthermore, a statistical doping model is stepwise developed for explanation of the correlations
found. Finally, conclusions drawn from the statistical description are compared to other current
theories.
Chapter 6 covers similar studies on the n-doping of C60, ZnPc, and pentacene by the novel dopant
W2(hpp)4 which possesses an extremely low ionization potential. Here, measured Fermi level posi-
tions under varying doping concentrations are also explained by the statistical model. Furthermore,
the impact of intentional electron traps, introduced by C60 in pentacene, on the n-doping eﬀect of
W2(hpp)4 is investigated. In a second part, the degradation of pure ﬁlms of W2(hpp)4 as well as of
n-doped ﬁlms applying diﬀerent host materials is studied under air exposure. The ﬁndings allow for
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new conclusions on the general energy level alignment of dopant:host systems which are discussed in
detail and compared to the assumptions of the statistical model as well as to other doping theories.
Chapter 7 deals with the energy level alignment in ZnPc:C60 blends with varied mixing ratio. The
eﬀective gaps, determined by UPS/IPES, are compared to open-circuit voltages of respective bulk
heterojunction solar cells and measurements of the charge transfer complex energies. Furthermore,
the energy level alignment of ZnPc:C60 blends on diﬀerent substrates is studied and correlated to
the blend morphology (crystallinity) determined by X-ray diﬀraction.
The ﬁndings of this thesis are summarized in Chapter 9 and suggestions for future investigations are
outlined.
4
2 | Fundamentals of Molecular Semi-
conductors
In this chapter, the fundamentals of molecular semiconductors are presented. Start-
ing with a brief introduction into the LCAO theory and the physics of molecules with
delocalized π-electron systems, the formation of molecular solids will be covered. In
this context, morphology issues, relaxation processes as well as transport phenomena
will be discussed. In particular, general theories on the transport of free charge carri-
ers will be presented, since they are closely related to molecular doping. Furthermore,
optical properties of molecular solids will be summarized, including the concept of
excitons. Finally, the main aspects of the energetic level alignment at metal/organic
and organic/organic interfaces are covered.
2.1 Molecules with Delocalized π-Electron Systems
While salts (e.g. NaCl) are formed by ionic (heteropolar) bonds, organic molecules are bound by co-
valent atomic (homopolar) bonds. Here, the formation of the huge variety of organic stable molecules
can only be explained by quantum mechanics. Since an analytical mathematical description is typ-
ically not possible, only the applied methods and main conclusions shall be shown with the H+2 ion
as example.
Introduction to the LCAO-MO Theory. In terms of quantum mechanics, a molecule is a
complicated many particle system which is entirely described by the static Schrödinger equation
HˆΨ = EΨ. The Hamilton operator Hˆ =
∑
i Ti + Vi summarizes the kinetic Ti and potential en-
ergies Vi (interactions) of all particles contained in the molecule (negative electrons and positive
nuclei). However, by assuming ﬁxed nuclei1 (interatomic distance R), the Hamiltonian Hˆ reduces
to its electronic part
Hˆel = − 
2
2me
Δ− e
2
r1
− e
2
r2
+
e2
R
, (2.1)
and the Schrödinger equation can be expressed as
Hˆelψ = Eψ . (2.2)
1Born-Oppenheimer approximation
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Typically, the eigenvalues E and eigenfunctions ψ cannot be determined analytically, and are hence
estimated by diﬀerent approximation methods. In a simple but reasonable approach, the molecule
wave functions ψ are approximated by linear combinations of atomic orbitals (LCAO-MO method).
In case of the simple H+2 ion, this means
ψ = c1χ1 + c2χ2 . (2.3)
Here, the χi are known hydrogen orbitals, e.g. spheric 1s wave functions, and ci the associated
expansion coeﬃcients, which have to be found. Solving the electronic Schrödinger Eq. (2.2) with the
LCAO ansatz (2.3) yields a system of linear equations for the ci, and ﬁnally the energy eigenvalues
E± =
H11 ±H12
1± S . (2.4)
Here, Hij are the so-called Hamilton integrals and 0 < S ≤ 1 is the overlap integral, deﬁned by
Hij =
∫
dV χ∗i Hˆχj and Sij =
∫
dV χ∗iχj . (2.5)
It can be shown that S ≡ Sij = Sji and Hij = Hji. Furthermore, H11 = H22 applies to the H+2
molecule. The integrals Hij and S as well as the energies E± actually depend on the distance R of
the two hydrogen atoms. Qualitatively, this is shown in Fig. 2.1 (a) for the ground state. [18] E+(R)
allows a binding of both hydrogen atoms due to formation of a potential minimum at R = R0.
In contrast, the energy E−(R) decreases monotonously with R, which corresponds to anti-bonding
conditions. At all distances R, the bonding state E+ is lower in energy than the ground state energy
of the atomic hydrogen 1s level (dotted line), whereas the anti-bonding state E− is higher. For the
energy eigenvalues E±, the associated eigenfunctions (molecular orbitals)
ψ± =
1√
2(1± S) (χ1 ± χ2) (2.6)
are obtained. The wave functions ψ± as well as their probability densities |ψ±|2 are sketched in
Fig. 2.1 (b). In case of the symmetric eigenfunction ψ+, there is a signiﬁcant high probability density
between the two hydrogen nuclei. For the anti-symmetric molecular orbital, |ψ−|2 is more conﬁned
to the nuclei and becomes even zero at R/2.
For molecules with more than two atoms and electrons, the molecular one-electron orbitals are
calculated analogously, as sketched for the simple H+2 ion, by extending the ansatz (2.3) to a sum
over n suitable atomic orbitals: ψ =
∑
i ciχi. According to the standard atom physics theory, the
obtained molecular orbitals ψ are successively ﬁlled up with electrons, satisfying the Pauli principle
and Hund’s rules. Here, the highest occupied molecular orbital is denoted as HOMO and the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital as LUMO.
Hybridization and delocalized π-Systems. Molecular semiconductors are based on hydro-
carbons with extended π-electron systems. The huge variety of aromatic compounds, e.g. CH4,
C2H6, C2H4, or C2H2, is governed by the formation of carbon atomic hybrid orbitals (summarized
in Fig. 2.2). Hybridization in this manner means the creation of “new“ atomic orbitals by linear
6
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Figure 2.1: (a) Formation of bonding E+ and anti-bonding E− eigenstates in a H+2 molecule as
a function of the nuclei distance R. (b) Corresponding molecular eigenfunctions Ψ+
and Ψ− as well as their probability densities. (c) Formation of σ and π molecular
orbitals in ethene by overlap of carbon sp2-hybrids or the remaining 2px-orbitals
(dark gray ellipses). (d) Formation of a delocalized π-electron system in benzene.
Additionally, the energy diagram with the frontier molecular orbitals HOMO and
LUMO is shown.
combination of n atomic orbitals of the same kind, i.e. of valence orbitals. Carbon has the atomic
number 6 and its ground state conﬁguration is 1s22s22p1x2p1y (arbitrary direction). Due to the spatial
overlap of the 2s and 2p orbitals, new atomic orbitals can be formed by diﬀerent linear combinations,
e.g. by superposition of the 2s and 2pz orbitals to two sp-hybrid orbitals: χ(sp)± = 1√2 (χ2s ± χ2pz )
(cf. Fig. 2.2). The two electrons of the initial 2s orbital are distributed to the χ(sp)± hybrids due to
the Pauli principle, whereas the 2px and 2py orbitals are not involved and remain singly occupied
with one electron. This reorganization of the carbon valence orbitals allows bonds to other atoms
(e.g. hydrogen or another carbon) by the formation of molecular orbitals as explained above. For
instance, in case of ethine (C2H2) one bond between the C-atoms is provided by a symmetric overlap
of two ψ(sp) hybrids to a so-called σ molecular orbital (axis symmetric). The anti-symmetric linear
combination yields an anti-bonding state σ∗. Additionally, the C-atoms are bound by an overlap
of the perpendicularly oriented 2px and 2py orbitals, which results in the formation of so-called π
molecular orbitals. Finally, one hydrogen is bound to one carbon by a linear combination of the
remaining sp-hybrid and the hydrogen 1s orbital (axis symmetric). The created molecule has hence
a linear structure, which is chemically written as H− C ≡ C−H.
A hybridization of the 2s, 2px, and 2py orbitals to three sp2-hybrids is also possible, and explains
the bonding conditions in ethene (C2H4, cf. Fig. 2.1 (c)). Here, one σ (by overlap of two sp2-hybrids)
and one π molecular orbital (by overlap of the remaining 2pz orbitals) provide the C = C binding,
whereas the hydrogen atoms are bound to the carbon atoms by overlap of their 1s and the remaining
two sp2-hybrids per carbon.
Finally, sp3-hybrids can be formed in carbon by an overlap of 2s and all three 2p wave functions
(cf. Fig. 2.2), leading to four singly occupied tetragonally oriented valence orbitals and describing
the existence of methane (CH4) or ethane (C2H6). For the latter, the single C−C bond is arranged
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Figure 2.2: Hybridization of the 2s and 2p atomic orbitals of carbon to sp, sp2, or sp3 hybrid
orbitals.
by only one σ-type molecular orbital (overlap of two sp3-hybrids) and no π-type orbitals are present.
In any case, the σ orbitals between two C-atoms are lower in energy than the respective π-orbitals,
because the spi-hybrid energies are lying in-between the involved 2s and 2p energy levels (cf. Fig. 2.2).
Hence, the π-orbitals are typically forming the HOMO levels of organic molecules. This property
is essential for organic semiconductors since their functioning is based on the formation of delocal-
ized π-electron orbitals within aromatic rings. Exemplarily, this is shown for benzene (C6H6) in
Fig. 2.1 (d). Here, between two C-atoms one σ-orbital is formed by an overlap of the two involved
sp2-hybrids (one remains for binding each a hydrogen). However, the perpendicularly oriented pz-
orbitals arrange to an annular π-type molecular orbital occupied by the 6 pz-electrons (indicated
by circles). The probability density of the electrons in the π-orbital is delocalized over the whole
C6 ring, which enables a kind of ”transport“ of the π-electrons through the whole benzene molecule.
Thus, the π-system is indicated by a ring in chemical structure notation (cf. Fig. 2.1 (d)). Further-
more, the molecular energy levels of benzene are sketched in Fig. 2.1 (d).
With this concept, the huge variety of aromatic molecules occurring in nature is understandable
by composing aromatic rings to more complicated molecules, e.g. by lining up benzene rings. For
such molecules the π-electron system extends to all rings, which determines the respective HOMO-
LUMO energy gap. Here, the LUMO and HOMO energies are shifting closer together with increasing
size of delocalization, [19] i.e. with the number of aromatic rings (cf. Fig. 2.3 (a)). Qualitatively, this
can be understood in terms of a quantum mechanical potential box problem, where the splitting
of the energy eigenvalues decreases with increasing box size. [20] Hence, the HOMO-LUMO gap de-
creases monotonously from benzene over anthracene to pentacene (cf. Fig. 2.3 (a)). [19]
In general, the absolute values of HOMO and LUMO energies can be adjusted by adding other atoms
than carbon to aromatic rings. One prominent material class applied as donor-type molecules in
the photo-active layers of organic solar cells is that of oligothiophenes which are based on the ring
thiophene as building block. Here, the energy levels are further inﬂuenced by incorporation of func-
tional groups with electron accepting or donating properties. As main consequence, the extension
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Figure 2.3: (a) Basic correlations between the molecular structure and the energy levels in
aromatic molecules (data taken from Ref. [19,21,22]). (b) Reduction (increase) of
the solid state IP (EA) of a molecular thin-ﬁlm compared to the HOMO (LUMO)
energy of a corresponding isolated molecule.
of the π-system can diﬀer for the HOMO and LUMO. For instance, the LUMO of dicyanovinyl-
oligothiophene molecules (DCV2-nT) is mainly ”located“ on the dicyanovinyl-groups, whereas the
HOMO is more delocalized over all thiophene rings. [21,23] Thus, the LUMO energy is approximately
independent of the number n of thiophene blocks, whereas the HOMO level rises strongly with
increasing number n due to gap lowering (cf. Fig. 2.3 (b)). [22] However, is was also observed that
adding side chains to the thiophene rings could also slightly alter the energy levels, e.g. adding
buthyl side chains to DCV2-3T rises both the HOMO and LUMO energies by about 0.1 eV. [24]
In conclusion, the feasibility of tuning the frontier energy levels by a proper molecular design (molec-
ular engineering) is very important, because the optical and electrical properties of molecular solids
directly correlate with the molecular electronic HOMO-LUMO gap.
2.2 From Single Molecules to Molecular Solids
Morphology Issues. Molecular solids are held together by relatively weak Van-der-Waals inter-
actions between adjacent molecules. [25] The origin of these interactions are ﬂuctuating multipole
moments due to non-static electron distributions in the frontier orbitals of a molecule, which induce
further multipole moments on a neighboring molecule. Both moments experience an attractive force
due to electrostatic interaction. As an approximation, the interaction between two neutral molecules
is described by the Lennard-Jones potential
V (r) = 
[(r0
r
)12
− 2
(r0
r
)6]
, (2.7)
in which the −1/r6 term describes the attractive Van-der-Waals interaction. However, at very
short distances r both molecules experience a repulsion force due to Pauli’s principle, expressed
by the 1/r12 term. In equilibrium, the molecules are bound to each other at the median distance
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r0 (cf. Fig. 2.4 (a)), characterized by the potential minimum V (r0) = −. Since no electronic ex-
change between the molecules actually occurs, Van-der-Waals interactions are typically less strong
(5 . . . 50meV) than covalent or ionic bonds (e.g. Na+Cl−: 3.6 eV). [26] Hence, in contrast to classical
covalently bound semiconductors the electronic wave functions remain localized on the individual
molecules, therefore the electronic and optical properties of molecular solids are very similar to the
corresponding single molecule properties. In particular, the characteristic semiconductor feature,
i.e. the presence of an electronic energy gap, is not a property of the solid, but rather determined
by the frontier single molecule energy levels, i.e. the HOMO-LUMO gap.
Nevertheless, the mutual orientation of molecules strongly inﬂuences the charge and energy trans-
port through molecular solids. Since the intermolecular interactions are usually weak, the thin-ﬁlm
growth of intrinsic organics strongly depends on (chemical) interactions with the underlying sub-
strate. In particular, the mutual orientation of the molecules in the ﬁrst monolayer is governed
by interface reactions. For instance, ZnPc2 molecules tend to lie ﬂat on metal substrates, whereas
they stand up-right on glass (cf. Fig. 2.4 (b)). [28] Additionally, the structure of the underlying sub-
strate determines the lateral orientation of the molecules, e.g. H2Pc3 orients ﬂat lying on PTCDA
as sketched in Fig. 2.4 (c). In contrast, one prominent orientation of standing molecules is the so-
called herringbone structure (Fig. 2.4 (d)), which was observed for H2Pc monolayers on glass, [29] or
pentacene on SiO2. [30,31]
Depending on the deposition conditions and the shape of the π-system, the molecules in the second
monolayer can arrange further in diﬀerent ways, for instance leading to so-called α- or β-ZnPc. [32] In
general, one can roughly distinguish between two borderline cases of thin-ﬁlm formation (sketched
in Fig. 2.4 (e)): [33] an island growth mode (Volmer-Weber growth) or a layer-by-layer growth (Frank-
van-der-Merve growth). Depending on the interface, the electronic properties of the molecules and
the deposition conditions, the diﬀerent growth modes lead to a huge variety of molecular orien-
tations in thin-ﬁlms, commonly summarized under the term “morphology”. The most cited con-
ﬁgurations are amorphous, nano-crystalline, disordered, poly-crystalline, and even organic single
crystal structures. In completely amorphous ﬁlms, the molecules are supposed to be randomly dis-
tributed without any preferred mutual orientation. Thus, smooth ﬁlms with a surface roughness
of a few nanometers are typically observed. [34] For instance, the morphology of the OLED hole
transport material MeO-TPD4, which is extensively studied in this work, is amorphous. However,
if the intermolecular overlap of the delocalized π-electron systems is suﬃciently large, a preferred
intermolecular orientation might be possible. Depending on the shape of the probability density of
the frontier molecular orbitals and the degree of overlap, nano- or poly-crystalline structures with
diﬀerent lattices are obtained. Prominent examples are the herringbone structure in poly-crystals
of pentacene ﬁlms, [30,31,35] or fcc5 nano-crystals in C60 ﬁlms. [36] However, there is no general corre-
lation between surface roughness and crystal size for such ﬁlms.
In case of organic mixed ﬁlms, the situation becomes even more complex. Here, the degree of inter-
mixing or segregation additionally depends on the HOMO overlap interactions between both species.
Thus, the morphology of such ﬁlms can be inﬂuenced by various parameters, such as evaporation
temperature, [27,34,37] the kind of substrate, [33] side-chain variations, [24] or even the mixing ratio. [38]
2zinc-phthalocyanine
3hydrogen-phthalocyanine
4N,N,N’,N’-tetrakis(4-methoxyphenyl)-benzidine
5face centered cubic
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Figure 2.4: (a) Lennard-Jones potential. (b)-(e) Diﬀerent possible growth modes of organic
molecules (shown schematically). (f) SEM images of ZnPc:C60 blends evaporated
on glass either at room temperature or on a heated substrate (taken from Ref. [27]).
For instance, in Fig. 2.4 (f) SEM images of ZnPc:C60 blends evaporated at room temperature or on a
heated substrate (at 110◦C) are shown. [27] The former ﬁlm possesses a well intermixed morphology
lacking any phase contrast, whereas in the latter case, the individual phases are separated. This
enhanced phase separation is supposed to signiﬁcantly improve the JSC in corresponding BHJ solar
cells. [27]
However, despite the mentioned possibilities of inﬂuence, morphology is hard to control, in particular
with respect to the desired transport properties. It is generally expected that good intermolecu-
lar π-stacking and thus short intermolecular distances are beneﬁcial for charge transport, which is,
however, in contradiction to theoretical calculations, e.g. on crystalline DCV2-4T thin-ﬁlms. [39] Fur-
thermore, it was shown by calculations that mobilities in more disordered (amorphous) DCV2-4T
thin-ﬁlms could be even higher due to a large spatially, energetic disorder which supports the forma-
tion of a percolation network. [40] In this context, the most challenging part of predictive calculations
is to include realistic thin-ﬁlm morphologies (determined from experimental data) into theoretical
transport simulations.
Finally, it should be mentioned that the diﬀerent orientations/morphologies further inﬂuence the
molecular electronic landscape, which ﬁnally determines diﬀerent HOMO energies for diﬀerent
growth modes, e.g. for ZnPc thin-ﬁlms deposited on metal or glass. [38] However, electronic energetics
at metal/organic interfaces is a complicated topic and will be separately presented in Sec. 2.5.
Relaxation Processes. Depending on the polarizability of a speciﬁc aromatic molecule, the ion-
ization potential (IP) of the respective solid is typically lowered, while its electron aﬃnity (EA) is
increased, compared to the single molecule levels HOMO and LUMO. Consequently, the IP − EA
gap of the molecular solid is lower than the original HOMO-LUMO gap (cf. Fig. 2.3 (b)). This eﬀect
is due to the intermolecular Van-der-Waals interactions which induce multiple moments on adjacent
molecules. The respective Coulomb interaction energies P+ and P− can cover several 100meV. [41] A
summary on experimentally determined P+ energies was published by Sato et al. already 20 years
11
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ago. [42] Particularly, they compared the ionization potentials of various materials in the solid state
(IPs) and in the gas phase (IPg) measured by UPS, e.g. yielding IPg = 6.6 eV and IPs = 4.9 eV and
thus P+ = 1.7 eV for pentacene.
Additional relaxation processes occur if a single charge carrier is located on a central molecule, e.g.
at t = 0 as illustrated in Fig. 2.5. The fastest and strongest process is the electronic polarization of
the surrounding molecules. Hence, the solid IP (EA) is further reduced (increased) in comparison to
the single molecule HOMO (LUMO) level by the corresponding polarization energy P+ (P−) taking
typical values in the range of 1.0 . . . 2.0 eV. [25] After polarization, intra-molecular rearrangement
occurs within 10−14 . . . 10−13 s, possessing an interaction energy of 100meV. This means a reorga-
nization of the electronic system and hence an additional change of the molecule HOMO/LUMO
levels accompanied by a change in the vibrionic ﬁne-structure of the nuclei contained in the molecule.
Finally, the crystal lattice relaxes after 10−12 . . . 10−11 s, i.e. it becomes distorted upon Coulomb at-
traction of the polarized molecules. Here, the needed interaction energy is just in the range of a few
10meV, and hence of minor importance, in particular for (disordered) amorphous thin-ﬁlms. [43]
Due to the described interactions of a single charge carrier within a molecular solid, it is reasonable
to describe it as a new quasi-particle which is called polaron. In this context, a polaron is associated
with a single charge carrier located on a molecule and its polarized surrounding, i.e. for an organic
crystal it is a charge carrier coupled to crystal phonons. In particular, this coupling of the electronic
states to crystal phonons is important for charge carrier transport in molecular crystals, since the
transport can then be considered as band or band-like transport in so-called polaron bands. Fur-
thermore, hopping transport in disordered materials can be treated as a phonon-assisted tunneling
of polarons between molecules. The transport of charges in organic semiconductors will be discussed
in the next section in more detail.
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Figure 2.5: Relaxation processes in molecular crystals after a single charge carrier is located
on a molecule (t = 0): Electronic polarization of the surrounding molecules after
10−16 . . . 10−15 s, followed by intra-molecular relaxation of the polarized molecules
after 10−14 . . . 10−13 s, and ﬁnally local distortion of the crystal lattice after
10−12 . . . 10−11 s. Additionally, the interaction energies are given (after Ref. [25]).
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2.3 Single Charges in Molecular Solids: Charge Transport
Properties
The charge carrier transport properties of organic semiconductor solids are strongly related to their
morphology. Due to the huge variety of morphologies, charge carrier transport in organic semicon-
ductors is a much more complicated process than in classical semiconductors and thus diﬃcult to
generalize. Furthermore, it must be distinguished between transport in small molecule structures
and polymer ﬁlms, because for the latter intra-molecular transport along the polymer backbone is an
additional and signiﬁcant component. However, general correlations between disorder, short-range
aggregation and charge transport in particular in high-molecular-weight semiconducting polymers
have most recently been published. [44] For small molecule systems, such a comparable generalization
is rather diﬃcult, wherefore as a pragmatic approach, the two border cases of transport in highly
ordered organic single crystals (band-like) and in amorphous thin-ﬁlms (hopping) will separately be
presented in the following sections.
Similar to classical transport theories, the charge carrier mobility μ is deﬁned via the drift velocity
vD of a carrier in an electric ﬁeld F by vD = μF , and generally splits up into two contributions [45]
μ = μband−like + μhopping . (2.8)
Typically, the diﬀerent transport regimes are identiﬁed by their characteristic temperature depen-
dencies μ(T ). While polaron band and band-like transport in highly puriﬁed single crystals possess
negative μ(T ) dependencies, hopping is characterized by an increasing mobility with rising tempera-
ture. Since the electronic states become localized by dynamic disorder as the temperature increases,
a transition between both types of transport occurs. [46] In this context, it has further been stated
that in the transition regime towards hopping, both polaron band-transport (via delocalized states)
and band-like transport (in localized states, but with dμ/dT < 0) are relevant over a wide range
of temperatures. [47] Here, it is commonly assumed that the required level of purity for band-like
transport can only by achieved for bulk materials recrystallized by sublimation. However, band-like
transport was also shown for solution processed OFETs consisting of TIPS-pentacene. [48]
Besides the issue of spatial disorder, the charge carrier transport is further determined by the local
molecular stacking, i.e. the mutual orientation of molecules, as well as the presence of trap states.
For instance, ﬁeld eﬀect mobilities of single crystals of TTF6 derivatives diﬀer between 10−5 and
1 cm2/Vs due to variations in the molecular packing. [49] However, for most aromatic compounds the
molecular packing is herringbone-like, which leads to anisotropic transport properties, e.g. demon-
strated in pentacene OFETs. [50] Furthermore, the growth mode of thin-ﬁlms, i.e. crystal grain shape
and orientation, causes anisotropic mobilities since the transfer of charge carriers over the stacked
π-systems is preferred. [51] This ﬁnding is in particular important for the performance of horizontal
OFET geometries, because here a growth of suitable molecules perpendicular to the gate dielectrics
is required.
In the following, the two diﬀerent transport regimes will be discussed in more detail. Comprehensive
reviews on transport in molecular semiconductors can be found in Ref. [45,52].
6Tetrathiafulvalene
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2.3.1 Band-like and Polaron Transport in Organic Crystals
Band Transport in Single Crystals. Two requirements have to be fulﬁlled to enable transport
in extended bands: [53]
i. The average scattering time τ must be large compared to /W , in which W is the bandwidth.
ii. The mean free path λ must be extended over several lattice unit cells, i.e. it has to be large
compared to the lattice constant .
For classical covalently bound semiconductors like silicon, these requirements are fulﬁlled by fabri-
cation of large single crystals. There, the wave function overlap between the atomic valence orbitals
leads to formation of electronic bands (valence band) which are ideally extended over the whole sin-
gle crystal (Bloch waves). [54] However, in real Si crystals impurities and lattice defects are present,
locally disturbing the valence wave function overlap, and thus, limiting the delocalization of the
Bloch waves. Hence, the bandwidth of the valence band is narrower the more the electrons are
localized, i.e. the higher the defect density is. In classical theories, the transport of charge carriers
is therefore considered as a free drift movement within extended bands and only disturbed by scat-
tering events at defects and/or lattice phonons. The ability of a carrier to move within an electronic
band is limited by its eﬀective mass m∗, which is deﬁned by the dispersion relation of the respective
band, e.g. for a hole within the valence band EV (k) the eﬀective mass is
m∗h = 
2
(
d2EV (k)
dk2
)−1
. (2.9)
The dispersion relation is determined by the crystal lattice properties of a speciﬁc material, but
parabolic for a free electron: E = (k2)/2me. In the simplest approximation, carrier transport
via an extended band of suﬃciently large bandwidth is treated as “free”, i.e. via non-interacting
electrons/holes with respective eﬀective masses m∗e/h. However, real band structures are rather
complicated and can only be approximated as parabolic at the band edges close to the energy gap
minimum. The mobility of the charge carriers within a band is ﬁnally given by
μh =
eτ
m∗h
, (2.10)
where τ is the average time between two scattering events at lattice defects or phonons. Typi-
cal values at room temperature are μ∗e  1400 cm2/Vs for Si or 9200 cm2/Vs for GaAs. However,
the highest electron mobilities have been measured for low-dimensional lattices (i.e. 2D electron
gases), e.g. 2 × 105 cm2/Vs for single layer graphene even at RT, [55] or about 35 × 106 cm2/Vs in
AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructures close to 0K. [56]
The main characteristic property of ideal band transport is the μ ∝ T−3/2 temperature dependency
of the mobility. [57] This correlation is due to scattering of moving charge carriers at lattice phonons
whose probability increases with temperature.
However, for molecular semiconductors real band transport has not clearly been demonstrated. The
main problem here is the experimental realization of the required highly puriﬁed organic single crys-
tals. Thus, the highest reported OFET mobilities are only in the range of 10 . . . 40 cm2/Vs, [58–60]
even for the organic single crystal benchmark material rubrene. [61–64] Furthermore, the experimen-
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tally observed temperature dependence of μ is described by a power-law with an exponent 1 < n < 4
rather than 3/2, which is hence often referred to as band-like transport. [65]
Polaron Transport and Dynamic Disorder. The crucial diﬀerence of organic crystals com-
pared to their inorganic counterparts is the much smaller electronic overlap of the frontier molecular
orbitals of adjacent molecules. In the framework of classical band theory, this fact would corre-
spond to much narrower bands, larger eﬀective masses, and thus, lower mobilities, which generally
agrees with the experimental ﬁndings on organic crystals. [61,64] However, the actual localization of
electrons in pentacene poly-crystal FET channels (at room temperature) has been estimated to an
extent of only 10 molecules by electron spin resonance measurements. [66] To consider this enhanced
localization, the band theory has thus been extended by taking electron-phonon coupling (dynamic
disorder) into account, i.e. by the introduction of so-called polaron bands. [65,67–71] In contrast, the
classical band theory assumes non-interacting “free” electrons, i.e. pure electronic bands. Generally,
polaron bands are narrower than their electronic counterparts, however, according to the theory of
pure electronic bands, the width of the polaronic bands also decreases with increasing temperature.
Reviews on polaron theories have been published in the recent years. [45,46]
As a main result, the polaron transport theories yield a μ ∝ T−3/2 temperature dependence for
T → 0. With increasing temperature, the mobility drops by μ ∝ T−n with n > 3/2 (in agree-
ment with experiments [65]), therefore this regime is referred to as band-like transport. By in-
creasing the temperature even more, the polaron bandwidth decreases and ﬁnally vanishes, which
results in the formation of completely localized states and hence a transition to hopping transport
at higher temperatures. [68,69] In other words, the mobility is then increasing again following an
exp (−Eact,μ/kBT ) law. Indeed, bandwidth narrowing has been validated by angle-dependent UPS
on poly-crystalline pentacene grown on graphene by Koch et al., [72] where they showed a HOMO
dispersion of ≈ 240meV at 120K which decreases to ≈ 190meV at room temperature.
The transition to hopping transport even in molecular crystals is remarkable, since this type of
transport is microscopically quite a diﬀerent process and, as described in the next paragraph, the
dominant transport mechanism in molecularly disordered thin-ﬁlms.
2.3.2 Static Disorder and Hopping Transport in Amorphous Films
Due to the weak electronic overlap of the frontier molecular orbitals in disordered organic ﬁlms,
band or band-like transport cannot be expected. Hence, the mobilities of such ﬁlms are orders of
magnitude lower (typ. 10−8 . . . 10−4 cm2/Vs), but they are not completely insulating. Early exper-
iments on amorphous TNF7 thin-ﬁlms revealed strongly temperature- and electric ﬁeld-dependent
drift mobilities. [73] In particular, a Poole-Frenkel ﬁeld dependence μ(F ) ∝ exp(√F ) as well as an
Arrhenius-like temperature behavior of μ has been identiﬁed for this kind of materials. Thus, diﬀer-
ent models have been developed to explain these empirical correlations. Commonly, charge carrier
transport in disordered systems is considered as hopping between localized states (sites). The vari-
ous models only diﬀer in their level of detail and solution methods, which will be brieﬂy described
in the following paragraphs.
7trinitroﬂuorenone
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Hopping Transport. Generally, hopping transport is assumed as a phonon-assisted tunnel pro-
cess, whose jump rate is given by the Miller-Abraham model [74]
νij = ν0 exp (−2γΔRij)
⎧⎨
⎩exp
(
Ej−Ei−eF (xj−xi)
kBT
)
;Ej − Ei − eF (xj − xi) > 0
1 ;Ej − Ei − eF (xj − xi) < 0
. (2.11)
Here, Ei and Ej are the zero ﬁeld energies of the sites i and j, F is the electric ﬁeld, and ac-
cordingly, eF (xj − xi) is the diﬀerence of the additional electronic energy of the sites in the ﬁeld.
ΔRij represents the spacial distance between two sites, and γ describes the degree of localization of
the corresponding electronic wave functions. It follows from the Miller-Abraham rates that upward
jumps to sites of higher energy are thermally activated depending on the ﬁeld strength, whereas
downward jumps to sites of lower energy do not require further activation.
The weakest point of applying the Miller-Abraham jump rates to molecular solids is that polaronic
eﬀects as discussed in Sec. 2.2 are neglected, i.e. the polarization of neighboring molecules upon
present charges. Hence, Mott et al. suggested a polaron hopping model. [75] However, it has been
argued that the energetic disorder in amorphous materials limits the hopping mobility even more
than the polaronic eﬀects. [43] Furthermore, if site correlation is assumed, the choice of the speciﬁc
hopping rate has no inﬂuence on the hopping mobility. [76]
Hence, based on the Miller-Abraham rates characterizing the local hopping process between two
sites, several attempts have been made to calculate the overall hopping conductivity of a whole
lattice by assuming diﬀerent DOS types and calculation methods.
Percolation Models. Already in 1971, Ambegaokar et al. used a percolation ansatz to cal-
culate the hopping conductivity within a uniform density of site energies. [77] In particular, they
transformed the spatial lattice of hopping sites into a resistor network. The main idea of this model
is that carriers do not just jump statistically, but take a (critical) path through the system such that
the overall resistance of the network is minimal. [77] In this context, a conductive ﬁlm is described
by a network of resistors with the conductances Gij = G0 exp(−νij) where
νij = 2γRij +
|Ei − EF |+ |Ej − EF |+ |Ei − Ej |
2kBT
(2.12)
reﬂect modiﬁed Miller-Abraham hopping rates between two sites Ei and Ej (distance Rij). Subse-
quently, all resistors are removed again and the network is recomposed by adding the resistors
incrementally with ascending value until the ﬁrst continuous (ﬁnite) path is obtained (critical
path), which ﬁnally deﬁnes the critical percolation conductance GC and thus the conductivity to
σ = σ0 exp(−νc). [78]
Applying this method to variable range hopping in a constant DOS ρ0 yields the so-called Mott
formula for the temperature dependence of the hopping conductivity [77,79,80]
σ = σ0 exp
(
−T1
T
)1/4
, (2.13)
in which kBT1 = 4BCγ3/ρ0 is a constant determined by the localization parameter γ, the uniform
density of states ρ0, and the critical number of connections per site, which is BC = 2.86 for a 3D
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network. Assuming typical values γ = 107 . . . 108 cm−1 and ρ0  1019 eV−1cm−3, yields T1 values
in the order of 107K.
Besides this approach, Vissenberg and Matters proposed a description of charge carrier transport in
amorphous systems by percolation via preferred paths through a network of sites with an exponential
distribution of site energies [81]
g(E) =
Nt
kBT0
exp
(
E
kBT
)
. (2.14)
In the limit of low charge carrier concentrations (p < Nt) and low temperatures (T < T0), the ﬁnally
obtained carrier- and temperature-dependent conductivity reads
σ(p, T ) = σ0
(
πp(T0/T )
3
(2α)3BCΓ(1− T0/T )Γ(1 + T0/T )
)T0/T
, (2.15)
with Γ(z) =
∫∞
0
dy exp(−y)yz−1, and the critical number of connections per site BC = 2.86 for a 3D
network. The main outcome of this percolation model is an Arrhenius-like temperature behavior
σ(T ) ∝ exp
(
Eact,σ
kBT
)
, (2.16)
as well as a super-linear increase of the conductivity with charge carrier density p. In particular the
last fact is important for an extension of this model by including molecular doping (cf. Sec. 3.3).
Monte-Carlo Simulations and Master Equation Models. Another approach to determine
the hopping conductivity was published by Bässler et al. in 1993. [82] It assumes a Gaussian distri-
bution of site energies (Gaussian DOS, cf. Fig. 2.6)
g(E) =
N0√
2πσ
exp
(
− (E − E0)
2
2σ2
)
, (2.17)
characterized by the energetic width σ (static disorder). Furthermore, the site distances ΔRij are
also assumed to be Gaussian distributed around an average distance ΔR0 by the characteristic width
Σ (oﬀ-diagonal disorder)
g(ΔRij) =
1√
2πΣ
exp
(
− (ΔR0 −ΔRij)
2
2Σ2
)
. (2.18)
A statistical variation of the overlap parameter 2γΔRij seems to be reasonable for disordered molec-
ular ﬁlms because the distances Rij between molecules are distributed due to random mutual ori-
entation of adjacent molecules. Consequently, the energetic disorder is motivated by the resulting
statistical polarization of molecules in disordered ﬁlms. Therefore, organic thin-ﬁlms of higher
spatial order, e.g. poly-crystalline pentacene, [31,83] or nano-crystalline ZnPc or C60 layers, [36,84]
should possess much smaller energetic disorder σ than completely amorphous thin-ﬁlms such as
MeO-TPD or BF-DPB. This correlation is veriﬁed by UPS, one obtains at room temperature:
σ(pentacene)  150meV and σ(MeO− TPD)  220meV.8 The Bässler approach is hence called
Gaussian disorder model (GDM), and the hopping mobility is calculated by a Monte-Carlo simu-
8Measured by Max L. Tietze at the IAPP.
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of hopping transport between sites (e.g. from Ei to Ej) in a Gaussian
distribution of site energies of width σ. In the framework of the Bässler model, [82]
the inter-site distances Rij are also assumed to be Gaussian distributed around an
average distance R0. In contrast, the percolation model of Vissenberg and Matters
assumes an exponential DOS. [81]
lation applying the Miller-Abraham rates Eq. (2.11). As a ﬁrst result, the GDM predicts that the
charge carriers relax around the energy (cf. Fig. 2.6)
Et→∞ = E0 − σ
2
kBT
. (2.19)
Qualitatively, this behavior can be understood simply by the fact that energetic downward jumps are
possible to any state, whereas upward jumps are limited by the probability factor exp[(Ei−Ej)/kBT ].
Since the Gaussian DOS is increasing with energy within the gap, more states are available for
electron upward jumps. Thus, there must be an equilibrium energy below E0 around which the
electrons will oscillate, and this level is hence referred to as eﬀective transport level Et→∞ = ETr.
Finally, the hopping mobility is given by
μ(σ,Σ, F, T ) = μ0 exp
[
−
(
T0
T
)2]⎧⎨
⎩exp
[
C
((
3
2
T0
T
)2 − 2.25)√F] ; Σ < 1.5
exp
[
C
((
3
2
T0
T
)2 − Σ2)√F] ; Σ  1.5 , (2.20)
where C = 2.9× 10−4√cm/V is an empirical constant and T0 = 2σ/3kB . This result is remarkable,
because it gives a theoretically motivated Poole-Frenkel behavior of the mobility, which has previ-
ously been stated as empirical correlation. [73] Furthermore, it predicts quite a diﬀerent temperature
dependence of the mobility then the Mott formula Eq. (2.13) for variable range hopping in a constant
DOS. However, the GDM can actually reproduce the Poole-Frenkel mobility of experimental data
only within a small range of electric ﬁelds, which could be corrected by introducing a correlation of
site energies (correlated disorder model, CDM). [76,85]
In 2003, it was shown that mobilities of P3HT9 determined from OFET measurements exceed values
deduced from hole-only devices by 3 orders of magnitude. This deviation could not be explained
9poly-3-hexylthiophene
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by diﬀerent transport regimes (e.g. caused by morphology changes) and was thus attributed to a
strong dependency of the mobility on the charge carrier density. [86] In particular, Tanase et al.
demonstrated that space charge limited currents in PPV10 hole-only devices are strongly governed
by the carrier dependence of the mobility even at room temperature. [87]
Therefore, Pasveer and co-workers extended the Gaussian disorder model in 2005 by taking the
charge carrier density dependence of the mobility into account (extended Gaussian disorder model,
EGDM). [88–90] They particularly considered the transport of p carriers within a lattice of hopping
sites, in which the sum of hopping events towards and away from one site is assumed to be equal.
In other words, the sites occupation probabilities are, on average, constant, which can be expressed
by the following hopping master equation
∂pi
∂t
=
∑
i =j
[νijpi(1− pj)− νjipj(1− pi)] = 0 . (2.21)
Here, pi is the probability that site i is occupied and νij is the transition rate for hopping from site
i to j. Pasveer et al. numerically solved Eq. (2.21) by assuming Miller-Abraham hopping rates and
a Gaussian DOS, yielding a strongly increasing zero ﬁeld mobility with rising p depending on the
DOS width σ. The ﬁnal equations are
μ(T, F, p) = μ0(T ) · f(F ) · g(p) , (2.22)
with
μ0(T ) =μ0 exp[−Cσˆ2] (2.23)
f(F ) =exp
⎡
⎣0.44(σˆ3/2 − 2.2) ·
⎛
⎝
√
1 + 0.8
(
Fea
σ
)2
− 1
⎞
⎠
⎤
⎦ (2.24)
g(p) =exp
[
1
2
(σˆ2 − σˆ)(2pa3)δ
]
(2.25)
and
σˆ =
σ
kBT
; δ =
2
σˆ2
[ln(σˆ2 − σˆ)− ln(ln4)] . (2.26)
Here, μ0 reﬂects the zero ﬁeld, temperature, and concentration mobility, C is a ﬁtting constant,
and a is determined by the total density of states (sites) N0 = 1/a3. The calculated mobilities are
plotted in Fig. 2.7 in units of μ0 for diﬀerent DOS widths σˆ versus the carrier concentration and the
electric ﬁeld. Since typical DOS widths of disordered organic ﬁlms are in the range of 50 . . . 250meV
(i.e. 2 . . . 10 kBT ), a strong increase of μ by several orders of magnitude with rising carrier concen-
tration is expected. This conclusion is particularly important for a uniﬁed description of transport
processes and activation of molecular doping in organic thin-ﬁlms (cf. Sec. 3.3). In contrast, the ﬁeld
dependence of μ is rather less pronounced at high carrier concentrations p and more important at
low concentrations.
Most recently, it has been demonstrated that molecules in ﬁlms of DPB11, which are GIXRD12
10poly(p-phenylene vinylene)
115,10,15,20-Tetraphenylbisbenz[5,6]indeno[1,2,3-cd:1’,2’,3’-lm]perylene
12Grazing incidence X-ray Diﬀraction
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Figure 2.7: Carrier and electric ﬁeld dependence of the mobility calculated in framework of the
extended Gaussian disorder model (EGDM) of Pasveer at al. (taken from Ref. [88]).
amorphous, tend to orient locally with preferred mutual orientations. [34] This kind of short-range
order on the length scale of a few molecules would thus lead to a modiﬁed material speciﬁc distri-
bution of the ΔRij rather than the Gaussian ansatz Eq. (2.18) of the Bässler model. Hence, it has
been suggested to further take the spatial correlation of the sites into account (extended correlated
disorder model, ECDM). [91] This reﬁnement weakens the carrier density dependency of the mobility
and increases its ﬁeld dependence compared to the EGDM. However, j(V )-curves of PPV hole-only
devices can be ﬁtted well by both models, assuming similar Gaussian widths but more realistic
inter-site distances in case of the EGDM. [91]
2.4 Excited Molecules: Optical Properties and Excitons
Since molecules are bound by weak Van-der-Waals interactions, the electronic structure of individ-
ual molecules is only weakly disturbed in the solid phase and therefore, the optical properties of
thin-ﬁlms and single molecules are quite similar. However, due to the polarization eﬀects described
in Sec. 2.2, solid state absorption and emission spectra are typically red-shifted compared to the
respective single molecule (gas phase) spectra. [92] Nonetheless, light absorption and emission are
still single molecule processes even in molecular solids.
Absorption and Emission. Absorption of an incident photon leads to an excitation from the
molecule ground state S0 to an excited state by lifting up an electron: S0 → S1. The ground state
S0 possesses vanishing total spin (S = 0) because the HOMO is in a closed-shell conﬁguration. Due
to conservation of total spin, only molecular singlet states {S1, S2, . . . } can be reached by photo-
excitation. However, in some molecules also states with total spin S = 1 (triplet states T1) are
accessible from the ground state (e.g. S0 → T1) upon spin-orbit coupling. However, due to the
forbidden nature of this transition, the absorption coeﬃcients are several orders of magnitude lower.
This inter-system crossing (ISC) is present in particular in molecules containing heavy atoms, be-
cause these strengthen the spin-orbit coupling. [26] Hence, also transitions from S1 → T1 are feasible
by ISC, if the lifetime of the S1 state is high enough.
Photon emission originates either from the transition S1 → S0 (ﬂuorescence) or from T1 → S0
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Figure 2.8: (a) Jablonski diagram of excited states and corresponding electronic transitions in
an aromatic molecule. (b) Illustration of the Stokes shift between photon absorption
and emission by transitions between electronic ground state S0 and ﬁrst excited
state S1. (c) Illustration of the localization of Frenkel, Wannier-Mott, and charge-
transfer type excitons within a semiconductor lattice (gray circles).
(phosphorescence). In general, triplet states are lower in energy compared to the respective singlets
(Ti < Si) due to the Pauli exclusion principle, which states that electrons with anti-parallel spins are
closer together and thus experience a stronger repulsive Coulomb force. Hence, the phosphorescence
is red-shifted compared to the ﬂuorescence. A summarizing term diagram of the energy levels and
possible transitions is sketched in Fig. 2.8 (a). Typical absorption coeﬃcients of organic solids are
in the order of 105 cm−1. [93]
Due to coupling of the electronic landscape to the vibronic (thermal) movement of the nuclei con-
tained in a molecule, the described transitions are not energetically sharp, but extended to vibronic
bands. Thus, the emission spectrum of a molecule is shifted to lower energies compared to ab-
sorption because of the Frank-Condon principle, which states that an electronic transition is more
probable if the associated vibronic wave functions are similar. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.8 (b) where
the energies of two electronic states S0 and S1 are plotted versus a characteristic intra-molecular
nuclei distance R. The corresponding vibronic levels are sketched by wave functions. Since the elec-
tronic reorganization is much faster than the geometric relaxation of the molecule, the transitions
with constant R are most favorable, wherefore emission is red-shifted. This phenomenon is called
Stokes shift and can be shown by photoluminescence experiments, e.g. as performed on DCV-4T
thin-ﬁlms. [94]
Concept of Excitons. A very useful model to describe energy transfer in molecular solids is
the concept of excitons. These quasi-particles are neutral electron-hole pairs of spin S = 0 (singlet)
or S = 1 (triplet) and represent an elementary excitation of an organic solid, e.g. formed by photon
absorption. The electron and hole are bound to each other by the Coulomb attraction which can
be expressed in a hydrogen-atom like model by
FC =
1
4πε0εr
e2
r20
. (2.27)
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In case of an excited molecule, the interaction radius r0 has the dimension of the molecule size (a
few Å), which leads to binding energies of several 100meV (Frenkel excitons). Eﬀectively, this is
related to the comparably low dielectric constants εr of organic materials, which are in the range of
only 3 . . . 5. [95] In reverse, if the dielectric constant would be high, the interaction radius would be
large and the exciton binding energy low (a few meV), i.e. the electron and the hole are then more
or less delocalized over the solid (Wannier-Mott excitons). This is actually the case in single crystal
inorganic semiconductors. A special case is the so-called charge transfer (CT) exciton, where the
electron and hole are each localized on two adjacent molecules (cf. Fig. 2.8 (c)). This sub-state to
free charge carriers is in particular important for molecularly doped solids and photo-active layers
in organic solar cells.
Due to the exciton binding energy in organic solids, which is typically in the range of
0.3 eV . . . 1.5 eV, [96,97] the optical gap is reduced by this value compared to the gap for free charge
carriers. Furthermore, Frenkel excitons can move through molecular solids by energy transfer. For
short distances < 2 nm, this transfer is provided by an overlap of the molecular wave functions and
hence characterized by a simultaneous jump of the electron and hole (Dexter transfer). [98] Addi-
tionally, energy can be transported via the so-called resonant Förster transfer which is provided
by dipole-dipole interactions, i.e. by emission and absorption of a virtual photon. [99] This type of
transfer thus requires an overlap of the emission and absorption spectra and can reach a distance of
over 10 nm. Dexter transfer is the main transport mechanism for triplet excitons, whereas Förster
transfer is only possible for singlets. Since the range of energy transfer is directly correlated to the
lifetime of an exciton, it can be described by a diﬀusion process LD =
√
Dτexc
Typical exciton lifetimes are in the range of milliseconds for triplets T1 and nano to microseconds
for singlets S1. [53] The diﬀusion constants cover D = 10−4 . . . 10−3 cm2/s. [100] Hence, the diﬀu-
sion lengths are in the range of LD ≈ 10 nm, [101] however, also values of up to 40 nm have been
published. [102] Furthermore, the diﬀusion length depends on the morphology, e.g. for PTCDA an
increase of LD from 6.5 (amorphous) to 25 nm (single-crystal) was shown. [103]
2.5 Energy Level Alignment at Interfaces
The energetic alignment of the frontier molecular orbitals between diﬀerent organic layers as well
as the formation of injection barriers at adjacent metal contacts crucially inﬂuence the performance
of functional organic devices. Since classical semiconductors are typically doped by acceptor oder
donor type compounds, the interface energetics is there explained by Fermi level alignment or the
formation of metal-induced gap states pinning the Fermi level. [57] However, the concentration of
free charge carriers in intrinsic organic semiconductors is extremely low due to their large HOMO-
LUMO gaps of typically 1.5 . . . 3.5 eV. Even in real ﬁlms, where the carrier concentration is governed
by activation from impurities, the density of free charge carriers has been estimated by Kelvin
probe measurements at various metal/C60 contacts to only ≈ 1014 cm−3 at depletion layer widths
of ≈ 500 nm. [106] Therefore, Fermi level alignment cannot be expected within the range of ﬁlm
thicknesses of a few 10 nm as typically applied in functional organic devices. Also, the simple
historical assumption of vacuum level alignment fails in most cases, and it is known from various
experimental studies that strong interface dipoles of up to 2 eV may appear at metal/organic or even
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Figure 2.9: (a) Energy level alignment of α-NPD deposited either on Au or on PEDT:PSS
(data taken from Ref. [104]) (b) Possible interface eﬀects determining the energetics
at metal/organic contacts and leading to the formation of interface dipoles (adapted
from Ref. [105]).
organic/organic contacts. [105,107,108] For instance, the energy level alignment at the Au/α-NPD13
interface is shown in Fig. 2.9 (a). Vacuum level alignment would result in a hole injection barrier
of only 0.25 eV, however, UPS measurements reveal a barrier of 1.40 eV accompanied by a strong
dipole of 1.15 eV with its negative pole in the metal. [104]
The purpose of this chapter is therefore to summarize the various eﬀects which determine the
interface energetics at intrinsic metal/organic and organic/organic contacts and further to give a
brief insight into the corresponding theoretical background. For a broader study of this topic, the
reader is referred to Ref. [105,107–112]. The energy level alignment at interfaces containing molecularly
doped layers is quite similar to the formation of classical Schottky contacts and will therefore be
presented separately in Sec. 3.4.1.
2.5.1 Metal/Organic Interfaces
The main eﬀects inﬂuencing the interface level alignment at metal/organic contacts are (sketched
in Fig. 2.9 (b))
i. electron transfer from organic to metal or vise versa,
ii. chemical reactions of molecules with the metal surface changing the electronic structure di-
rectly at the interfaces,
iii. formation of interface (gap) states,
iv. and interface rearrangement due to reduction of the electronic tailing of the metal into the
vacuum by presence of organic molecules (push-back eﬀect).
The most simple process which can occur is real charge transfer. If the metal work function is
smaller (higher) than the EA (IP) of the organic, electrons are transferred to the semiconductor
(metal) and a dipole arises with its positive pole in the metal (semiconductor). Thus, the Fermi level
aligns close to the LUMO or HOMO of the semiconductor, and a minimal electron or hole injection
barrier is achieved (see Fig. 2.10 (a)). A further decrease (increase) of the metal work function does
13N,N’-di(naphthalen-1-yl)-N,N’-diphenyl-benzidine
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Figure 2.10: (a) Illustration of Fermi level pinning at metal/organic interfaces upon charge
transfer, which occurs if either Wfmet < EA (a1) or IP < Wfmet (a2). Depending
on the value of Wfmet, diﬀerent strong interface dipoles Δi appear. (b) Measured
Fermi level positions of various organic materials versus the applied substrate
work function (adapted from Ref. [113]). For each material, the Fermi level pinning
regime is clearly veriﬁed (characterized by S = 0).
not reduce the barriers more, only the amount of transferred charges and hence the resulting dipole
increases. Two diﬀerent reasons are discussed in literature for this kind of Fermi level pinning.
On the on hand, it has been argued that the Fermi level is pinned directly at the tailing states of
the HOMO or LUMO DOS a few 100meV below the UPS/IPES-onset values. [108,114] Against that,
Tengstedt et al. proposed that the pinning corresponds to the formation of an interfacial dipole
by means of charge transfer across the metal/organic interface in that amount which shifts the
polaronic level of the organic material to the position of the substrate Fermi level. [109,113] In other
words, the Fermi level pins at the polaron levels which are formed at the interface upon an integer
charge transfer (ICT model). Indeed, charge transfer across the metal/organic interface is expected,
if the substrate work function is greater than the positive polaron/bipolaron formation energy for
the organic. [115,116] Here, it is important that the pinning energy is independent of the underlying
substrate type (metal, oxide, organic), i.e. independent of the respective screening properties. This
is shown in Fig. 2.10 (b) where the Fermi level position with respect to the vacuum level for various
organic semiconductors is plotted versus the applied substrate work function. For all materials
a clear substrate-independent pinning a few 100meV above the respective IP values is conﬁrmed.
Furthermore, gap narrowing at the Ag/PTCDA14 interface due to polarization has been conﬁrmed
by combined UPS and IPES measurements. [117] Furthermore, occupied relaxed LUMO states in the
gap at the Ag/PTCBI15 interface have directly been made visible, [107,110] strongly supporting the
hypothesis of Fermi level pinning at polaron levels.
In case of a metal work function lying within the semiconductor gap, i.e. EA < Wfmet < IP, no
charges are ideally transferred and vacuum level alignment is possible. Hence, a variation of the metal
work function Wfmet equally shifts the organic Fermi level Wforg, i.e. the respective electron or hole
injection barrier (cf. Fig. 2.11 (a1)), until EF pinning at the polaron states is reached as illustrated
in Fig. 2.10 (a). However, for real metal/organic contacts, even for the case EA < Wfmet < IP,
interface dipoles are often observed, e.g. 1.16 eV at the Ag(Wf = 4.39 eV)/MeO-TPD(IP = 5.07 eV)
143,4,9,10-perylentetracarbonsäuredianhydrid
15perylene-tetracarboxylic-bis-benzimidazole
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Figure 2.11: (a) Illustration of possible energy level alignments at metal/organic contacts if
EA < Wfmet < IP. Varying the substrate work function could lead to an equal
(S = 1) or weaker (S < 1) shift of the interface Fermi level. In the latter case
an interface dipole appears. (b) Collection of the level alignment characteristics
(slope parameters S) of diﬀerent organic materials deposited on various substrates
(adapted from Ref. [107]).
interface. To describe the impact of a substrate work function variation dWfmet on the interface
energy level alignment to an organic material, i.e. on the interface Fermi level position, the slope
parameter S is commonly deﬁned by
S ≡ dEF
dWfmet
=
dWforg
dWfsub
. (2.28)
Here, Wforg denotes the diﬀerence between the Fermi and the vacuum level. The two scenarios de-
scribed above reﬂect special cases: As labeled in Fig. 2.10 (b), Fermi level pinning at polaron levels
corresponds to S = 0 (Bardeen Limit), whereas freely tunable injection barriers correspond to S = 1
(Schottky-Mott Limit). However, usually slope parameters in between 0 < S < 1 are experimentally
found, [107] examples are given in Fig. 2.11 (b). Reasons for this behavior are the push-back eﬀect,
formation of interface states, and/or chemical reactions (cf. Fig. 2.9 (b)).
Push-back eﬀect in this context means lowering of the metal work function upon adsorption of
molecules. [105] Actually, the work function of a metal Wfmet is the sum of bulk and surface contri-
butions, namely the bulk chemical potential μ and the surface dipole. [118] The latter depends on
the tailing of the electronic wave function into the vacuum, and is hence sensitively inﬂuenced by
presence of molecules. Particularly, the repulsion between the electrons in the molecular orbitals of
the organics and the metal lead to an eﬀective reduction of Wfmet. In consequence, the hole injection
barrier is typically increased in comparison to the simple assumption of vacuum level alignment and
neglecting the push-back eﬀect. For instance, this has been reported for 6P16 or α-NPD on Au. [104]
However, the push-back can be avoided by using polymer electrodes like PEDOT:PSS rather than
Au (cf. Fig. 2.9 (a)). Indeed, α-NPD, pentacene, and 6P deposited on PEDOT:PSS show hole injec-
tion barriers lowered by up to 1 eV compared to Au although the work functions of both substrate
materials are quite similar (Wf ≈ 5.1 eV). [104,107] The reason for this improvement is the much
lower contribution of the surface dipole to the work function in case of the polymer. Alternatively,
surface treatment of metals can signiﬁcantly weaken the push-back eﬀect. Although the metal work
16para-sexiphenyl
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function is strongly reduced by thin contamination layers compared to sputter cleaned surfaces, e.g.
from 5.4 eV (clean) to 4.7 eV for contaminated Au, the hole injection barriers to 6T or α-NPD are
nonetheless decreased by several 100meV upon contamination. [112,119] Similar results were reported
for Ag, Pt, and Pd contacts. [112] Here, it is important that the contamination layer does not elec-
tronically decouple the two materials, i.e. that they are in direct thermodynamic equilibrium. [112]
Practically, this is realized by contamination thicknesses of less than 2 nm.
Besides the push-back eﬀect, the energy level alignment at metal/organic interfaces can be strongly
inﬂuenced by possible chemical reactions. The prototypical interface, which has been extensively
studied by core level analysis by XPS, is the Mg/Alq3 contact. [107,120–122] Here, it has been found
that a chemical reaction leads to the formation of interface gap states which cause Fermi level pin-
ning.
However, even by avoiding the push-back eﬀect as well as chemical reactions, the slope parameter
can be still smaller than 1 (for EA < Wfsub < IP), which has been attributed to the formation of
metal-induced gap states (MIGS) in the organic semiconductor. [123,124] This theory of barrier for-
mation is well established for classical metal/semiconductor contacts. [57,125,126] It has been argued
by Flores et al. that the energetic interface alignment is governed by [125]
i. the metal wave function tunneling into the semiconductor gap, changing there the surface
states, and
ii. that the new gap DOS is compensated by a decrease in the conduction and/or valence band
DOS .
Furthermore, a charge neutrality level (CNL) can be deﬁned such that total integrated density of
gap states up to the CNL accommodates the number of electrons from the conduction band. Hence,
the charge transfer at a metal/semiconductor interface is controlled by the diﬀerence between the
metal Fermi level and the semiconductor CNL determining the direction and amount of CT, which
further introduces a dipole, aligning the metal EF and the CNL. In 2004, Vazquez et al. suggested
to transfer the MIGS model to intrinsic metal/organic contacts, i.e. to assume that the interface
Fermi level is controlled by metal-induced gap states of suﬃciently high density. In particular, they
calculated the CNL of PTCDA and the interface alignment of the Au(111)/PTCDA contact by
DFT. [124] In this context, a slope parameter of S ≈ 0.13 has been suggested for this material. In
a more extended study, the interface properties of PTCDA, PTCBI, and CBP on Au(111) have
been analyzed by the MIGS model and ﬁnally compared to UPS measurements, yielding deviations
< 0.2 eV between theory and experiment for the interface Fermi level position EF and the slope
parameter S. [123] Here, the proposed neutrality condition for the interface alignment of EF is
CNL− EF = S · (CNL−Wfmet) . (2.29)
Furthermore, the slope parameter is speciﬁed by
S =
dEF
dWfmet
=
1
1 + 4πe2D(EF )δ/A
, (2.30)
with D(EF ) being the density of induced states at the Fermi energy, δ the distance between the
charges induced in the metal and the organic molecule (Au(111)/PTCDA: 2.8 . . . 3.2Å), and A the
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area associated with one molecule (PTCDA: 120Å2).
Finally, Vazquez et al. stated that the charge neutrality level seems to be an intrinsic property of an
organic material since they found a very weak sensitivity of the CNL on the chosen metal/organic
interface in their calculations. [124] This conclusion is important for the further theoretical explana-
tion of the level alignment at organic/organic contacts, which will be brieﬂy summarized in the next
section.
2.5.2 Organic/Organic Interfaces
Due to weak Van-der-Waals interactions between organic molecules, vacuum level alignment is typi-
cally observed at organic/organic contacts. [110,127–130] A review on various organic/organic contacts
investigated by UPS has been published by Hill et al. already in 2000. [110] Although in the most
cases vacuum level alignment could be identiﬁed, there are exceptions which show strong inter-
face dipoles, e.g. 0.5 eV at the PTCDA/ALq3, [110] 0.6 eV at the TTF/TCNQ, [131] or 0.25 eV at the
ZnPc/ZnPc:C60(1:1) interface. [132] In particular, if the energetic gaps of both materials involved do
not overlap, charge transfer occurs and a dipole arises, for instance, 1.1 eV at the CuPc/F16CuPc
interface due to complete electron transfer from CuPc (IP = 4.8 eV) to F16CuPc (EA = 5.2 eV). [133]
Since the energy level alignment of metal/organic contacts is determined by the formation of metal-
induced gap states depending on the metal (if S > 0), the alignment of a respective overlying
organic/organic contact can diﬀer for various metal substrates underneath, e.g. this has been re-
ported for Alq3/CuPc evaporated either on ITO or on Mg. [134]
In 2005, Vazquez et al. suggested the adoption of the concept of the charge neutrality level CNL (cf.
Sec. 2.5.1) to organic/organic interfaces. [135] In particular, it has been stated that the position of
the CNL is an intrinsic property of an organic material independent of the contact material, which
makes it reasonable to treat it as an eﬀective Fermi level. Consequently, the relative distance of the
CNLs of two organic materials before contact determines the direction of charge transfer and hence
deﬁnes the strength and direction of an appearing dipole. The suggested neutrality condition reads
Δ = (1− S)(CNL1 − CNL2)inital . (2.31)
Here, S is a screening parameter determined by the dielectric constants εi of the organic materials
and deﬁned by
S =
1
2
(
1
ε1
+
1
ε2
)
. (2.32)
For veriﬁcation of this approach, Vazquez et al. calculated the interface dipoles between various
organic/organic contacts in comparison to UPS measurements, e.g. yielding Δtheory = 0.43 eV vs.
ΔUPS = 0.4 eV for the PTCDA/CuPc interface. However, in the most cases, dipoles smaller than
0.1 eV are obtained by the model, which agrees with the common observation of vacuum level
alignment at these interfaces by UPS.
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The fundamentals of molecular doping will be presented in this chapter. First, a
brief introduction covers the main aspects and deﬁnitions of molecular doping. In
the second section, a summary about various dopant compounds, historically and
nowadays applied in the ﬁeld of organic electronics, is given. Afterwards, the current
understanding of the molecular doping mechanism is discussed. Finally, the basics of
organic Schottky contacts as well as p-i-n diodes as tools to study organic doping are
summarized.
3.1 Introduction to Molecular Doping: Terms and Deﬁnitions
Molecular doping is also referred to as electrical, conductivity, or redox doping in literature. It
describes the admixture of dopant molecules to a host material in order to increase signiﬁcantly its
conductivity
σ = e ·μ · p . (3.1)
Here, p is the density of free charge carriers and μ the eﬀective carrier mobility. For real conductivity
doping, a charge transfer from dopant to host molecules is necessary, which increases the absolute
number of free charge carriers p. This process requires well matched energy levels as sketched
in Fig. 3.1. In case of p-doping (n-doping), the LUMO (HOMO) of the dopant molecules has
ideally to lie energetically below (above) the HOMO (LUMO) of the host material. Empirically, the
corresponding energy levels have to be aligned such that the dopant LUMO (HOMO) lies at most
0.5 eV (above) below the host HOMO (LUMO). [136] Otherwise, the energy barrier is too high to
allow for suﬃcient charge transfer. The whole doping process can be described by a two-step model.
Considering for instance p-doping of a matrix material M , in a ﬁrst step, electrons are transferred
to p-dopant molecules A, and charge transfer complexes [M+A−] are formed. These complexes are
further dissociated into ionized dopants A− and free holes M+.
Besides the generation of free charge carriers p, molecular doping also increases the mobility μ due
to ﬁlling of deep trap and shallow tail states. Hence, the conductivity σ is usually a complicated and
not easily predictable function of the doping concentration (details discussed in Sec. 3.3). However,
the most important eﬀect of doping for the application in functional devices is the reduction of
depletion layers thicknesses at metal/organic contacts, which provides ohmic injection properties
independent of the contact material. [13]
The term molecular doping is also used to describe the mixing of two materials with the aim to
increase the mobility without the generation of free charges. For instance, this has been shown
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Figure 3.1: Principle of molecular doping: If the energy levels are well aligned, n-type (p-type)
doping is provided by electron transfer from the HOMO of a dopant (host) to the
LUMO of a host (dopant) molecule.
for doping 2wt% PBD1 as “n-dopant” into BCP2. [137] Additionally, there is also the term “chemical
doping”, [138] which means the formation of a high mobility compound by blending two initial organic
materials, e.g. mixing PDOT3 with PSS4. [139]
Finally, the physical quantities and units representing the doping concentration are presented here.
The molar doping ratio MR is deﬁned as the ratio of the density of dopant molecules nd per host
molecules nh, whereas the doping concentration cn gives the number of dopant molecules per total
number of molecules, i.e. per dopants and hosts:
MR =
nd
nh
; cn[mol%] = 100% · nd
nd + nh
; cn = 100% · MRMR+ 1 . (3.2)
Additionally, it is common to use similar quantities relating to the deposited weight of the matrix and
dopant materials because they can directly be measured by quartz crystal micro-balances (QCMs)
during ﬁlm deposition. Here, the weight ratio WR is deﬁned as the deposited mass of dopants md
per mass of host material mh. The respective mass doping concentration cm is hence given by the
mass of dopant material per total ﬁlm mass:
WR =
md
mh
; cm[wt%] = 100% · md
md +mh
; cm = 100% · WRWR+ 1 . (3.3)
The mass and number density quantities are correlated by the corresponding molar masses Mi of
both materials by mi = Mi ·ni ·V , which ﬁnally gives the conversion
WR = MR · Md
Mh
. (3.4)
12-(4-biphenyl)-5-(4-tert-butylphenyl)-1,3,4-oxadiazole
22,9-Dimethyl-4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline
3poly-3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene
4polystyrene sulfonate
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3.2 Historical Development of Dopant Compounds
Typical doping concentrations cm applied in the ﬁeld of organic electronics are in the range of a few
weight percent (wt%), [13,14] i.e. much higher than in classical single-crystal semiconductors. [57] How-
ever, it is necessary to extend the range of doping concentrations below MR = 10−3 for fundamental
studies on the molecular doping mechanism. [140,141]
3.2 Historical Development of Dopant Compounds
3.2.1 Early Doping Work with Metals and Gases
In analogy to inorganic semiconductors, elemental materials (metals, ions), or gases (e.g. iodine,
bromine) are used in ﬁrst studies on doping organic semiconductors. However, the main problems
of these approaches are high required doping ratios as well as the limited stability, [142] e.g. de-
doping eﬀects (removal of dopants) after stopping the exposure of the organics to gases. In early
works, p-doping of phthalocyanines by ortho-chloranil, [143] TCNQ5, [144] and DDQ6 [145–147] is stud-
ied. Additionally, already in the 1990’s organic rectiﬁcation diodes have been realized by doped
layers. [148,149]
More recently, metal-oxides as WoOx, [150,151] ReOx, [152,153] or MoOx [154] have been used as hole in-
jection layers [155–157] or p-dopants. [154,158–162] Even p-doping of the fullerene C60 by MoOx has been
reported, [163] which is diﬃcult considering the low HOMO level of C60. However, these materials
possess high evaporation temperatures, and are technically diﬃcult to control during co-evaporation,
in particular at lower rates.
Molecular n-type doping is more challenging than p-doping, because compounds with work func-
tions < 3.5 eV are needed to dope typical OLED transport materials. [13] Typical electron donating
materials are alkali metals. [164] In particular, n-doping with lithium, [165] (e.g. in form of Li quino-
line or LiO2) or using LiF as electron injection layer, [166–168] as well as doping with Cs, [169,170]
CsF, [138,171] Cs2CO3, [153,172], Cs3PO4, [173] or CsN3 [174] has been shown. LiF dissociation upon
subsequent hot metal deposition (cathode) followed by Li diﬀusion into the adjacent ETL material,
leading to an n-doping eﬀect, has been proposed as working mechanism. [175] However, the ten-
dency of these materials to diﬀuse through functional devices is problematic, as it can cause exciton
quenching in emission layers of OLEDs and reduces the lifetime. [176,177] Furthermore, the formation
of well-deﬁned doping proﬁles is prevented by the high diﬀusivity of the small metal atoms, nega-
tively impacting the device stability. Additionally, the high doping concentrations required to reach
desired conductivities disturb the transport of free electrons by the formation of trap states due to
Coulomb attraction of the high number of ionized counter-ions.
Due to these drawbacks of doping with metals and gases, organic molecules as conductivity dopants
have been developed, which will be outlined in the next section.
3.2.2 Organic Molecules as Conductivity Dopants
Due to their higher mass, molecules tend to diﬀuse through organic devices much less than pure
metals, wherefore the research focused on the development of molecular dopants over the last two
57,7’,8,8’-tetracyanoquinodimethane
6dichlorodicyanoquinone
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decades. The ﬁrst prominent p-dopant is F4-TCNQ7 (IP = 8.34 eV, EA = 5.24 eV), [10,178] which was
successfully doped into phthalocyanines, [10,178–180] m-MTDATA8, [181] α-NPD9, [182,183] and MeO-
TPD10. [184] Furthermore, it was used to signiﬁcantly reduce the operation voltage of small molecule
OLEDs, [185] employing the so-called p-i-n concept. [13] However, the main disadvantage of this p-
dopant is its low vapor pressure and thus its tendency to contamination of vacuum chambers.
Therefore, alternative (similar) molecular p-dopants have been synthesized within the last years,
namely F2-HCNQ11, [186] or F6-TCNNQ12. [187] Another promising new p-dopant of high molecular
mass is the ﬂuorinated fullerene C60F36, [188] which can easily p-dope the standard OLED HTL
material MeO-TPD. [189,190]
As already mentioned, the development of eﬃcient n-type dopants is much more challenging than
p-dopants, because very high lying HOMO levels are required to donate electrons to the LUMO of
OLED ETL materials, which are typically in the range of 3 eV. [13] Hence, molecular n-dopants are
easily oxidized in air and have to be handled under inert atmosphere. Early investigations on molec-
ular n-type doping comprise the work of Nollau et al., in which NTCDA13 has been doped by BEDT-
TTF14. [191] Later, TTN15 was presented as a donor material which can n-dope F16ZnPc. [192] Addi-
tionally, the Kahn group published various n-doping studies, using CoCp216 doped into NTCDA, [193]
THAP17, [194] or pentacene, [195] as well as DMC18 doped into CuPc. [196] Another class of very eﬃ-
cient n-dopants, which possesses extremely low IPs of less than 3 eV, [197] are the di-metal-organic
complexes W2(hpp)4 and Cr2(hpp)4. [198–200] Doping these molecules into C60 thin-ﬁlms leads to
very high conductivities of up to 4 S/cm. [201]
3.2.3 Precursor Molecules
Using so-called "precursor" molecules as conductivity dopants is a sophisticated way to circumvent
the disadvantages of alkali metals (cf. Sec. 3.2.1) and non air-stable molecular n-type dopants (cf.
Sec. 3.2.2). This approach to conductivity doping is based on the in situ activation of the donor
from a stable precursor compound by light or thermal energy during or after the co-evaporation of
dopant and matrix materials. In the mixed ﬁlm, electron transfer to the matrix occurs accompanied
by the formation of donor cations.
This concept was introduced by Werner et al. in 2003, [202] where successful n-doping of NTCDA
ﬁlms by pyronine B (PyB) chloride has been demonstrated, where leuco pyronine B is formed
during evaporation being the actual n-dopant. [202,203] Later, UPS measurements on NTCDA:PyB
ﬁlms indicate the presence of both, the leuco and the neutral radical forms of PyB in condensed
ﬁlms. [204] The resulting doping mechanism is thus given by the generation of reducing radicals D•
from thermal deposition of salts of stable cations D+Cl−, which can be summarized by the reaction
72,3,5,6-tetraﬂuoro-7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane
84,4’,4”-tris(3-methyl-phenyl-phenyl-amino)triphenylamine
9N,N’-Di(naphthalen-1-yl)-N,N’-diphenyl-benzidine
10N,N,N’,N’-Tetrakis(4-methoxyphenyl)-benzidine
113,6-diﬂuoro-2,5,7,7,8,8-hexacyanoquinodimethane
122,2’-(perﬂuoronaphthalene-2,6-diylidene)dimalononitrile
13Naphthalenetetracarboxylic dianhydride
14bis(ethylenedithio)-tetrathiafulvalene
15tetrathianaphthacene
16bis(cyclopentadienyl)-cobalt(II) cobaltocene
17tris(thieno)hexaazatriphenylene
18decamethylcobaltocene
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Figure 3.2: Principle of n-type doping of the fullerene C60 by the precursor compound leuco
crystal violet (LCV). An excited LCV molecule allows for electron transfer to C60
(a). Back transfer is prevented by hydrogen abstraction from LCV•+ to another
C60 molecule (b), which transforms the radical into the stable crystal violet (c).
equation
D+Cl− ΔT−−→ D• +M−−→ D+ +M•− . (3.5)
Similar results have been obtained for n-doping of NTCDA by rhodamine B (RhB). [205]
A second approach to conductivity doping with precursor compounds is n-doping of the solar cell
material C60 by photo-induced electron transfer followed by hydrogen atom cleavage. Examples are
(leuco) crystal violet (CV/LCV), [206] acridine orange base (AOB), [207] or a material class based
on DMBI19 derivatives. [208,209] The mechanism of this approach providing air-stable n-dopants is
illustrated in Fig. 3.2 for LCV and can generally be expressed by
DH +C60
hν−→ DH•+ +C•−60
1/xC60−−−−−→ D+ +C•−60 +
1
x
C60Hx . (3.6)
Since the IP of LCV (5.1eV [210]) exceeds the EA of C60 by 1 eV, a direct charge transfer is very
unlikely. However, by illuminating or heating the doped ﬁlm, electrons in LCV are promoted to an
excited state, thus enabling charge transfer to the LUMO of the fullerene (Fig. 3.2 (a)). This process
results in formation of the two radical molecules LCV•+ and C•−60 . The energetically preferred elec-
tron back transfer to LCV is prevented by a second reaction channel, namely hydrogen abstraction
from LCV•+ to another neutral C60 molecule. Thus, the leuco crystal violet is transformed into the
cationic crystal violet (CV) with a completely ﬁlled HOMO making the n-doping of C60 irreversible
and permanent (Fig. 3.2 (b)-(c)).
The third approach of air-stable n-dopants is based on “relatively” non-reactive dimers formed by
highly reducing monomers. [211] It is based on cleavage of a dimer D2 into radical monomers D•
which donate electrons to a host material M , e.g. by the two proposed reaction channels
1
2
D2
+M−−⇀↽ − D• +M−−→ D+ +M•− (3.7)
D2 +M
+M−−⇀↽ − D•+2 +M•−2 −→ D• +D+ +M•−2 +M−−→ 2D+ + 2M•− . (3.8)
191,3-Dimethyl-2-phenyl-2,3-dihydro-1H-benzoimidazole
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For instance, successful doping of CuPc [211] and C60 [140,212] by [RuCp*(mes)]220 has been demon-
strated. Originally, this approach of n-doping by precursor molecules has already been proposed by
a patent application of Limmert at al. in 2006. [213]
3.2.4 Electrical Doping of Polymers
Electrical doping of polymers is ambiguous. On the one hand, chemical doping can occur, i.e. the
initial polymer is chemically modiﬁed by adding “dopant“ molecules, positively aﬀecting its mobility.
On the other hand, real p- or n-type doping of polymeric ﬁlms was achieved, i.e. the number of free
charge carriers is signiﬁcantly increased upon admixture with dopant compounds.
However, ﬁrst works focused on the introduction of polymeric injection layers to improve device eﬃ-
ciencies, e.g. of P3MT21 layer as anode contact material in perylene OLEDs, [214] or of polyaniline in
MEH-PPV22 OLEDs. [215] Later, chemical doping of polymers with inorganic salts has been demon-
strated, e.g. polythiophene doped by FeCl3, [216] or a spin-coated TPD form doped by SbCl5. [217]
Further examples are iodine doped MEH-PPV, [218] and polycarbonate doped with a chloroanti-
monate (TBAHA). [219,220] However, the most prominent example for chemical doping is the for-
mation of PDOT:PSS. [139] Analysis of the chemical processes providing the doping eﬀect reveal
that PDOT:PSS forms a degenerated semiconductor, i.e. metallic complexes which are surrounded
by isolating PSS. [221,222] The electrical transport occurs via hopping or percolation between the
metallic polymer chains. Nevertheless, in contrast to really molecularly doped ﬁlms which show
an Arrhenius-like temperature dependence of the conductivity, [179] PDOT:PSS ﬁlms exhibit a pro-
portionality of log(σ) to 1/T 1/2. [223] As a nice side eﬀect, chemically doped polymers are typically
transparent in contrast to their initial educts, making them favorable as contact materials in trans-
parent OLEDs or OPV. This is due to the fact that neutral polymer chains become charged, which
blue shifts their absorption into the near UV region. [136]
Besides chemical doping, in more recent works actual conductivity doping has been shown for (spin-
coated) polymers. In 2007, Aziz et al. showed molecular p-doping of the polythiophene P3HT23
by F4-TCNQ dissolved in chloroform. P-doping with F4-TCNQ from solution via mixing dopant
solutions to host solutions has further been published for PFB24, TFB25 and F8BT26, [224] as well
as for MEH-PPV, [225] revealing generally similar conductivity, FTIR, and absorption changes as
previously observed for small molecule based systems. [13] Most recently, Pingel et al. found for the
system P3HT:F4-TCNQ that the CT amount is rather high as ≈ 70%, whereas only 5% of the
dopants actually provide free carriers. [226] Furthermore, the mobility of these doped ﬁlms seems to
be a complicated function of the doping concentration. [227]
However, some properties of molecular doped ﬁlms seem to be universal, i.e. independent of the
processing conditions and molecule sizes (polymers vs. small molecules), which motivated several
attempts towards a generalized theory describing the underlying physics of molecular doping. These
theories are presented in the next section.
20ruthenium(pentamethylcyclopentadienyl)(1,3,5,-tri-methylbenzene) dimer
21poly(3-methylthiophene
22poly[2-methoxy,5-(2’-ethyl-hexyloxyl)-1,4-phenylene vinylene]
23poly(3-hexylthiophene)
24poly(9,9-di-n-octylﬂuorene-alt-bis-N,N-(4-butylphenyl)-bis-N,N-phenyl-1,4-phenylenediamine)
25poly(9,9-di-n-octylﬂuorene-alt-(1,4-phenylene-((4-sec-butylphenyl)imino)-1,4-phenylene))
26poly(9,9-di-n-octylﬂuorene-alt-benzothiadiazole)
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Molecular doping aims a signiﬁcant increase of the conductivity of charge transport layers in func-
tional organic devices in order to minimize ohmic losses. Since not only the carrier density p, but
also the eﬀective mobility μ of the organic semiconductor is inﬂuenced by doping, a comprehensive
theoretical description of the molecular doping process must be closely related to the transport
phenomena in the respective organic material. As presented in Sec. 2.3, charge carrier transport
processes in organic semiconductors strongly depend on their thin-ﬁlm morphologies and on the
temperature regime, i.e. band, band-like, hopping or percolation transport. Hence, a general theory
unifying molecular doping and transport process in organic materials cannot be expected. However,
diﬀerent models describing the molecular doping process have been developed over the last decade
in order to explain experimental conductivity data of speciﬁc material combinations. In particular,
measured doping eﬃciencies ηdop, deﬁned as the ratio of free charge carriers p provided by doping
to the number of dopant molecules NA
ηdop =
p
NA
, (3.9)
have been compared to theoretical models. The experimental values vary for diﬀerent material sys-
tems (cf. Tab. 3.1), and often cannot be explained consistently. It is the purpose of this section to
summarize and compare prevailing theories on the molecular doping process, and thus provide the
theoretical background for ranking the results obtained in the framework of this PhD thesis.
Considerations based on the Law of Mass Action. The standard model describes molecular
doping as a two-step process. [205,228] First, an electron or hole is transferred from a dopant to a
host molecule if the energy levels are well aligned (cf. Fig. 3.1), forming a CT complex [M+A−]. For
generation of free charges, which can move through the host, this complex has to be dissociated in
a second step. The whole process hence reads, e.g. for p-doping of a host material M by acceptor
molecules A:
MMAM︸ ︷︷ ︸
neutral
iK1i⇐=⇒ M [M+A−]M︸ ︷︷ ︸
CT state
iK2i⇐=⇒ MM+A−M +M⇐=⇒ M+MA−M︸ ︷︷ ︸
free charge carrier
. (3.10)
The generation eﬃciency of free charge carriers can hence be estimated by the law of mass action
to
K =
NM+NA−
NMNA
= exp
(
− ΔE
kBT
)
. (3.11)
Here, Ni are the number densities of species i, and the reaction constant K determines whether the
equilibrium lies more on the left or on the right side of Eq. (3.10). Since the doping process consists
of two steps, the reaction constant can be split up into K = K1 ·K2 deﬁning the sub-steps. In most
cases, the overall doping eﬃciency ηdop is actually low, although the probability of integer charge
transfer is close to unity. [13] In other words, the equilibrium of reaction K1 lies on the right side and
of K2 on the left side. The reason for this imbalance is the comparably high binding energy ΔEB
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of the CT state which has to be overcome for liberation of a free charge carrier:
K2 =
NM+NA−
NMN[M+A−]
= exp
(
−ΔEB
kBT
)
. (3.12)
The CT state binding energy can be estimated by a simple Coulomb approach to [25]
EB(r) =
1
4πε0
e2
r
+ Pe−h(r)− (Pe + Ph)  1
4πε0εr
e2
r
, (3.13)
with the energy Pe−h gained by the CT state upon polarization of its surrounding molecules, and
similar energies Pe and Ph for the separated electron and hole. Alternatively, EB(r) can be ex-
pressed by introduction of an eﬀective dielectric constant εr of the organic material. Assuming a
typical experimental value of εr ≈ 3, [95] and an intermolecular distance of r  1 nm yields a CT
state binding energy of EB  0.5 eV. Hence, only a small fraction of all CT states is expected to
be dissociated at room temperature (kBT = 0.025 eV) by assuming thermal Boltzmann activation
exp (−ΔEB/kBT ) in Eq. (3.12). However, it has to kept in mind that the electron additionally
gained an energy equal to the diﬀerence IPhost − EAdopant during step K1, which might further
support the CT dissociation. Therefore, it is reasonable to introduce an eﬀective activation energy
ΔE for the whole doping process K, which is actually lower than ΔEB , and deﬁnes the equilibrium
state of Eq. (3.11). This conclusion suggests to describe the whole doping process not by this two-
step model, but by a two-level system similar to classical semiconductor physics. In this context,
the question arises whether deep or shallow states are the more appropriate model. [205,228] This is
discussed exemplarily for p-doping in the following.
Deep and Shallow Acceptor States. In classical semiconductor physics, doping is described
by thermal activation of charge carriers from (single) dopant levels located in the gap to the edges
of the conduction or valence band. [57] In this eﬀective two-level system, the equilibrium is deﬁned
by Fermi-Dirac statistics:
f(E,EF ) =
1
1 + exp
(
E−EF
kBT
) . (3.14)
Here, f(E,EF ) gives the occupation probability of a state at energy E with electrons for a given
position of the Fermi level EF (electro-chemical potential). Hence, the occupation of a single acceptor
level EA with electrons, which is the case for p-doping, is given by
N−A =
NA
1 + exp
(
EA−EF
kBT
) . (3.15)
Here, N−A is the number density of negatively charged acceptor states EA and NA the density of
all acceptor states. However, the assumption of single levels reﬂect more an idealized condition,
in real semiconductors the energy levels are broadened or complicated distributions of states are
present. [57] The number of occupied states for any distribution of states is given by a respective
Fermi-integral, e.g. the number of holes within the density of valence states gV (E) reads
p =
∫ +∞
−∞
dE gV (E)[1− f(E,EF )] . (3.16)
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The term [1−f(E,EF )] appears because free holes correspond to states not occupied with electrons.
For classical semiconductors, the density of valence states is assumed to be parabolic, [57] i.e. gV (E) ∝√
E − EV , in which EV is the valence band edge. Solving the corresponding Fermi-integral under
the assumption of Boltzmann approximation yields the well known expression
p = NV exp
(
EV − EF
kBT
)
. (3.17)
Here, NV is the eﬀective density at the valence band edge EV . For p-doping, equilibrium between
the two levels EV and EA is determined by the relative position of the Fermi level, which is deﬁned
by the neutrality condition
p = N−A . (3.18)
As consequence, increasing the amount of acceptors NA and hence of free charge carriers p shifts
the Fermi level closer to the band edge EV .
If an acceptor level EA is treated as shallow or deep state actually depends on the temperature.
Here, a state is considered as shallow impurity level if the Fermi level lies well above EA for all
doping concentrations NA, i.e. in any case all dopants are ionized independent of the temperature
(cf. Fig. 3.3 (a)):
p = N−A = NA . (3.19)
This means that the number of free charge carriers increases linearly with the doping concentration.
Furthermore, it follows from Eq. (3.17) that the Fermi level shifts linearly by a slope of kBT with
the logarithm of the doping concentration towards the band edge EV :
EF = EV − kBT ln NA
NV
. (3.20)
In case of a deep dopant level, the Fermi level lies below EA and the dopants are only partially
occupied with electrons depending on the temperature (cf. Fig. 3.3 (a)). The thermal activation
energy is given by
ΔEp,act =
EA − EV
2
(3.21)
and the number of free charge carriers can be estimated by combining Eq. (3.17) and Eq. (3.15) to
p(T ) 
√
NANV exp
(
−ΔEp,act
kBT
)
. (3.22)
The shift of the Fermi level with the logarithm of the doping concentration is now reduced by a
factor of two:
EF (T ) =
EA + EV
2
− kBT
2
ln
NA
NV
. (3.23)
This result is reasonable because the acceptor level acts now as a kind of impurity level which pins
the Fermi level close to its energetic position, i.e. it prevents a shift of EF closer than (EA −EV )/2
to EV . However, the number of free charge carriers at the valence edge is equal for a ﬁxed position
of the Fermi level regardless of a shallow or deep acceptor level (cf. Fig. 3.3 (a)). The diﬀerence
between these two limiting cases lies in the absolute numbers of impurities NA which are necessary
to shift EF to this certain position.
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Figure 3.3: (a) Schematic energy level diagram for a p-doped semiconductor with either a
shallow or a deep acceptor state EA. (b) Corresponding log(p) vs. 1/T plot,
characterizing the dopant reserve, saturation and intrinsic temperature regime at a
ﬁxed doping concentration NA.
At a ﬁxed doping concentration NA, an impurity level EA can act as a shallow as well as a deep
dopant state, depending on the actual temperature T . The corresponding number of free charge
carriers is schematically plotted in Fig. 3.3 (b) versus 1/T . At low temperatures, only a few dopants
are thermally activated, which is called freeze-out or impurity reserve regime and corresponds to a
deep dopant level (N−A < NA). Increasing T leads to an enhanced dopant activation until all present
acceptors are active. This regime is called dopant saturation and corresponds now to a shallow
impurity level (p = N−A = NA). At very high temperatures, the intrinsic carrier concentration pi,
determined by the law of mass action
p2i = NCNV exp
(
EC − EV
kBT
)
, (3.24)
exceeds the density of carriers provided by doping. Here, EC and NC are the energy edge and
the eﬀective density of the conduction band. On the other hand, a transition between impurity
saturation and reserve regimes can also occur at a ﬁxed temperature by a very strong increase of
the dopant density NA. In this case, the Fermi level crosses the dopant level EA and the doping
eﬃciency ηdop = p/NA drops below unity.
Finally, it is discussed whether shallow or deep dopant states can be expected for molecular doping
at room temperature. The transition between both regimes is deﬁned by EF = EA. If we assume
still dopant saturation at a very high doping concentration, e.g. at NA = NV /100, the maximum
diﬀerence EV −EA can be estimated by Eq. (3.17) to 120meV. Dopant saturation at a concentration
of even 10% requires a depth of only 60meV. However, as previously shown, CT state binding ener-
gies in the range of 500meV or even 1 eV are calculated for PTCDA or pentacene [229] and therefore
expected for molecular dopant:host systems in general. Hence, the formation of shallow dopant
states at room temperature is very unlikely by this argumentation and deep impurity levels seem
the more suitable model.
Comparison to Experiments: Contradictions and Challenges. The eﬀect of molecular
doping has been intensively studied by conductivity, Seebeck, UPS, and IR-spectroscopy measure-
ments, of which the most important results are summarized in this section. As already mentioned,
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Figure 3.4: (a) Conductivity versus the molar doping ratio of MeO-TPD thin-ﬁlms p-doped
by F4-TCNQ. (data taken from Ref. [11]) (b) Measured Seebeck coeﬃcients S and
deduced charge carrier densities p versus the molar doping ratio of ZnPc thin-ﬁlms
p-doped by F4-TCNQ. (data taken from Ref. [180])
molecular doping increases the thin-ﬁlm conductivity
σ(T,NA) = e · p(T,NA) ·μ(T, p) (3.25)
by orders of magnitude from an intrinsic level of σ < 10−10 S/cm to typical values of 10−5 . . . 1 S/cm
at doping levels of a few molar percent. Here, a super-linear increase of σ with the doping concen-
tration is usually observed. [179,180] For instance, the conductivity of MeO-TPD thin-ﬁlms doped by
F4-TCNQ increases over-proportional with a slope of 1.85 by varying the molar doping ratio by two
orders of magnitude (cf. Fig. 3.4 (a)). [11] Furthermore, linear [230] and even sub-linear [231] behaviors,
as well as transitions between the diﬀerent regimes [140,180] were found. However, without any precise
measurement of the dependency of the mobility on the doping concentration or directly the number
of free charge carriers p provided by doping, an unambiguous classiﬁcation to shallow or deep dopant
states is not possible. Hence, thermo-electric measurements were performed in order to resolve the
shift of the Fermi level as well as to directly estimate the carrier density p. The Seebeck coeﬃcient27
is a direct measure for the distance between an average transport state Eμ and the Fermi level
S(T ) =
kB
e
(
Eμ(T )− EF (T )
kBT
+Aμ
)
, (3.26)
and therefore decreases with increasing doping concentration. [179,180] The scattering constant Aμ
reﬂects the actual type of transport and becomes zero for considering carrier transport via a dis-
crete level Eμ. Thus, the charge carrier density can be estimated by comparison of Eq. (3.26) and
27Further details are given in Ref. [231].
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Eq. (3.17) to
p = Nμexp
(
−EF − Eμ
kBT
)
 Nμexp
(
− e
kB
S(T )
)
. (3.27)
In Fig. 3.4 (b) measured Seebeck coeﬃcients S and derived density of magnitude p of ZnPc ﬁlms
p-doped by F4-TCNQ are shown. [180] Varying the molar doping ratio by approximatley one order
yields a decrease of S by a factor of two and an increase in p by two orders, i.e. strongly super-
linear. These experimental results suggest that for molecular host:dopant systems the conclusion
that doping forms deep states, which would posses a p ∝ √NA behavior, is wrong. This conclusion is
supported by the fact that the measured Seebeck coeﬃcients are nearly temperature independent, as
shown for the MR = 0.01 sample in the inset of Fig. 3.4 (b). Similar results have been obtained also
for other material systems. [179,207] However, the material system VOPc:F4-TCNQ shows a slightly
temperature dependent carrier density p, having a thermal activation energy of Eact,p ≈ 100meV
and hence an acceptor depth in the range of 0.2 eV. [179] This ﬁnding is not consistent with the fact
that the Fermi level has to lie between EA and Eμ in case of a deep dopant state since the respective
EF −Eμ diﬀerences obtained by Seebeck measurements are reduced to only 0.3 eV. [179] Furthermore,
the thermal activation energy of the carrier density Eact,p often decreases with increasing doping
concentration, [179,191,201,230] for which no convincing explanation could be given in framework of
these Seebeck studies.
The assumption of shallow states would mean p ∝ NA and a temperature independent carrier
density p, which is as well in contradiction to the above experiments. A possible explanation for
the super-linear increase of the conductivity could be an electron conduction via dopant molecules
in particular at higher doping concentrations, which is however in disagreement with monotonously
decreasing Seebeck coeﬃcients. As solution of all theses discrepancies, an explanation based on
the assumption of shallow dopant states accompanied by a temperature dependent ﬁlling of trap
states was proposed. [179] Furthermore, an increase of the mobility with the doping concentration
due to ﬁlling of tail states was discussed. [140,228] Here, the diﬀerent slopes in various materials can
be explained by diﬀerent ﬁlling of the respective density of states and the resulting impact on the
mobility. [232,233]
Another explanation for the super-linear increase of the conductivity is a doping concentration
dependent activation energy, i.e. acceptor level position EA. [234–236] Diﬀerent mechanisms have
been proposed that show a decrease of EA with increasing dopant density in the form of [234]
EA = EA,max − βN1/3A , (3.28)
where β is a ﬁtting constant in the order of e2/4πε0εr. [236] The dominating reason for this relation
is an increased eﬀective dielectric constant εr since the high number of charges (provided by doping)
in localized states improves the polarizability of the organic thin-ﬁlm. In framework of the two-step
model described above, this means an improved dissociation probability at high doping concentra-
tions due to a reduced CT state binding energy EB(r). Assuming further Boltzmann activation of
the dopants, i.e. p = NAexp(−EA/kBT ), ﬁnally leads to
σ = e ·μ ·NAexp
(
− EA
kBT
)
= e ·μ ·NAexp
(
−EA,max − βN
1/3
A
kBT
)
. (3.29)
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With this ansatz, measured (super-linear) conductivities of n-doped PPEED28 ﬁlms could be ﬁtted
by applying EA,max = 0.23 eV and β = 6.5 · 10−8 eV cm. [234]
Similar to the variable activation energy EA concept, a concentration dependent ionization proba-
bility of molecular dopants has been proposed to cause the observed super-linear conductivities. [16]
Mityashin et al. calculated the electrostatic interactions between F4-TCNQ molecules doped into
a three-dimensional pentacene crystal and its surroundings on a microscopic scale in order to de-
termine the overall charge carrier generation eﬃciency at a given doping concentration. [16] They
concluded that charge carriers are only able to overcome the Coulomb dissociation barrier (step
two) if suﬃcient strong pathways are generated by electrostatic disorder introduced by neighboring
dopant molecules. Consequently, the charge carrier generation eﬃciency is supposed to be approxi-
mately zero at very low concentrations (below 1%) and increases with rising doping concentration.
However, conductivity measurements on the same material system reveal values about 10−2 S/cm
even at a molar doping ratio of only MR = 0.005, [231] which is in clear contradiction to the predic-
tions of this model.
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host:dopant
cn ηdop Ref.
(mol%) (%)
MeO-TPD:F4-TCNNQ
3.1 3.3
Ref. [11]6.1 4.2
17 3.9
Ir(piq)3:NDP2
0.5 63
Ref. [237]
1.0 95
2.0 85
4.0 64
CBP:MoOx
2 0.5 Ref. [154]
1.9 1.9 Ref. [158]
P5:F4-TCNNQ
0.3 ≈ 0
Ref. [16]1.0 6
5.0 23
P5:C60F36 0.1 64 Ref. [238]
Figure 3.5: Fermi level position of p-
doped MeO-TPD with respect to the
HOMO-onset (E = 0) determined by UPS
versus the molar doping ratio (data taken
from Ref. [11]).
Table 3.1: Overview about published
doping eﬃciencies ηdop = p/NA of var-
ious material systems investigated by
means of UPS, [11,154,158] impedance spec-
troscopy, [237,238] or calculated. [16]
As seen above, the model of deep dopant states is not compatible with Seebeck studies for various
material systems. However, also the assumption of classical shallow states cannot completely ex-
plain the experimental ﬁndings. In particular, doping eﬃciencies ηdop measured by UPS are in the
28liquid crystal perylene diimide (solid at room temperature)
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range of only a few or a few tens percent rather than close to unity (cf. Tab. 3.1). On the other
hand, it seems that doping eﬃciencies determined by impedance spectroscopy (Mott-Schottky anal-
ysis) [237,238] are signiﬁcantly higher than obtained by UPS [11,154,158] and can reach 95%. A reason
for these deviations might be an improved dissociation probability of CT complexes due to reduced
Coulomb barrier upon applied electric ﬁelds. However, since the whole process of molecular doping
has not completely been understood, it is not clear whether low or high doping eﬃciencies are either
a material speciﬁc or a general property of molecular doping.
Besides the unexpected low doping eﬃciency issues, Olthof et al. observed an unusual strong Fermi
level shift of 1 eV/decade at medium doping concentrations and a kind of saturation at molar doping
ratios above 0.1 for the material system MeO-TPD:F4-TCNQ (cf. Fig. 3.5). [11] A similar behavior
has independently been reported for CBP p-doped by MoOx. [154] These shifts are much stronger
than predicted by the classical semiconductor equations and could not fully be explained. As argued
in the results chapters of this PhD thesis, the main reasons for this strong and unexpected Fermi
level shifts are the speciﬁc DOS shape of organic semiconductors as well as ﬁlling of deep trap states
by doping.
So far, the above discussion neglects that the dominant transport mechanism in typical small
molecule organic semiconductors is hopping rather than band transport via extended Bloch waves as
assumed in framework of classical semiconductor theory. Hence, alternative proposed models have
taken this circumstance into account and tried to combine the description of hopping transport
phenomena and molecular doping, which is brieﬂy presented in the following.
Percolation Model including Dopant Activation from shallow or deep Dopant States.
Männig et al. extended the transport theory by Vissenberg and Matters, [81] based on a percolation
ansatz, [77] to doped material systems. [180] The main characteristics of percolation transport is an
Arrhenius-like temperature behavior of the conductivity σ ∝ exp [−Eact,σ/kBT ] as well as a super-
linear increase of the conductivity with the carrier concentration σ ∝ pT0/T (cf. Sec. 2.3). Here, T0
is the assumed width of an exponential DOS, being typically in the range of 400 . . . 500K. [81,180] In
contrast, pure variable-range hopping in a constant DOS possesses a σ ∝ [−(T1/T )1/4] dependency
(Mott formula). [80]
Männig et al. simply assumed that doping can be described by shallow states, i.e. p = NA, which
hence means σ ∝ (NA)T0/T (as long as T < T0). Comparing percolation model calculations to
experimental conductivity data of p-doped ZnPc, VOPc and TDATA29 yields very good agreement
for various doping concentrations over a temperature range of 160 . . . 360K. In contrast, assuming
deep acceptor states would lead to a sub-linear increase of the conductivity with the doping con-
centration σ ∝ (NA)T0/(T0+T ). [239] Furthermore, the percolation model reproduces the fact that the
activation energy Eact,σ decreases with increasing doping concentration. However, a direct compari-
son to measured Seebeck coeﬃcients is not possible in the framework of this model since only critical
hopping events are considered. [180] Also the Fermi level shift upon doping cannot be evaluated by
the percolation model, so that further conclusions on the physics of the underlying doping process
are not accessible.
294,4’,4”-tris(N,N-diphenylamino)-triphenylamine
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Figure 3.6: Hybridization picture of molecular doping proposed by the Koch group. A new
hybrid complex (red) is formed by overlap of the HOMO of a host molecule (black)
and the LUMO of an original dopant (blue). P-doping is provided by activation of
an electron from the HOMO of a second host (gray) to the hybrid LUMO separated
by the energy diﬀerence EA.
Recent Attempts towards a general Doping Theory. Most recently, several papers attempt-
ing to resolve the above discrepancies and to establish new doping models have been published. The
main aspects of these articles are presented here, though compared more in detail within the results
chapters.
The most far-reaching model, which diﬀers from the standard CT picture as sketched in Fig. 3.1,
is the so-called hybridization picture proposed by the Koch group. [15,240–242] This model is based
on the assumption of hybridization of dopant and host molecular orbitals within thin-ﬁlms to new
compounds which act as active dopant states. In other words, molecular doping is supposed to be a
three molecule process. The main idea is sketched in Fig. 3.6. First, the HOMO of a host molecule
(black) overlaps with the LUMO of an original dopant molecule (blue) and forms a new bonding
molecular orbital (red) which is fully occupied by the two electrons of the former host HOMO. In a
second step, p-doping is provided by an upward jump of an electron from the HOMO of a second host
molecule to the LUMO of the hybrid located within the gap. [15] The required energy EA is governed
by the energy diﬀerence between the original host HOMO and dopant LUMO since it determines
the energy splitting of the hybrid levels. [242] Decreasing the HOMO(host)-LUMO(dopant) diﬀerence
reduces the splitting, and hence the activation energy EA for the ﬁnal p-doping process. In other
words, the highest doping eﬃciencies ηdop are expected for material combinations of matching host
HOMO and dopant LUMO levels. Additionally, the intermolecular resonance integral needs to be
minimized in order to reduce the energy level splitting in the complex.
The proposed hybridization model has experimentally been validated by optical absorption (UV/Vis)
spectroscopy on thin-ﬁlms of 2,7-didecyl[1]benzothieno-[3,2-b][1]benzothiophene (HOMO ≈ −5.7 eV)
doped by Fn-TNCQ (n = {0, 1, 2, 4} with LUMO = −4.23 · · · − 5.08 eV). [242] There, the optical on-
set (in the sub-gap energy range) shifts to lower energies with increasing number n of ﬂuorine atoms
per dopant molecule, which is consistent with the fact that the EA of pure dopant thin-ﬁlms also
increases with n, i.e. the HOMO(host)-LUMO(dopant) diﬀerence decreases with the grade of ﬂu-
orination n. Here, the sub-gap absorption is attributed to electron transition from the HOMO to
the LUMO of the hybrid and hence a direct measure for the respective energy splitting. However,
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a direct proof of the theory by direct doping eﬃciency measurements remains open. Nevertheless,
for pentacene ﬁlms p-doped by F4-TCNQ an activation energy EA to the hybrid LUMO of several
100meV has previously been calculated, [15] which is at least consistent with usually measured low
doping eﬃciencies (cf. Tab. 3.1). However, the presented material combinations of the above optical
study are untypical for p-type doping, since commonly acceptors with EA(dopant) > IP(host) are
chosen.
In contrast to the proposed hybridization model, other recent doping studies follow the common
two-step picture. For instance, Pingel et al. investigated P3HT30 ﬁlms p-doped with F4-TCNQ,
varying the doping concentration by 6 orders of magnitude. [226] Applying optical spectroscopy re-
veals the typical features of negatively charged F4-TCNQ anions at 1.43 eV and 1.62 eV, and shows
no indication for (sub-gap) transitions of P3HT-F4-TCNQ hybrid compounds. The degree of charge
transfer from F4-TCNQ to P3HT is approximately 70%. However, only 5% of the dopants seem
to provide free charge carriers as previously determined by C-V-measurements. [227] The change of
the organic work function upon doping as well as depletion layer widths at Schottky contacts to
aluminum are measured by thickness dependent Kelvin probe and further quantitatively analyzed.
Since the assumption of a simple Gaussian HOMO DOS is not in line with the experimental re-
sults, Pingel at al. followed a proper description previously proposed by Arkhipov at al., [232,233]
which accounts for doping-induced states at the low-energy tail of the DOS distribution. Originally,
Arkhipov et al. suggested that the Coulomb interaction between ionized dopants and charge carrier
creates additional deep traps and hence broadens the deep tail of the HOMO DOS. The modiﬁed
DOS is assumed to be
g(E) =
Ni −Nd
Ni
gi(E) +
Nd
Ni
gi
(
E +
E
4πε0εra
− Um(Nd)
)
. (3.30)
The idea is that the density of ionized dopants Nd causes a reduction of the intrinsic DOS gi(E)
(ﬁrst term) accompanied by a formation of an equal amount of trap states shifted by the energy
of the Coulomb interaction into the gap (second term). This is schematically shown in Fig. 3.7 (a).
The parameter a gives the typical distance between a dopant ion and a trapped charge carrier,
i.e. the space to an adjacent host site. Um(Nd) represents a correction term taking the Coulomb
interaction between two ionized dopants at high concentrations into account. For simplicity, equal
Gaussian widths of the HOMO DOS and the dopant related trap states are assumed, yielding a very
good ﬁtting of the experimental work functions versus the ﬁlm thickness. The determined overall
doping eﬃciency ηdop is approximately 5%. Furthermore, ηdop is supposed to be independent of the
doping concentration and free charge carriers are generated already at a doping ratio of only 10−5,
which is in clear contradiction to the conclusions of Mityashin et al.. [16] The measured conductivity
of P3HT:F4-TCNQ ﬁlms increases sub-linear with the doping ratio for MR < 10−4, whereas it in-
creases slightly super-linear at higher concentrations. Pingel et al. explained this observation to the
fact that Coulomb potentials of individual ionized dopants overlap in such a way that the eﬀective
barrier for the release of trapped holes is lowered, which ﬁnally increases the carrier mobility. In
contrast, the mobility shall decrease from low to medium concentrations due to DOS broadening
and the occurrence of Coulomb traps.
30poly(3-hexylthiophene)
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Figure 3.7: (a) Proposed appearing gap states in P3HT upon p-doping with F4-TCNQ (taken
from Ref. [226]). (b) Calculated Fermi level position versus the charge carrier den-
sity n for a Gaussian DOS with an additional exponential tail (reproduced from
Ref. [242]).
The change of the eﬀective free carrier mobility with varying doping concentration has been re-
cently studied in more detail. [17,140] In particular, the DOS ﬁlling, the corresponding Fermi level
shift, and the conductivity has been calculated by kinetic Monte Carlo simulations. In this context,
Mehraeen et al. simulated the hopping conductivity in a lattice of 50 x 50 x 50 sites (distance 1 nm),
and compared continuous Gaussian or exponential density of states as well as a combination of both
to an mobility edge model. [17] Furthermore, the Fermi level position is calculated by Fermi-Dirac
integrals for given charge carrier densities n. Analytical expressions are given for the low n limit,
namely
EF = kBT0
{
ln
[
n
Ne
]
− ln
[
Γ
(
1− T
T0
)
Γ
(
1 +
T
T0
)]}
(3.31)
for an exponential DOS of width T0, [81,243,244] and
EF = −1
2
(
σ2
kBT
)
+ kBT ln
(
n
Ne
)
(3.32)
for an Gaussian DOS of width σ. [245] Here, Γ(z) =
∫∞
0
dy exp(−y)yz−1 is the Gamma function, and
Ne the eﬀective number of LUMO states per volume.
The main outcome of this work is that for a combined Gaussian and exponential DOS, the Fermi
level shift kinks to a shallower slope at the transition energy of both DOS types (cf. Fig. 3.7 (b)).
Furthermore, these calculations reveal a strong increase of the mobility and a super-linear increase
of the conductivity with the carrier density for an exponential DOS, which is in agreement with
percolation theory supposed by Vissenberg and Matters [81] (σ ∝ nT0/T ). In case of a Gaussian DOS,
the slope is much weaker, and for a combined DOS, a transition between both regimes has been
revealed as well. Such kinks were qualitatively veriﬁed by UPS and conductivity measurements on
n-doped C60 thin-ﬁlms. [140]
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Mehraeen et al. also studied the eﬀect of an introduced mobility edge (located at E = 0) on
the transport properties. Mobility edge means in this context that all carriers below the edge are
assumed to be immobile, i.e. trapped in an arbitrary distribution gI(E) of trap states. In other
words, the overall carrier density splits up into mobile and immobile carriers n = nM + nI , which
can be expressed by the two Fermi-Integrals
n = nI + nM =
∫ 0
−∞
dE gI(E)f(E,EF ) +
∫ +∞
0
dE ρ(E)f(E,EF ) . (3.33)
Here, ρ(E) represents the DOS of mobile states (above the mobility edge), which are assumed to be
constant in this model: ρ(E) = NU . The ﬁlm conductivity is ﬁnally governed by the density nM
of mobile carriers having a constant mobility μ0: σ = eμ0nM . Interestingly, the calculations yield
qualitatively similar conductivities and Fermi level shifts with rising carrier density n as obtained for
the hopping model. The authors argued that this can be understood in terms of appearance of an
eﬀective transport level within hopping models, [246,247] which means that the majority of carriers
are actually moving energetically close to this level with similar mobilities. Nonetheless, from a
quantitative standpoint, some discrepancies arise between the values of the parameters extracted
from both models, in particular in the eﬀective densities Ne of the exponential or Gaussian DOS.
However, the weakest point of these studies is that an activation process for the molecular doping
is not considered. In other words, a doping ratio independent doping eﬃciency ηdop of 100% is
assumed, which contradicts to typical measured values (cf. Tab. 3.1). Also a comparison to directly
measured mobilities is missing.
3.4 Application to Functional Organic Devices
3.4.1 Schottky Contacts
Space Charge Layer Formation without Traps. We have seen in Sec. 2.5 that the energy level
alignment of intrinsic metal/organic contacts is mainly determined by the formation of interface
states, chemical reactions and/or charge transfer. In contrast, real Fermi level alignment can be
easily reached within a few nanometer between a doped organic layer and a metal contact, because
molecular doping provides a suﬃcient high number of free charge carriers to saturate the interfaces
states. The resulting level alignment, i.e. Fermi level position, is therefore independent of the contact
material and only determined by the doping concentration. [10,178,183,184,248]
This situation is quite similar to the well known Schottky barrier formation at classical metal-
semiconductor contacts. In case of p-doping, a Schottky barrier is formed if the bulk Fermi level of
the doped organic layer lies below the metal Fermi level, i.e. if Wforg > Wfmet before contacting.
Then, holes are transferred from the semiconductor to the metal until equilibrium is reached, and
both Fermi levels are aligned. The remaining negatively charged dopant ions form a space charge
layer (SCL) of width w, which causes level bending and hence a built-in ﬁeld Vbi (cf. Fig. 3.8 (a)).
Using the Schottky approximation, the space charge reads
ρ(x) =
⎧⎨
⎩−eN
−
A , 0 < x < w
0 , x > w
. (3.34)
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Figure 3.8: Space charge layer (SCL) formation and energy level bending at a Schottky contact
without (a) or with present trap states (b).
The potential V (x) can by obtained by solving the Poisson equation
d2V (x)
dx2
= −ρ(x)
ε0εr
, (3.35)
considering the boundary condition
dV (x)
dx
∣∣∣∣
x≥w
= 0 . (3.36)
Integration of the Poisson equation yields the electric ﬁeld
− dV (x)
dx
= F (x) =
N−A
ε0εr
(w − x) . (3.37)
A second integration yields the potential within the space charge layer
V (x) =
eN−A
2ε0εr
(x− w)2 . (3.38)
Here, the potential has been set to zero within the semiconductor bulk, V (x ≥ w) = 0, without loss
of generality. Hence, the built-in potential is given by the potential directly at the interface, i.e.
Vbi = V (x = 0), which allows for a correlation with the depletion width
w =
√
2ε0εrVbi
eN−A
. (3.39)
This means that the number of active dopant states N−A and thus the doping eﬃciency ηdop can be
determined by measuring the space charge layer width w and the potential drop Vbi over the depletion
zone. Since the built-in potential Vbi arises due to alignment of the metal and the semiconductor
Fermi levels, it is ideally given by
Vbi = Wforg −Wfmet . (3.40)
However, for real metal/organic interfaces an additional dipole Δ could arise, e.g. due to chemical
reactions, which has to be added to Eq. (3.40). If the metal/organic contact is additionally biased
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by an external voltage V against/with the built-in ﬁeld, the depletion width w decreases/increases,
since charge carriers are pushed into or pulled out of the space charge layer, respectively. Quantita-
tively, this is expressed by substituting Vbi by (Vbi − V ) in Eq. (3.39).
Space Charge Layer Formation with Traps. If bulk hole traps of the density NT are present
in the p-doped semiconductor (cf. Fig. 3.8 (b)), the number of free carriers is reduced by the trap den-
sity, p = N−A−N+T , the ﬁnal bulk Fermi level position thus energetically higher, Φw/ traps < Φw/o traps,
and the built-in ﬁeld hence reduced. Furthermore, the space charge layer splits up into two re-
gions, [249] depending on whether the Fermi level lies above (w1) or below (w2) the trap depth ET .
Therefore, the modiﬁed space charge distribution is given by
ρ(x) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
−eN−A , 0 < x < x1
e(N+T −N−A ) , x1 < x < x2
0 , x > x2
(3.41)
and the Poisson equation must be solved separately for each region considering the respective con-
nection conditions. Starting in region w2, the electric ﬁeld is given by integration of the Poisson
equation to
− dV (x)
dx
= F (x) =
e(N−A −N+T )
ε0εr
(x2 − x) . (3.42)
In region w1 one obtains
− dV (x)
dx
= F (x) =
eN−A
ε0εr
(x2 − x)− eNT
ε0εr
(x2 − x1) . (3.43)
By setting V (x ≥ x2) = 0, it follows for the electric potentials in w2
V (x) =
e(N−A −N+T )
2ε0εr
(x− x2)2 , (3.44)
and in w1
V (x) =
eN−A
2ε0εr
(x− x2)2 − eN
+
T
2ε0εr
(x22 − x21)−
eN+T
ε0εr
(x1 − x2)x . (3.45)
Again, the largest potential drop directly at the metal interface deﬁnes the built-in potential
Vbi = V (x = 0) =
eN−A
2ε0εr
x22 −
eN+T
2ε0εr
(x22 − x21) . (3.46)
The ﬁrst term is similar to the case without traps, whereas the second term reﬂects the reduction
of Vbi due to the reduced carrier density upon trapping. Without knowledge of the trap density NT
and the intersection point x1, the number of ionized dopants N−A cannot be exactly determined by
measuring only x2 and Vbi. However, it is though possible to determine N−A indirectly by measuring
the voltage dependent depletion capacitance by impedance spectroscopy.
Mott-Schottky Analysis. Due to separated charges, the depletion layer of a metal/semiconductor
contact possesses a capacitance C, which depends on the space charge layer width w, i.e. on the
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doping concentration and the external voltage V . With Eq. (3.39) it can be approximated by
C = ε0εr
A
w
⇒ 1
C2
=
2(Vbi − V )
A2eε0εrN
−
A
, (3.47)
The corresponding 1/C2 = f(V ) graph is called Mott-Schottky plot, and allows for an estimation
of the number of ionized dopants by
d
dV
1
C2
= − 2
A2eε0εrN
−
A
. (3.48)
If the doping proﬁle is homogeneous over the whole depletion zone (Eq. (3.34)), the Mott-Schottky
plot is linearly decreasing and the slope is determined by N−A (cf. Fig. 3.9 (a)).
In case of doping gradients or trap distributions, the 1/C2 = f(V ) graphs can have arbitrary shapes
(cf. Fig. 3.9 (b)), depending on the actual occupation probability of the individual energy levels and
the resulting width w. Quantitatively, the respective capacitance function is obtained by substi-
tuting the corresponding w = f(Vbi − V ) correlation into the left side of Eq. (3.47). For this, the
Poisson equation must be solved, which is complicated already for an additional single hole trap
ET as shown above. Often it is possible to simplify the problem by distinguishing between high-
or low frequency cases adapted to the experimental situation. For instance, using Eq. (3.46) for an
additional single hole trap, these limits have been extensively discussed in literature. [249]
However, for a reliable determination of the doping eﬃciency by Mott-Schottky analysis, the diﬀer-
ent contributions to the capacitance signal at various frequencies have to be taken into account. In
this context, high frequencies mean that the capacitance signal is dominated by (shallow) dopant
states rather than deeper traps. Hence, for a given doping concentration the corresponding C(f)
plot is constant over a wide range of (high) frequencies (cf. Fig. 3.9 (c)). In contrast, trapped charges
in deeper states can only respond at low frequencies, which causes typically an increasing capac-
itance with decreasing frequency. Here, the exact shape of the C(f) plot depends on the energy
distribution of the trap states with respect to the transport level.
The density distribution of these trap states can be determined by ﬁtting the C(f) plot under ap-
plication of a suitable equivalent circuit model. [250,251] For the simple case of a single trap level, this
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Figure 3.9: Schematic Mott-Schottky plots of metal/semiconductor contacts with homogeneous
doping proﬁle of diﬀerent concentrations (a) or with present trap states or doping
gradients (b). Additionally, a schematic C vs. log(f) plot of a Schottky contact is
shown in (c).
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circuit consists of two capacitances in parallel. Here, one represents the pure depletion capacitance
depending only on the doping concentration, and the second capacitance reﬂects the trap contribu-
tion which is only active below a certain frequency ft which is determined by the trap depth Et.
The corresponding C(f) plot hence possesses a step at ft. In case of an energetic trap distribution,
the equivalent circuit consists of several capacitances in parallel representing the respective trap
contributions, which results in a monotonously increasing capacitance with decreasing frequency as
sketched in Fig. 3.9 (c).
3.4.2 Organic p-i-n Diodes and Solar Cells
The ﬁrst proposal for applying molecular doping in functional organic devices was a patent applica-
tion of Egusa in 1992. [252] Approximately 10 years later, the application of doped layers in OLEDs
utilizing the so-called p-i-n structure was patented by Blochwitz-Nimoth and co-workers. [253] Due
to several advantages, the p-i-n concept was furthermore applied to organic solar cells, [13] which
will be therefore outlined in the following. Furthermore, the working principle of organic bulk
heterojunction (BHJ) solar cells will be brieﬂy sketched.
The p-i-n Device Structure
Conventionally, organic solar cells consist of at least one photo-active layer which is directly sand-
wiched between two contact materials. However, the main drawback of this stack architecture is
the dependence of the open-circuit voltage VOC of the solar cell on the choice of the contact met-
als. [254,255] Furthermore, photo-generated excitons are assumed to be quenched at organic/metal
interfaces. These circumstances are addressed by the p-i-n concept, [13] which is illustrated in
Fig. 3.10 (a). Here, the intrinsic photo-active donor/acceptor absorber layers are sandwiched be-
tween a p-doped hole transport layer (p-HTL) and an n-doped electron transport layer (n-ETL).
The injection barriers at the adjacent contacts are then determined only by the doping concentra-
tions and independent of the used metals. [11] The same holds true for the resulting built-in potential
Vbi which is assumed to drop only over the intrinsic photo-active layers since the conductivities of
the doped layers are orders of magnitude higher. [184,256,257] If host materials with optical gaps larger
than 3 eV are used, the doped transport layers act as optical spacer and allow for an adjustment
of the photo-active layer into the optical maximum for increased absorption by thickness optimiza-
tion. [258] Furthermore, stacking various single p-i-n structures on top of each other leads to tandem
devices in which the resulting p-n junctions are essential for eﬃcient electron-hole recombination
and thus for current matching of the individual sub-cells. [259]
VOC in Organic BHJ Solar Cells
An organic bulk heterojunction (BHJ) solar cell comprises a blend of donor and acceptor type
materials as photo-active layer. [260] Here, the conversion of sunlight into electrical power essentially
occurs via four steps. First, incident photons are absorbed by donor or acceptor type molecules in
the photo-active layer. The generated excitons further diﬀuse to the donor/acceptor (D/A) interface
where they are separated into free charge carriers. However, typically a charge transfer state of the
energy ECT is previously formed at the D/A interface. Here, the electron is already located on an
acceptor and the hole on a donor molecule but they are still bound to each other. The understanding
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Figure 3.10: Schematic energy level alignment of organic p-i-n solar cells under short-circuit
(a) and open-circuit (b) conditions. Vbi and VOC refer to the built-in potential
and open-circuit voltage, respectively. The intrinsic photo-active layer of the solar
cell consists either of a blend of donor and acceptor type materials (b), which is
called bulk heterojunction (BHJ), or of single adjacent donor and acceptor layers
(a), which represents a ﬂat heterojunction (FHJ) solar cell. In both cases, the
open-circuit voltage is determined by the quasi-Fermi level splitting of electrons
on the acceptor and holes on the donor phase/layer: eVOC = EF,n − EF,p.
of the subsequent CT dissociation process is subject of intensive research, in particular the spatial
delocalization of the thermally relaxed CT state seems to play an important role. [261] Finally, the
separated electrons and holes are transported via the acceptor and donor phase of the blend to the
contacts. By application of a p-i-n structure they must further pass the doped transport layer. The
ratio of actually extracted charge carriers to the number of incident photons at a certain wavelength
(and externally applied ﬁeld) deﬁnes the external quantum eﬃciency (EQE) of the solar cell and
integration of the EQE spectrum yields its overall photo-current. The photo-current generated by
the solar cell under shorted contacts is called short-circuit current JSC and the voltage at open
contacts open-circuit voltage VOC. The energy level diagrams of both operation conditions are
sketched in Fig. 3.10 for a p-i-n type solar cell. The generated electrical power of a solar cell has
a maximum at the so-called maximum power point (MPP) of its j-V -characteristics. The MPP
further deﬁnes the ﬁll factor FF of the cell which is given as ratio of the power generated by the
cell at the MPP to the theoretical maximum power deﬁned by JSC ·VOC. Hence, the overall power
conversion eﬃciency PCE of the cell is given by
PCE =
JSCVOCFF
Pin
, (3.49)
where Pin is the power density of the incident light.
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The VOC of an organic bulk heterojunction (BHJ) solar cell is determined by the quasi-Fermi level
splitting
eVOC = EF,n − EF,p (3.50)
of the electrons on the acceptor and the holes on the donor phase, as long as no injection or
extraction barriers are present. [262] Therefore, VOC directly depends on the amount of free charge
carriers extracted at the contacts, i.e. on the amount of absorbed photons, the eﬃciency of the CT
dissociation process, and on possible recombination processes of electrons and holes during their
transport through the D:A blend. Assuming proportionality between the photo-current and the
illumination intensity I, the dependence of VOC on the temperature T and intensity I can generally
be expressed as
eVOC = V0 + kBT ln
(
I
I0
)
. (3.51)
Here, V0 and I0 are device speciﬁc parameters and the maximum achievable open-circuit voltage
is given by eVOC
T→0−−−→ V0. In literature, V0 is commonly regarded as the eﬀective gap of the D:A
blend, i.e. V0 = −HOMO(D)+LUMO(A), [263] or as the diﬀerence between the donor ionization
potential and the acceptor electron aﬃnity V0 = IP(D)−EA(A). [264] Due to polarization eﬀects (cf.
Fig. 2.3 (b) on page 9) and energetic disorder in organic thin-ﬁlms, the latter gap is inherently smaller
than the deﬁnition of V0 based on the molecular orbitals, which however, is not clearly distinguished
in literature. Nevertheless, the above relations have been conﬁrmed for small molecule BHJ solar
cells containing C60 as acceptor mixed with various donor materials. [265,266]
Furthermore, Vandewal et al. suggested to identify V0 with the energy of the CT state (ECT) at
the D/A interface. [267] A good correspondence between V0 and ECT was found, with ECT being
determined from the low energy part of the spectral region of weak CT absorption observed in the
photovoltaic external quantum eﬃciency EQEPV [267]
EQEPV(E) ∼ 1
E
√
4πλkBT
exp
[
− (ECT + λ− E)
2
4λkBT
]
. (3.52)
Here, ECT is the energy diﬀerence between the CT complex ground state and lowest excited CT
state. λ refers to the vibronic reorganization energy of the CT absorption process. Thus, ECT
can directly be obtained from the low energy part of the EQEPV(E) spectrum, if measured with a
suﬃciently sensitive technique, e.g. FTPS, [267] which is able to spectrally resolve the CT absorption
band.
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In this chapter, the used experimental techniques and setups are presented. In partic-
ular, the sample preparation as well as the physical properties of the investigated ma-
terials are described. Subsequently, the method of photoelectron spectroscopy as well
as the used setup is explained in detail. Finally, further applied experimental tech-
niques such as impedance spectroscopy, X-ray diﬀraction, laser desorption ionization
- time of ﬂight - mass spectroscopy, and Fourier-transform photocurrent spectroscopy
are described.
4.1 Sample Preparation
UPS and Conductivity Samples
The UPS samples are fabricated in a customized multi chamber evaporation tool (UFO) under base
pressures of 10−9 . . . 10−8mbar. The cluster tool consists of ﬁve individual evaporation chambers,
enabling the independent deposition of p- and n-doped layers as well as intrinsic ﬁlms, e.g. for photo-
active layers of solar cells, without cross contamination. Furthermore, metal ﬁlms can be thermally
evaporated in a separate chamber.
The organic materials are typically delivered as powder or small crystal ﬂakes by the material sup-
plier, puriﬁed stepwise by up to fourfold 3-zone gradient sublimation, and ﬁnally ﬁlled into ceramic
crucibles which are located at the bottom of the evaporation chambers. The crucibles are heated
by surrounding electrically driven copper coils, which leads to sublimation of the organics above a
certain crucible temperature. The evaporation rate is controlled by a quartz crystal microbalance
(QCM) placed slightly above the crucible such that the material is deposited simultaneously on the
QCM and on the sample which is located at the top of the chamber (cf. Fig. 4.1 (a)). With knowl-
edge of the material density as well as a previous calibration of the QCM to the sample position
by an additional respective QCM (tooling), the deposited thickness on the sample is thus precisely
monitored. The used evaporation rates are typically in the order of 0.1 . . . 0.4Å/s depending on the
material. Doped and blend layers are obtained by co-evaporation monitored by two independent
QCMs. Since the QCMs measure the mass amount of the deposited materials by a change in their
oscillation frequencies, the relative set rate ratio corresponds directly to the weight ratio of the
doped ﬁlm (WR = md/mh). Very low doping ratios below MR = 0.001 are achieved by evaporating
the dopant molecules through a rotating shutter (1 . . . 3Hz) positioned between the sample and the
dopant QCM. The circular shutter is partly opened which yields a corresponding eﬀective molecule
transmission of approximately 5%. Thereby, the evaporation rate of the host material can be kept
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below 1Å/s. The functionality of this system has been veriﬁed by checking the actually achieved
doping concentration with XPS. Finally, molar doping ratios as low as MR = 10−5 could be ob-
tained.
The organic ﬁlms are deposited typically on randomly oriented micro-crystalline gold or silver foils
(MaTecK, Jülich, Germany), possessing a purity of 99.995%. The substrates are approximately
1 x 1 cm2 in size and conductively taped to an Omicron molybdenum sample holder (cf. Fig. 4.1 (c)).
Alternatively, ITO covered glass or silicon wafers covered with a thin SiO2 layer are used. The
sample holder is adjusted to a transport adapter which is compatible with the evaporation tool
handler system. The UPS/XPS measurement chamber as well as a separate glovebox are directly
connected to the evaporation cluster tool.
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Figure 4.1: (a) Schematic illustration of thermal co-evaporation of a host and a dopant material
from heated crucibles in vacuum. The rotational shutter system reduces the eﬀec-
tive evaporation rate of the dopants by a transmission factor of 5%. (b) Picture
of the multi chamber cluster tool for organic thin-ﬁlm deposition (UFO). (c) UPS
substrate and sample holder. Additionally, the standard layout of an organic solar
cell is sketched. The red squares indicate the active area which is 6.44mm2.
Solar Cell Fabrication
The solar cells analyzed in Ch. 7 are fabricated in a commercial evaporation system (Kurt J. Lesker,
US) that can handle large wafers of 6 x 6 samples of standard layout (shown in Fig. 4.1 (c)). The base
pressure of the evaporation tool is in the range of 5 × 108mbar and high sample stack variability
is guaranteed by availability of 12 evaporation sources for organic materials and three for metals.
Furthermore, it is possible to realize diﬀerent material combinations, layer thicknesses and doping
concentrations within on evaporation run on the same wafer by using various movable shutters and
diﬀerent masks ("wedging"). Here, the advantage is that all diﬀerent samples are thus fabricated
under the same conditions. Maximal reachable ﬁlm homogeneities depend on the used organic
material, source position and evaporation rate, however, are above 87% (center to corner). [94] The
tool is connected to a glovebox in which the samples are encapsulated by a glass-glass encapsulation.
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4.2 Material Properties
In this section, the organic materials used during this thesis are brieﬂy presented. The substances
are categorized to ﬁve investigated host materials, three applied molecular dopants, and further
three transport materials which have been used in solar cells. In Fig. 4.2 the molecular structures
are summarized.
4.2.1 Host Materials
MeO-TPD
N,N,N’,N’-tetrakis(4-methoxyphenyl)-benzidine (MeO-TPD ) is a host material which has ﬁrst been
synthesized in 1998, [268] and used in OLEDs, [269,270] and OPV [271] since 2004. It forms amorphous
thin-ﬁlms, [272] and possesses a hole mobility of 2.3×10−5 cm2/Vs1. The thin-ﬁlm IP of MeO-TPD is
measured by UPS to 5.07 eV. It is a wide-gap material with an optical gap in the range of 2.96 eV [273]
to 3.2 eV. [231] Thus, its thin-ﬁlm electron aﬃnity can be estimated to maximal 1.9 eV, i.e. it is not
n-dopable. MeO-TPD has a rather low glass transition temperature of Tg = 67 ◦C, [268] and an
estimated thin-ﬁlm density of 1.463 g/cm3. It has been purchased from Sensient (Wolfen, Germany)
as yellow powder and was puriﬁed twice by 3-zone vacuum gradient sublimation per default.
Pentacene
As second host, the doping properties of the prototypical organic semiconductor pentacene (P5) are
investigated. With a molecular length of 14Å it is twice as long as C60 in diameter. Depending on
the thin-ﬁlm growth conditions, it possesses an ionization potential in the order of 4.9 eV and an
optical gap of 1.82 eV. [273] Thus, its electron aﬃnity lies in the order of 2.7 eV, wherefore it can be n-
doped by the di-metal complex W2(hpp)4. Typically, pentacene forms comparably rough thin-ﬁlms
with a crystalline microstructure. [274] Thus, hole mobilities in the order of 1.0× 10−1 cm2/Vs have
been measured in OFETs with high on/oﬀ ratios >108. [275] However, the mobility actually depends
on the morphology, i.e. on the deposition conditions, and can vary over orders of magnitude. For the
ﬁlms thermally evaporated at the IAPP, values in the order of 10−3 cm2/Vs are typically obtained2.
Pentacene is air-stable, but degrades under UV radiation wherefore it is not suitable as photo-active
material in solar cells. Its assumed thin-ﬁlm density during evaporation is 1.32 g/cm3. Pentacene
has been purchased from Sensient (Wolfen, Germany) as black powder and was puriﬁed threefold
by 3-zone vacuum gradient sublimation per default.
ZnPc
Zinc-phthalocyanine (ZnPc) is typically used in organic solar cells as donor compound in the photo-
active layers. [271] It exhibits a thin-ﬁlm ionization potential in the range of 5.0 . . . 5.4 eV, depending
on the substrate and growth conditions. The optical gap of ZnPc is 1.55 eV (absorption measure-
ments) and its electron aﬃnity thus in the order of 3.4 eV, i.e. it is n-dopable by W2(hpp)4. Pure
ﬁlms of ZnPc are typically poly-crystalline with triclinic (α) or monoclinic (γ) phases, for which the
1Measured by Moritz P. Hein in OFET geometry at the IAPP.
2Measured by Moritz P. Hein in OFET geometry at the IAPP.
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grain sizes as well as ﬁlm roughnesses depend on the layer thickness and deposition conditions (sub-
strate temperature, evaporation rate). [84] The hole mobility is in the order of 1.0 × 10−3 cm2/Vs,3
and the assumed thin-ﬁlm density is 1.55 g/cm3. ZnPc has been purchased from CreaPhys (Dresden,
Germany) and puriﬁed threefold by 3-zone vacuum gradient sublimation per default.
Fullerene C60
The buckminsterfullerene C60 [276,277] is commonly used as acceptor compound in the photo-active
layers of organic solar cells as well as electron transport material in novel vertical transistor con-
cepts. [278,279] It has a spherical shape with a diameter of 7Å. [277] The thin-ﬁlm IP measured by UPS
is 6.5 eV and its optical gap 2.3 eV (absorption measurements), thus the EA lies in the order of 4.2 eV.
IPES measurements revealed EA = 4.0 eV. [280] An electron OFET mobility of 6.6×10−3 cm2/Vs has
been measured for thermally evaporated C60 as it is usually deposited at the IAPP.4 In literature,
values as high as 2.0 . . . 4.9 cm2/Vs were reported for C60 OFETs containing a wetting monolayer
of pentacene on top of the gate dielectrics. [281] Typically smooth and closed layers are observed,
already at QCM thicknesses of just 2 nm. Further, C60 forms nano-crystalline thin-ﬁlms with a
mixture of fcc (lattice constant a = 14.129Å) and hcp crystals as well as further minor phases. [36]
The assumed thin-ﬁlm density is 1.63 g/cm3. C60 has been purchased from CreaPhys (Dresden,
Germany) of sublimed purity grade and used as delivered.
Bis-HFl-NTCDI
N,N-Bis(ﬂuorene-2-yl)-naphthalenetetracarboxylic diimide (Bis-HFl-NTCDI) is a transparent elec-
tron transport material which has been synthesized by Markus Hummert at the IAPP and intensively
studied on its physical properties by Christiane Falkenberg. [282] The thin-ﬁlm IP measured by UPS
is 6.55 eV and the optical gap estimated to 3.0 eV. [282] Its LUMO was estimated by cyclic voltamme-
try to -3.8 eV5. In comparison to C60 the electron mobility is rather low with 3.1× 10−6 cm2/Vs 6.
AFM measurements on 50 nm thin-ﬁlms on glass show surface rms roughnesses in the order of
(2.5 ± 0.5) nm which are increased by a factor of two due to substrate heating (100◦C). GIXRD
experiments on respective pure thin-ﬁlms indicate a nano-crystalline structure. [282] The thin-ﬁlm
density obtained from proﬁlometer measurements is 1.25 g/cm3. Before evaporation in vacuum,
Bis-HFl-NTCDI has been puriﬁed twice by 3-zone gradient sublimation.
3Source: OSOL database of the IAPP.
4Measured by Moritz P. Hein at the IAPP.
5Source: OSOL database of the IAPP. Measured by Markus Hummert.
6Source: OSOL database of the IAPP. Measured by Moritz P. Hein.
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Figure 4.2: Molecular structures of all organic materials used in this thesis. The materials are
classiﬁed as host compounds which are investigated in framework of the doping
studies, as applied dopant molecules, and as transport materials used in the BHJ
solar cells. The energy levels are measured either by UPS, cyclic voltammetry,
estimated from the optical gap or taken from literature. Details are described in
the text.
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4.2.2 Dopant Molecules
P-dopants: F6-TCNNQ, Fluorinated Fullerene C60F36, and NDP9
The p-dopant molecule 1,3,4,5,7,8-hexaﬂuorotetracyanonaphthoquinodimethane (F6-TCNNQ) is struc-
turally similar to the prominent acceptor molecule F4-TCNQ. However, F6-TCNNQ does show less
volatility in vacuum, which makes this material to the more favored dopant. Its electron aﬃnity has
been estimated to 5.00 eV by cyclic voltammetry7. F6-TCNNQ was purchased from Novaled GmbH
(Dresden, Germany) and used as delivered.
The ﬂuorinated fullerene C60F36 possesses an electron aﬃnity of 5.38 eV, [189] which makes it suitable
as p-dopant for various hole transporting materials. [283] Due to its relatively large molecular mass
of 1404.6 g/cm3, doping concentrations by a factor of 4 lower than reachable with F6-TCNNQ are
possible. Furthermore, its volatility in vacuum is also uncritical. C60F36 was supplied by MTR Ltd.,
USA, and used as delivered.
The proprietary p-dopant compound NDP9 is an acronym for Novaled p-dopant No. 9 and has been
purchased from Novaled GmbH (Dresden, Germany) and was used as received. During this thesis,
it has been used for eﬃcient p-doping of Di-NPB which was applied in solar cells as HTL.
N-dopant: Di-metal Complex W2(hpp)4
The di-metal complex of tungsten with the anion 1,3,4,6,7,8-hexayhydro-2H-pyrimido[1,2-a]pyrimidine
W2(hpp)4 is used as n-dopant during this thesis. For the ﬁrst time, it has been presented in 2002
by Cotton et al. [198] and possesses an extremely low thin-ﬁlm ionization potential of just 2.40 eV
measured by UPS. Hence, it is unstable in air as powder, wherefore it has to be handled in inert
atmosphere. W2(hpp)4 has been purchased from Novaled GmbH (Dresden, Germany) and is used
as delivered.
4.2.3 Transport Materials applied in Solar Cells
BPhen
4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline (BPhen) is here applied as electron injection layer between C60 and
aluminum within the solar cell of Ch. 7. It possesses an UPS ionization potential of 6.38 eV and an
optical gap of 3.52 eV. [273] Thus, its LUMO lies around -2.9 eV. In OLEDs BPhen is commonly used
as electron transport material, where it is n-doped by cesium. The thin-ﬁlm density is 1.24 g/cm3.
BPhen has been purchased from ABCR (Karlsruhe, Germany) and puriﬁed by CreaPhys GmbH
(Dresden, Germany).
Di-NPD
N,N’-diphenyl-N,N’-bis(4’-[N,N-bis(naphth-1-yl)-amino]-biphenyl-4-yl)-benzidine (Di-NPD) is used
as hole transport material in the BHJ solar cells where it is p-doped by NDP9. It forms amorphous
thin-ﬁlms with an ionization potential of 5.33 eV and an optical gap of 2.9 eV. [284] The thin-ﬁlm
density is given to 1.15 g/cm3. [285] Di-NPD has been supplied by Sensient (Wolfen, Germany) and
puriﬁed twice.
7Measurement performed by Marion Wrackmeyer at the IAPP.
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BF-DPB
N,N’-Bis(9,9-dimethyl-ﬂuoren-2-yl)-N,N’-diphenyl-benzidine (BF-DPB) is used as p-doped hole trans-
port material in solar cells as well. It possesses a similar structure as MeO-TPD which diﬀers only in
the side chains. Therefore, BF-DPB is expected to form completely amorphous thin-ﬁlms. [283] Also
the OFET mobility of 5.7 × 10−5 cm2/Vs is comparable to that of MeO-TPD8. However, the UPS
ionization potential is slightly higher: IP = 5.23 eV. The thin-ﬁlm density of BF-DPB is 1.21 g/cm3.
It has been purchased from Sensient (Wolfen, Germany) and puriﬁed twice per default by 3-zone
vacuum gradient sublimation.
4.3 Fundamentals of Photoelectron Spectroscopy
4.3.1 Introduction to the Theory of the Photoelectron Emission Process
Photoelectron Spectroscopy (PES) is based on the external photo-eﬀect, which has ﬁrst been ob-
served at the end of the 19th century. [286,287] Illuminating a grounded metal cathode by monochro-
matic light causes anode photocurrents due to liberation of electrons, which can completely be
suppressed by application of a retardation potential Uret. Here, Uret was found to scale linearly with
the frequency ν of the chosen light. Einstein explained the external photo-eﬀect in 1905 by invoking
the quantum nature of light. [288] He proposed that the energy of one incident photon, E = hν, is
transferred to at least one electron which can thus escape the metal surface, if its energy is suﬃcient
to overcome the metal characteristic work function Φmetal. Hence, the maximum kinetic energy of
the photoelectrons correlates directly with the retardation potential Uret and is given by
eUret = Ekin,max = hν − Φmetal . (4.1)
Consequently, the work function Φmetal and Planck’s constant h can be determined by varying the
excitation frequency ν and measuring Uret. In principle, modern Photoelectron Spectroscopy exper-
iments are performed in a similar way, but using ideally monochromatic light sources and advanced
electrostatic analyzer systems for mapping the whole energy distribution Ekin of the emitted pho-
toelectron spectrum. Hence, the electronic valence structure of a metal or semiconductor as well as
the characteristic binding energies of the respective atomic core levels can be resolved.
3-step Model and Basic Considerations. In a simple picture, the whole photoemission process
can be described as a 3-step process, [289] containing
i. local photoionization by photon absorption and excitation of an electron,
ii. traveling of the excited electron through the bulk to the surface, and ﬁnally
iii. escape of the electron through the surface into vacuum.
For the overall process, conservation of energy and momentum have to be fulﬁlled. Depending on
the type of experiment, i.e. investigating either core level or valence state photoemission, diﬀerent
8Measured by Moritz P. Hein at the IAPP.
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boundary conditions are valid. In particular, various relevant interactions can inﬂuence the photo-
electron spectra of the two diﬀerent processes as well as their respective cross sections. Generally,
the transition probability w between an initial Ψi and ﬁnal state Ψf with the energies Ei and Ef is
given by Fermi’s Golden rule
w ∝ 2π

|〈Ψf |Δ|Ψi〉|2δ(Ef − Ei − ω) , (4.2)
with the perturbation operator Δ of an incident electro-magnetic wave with the potential Φ and
vector potential A:
Δ =
e
2mc
( A · p+ p · A)− eΦ+ e
2
2mc2
A · A . (4.3)
Here, p refers to the quantum mechanical momentum operator. In any case, the system is trans-
ferred from an initial state with N to a ﬁnal state with (N − 1) electrons and an additional free
photoelectron with the kinetic energy Ekin. Thus, for a solution of Eq. (4.2) appropriate multi elec-
tron wave functions Ψi(N) and Ψf (N − 1) must be applied, depending on the type of experiment
(valence or core level emission), e.g. Bloch states for UPS on a classical semiconductor. However,
such calculations are rather complicated and out of focus of this thesis, therefore the reader is re-
ferred to Ref. [289] for further information.
The Electron Mean Free Path. Typically, PES experiments are performed under UHV con-
ditions and require atomistic clean sample surfaces. This experimental eﬀort is necessary because
the mean free path of electrons λ within solids is only in the order of a few Å. In other words,
only electrons which are excited within the ﬁrst monolayers of the sample can escape its surface and
analyzed by a detector. Actually, λ depends on the material (density) and the kinetic energy of an
electron (cf. Fig. 4.3), i.e. in case of a PES experiment on the excitation energy hν. For employing
UPS (He-I: hν = 21.22 eV) to a thermally evaporated organic thin-ﬁlm, λ is typically in the range of
1...2 nm, whereas it is around 10 nm for XPS under AlKα irradiation (hν = 1486.65 eV). Therefore,
any surface contamination has to be avoided in order to not distort the PES signal of the material
under investigation. In particular, UHV conditions are mandatory to prevent surface contamination
upon physisorption of residuals during a PES experiment. One can estimate the time τML in seconds
in which one monolayer is deposited on the sample surface at a certain vacuum pressure p (in mbar)
to [289]
τML  1.7× 10
−6
0.6 · p ·S . (4.4)
Here, S = [0, 1] is a material combination speciﬁc sticking coeﬃcient. For achieving coverage times
τML of several hours, a pressure of maximal p  10−10mbar is needed (assuming S = 1). At
p  10−8mbar, which is typical for the evaporation chambers, τML is only in the range of a few
minutes.
However, the high surface sensitivity of PES can be very useful in several types of experiments. In
particular, the energy level alignment at metal/organic and organic/organic interfaces as well as
level bending eﬀects can be studied on a sub-nanometer scale by stepwise deposition and UPS mea-
surements. Furthermore, diﬀusion, depletion, or accumulation eﬀects of dopant molecules within a
matrix material or at a metal/organic contact as well as chemical interface reactions can be made
visible by XPS.
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Figure 4.3: Mean free path λ of an electron within diﬀerent solids as function of its kinetic
energy (taken from Ref. [289]).
Surface Eﬀects. Due to the extreme surface sensitivity of PES, several surface eﬀects appear
which signiﬁcantly can inﬂuence the shape of a measured spectrum but are not covered by the
simple 3-step model. Most importantly, the electronic surface structure of a molecular semiconduc-
tor diﬀers from its bulk-properties because missing molecules at the interface to vacuum eﬀectively
reduce the local electron density as well as the polarization energy. These eﬀects usually lead to an
increase in the thin-ﬁlm IP by a few 100meV. [290,291] The next problem is that at the surface, there
is an abrupt change of the dielectric constant. Thus, ∇ A = 0, leading to the so-called surface pho-
toelectric eﬀect, e.g. visible as tailing features in valence spectra of Ag(111) surfaces. [292] Similarly,
coupling of ∇A to a surface plasmon or of electrons to “softer” phonons at the surface might cause
additional peaks in valence PES spectra. [289]
Inverse Photoemission Spectroscopy (IPES). Here, the material under investigation is ir-
radiated by electrons of deﬁned (kinetic) energy Ei which are captured within the material by
empty electronic states Ef . During this transition photons of the energy hν = Ei −Ef are released
and further detected. Here, the measured photon spectrum correlates with the distribution of the
un-occupied states of the material, e.g. with the conduction band structure of a semiconductor.
4.3.2 Details of the Experimental UPS/XPS Setup
General Spectrometer Description. The PES system used for this thesis is a Phoibos 100
(Specs GmbH, Berlin, Germany) which is shown in Fig. 4.4. It is directly connected to the multi
chamber evaporation tool (UFO) and consists of an UHV analysis chamber, UV and X-ray sources,
an electrostatic lens system, a hemispherical analyzer (HSA), and a multi channeltron detector
(MCD). The standard excitations are the He-I line (21.22 eV) of a gas discharge lamp (Specs
UVS10/35, photon ﬂux: 8 × 1015 (sr · s)−1 at a beam divergence < ±1◦) during UPS or charac-
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Figure 4.4: (a) Picture of the Phoibos 100 UPS/XPS system (Specs, Germany). (b) Illustration
of the analyzer main components and the voltage principle (tilted by 90◦, taken from
Ref. [293]).
teristic AlKα (1486.65 eV) irradiation for XPS (Specs XR-50 ). Alternatively, the sample under
investigation can be illuminated by He-II (40.8 eV) or MgKα X-rays (1253.64 eV). The base pressure
of the analysis chamber is below 10−10 mbar. Ultra clean sample surfaces are achieved by in situ
Ar+ sputtering. Sample cooling by liquid N2 ﬂow through the sample holder as well as (re)heating
by underlying tungsten ﬁlaments is possible. Furthermore, the sample holder is rotatable within the
plane spanned up by the excitation sources and the lens system.
In principle, the photoelectrons which escape the sample surface are collected by the electrostatic
lens system and guided to the entrance slit s1 of the HSA (cf. Fig. 4.4 (b)). If the kinetic energy
Ekin of the electrons ﬁt to the (tunable) pass energy Epass of the HSA, they can reach its exit slit s2
and be counted by the MCD, which ﬁnally yields an I(Ekin) spectrum. Both, the lens system and
the (entrance and exit) slit sizes aﬀect the energy spread detected by the analyzer. Furthermore,
the lens stage deﬁnes the analysis area (measurement spot size) and angular acceptance by imaging
the emitted photoelectrons on the input slit s1 as well as retarding/accelerating them to Epass for
subsequent energy analysis. The energy analyzer system as well as the MCD are controlled by
a HSA3500 high-voltage power supply which is connected via a CAN-Bus and a CAN-Ethernet
Adapter (Specs EC10 ) to a PC. The complete functionality of the Phoibos 100 system is managed
by the delivered software SPECsLab. In the following, the individual parts and their impact on the
measured spectra (energy resolution) will be brieﬂy presented.
Lens System Phoibos. The lens system consists of 10 (T1 . . . T10) electrostatic lenses as well as
an additional entrance Iris. During measurements, the sample must be located in the focal plane of
the lens system which is 40mm in front of the ﬁrst lens electrode T1. Furthermore, the photoelec-
trons traveling through the lens system are decelerated by the potential U0 which is linked by the
passing condition eU0 = Ekin −Epass to detection of the electrons by the MCD. Hence, the Phoibos
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can be operated in two diﬀerent ways called Fixed Retarding Ratio (FRR) or in Fixed Analyzer
Transmission (FAT) modes. In the latter case, the retardation potential U0 is swept such that
all photoelectrons pass the HSA at a ﬁxed pass energy Epass independent of their kinetic energy.
In contrast, when applying the FRR mode all photoelectrons are decelerated with the same ﬁxed
factor R deﬁned by Epass = Ekin/R, i.e. the pass energy is not ﬁxed. However, since the energy
resolution of the HSA depends on Epass (cf. Eq. 4.6) only FAT modes are applied during this the-
sis for UPS/XPS experiments. The diﬀerent available transmission modes are controlled by preset
lens voltages (not adjustable by the user) and optimized for high transmission at diﬀerent spot sizes.
Hemispherical Analyzer (HSA). A radial electric ﬁeld between the two hemispheres forces
the electrons entering the HSA through the slit s1 onto elliptical trajectories with the mean radius
r0 = 100mm. The radii of the inner and outer hemispheres are rIH = 0.75 r0, and rOH = 1.25 r0,
respectively. Thus, electrons with an energy of
Epass = −ek(UOH − UIH) with: k = rINrOH
2r0(rOH − rIN) = 0.9375 (4.5)
pass the hemispherical capacitor exactly on the central circular trajectory r0. Here, UOH − UIH
refers to the voltage diﬀerence between the outer and inner hemisphere. Depending on the type
of experiment (excitation energy), four diﬀerent ranges for the (high) voltages VOH, VIH as well as
the retardation voltage U0 are adjustable, aﬀecting the measurement accuracy, e.g. 0.1meV for the
0 . . . 40 eV range. The width of a transmitted line ΔEHSA further depends on the pass energy as
well as on the sizes of the applied slits and is given by [293]
ΔEHSA = Epass
(
s
2r0
+
α2
4
)
with: s =
s1 + s2
2
. (4.6)
Here, s indicates a slit speciﬁc constant and α the angle under which the electrons reach the detector.
It is obvious that the energy resolution of the analyzer increases with the hemispherical radius r0
and decreases with the pass energy Epass. However, the value of Epass does further aﬀect the signal
intensity I(Ekin). In case of a FAT lens mode, it decreases with the kinetic energy by I ∝ 1/Ekin, [293]
whereas the analyzer resolution ΔEHSA is constant for all energies.
Additional broadening of a line occurs due to the inherent line width of the excitation source
ΔEphoton (e.g. AlKα) and the width of the atomic level ΔElevel (e.g. C1s). Thus, the overall full
width at half maximum can be estimated to
FWHM =
√
ΔE2HSA +ΔE
2
photon +ΔE
2
level . (4.7)
Probing an Ag3d5 level by AlKα excitation yields a best value for the FWHM=0.44 eV.
Multi Channeltron Detector (MCD). For ﬁnal electron counting the system is equipped
with a MCD (Specs PCU 300 ) consisting of ﬁve channeltrons C1 . . . C5. These glass tubes are cov-
ered with a high resistance material (about 50MΩ) which act as continuous dynodes if a potential
diﬀerence is applied between the ends of the tubes. The applied voltage must be high enough to
guarantee operation of the channeltrons in saturation and is around 3 kV, yielding typical gains in
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Figure 4.5: Energetic scheme of a photoelectron spectroscopy setup. For correct determination
of the kinetic energy Ekin the sample and detector Fermi levels must be aligned.
the range of 108.
The Fermi levels of the sample under investigation and the detector must be aligned for an exact
determination of the kinetic energy Ekin, which is illustrated in Fig. 4.5. Since the work functions
of the sample and the detector are diﬀerent, the kinetic energy E′kin rather than Ekin is actually
measured by the spectrometer/detector. However, due to the common Fermi level the real kinetic
energy Ekin can be measured yet without knowing the sample work function Wfsample because of
Ekin +Wfsample = E′kin +Wfdetector . (4.8)
Here, the detector work function Wfdetector must previously be determined versus a reference sample.
For our experimental setup it has been measured to Wfdetector = 4.56 eV.
4.3.3 Principles of UPS/XPS Experiments and Data Analysis
Ultraviolet Photoelectron Spectroscopy (UPS). The principle of an UPS experiment is il-
lustrated in Fig. 4.6 for the example of an Ag/C60 (10 nm) contact for which measured spectra and
the determined energy level alignment are given. UPS aims probing the valence electronic structure
of a material under UV excitation. Here, the binding energy with respect to the Fermi level is
generally given by
EB = hν − Ekin −Wfsample = hν − E′kin −Wfdetector . (4.9)
Furthermore, the sample is set to an acceleration potential of -8V (for higher photoelectron yield)
which has additionally to be subtracted. The fastest photoelectrons originate from the Fermi edge
of the metal substrate (EB = 0). For lower kinetic energies, the measured spectrum reﬂects the
density of occupied valence states. However, the DOS signal is superimposed by secondary electrons
which originate from states of lower binding energy but are lowered in their kinetic energy due to
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Figure 4.6: Illustration of the working principle of UPS experiments. As example, UPS spectra
of an Ag/C60 (10 nm) sample and the determined energy level alignment are shown.
inelastic scattering on the way to the sample surface. At a certain energy the excitation hν is just
high enough to overcome the sample work function and to photo-excite electrons just above the
vacuum level Evac, i.e. the photoelectrons have Ekin  0. This point is called high binding energy
cut-oﬀ (HBEC) since at this binding energy an UPS spectrum abruptly breaks oﬀ and allows for
determination of the sample work function by
Wfsamlpe = hν − EHBEC . (4.10)
For the Ag substrate 4.38 eV are obtained. In case of probing a molecular semiconductor, the fastest
photoelectrons originate from the HOMOs since the Fermi level lies within the semiconductor gap.
However, the HOMO DOS is broadened in thin-ﬁlms due to polarization eﬀects. The point at which
the HOMO DOS signiﬁcantly increases is called HOMO-onset EHOMO and deﬁnes the hole injection
barrier to the metal substate (HIB = EF −EHOMO) as well as the thin-ﬁlm ionization potential IP
given by
IP = WfOrg + HIB = hν − (EHBEC − EHOMO) . (4.11)
In case of the Ag/C60 (10 nm) interface, IP(C60) = 6.48 eV and a hole injection barrier of 1.86 eV
is determined (cf. Fig. 4.6). As visible in the measured spectra, an energetic diﬀerence of 0.24 eV in
the HBEC energies between the substrate and the organic layer is obtained. This eﬀect corresponds
to a step in the vacuum level, i.e. to formation of an interface dipole Δ which can be expressed by
Δ = WfOrg −WfMet = EMetHBEC − EOrgHBEC . (4.12)
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In conclusion, only the HOMO and HBEC region of an UPS spectrum are relevant for this thesis.
The corresponding values EHOMO and EHBEC are obtained by ﬁtting a line to the rising signal ﬂank
and determining the intersection with the background. The energy broadening during UPS has
been estimated by measurement of the width of a gold Fermi edge, which is 120meV between 90%
and 10% intensity, to just 10meV. [273] However, the experimental error due to reproducibility (e.g.
sample preparation) has been estimated to 50meV.
For each UPS spectrum, the emission features due to the secondary line excitations of the He-I gas
discharge are subtracted. The considered satellites of the He-I discharge lamp are 23.09 eV (≈ 2.5%),
23.75 eV (≈ 0.3%), and 24.05 eV (≈ 0.15%). Since the actual relative intensities of the satellite ex-
citations depend on the He discharge pressure, the secondary line sub-spectra are adjusted slightly
in intensity to the measured UPS spectrum (gap region) and subtracted incrementally starting with
the 24.05 eV satellite.
The measurement times are kept as short as possible to avoid eﬀects due to UV degradation of the
organic materials and are typically below 10minutes for a complete UPS measurement. The kinetic
energies are scanned in steps of 0.01 eV (each 0.1 s dwell time) at a ﬁxed pass energy of Epass = 3 eV
to increase the energy resolution. The HOMO region of a spectrum is furthermore scanned in the
Low Angular Dispersion lens mode (1.2mm2 spot size).
X-ray Photoemission Spectroscopy (XPS). The principle of a XPS experiment is illustrated
in Fig. 4.7. The photoemission process is generally similar to UPS, however, due to the higher exci-
tation energy (AlKα: 1486.65 eV) electronic states with much higher binding energy are accessible
by XPS. In particular, the characteristic core levels (e.g. C1s, N1s) of atoms which are contained in
the molecules of an organic thin-ﬁlm can be analyzed in detail.
As example, a complete survey scan of a 15 nm DCV-4T-Me(1,1,4,4) ﬁlm on Au is shown in Fig. 4.7.
The individual measured peaks correspond to the carbon, nitrogen, and sulfur atoms in these
molecules. Additionally, the characteristic Au4f double peak of the underlying substrate is visi-
ble at EB ≈ 90 eV. Since scanning the whole range of energies takes up to several hours, a survey
scan is typically used just for a rough element check and the individual element peaks are addi-
tionally scanned with a higher energy resolution by applying a suitable lens mode. This allows for
a detailed analysis of the bounding conditions within a molecule. As example, the W4f and N1s
signals of a pure 4 nm W2(hpp)4 thin-ﬁlm evaporated on Au are additionally shown in Fig. 4.7. The
N1s peak consists of two sub-peaks with relative intensities of 1:2 since two of the nitrogen atoms
are involved in binding of the (hpp) "paddles" to the W2 core of the molecule, while the remaining
nitrogen atom within an (hpp) paddle is just bound to carbons. The W4f peak is also split up into to
sub-peaks, however, the reason here is the spin-orbit coupling of the f-level electrons to j = |l ± s|.
According to quantum mechanics, the degeneracy in energy is 2j + 1, i.e. for l = 3 and s = 1/2 it
is 6 for j = 5/2 and 8 for j = 5/2. Thus, the level is split into W4f5/2 : W4f7/2 = 3 : 4 sub-peaks.
Correspondingly, p- and d-levels are split into 1:2 and 2:3 doublets, respectively, whereas s-levels are
usually single peaks. Due to the mechanism of spin-orbit coupling, the energetic splitting increases
with the element number.
For XPS peak ﬁtting, the symmetric Gaussian-Lorentzian sum function
I(E) ∝ (1−m) exp[−ln(2)x2] +m 1
1 + x2
with: x =
2(E − E0)
w
(4.13)
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Figure 4.7: Illustration of the working principle of a XPS experiment. As example, a survey
scan of an Au/DCV-4T-Me(1,1,4,4) (15 nm) as well as the individual W4f and N1s
peaks of an Au/W2(hpp)4 (4 nm) sample are shown.
is used, where E0 refers to the energetic peak position, w to its width and m = [0, 1] deﬁnes the
Lorentzian to Gaussian (L:G) ratio. Typically, ratios in the order of 40% and peak FWHMs of
about 1.5 eV are obtained. Additionally, a linear or Shirley-type background is assumed.
Absolute peak intensities between diﬀerent samples/measurements are diﬃcult to compare since
they depend on various factors, e.g. applied lens mode, ﬁlm density, and measurement geometry.
However, relative peak intensities of diﬀerent elements within on sample/measurement can reliably
be compared, if the respective cross sections of the photoionization processes are known. These are
expressed by so-called relative sensitivity factors (RSF) which are normalized to C1s (RSF = 1), and
must be multiplied to the measured intensities. For an ultra-precise analysis, the RSF factors have
to be determined individually for a XPS setup by using a reference sample since they depend on
the measurement geometry. However, in this thesis it is suﬃcient to use literature values published
for a similar geometry. [294]
During the experiments, the X-ray source is usually operated at a power of 270 . . . 300W. The pass
energy is typically set to Epass = 20 eV and for the peak scans, the Large Area lens mode is used,
which corresponds to a spot size of 5mm2. The kinetic energy is scanned in 0.05 eV steps (each 0.1 s
dwell time) and the peaks are integrated over a up to 240 scans, depending on the overall intensity.
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4.4 Other Characterization Techniques
4.4.1 Conductivity
If not diﬀerently stated, the conductivity measurements are performed in situ, i.e. during thin-ﬁlm
deposition in vacuum at the UFO. Glass substrates covered with 50 nm thick silver contacts are
used. The silver has been thermally evaporated through a shadow mask of meander type structure.
During evaporation of the doped organics the sample is biased by V = 10V and the lateral current
I through the semiconductor is logged versus the deposited ﬁlm thickness d. The conductivity is
then given by
σ =
I
V
l
b · d . (4.14)
Here, l refers to the distance and b to the widths of the silver contacts. To resolve very low ﬁlm
conductivities, the l/b aspect ratio has to be kept as small as possible, e.g. 0.5mm/111mm = 0.0045
for the meander type contact structure. The current is measured by a Keithley Source Measure Unit
236. Finally, the conductivity is determined from the slope of I vs. d plots. Further experimental
details are described in the diploma thesis of Kathleen Schmidt. [295]
4.4.2 Impedance Spectroscopy
Schottky diodes are investigated by impedance spectroscopy to determine the doping properties of
the used organic semiconductors. Here, the phase shifted current response
i(t) = Ibias + IS sin(ωt+ ϕ) (4.15)
on an applied voltage Vbias which is superimposed by an AC small signal
v(t) = Vbias + VS sin(ωt) (4.16)
is measured over a frequency range of 10Hz to 1MHz. The complex impedance Z = (Z) + j (Z)
of the device is then given by
(Z) = VS
IS
cos(ϕ) ; (Z) = VS
IS
sin(ϕ) . (4.17)
For a pure capacitive device, the phase is ϕ = −90◦, (Z) = 0, and the imaginary part linked to
the capacitance C by
(Z) = − 1
ωC
. (4.18)
However, at too high doping concentrations the investigated ITO/p-MeO-TPD/aluminum structures
show considerable resistive behavior. Therefore, the measured impedance is ﬁtted by a suitable
equivalent circuit for determination of the depletion capacitance CP of the Schottky contact (cf.
Sec. 5.1.3). The measurements are performed in dark with an Autolab PGSTAT302N (Metrohm
Autolab, Netherlands). The probe signal VS has an amplitude of 10mV (rms) and the bias signal
Vbias is varied from 0.5 to −1.0V.
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4.4.3 Laser Desorption Ionization - Time of Flight - Mass Spectroscopy
The composition of organic thin-ﬁlms can be analyzed by Laser Desorption Ionization - Time of
Flight - Mass Spectroscopy (LDI-TOF-MS). Here, the sample under investigation is excited by laser
pulses of comparably high power, which detaches complete molecules from the thin-ﬁlm. Further
ionization and subsequent mass spectroscopy allow for conclusions on the ﬁlm composition.
The LDI-TOF-MS measurements are performed by a Bruker Daltonics Autoﬂex TOF/TOF tandem
mass spectrometer. As substrates 50 nm thermally evaporated gold on glass pre-covered with a
thin aluminum layer are used. The substrates are grounded and an acceleration voltage of 19 kV is
applied between the sample and the aperture of the TOF analyzer. The samples are excited by a
N2 laser (337 nm) with 3 . . . 5 ns pulses and a spot size of 0.01mm2. Here, the laser intensity is set
such that there is suﬃcient signal but no fracturing of the molecules (120mJ, cf. Sec.9.1). The LDI-
TOF-MS signal is integrated over 30 laser pulses, however, already 10 . . . 12 pulses are suﬃcient to
desorb all the organic material from one spot area (cf. Sec. 9.1). The samples are transferred from
UFO via an air tight box to the LDI-TOF-MS chamber within less than 50 s of handling in air.
Further details of the experimental setup are described elsewhere. [296]
4.4.4 Solar Cell Characterization
The solar cells are characterized under (constant) room temperature applying the sun simulator
16S-150 V3 from the Solarlight Company Inc. (Glenside, US) and a Keithley 2400 Source Measure
Unit (LIV-robot of the IAPP). The light from the sun simulator is guided via a glass ﬁber to the
sample surface. For spectral mismatch correction, the (eﬀective) illumination intensity of the sun
simulator can be set to the desired value with respect to a calibrated reference diode. All solar cells
are measured with an assumed spectral mismatch of 0.79, however, the actual mismatch factors of
the ZnPc:C60 solar cells with varied blend ratios are in between 0.764...0.799, which results in a
variation of the eﬀective illumination intensity by a maximum of 3.5%. The corresponding error
impact on VOC is estimated by Eq. (3.51) (on page 52) to be < 1mV and hence negligible. The
dominant error contribution to determination of VOC is due to interpolation of the j-V characteristics
to j = 0, and estimated to ±7mV.
4.4.5 Grazing incidence X-Ray Diﬀraction
The crystallinity of organic thin-ﬁlms can be measured by X-ray diﬀraction. This analysis method is
based on the elastic scattering of coherent X-ray beam at atoms or molecules, leading to interference
eﬀects for periodic structures. The diﬀraction angle θ is linked to the lattice plane distance a by
the Bragg condition
nλ = 2a · sinθ . (4.19)
Here, n refers to the interference order and λ to the wavelength of the X-rays. Typically, the
incidence angle is ﬁxed and the detection angle θ is varied. Decreasing the incidence angle yields a
considerable improvement in the signal to noise ratio since the scattering volume is increased.
The grazing incidence X-ray diﬀraction (GIXRD) experiments are performed by Lutz Wilde at the
Fraunhofer CNT (Dresden, Germany) with a Bruker D8 Discovery diﬀractometer. It uses Cu-Kα1
radiation monochromatized by a secondary graphite monochromator. The X-rays is guided via a
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Göbel mirror on the organic thin-ﬁlm with an incidence angle of 0.17 . . . 0.21◦. The detection angle
2θ to the scintillation detector is varied in 0.1◦ steps.
4.4.6 Fourier-Transform Photocurrent Spectroscopy
Fourier-Transform photocurrent spectroscopy (FTPS) is used during this thesis for high resolution
measurements of the low energy tail of the external quantum eﬃciency (EQE) of organic solar cells.
The measurements are performed by Koen Vandewal at Linköping University (Sweden). There, a
research grade Fourier-Transform infrared spectrometer (Bruker Vertex 70 FTIR), adjusted for use
in the visible and near IR wavelength range by application of a quartz tungsten halogen (QTH)
light source and a quartz beamsplitter, is used. The modulated light beam, exiting the Michelson
interferometer of the FTIR, is focussed onto the photovoltaic device. The photocurrent produced
by this excitation light under short-circuit conditions is ampliﬁed by a low noise current ampliﬁer
(Stanford Research SR570) and the ampliﬁed electrical signal is fed back into the FTIR. In this
way, the FTIR software considers the solar cell to be measured as an external detector, and all
data corrections and Fourier-Transform are performed by the software delivered with the FTIR.
The spectral dependence of the QTH lamp is taken into account and divided out. It is measured
previously in the same way as described above, but with a reference Si or Ge photo-diode with
known spectral response. Further details on the FTPS technique can be found in Ref. [297]
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The results of systematic UPS measurements on various p-dopant:host combinations
will be presented in this chapter. In this context, the Fermi level shift versus the
doping concentration as well as the doping eﬃciency are experimentally determined.
First, a comprehensive study on molecular p-doping of MeO-TPD summarizes the
main ﬁndings and correlations. For explanation, a statistical doping model is de-
veloped and applied to the measurement data. In particular, it is shown that at low
doping concentrations molecular doping is hindered by deep trap states. These ﬁnd-
ings are ﬁnally extended to p-doped ZnPc and pentacene thin-ﬁlms, yielding similar
results. Here, the molar doping ratios are reduced to 10−4 . . . 10−5 to show evidence
for dopant saturation and reserve regimes.
5.1 P-Type Doping of MeO-TPD by C60F36 and F6-TCNNQ
5.1.1 Fermi Level Position versus Doping Concentration
P-type doping of the common hole transport material MeO-TPD is investigated by UPS, using
the dopant molecules C60F36 or F6-TCNNQ. Doped thin-ﬁlms are evaporated directly on a sputter
cleaned silver foil with a work function of Wf(Ag) = 4.3 eV. The thicknesses of the organic ﬁlms
(10 . . . 20 nm) are larger than the expected space charge layer widths of the obtained Schottky con-
tacts, which are typically in the range of 2 . . . 12 nm. A series of samples with doping concentrations
ranging from MR ≈ 0.0009 to 0.5 is fabricated. Here, the lowest reachable concentration is limited
by the resolution of the dopant QCM and a maximal deposition rate of 2Å/s for MeO-TPD. Apart
from that, the host material is usually deposited with rates of 0.3 . . . 0.4Å/s.
In Fig. 5.1 representative UPS spectra of MeO-TPD thin-ﬁlms p-doped by C60F36 (a) or F6-TCNNQ
(b) are shown. The HOMO-onsets of the spectra are indicated by circles. The energetic diﬀerence
to the Fermi level (EBind = 0) is deﬁned as hole injection barrier from the underlying Ag substrate
to the doped organic ﬁlm. With increasing doping concentration the spectra are shifted to lower
binding energies, i.e. the Fermi level moves towards the MeO-TPD HOMO and the hole injection
barrier decreases. Simultaneously, the high binding energy cut-oﬀ (HBEC) shifts to lower binding
energies, i.e. the organics work function, deﬁned as the diﬀerence between the Fermi and the vacuum
level, increases.
Rescaling the energy axis such that the HOMO-onset of MeO-TPD is at 0 eV deﬁnes the correspond-
ing Fermi level position with respect to the HOMO-onset. This quantity is plotted versus the doping
concentration in Fig. 5.2 (a). Additionally, data for the material combination MeO-TPD:F4-TCNQ
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Figure 5.1: UPS spectra of MeO-TPD thin-ﬁlms evaporated on Ag-foil and p-doped by C60F36
(a) or F6-TCNNQ (b). The molar doping ratio is varied between 0.0009 and 0.52.
The HOMO-onsets are indicated by circles.
published by Olthof et al. [11] are given. Interestingly, the shape of the obtained curves are sim-
ilar for C60F36 and F6-TCNNQ, but diﬀerent in comparison to the system MeO-TPD:F4-TCNQ.
In case of C60F36, four characteristic regions can be identiﬁed. For MR < 10−3 the Fermi level
remains close to the intrinsic value of around 1.7 eV above the HOMO-onset (gray bar). Between
10−3 < MR < 10−2, a strong shift of the Fermi level by approximately 0.9 eV is found, followed by
a much weaker shift until EF = 0.32 eV at a molar doping ratio of about 10−1. For even higher
concentrations, a kind of Fermi level pinning is observed. Taking the measurement inaccuracies into
account, the obtained Fermi level positions of MeO-TPD:F6-TCNNQ samples are equal, at least for
MR > 0.007.
Qualitatively similar observations were reported for the system MeO-TPD:F4-TCNQ. However, the
pinning energy is slightly higher (0.35 eV), and the characteristic strong shift of the Fermi level
occurs at doping concentrations of roughly one order of magnitude higher, i.e. in the range of
7 × 10−3 < MR < 7 × 10−2. This result is remarkable since it means that at high concentrations,
the number of free charge carriers provided by doping is approximately equal for all three dopants.
However, already at medium concentrations the doping eﬀect of F4-TCNQ is expected to be much
weaker than for C60F36 and F6-TCNNQ because the Fermi level is located deeper in the gap by
several 100meV. At very low concentrations below MR < 10−3, molecular doping is expected not
to work at all.
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Figure 5.2: (a) Fermi level position of p-doped MeO-TPD thin-ﬁlms on Ag using diﬀerent
molecular p-dopants. The data for F4-TCNQ are taken from Ref. [11] EF = 0 refers
to the position of the HOMO-onset of the respective UPS spectrum.
(b) Corresponding conductivity data, the values are taken from Ref. [11,283]
For a more comprehensive interpretation of the UPS results, room temperature conductivity data of
p-doped MeO-TPD ﬁlms are shown in Fig. 5.2 (b). The values are taken from Ref. [11,283] and were
measured in lateral geometry at the IAPP. A diﬀerent trend than for the UPS data is found. The
conductivities of ﬁlms doped by F6-TCNNQ and F4-TCNQ are practically equal for the whole range
of doping concentrations. In agreement with values obtained by applying C60F36, a linear correla-
tion between the conductivity and the molar doping ratio can be identiﬁed at low concentrations
(slope=1). However, above concentrations of MR > 10−2, this correlation becomes super-linear
for F6-TCNNQ and F4-TCNQ, and sub-linear for C60F36. The maximum conductivities at high
molar doping ratios are apart by two orders of magnitude, reaching approximately 2 × 10−3 S/cm
for F4-TCNQ and 4 × 10−5 S/cm for C60F36. Menke et al. attributed the relatively low con-
ductivities in the latter case to the large molecule size of C60F36 which might disturb thin-ﬁlm
formation of the host material at high concentrations and reduce the hole mobility. [283] However,
since even undoped MeO-TPD thin-ﬁlms are completely amorphous,1 possessing a low mobility of
3.5 × 10−5 cm2/Vs,2 a further reduction of the mobility upon structural changes seems unreason-
able. It might be more plausible that the large amount of dopant molecules at concentrations above
MR = 0.2 simply occupies so much space that the number of reachable hopping sites for a hole
(MeO-TPD molecules) is reduced, causing the mobility drop. Against this argumentation speaks
the fact that the conductivity-concentration correlation becomes sub-linear already at molar doping
ratios of only 0.01 . . . 0.05.
Menke et al. published Seebeck measurement data on the same host:dopant systems as well. [283]
The positive Seebeck energy ES , which corresponds to the distance of the Fermi level to an average
charge carrier transport level of holes, ES = ETr − EF , also decreases with increasing doping con-
1Conﬁrmed by GIXRD measurements.
2Measured by Moritz P. Hein in OFET geometry at the IAPP.
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centration, clearly indicating a p-doping eﬀect. In agreement with the UPS data of Fig. 5.2 (a), the
obtained Seebeck energies are almost equal for MeO-TPD doped by either C60F36 or F6-TCNNQ.
In a semi-logarithmic plot ES decreases linearly with the doping concentration from approximately
200...50meV over a range of molar doping ratios from MR = 0.005 . . . 0.4 for both dopants. [283] This
result supports the hypothesis that the actual charge carrier generation eﬃciency is similar or even
equal for C60F36 and F6-TCNNQ doped into MeO-TPD, which furthermore explains the similar
conductivities at low doping concentrations (cf. Fig. 5.2 (b)). However, the very strong shift of the
Fermi level of about several 100meV (cf. Fig. 5.2 (a)) is not conﬁrmed by the Seebeck data. The
Seebeck energy also does not saturate at high concentrations, which is also in contradiction to the
UPS results. An explanation for these discrepancies would be that the average hole transport level
ETr also shifts with rising doping concentrations from deep states to states closer to the HOMO
center.
To get a deeper insight into the physics of the doping process, the doping eﬃciency has been mea-
sured with UPS, which is described in the next section.
5.1.2 Resolving Depletion Layer Thicknesses: Estimating the Doping
Eﬃciency
The doping eﬃciency can be estimated from the space charge layer (SCL) width of a Schottky
contact (cf. Sec. 3.4.1). However, due to varying sticking coeﬃcients of dopant molecules on dif-
ferent substrates, it has been suggested to introduce a thin intrinsic interlayer between the metal
substrate and the p-doped layer to guarantee a homogeneous doping proﬁle over the whole space
charge layer. [184]
For illustration, doping proﬁles of a simple Schottky contact as well as of a corresponding m-i-p3
structure are compared in Fig. 5.3 (a) for MeO-TPD doped by C60F36. The molar doping ratio
(intended: MR = 0.2) has been determined by XPS, i.e. by comparing the F1s and O1s peak inten-
sities. In case of the simple Schottky contact a depletion of dopants close to the metal substrate by
a factor of two is found, however, the intended ratio of MR = 0.2 is reached after an organic thick-
ness of 3 nm. The eﬀect of dopant depletion can be completely avoided by introducing the intrinsic
interlayer (d = 5nm). Here, the intended doping ratio is ensured already for layer thicknesses of the
doped ﬁlm of x < 1 nm. The variations in Fig. 5.3 (a) are only due to experimental uncertainties.
Hence, the favorite sample structure for this kind of experiments is a so-called m-i-p stack (cf.
Fig. 5.3 (b)). The corresponding energy level bending is sketched in Fig. 5.3 (b). Under the abrupt
approximation
ρ(x) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 , 0 < x < x1
−eN−A , x1 < x < x2
0 , x > x2 ,
(5.1)
the electric ﬁeld and potential are calculated for x1 < x < x2 analogously to common Schottky
contacts to
F (x) =
eN−A
ε0εr
(x2 − x) ; V (x) = eN
−
A
2ε0εr
(x− x2)2 . (5.2)
3metal/intrinsic/p-doped structure
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Figure 5.3: (a) Comparison of doping proﬁles in MeO-TPD:C60F36 ﬁlms deposited either di-
rectly on Ag or on an intrinsic interlayer. (b) Schematic energy level bending for
metal/intrinsic/p-doped structures. Intrinsic interlayer thicknesses of d = 3 . . . 5 nm
are applied in the UPS samples.
For the undoped interlayer, 0 < x < x1, the electric ﬁeld is constant and determined by the boundary
condition at x1 to
F (x) =
eN−A
ε0εr
(x2 − x1) . (5.3)
Thus, the electric potential drops linear:
V (x) = −eN
−
A
ε0εr
(x2 − x1)x+ eN
−
A
2εeεr
(x22 − x21) . (5.4)
By substituting x1 = d and x2 = w+d as well as considering the boundary condition V (x = 0) = ΔV ,
one ﬁnally obtains
N−A =
2ε0εrΔV
e(w2 + 2wd)
. (5.5)
Here, ΔV is the built-in potential of the m-i-p structure, d the intrinsic interlayer thickness, and w
the space charge layer width of the p-doped region.
Six p-doped MeO-TPD samples using C60F36 and varying the molar doping ratio in the range
of 0.0009 and 0.31, as well as four samples with F6-TCNNQ and MR = 0.008 . . . 0.14, are investi-
gated by UPS. UPS spectra of four representative MeO-TPD:C60F36 samples are shown in Fig. 5.4.
The organic layers have been deposited stepwise, e.g. in sub-nanometer steps. After each deposi-
tion, the UPS spectra are taken. With increasing (cumulated) thickness x of the p-doped layers,
the spectra are shifting to higher binding energies until the ﬁnal positions outside of the depletion
zones are reached. The determined Fermi level positions versus the thicknesses x are summarized in
Fig. 5.5 for all samples. It is clearly visible that the depletion width decreases with increasing doping
concentration to only a few nanometer at molar ratios above 0.1. However, it has to be emphasized
that these plots do not directly coincide with the assumed level (potential) bending due to presence
of the intrinsic interlayers. Nonetheless, the space charge layer thicknesses w can be determined
correctly from these graphs, which is indicated by red lines. The obtained space charge layer widths
w, ﬁnal Fermi level positions EF in the doped layers (i.e. for x ≥ w), as well as the built-in potentials
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Figure 5.4: UPS spectra of Ag/MeO-TPD(d = 3 . . . 5 nm)/MeO-TPD:C60F36 samples which
have incrementally been evaporated and measured. The numbers indicate the cu-
mulated thickness x of the p-doped layer.
ΔV are listed in Tab. 5.1. Here, the built-in potential is deﬁned as ΔV = EF (x = 0)−EF (x ≥ w).
EF (x = 0) refers to the Fermi level position of the intrinsic buﬀer layer and is typically around
1.7 eV. The dielectric constant is assumed to be εr = 3. Finally, the doping eﬃciencies ηdop = p/NA
are calculated by Eq. (5.5), assuming p = N−A and NA = MR × N0 with the number density of
matrix molecules per volume N0 = 1.45× 1021 cm−3.
At high molar ratios, the doping eﬃciency p/NA is in the range of 4 . . . 7% and thus comparable to
the reported values of MeO-TPD:F4-TCNQ ﬁlms. [11] However, the fraction of ionized dopants in-
creases with decreasing doping concentration for both dopants likewise up to a value of around 36%
for C60F36 at MR = 0.00088. So far, this is the highest reported value for molecular p-type doping
measured with UPS/XPS. Furthermore, the data show that the depletion layer thicknesses as well as
the doping eﬃciencies are approximately equal for both dopants at a certain molar ratio (within the
experimental error). For example, the depletion width is w = (9 ± 1) nm for MR(C60F36) = 0.007
and MR(F6−TCNNQ) = 0.008, which leads to similar eﬃciencies of p/NA ≈ 21%. Thus, it is
concluded that the underlying doping process should be equal for both acceptors and is not lim-
ited by the dopants as it seems to be the case for F4-TCNQ. This assumption is supported by the
matching Fermi level positions for F6-TCNNQ and C60F36 doped ﬁlms, whereas EF lies close to the
undoped position for F4-TCNQ at MR ≈ 0.007 (cf. Fig. 5.2 (a)). However, without special tricks,
a controlled co-evaporation of MeO-TPD and F6-TCNNQ at lower doping concentrations is not
possible due to the relatively low molar mass of the dopant. Thus, at this point we can only assume
that the Fermi level shift and doping eﬃciency matching is also true for smaller concentrations.
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However, the system MeO-TPD:C60F36 can be considered so far as a representative prototype sys-
tem, demonstrating an intrinsically hindered doping process. Hence, Mott-Schottky analysis has
been performed at MeO-TPD:C60F36 diodes, which will be addressed in the following.
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Figure 5.5: Evolution of the Fermi level position versus the thickness x of the p-doped layer
of Ag/MeO-TPD(d = 3 . . . 5 nm)/p-MeO-TPD structures, applying C60F36 (a) or
F6-TCNNQ (b) as p-dopant. The black lines are for guidance to the eye. The red
lines indicate the estimated space charge layer widths w.
dopant MR d w EF eΔV p/NA(nm) (nm) (eV) (eV)
C60F36
0.00088 2.9 12± 2 1.38 0.30 0.364
0.0042 3.1 10.5± 1.0 0.63 1.06 0.326
0.0070 5.0 9± 1 0.54 1.20 0.229
0.0117 5.8 7.5± 1.0 0.46 1.32 0.180
0.0691 5.1 3.1± 0.5 0.38 1.29 0.103
0.3125 4.9 2.1± 0.4 0.32 1.43 0.042
F6-TCNNQ
0.0084 4.3 9± 1 0.53 1.17 0.202
0.0240 5.4 5.7± 0.7 0.42 1.23 0.124
0.0562 5.0 3.6± 0.5 0.38 1.20 0.100
0.1441 5.0 2.6± 0.4 0.34 1.44 0.070
Table 5.1: Depletion layer thicknesses w and resulting amounts of ionized acceptors p/NA calcu-
lated by Eq. (5.5) for diﬀerent doping concentrations of Ag/MeO-TPD(d)/p-MeO-
TPD samples. EF indicates the ﬁnal Fermi level position in the doped layer for
x ≥ w and d the thickness of the intrinsic buﬀer layer.
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5.1.3 Comparison to Mott-Schottky Analysis
In addition to UPS, impedance spectroscopy measurements on ITO/MeO-TPD:C60F36(50 nm)/
Al(50 nm) structures are performed for estimation of the doping eﬃciency by Mott-Schottky analy-
sis.4 Doped samples with 0.5, 2.0, and 4.0wt% are investigated. The experimental setup is described
in Sec. 4.4.2.
I-V-characteristics of the Schottky diodes are shown in Fig. 5.6 (a). A clear rectiﬁcation behavior is
only visible for the lowest doping concentration. A direct Mott-Schottky analysis would therefore
only be possible for the 0.5wt% sample which shows a clear capacitive behavior (phase approx.
-90◦) for reverse voltages of up to -0.8V and frequencies ≤ 1 kHz (cf. Fig. 5.6 (b)). For the other two
samples, the phase signiﬁcantly decreases with increasing forward and backward bias, e.g. dropping
below -50◦ already at -0.2V for the 4wt% sample.
Therefore, the depletion capacitance CP has to be ﬁtted by an equivalent circuit model, consisting
of a series resistance RS and a non negligible parallel resistance RP which provides the current
ﬂow. The additional series resistance RS reﬂects the contact properties of ITO. Here, the complex
impedance Z, which is measured under frequency and bias voltage variation, is ﬁtted by a multiple
complex ﬁt routine which provides the numerical values of RS , RP , and CP . In this simple ap-
proach, the depletion capacitance is assumed to be frequency independent and only modulated by
the bias voltage and doping concentration. For instance, ﬁt results of the 0.5wt% sample are shown
in Fig. 5.7 (a) in comparison to corresponding C(f) plots which are determined directly from the
imaginary part of the measured complex impedance Z. This direct comparison is permitted since
the phases are almost -90◦ for this sample. As expected, the depletion capacitance decreases with
increasing backward voltage since the charge carriers are pulled out of the device which increases
the depletion zone thickness. However, the measured capacitances are actually not frequency inde-
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Figure 5.6: (a) I-V-characteristics of ITO/MeO-TPD:C60F36 (50 nm)/Al(50 nm) structures.
(b) Corresponding phase diagrams of the complex impedance Z at diﬀerent fre-
quencies.
4Measurements are done by Lorenzo Burtone at the IAPP.
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Figure 5.7: (a) Measured C(f)-plots of the ITO/MeO-TPD:C60F36 (50 nm;
0.5wt%)/Al(50 nm) sample. The lines indicate ﬁts of the depletion capac-
itance CP by application of a simple equivalent circuit model. (b) Room
temperature Mott-Schottky plots of corresponding 0.5, 2, and 4wt% samples
normalized to their zero voltage values: C−2P (V = 0) = {5.03; 1.87; 1.33}×1015/F2.
pendent, but slightly increase with decreasing frequency, which is characteristic for the presence of
shallow and/or deep trap states. Generally, these states could be characterized by adding a further
parallel impedance Ztrap to the equivalent circuit. [238,251,298] However, the simple model applied here
is suﬃciently accurate for an estimation of the doping eﬃciency. The amount of active (ionized)
dopants N−A is ﬁnally obtained by Mott-Schottky analysis, i.e. determined by
d
dV
1
C2P
= − 2
A2eεεrN
−
A
. (5.6)
Here, the ﬁtted depletion capacitances CP are used. As dielectric constant, a vulue between εr =
4 . . . 5 has been estimated from measured capacitances of respective undoped samples under thickness
variation.5 The slopes dC−2P /dV are determined by linear ﬁts of the backward region of Mott-
Schottky plots which are given in Fig. 5.7 (b) for all three samples. As expected, the slope decreases
with increasing doping concentration. The Mott-Schottky slopes are summarized in Tab. 5.2 together
with the calculated density of ionized dopants and doping eﬃciencies ηdop = N−A /NA. Values by
factors 2 . . . 4 higher than determined by UPS are obtained. Furthermore, the doping eﬃciency
seems to slightly increase with the molar doping ratio, whereas the UPS measurements indicate
a decreasing correlation. Finding an explanation for these deviations is not trivial and a detailed
discussion will be given together with a comparison to theoretical results of a developed statistical
doping model in Sec. 5.2.3.
Finally, temperature dependent Mott-Schottky analysis is performed for the 0.5wt% sample for
determination of the dopant activation energy. Respective Mott-Schottky plots (measured at 100Hz)
are shown in Fig. 5.8 for a temperature range of -95◦C. . . 40◦C. Here, the Mott-Schottky slopes
5In the calculations εr = 5.0 is used.
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Figure 5.8: (a) Measured Mott-Schottky plots of the ITO/MeO-TPD:C60F36 (50 nm;
5wt%)/Al(50 nm) structure under temperature variation at 100Hz. The amount
of active dopants N−A is determined by the linear slopes. (b) Fitting correspond-
ing exponential activation energies from ln(N−A ) vs. 1/T correlations at 100Hz and
10 kHz.
increase with decreasing temperature, which indicates less active dopants N−A at low temperatures.
Plotting the ﬁtted ln(N−A ) vs. 1/T (cf. Fig. 5.8 (b)) yields an Arrhenius-like correlation which thermal
activation energy ΔEA is given by its slope
N−A ∝ exp
(
−ΔEA
kBT
)
. (5.7)
At 100Hz one gets 184.8K which corresponds to ΔEA = 16meV, whereas at 10 kHz it is 316.9K, i.e.
with ΔEA = 27meV approximately as twice as high. This result is remarkable, because on the one
hand the dopant activation energy seems to be rather low, i.e. being in the order of kBT , and on the
other hand frequency dependent. The latter fact means actually that diﬀerent types of states, i.e.
ionized dopants as well as charged trap states, are responding on the frequency modulation. In this
context, the presence of shallow or deep trap states becomes clear, which is furthermore supported by
the form of the C(f)-plots, showing an increasing depletion capacitance with decreasing frequency
(cf. Fig. 5.7 (a)). Also the kinks in the Mott-Schottky plots of Fig. 5.7 (b) are characteristic for trap
states. [299,300] Details on depth and density of these sates will be further discussed in framework of
cm MR dC
−2
P /dV N
−
A ηdop(wt%) (1016 F−2V−1) (cm−3)
0.5 0.0021 -0.3821 1.78× 1018 0.59
2.0 0.0088 -0.0827 8.22× 1018 0.64
4.0 0.0181 -0.0371 1.83× 1019 0.70
Table 5.2: Determined Mott-Schottky slopes dC−2P /dV and doping eﬃciencies ηdop = N
−
A /NA
of ITO/MeO-TPD:C60F36 (50 nm; cm)/Al(50 nm) structures.
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comparison to the statistical calculations (Sec. 5.2.4).
Nonetheless, the low absolute values of ΔEA are still surprising. For classical semiconductors,
possessing band transport at the eﬀective band edge EV , thermal dopant activation is expressed
by [57]
N−A ≈
√
NANV
gA
exp
(
−ΔEA
2kBT
)
, (5.8)
in which NV is the eﬀective density of states at the valence band edge EV and gA the degeneracy fac-
tor. This equation furthermore assumes non-compensated doping and Boltzmann statistics, which
can be regarded as fulﬁlled for low doping concentrations. However, in comparison to Eq. (5.7), the
thermal activation (i.e. the Arrhenius slope) is given by EA/2, in which EA deﬁnes the diﬀerence be-
tween a single acceptor level EA and the sharp transport edge EV . A direct application of Eq. (5.8)
to organic semiconductors is therefore problematic, since the HOMO energies of the host molecules
are broadened in amorphous organic thin-ﬁlms due to polarization by neighboring molecules. This
eﬀect leads to Gaussian distribution of site energies with widths in the order of 50. . . 250meV and
makes the deﬁnition of EA in sense of the classical semiconductor physics unreasonable. The same
applies to the energy levels of the in-cooperated dopant molecules, which furthermore leads to a
distribution of acceptor activation energies. Therefore, the determined values can only be regarded
as eﬀective activation energies here.
In conclusion, it can be stated that the doping eﬃciencies ηdop = p/NA in p-doped MeO-TPD,
measured either by UPS or impedance spectroscopy, are clearly below 100%. Furthermore, thermal
Arrhenius dopant activation is found, though not exactly describable by classical semiconductor
expressions. Thus, a semi-classical statistical model, extended to the energetic circumstances of
molecular semiconductors, is developed and will be presented in the next section.
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5.2 Development of a Statistical Doping Model
In this section, the basic ideas of a statistical description of the molecular doping process in organic
thin-ﬁlms will be presented for the example of p-doping. In particular, the impact of an introduced
dopant level EA, representing the dopant activation process, as well as of deep trap states ET ,
hindering doping at low concentrations, on the Fermi level position as well as on the doping eﬃciency
versus the doping concentration will be discussed. After showing the main properties of this model,
it will be applied to the UPS results of p-doped MeO-TPD and ﬁnally to ultra-low doped pentacene
and ZnPc ﬁlms.
Qualitatively, the model is sketched in Fig. 5.9. Without dopants (NA = 0) all intra-gap states
(trap density NT ) are occupied with electrons and the Fermi level is at its intrinsic position above
or close to the trap center ET . Incorporating dopants leads to a ﬁlling of the traps with holes (N+T ),
ionizing of the acceptors (N−A ), and thus to a down shift of the Fermi level until NA equals NT .
In this case, EF lies just below ET and all gap states are empty, i.e. ﬁlled with holes. A further
increase of the doping concentration leads to generation of free charge carriers p and a rapid shift
of the Fermi level towards the HOMO transport level since the HOMO density of states is assumed
to be orders of magnitude higher than the density of intra-gap states (NT  N0). In this picture,
the gap states are acting as hole traps preventing eﬃcient doping especially for low concentrations.
In the following, these considerations shall be developed stepwise up to a quantitative level.
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Figure 5.9: Qualitative illustration of the statistical model for molecular p-doping. Dopant
activation is considered by an eﬀective acceptor level EA. Deep trap states ET
hinder the doping process at low concentrations. Free holes p are provided by
doping for NA > NT . In this case, either dopant saturation (N−A = NA) or reserve
(N−A < NA) is possible.
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5.2.1 Basic Calculations
Dopant Saturation. In a ﬁrst step, a doping eﬃciency of 100% is assumed, i.e. all dopants are
ionized N−A = NA. Furthermore, the number of free holes is assumed to be given by a common
Fermi-integral. Hence, the corresponding neutrality equation reads
p =
∫
dE g(E)
⎡
⎣1− 1
1 + exp
(
E−EF
kBT
)
⎤
⎦ != N−A = NA , (5.9)
and the Fermi level position can (numerically) be determined for a speciﬁc dopant density NA. The
DOS g(E) is usually assumed to be of Gaussian or exponential type
gσ(E) =
N0√
2πσ
exp
[
− (E − E0)
2
2σ2
]
, gτ (E) =
N0
τ
exp
[
−E − E0
τ
]
, (5.10)
each normalized to the nominal density of transport sites N0, which might be equal to the density
of host molecules in real thin-ﬁlms. Thus, it is reasonable to deﬁne the molar doping ratio as
MR = NA/N0.
In Fig. (5.10) calculated Fermi level positions versus the molar doping ratio are plotted for diﬀerent
DOS widths σ and τ . Without loss of generality, the DOS center has been set to zero: E0 = 0. As
expected, the Fermi level shifts towards lower energies with increasing MR. In case of a Gaussian
DOS gσ(E), the EF vs. lg(MR) curves posses parabolic shapes at high doping ratios and the Fermi
level reaches EF = 0 at MR = 0.5 (half-ﬁlled Gaussian). In the low concentration limit, the
correlation changes into linear shape. The latter result is not surprising because an analytic solution
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Figure 5.10: Calculated Fermi level position EF versus the molar doping ratio. Dopant satu-
ration (p = NA) has been assumed as well as a Gaussian (a) or an exponential (b)
DOS with its center at zero (E0 = 0).
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of Eq. (5.9) can be found for EF − E0 > 4σ and by applying Boltzmann approximation: [301]
NA
N0
= MR = exp
[
−EF − EV
kBT
]
; EV = E0 +
σ2
2kBT
. (5.11)
This equation is identical to the classical semiconductor physics expression with a modiﬁed band
edge EV . However, the strength of the Fermi level shift at low concentrations is modiﬁed by the
additional factor σ2/2kBT , i.e. determined by the width of the Gaussian DOS.
Considering an exponential DOS gτ (E) yields a linear EF vs. lg(MR) correlation for all doping
concentrations (cf. Fig. 5.10 (b)), in which the slope increases with rising width τ . Also in this case,
Eq. (5.9) can be solved analytically under the assumption τ > kBT :
EF = −τ ln(MR) . (5.12)
From this border case, the linear slope of EF vs. ln(MR) plots can be estimated to −τ in general,
since the condition τ > kBT is fulﬁlled for typical DOS widths (>100meV) already at room tem-
perature.
Finally, it shall be mentioned that at a ﬁxed carrier concentration (i.e. doping ratio), the Fermi level
lies closer to the center E0 the narrower the DOS is. This is due to the fact that with increasing
DOS width, more states are lying within the gap and the above Fermi-integral presumes that all
states of the DOS are equally mobile. Whether this assumption is valid will be discussed later more
in detail.
Thermal Dopant Activation. Dopant saturation, i.e. a doping eﬃciency of 100% and NA =
N−A , does obviously not explain the experimental results correctly. Therefore, an acceptor level EA
within the semiconductor gap is introduced (with respect to the DOS center at E = 0), which rep-
resents the dopant activation. Here, the amount of activated dopants is determined by the relative
position of the Fermi level to EA, i.e. by the Fermi-Dirac statistics
N−A =
NA
1 + exp
(
EA−EF
kBT
) . (5.13)
The neutrality equation p = N−A becomes thus more complicated:
∫
dE g(E)
⎡
⎣1− 1
1 + exp
(
E−EF
kBT
)
⎤
⎦ != NA
1 + exp
(
EA−EF
kBT
) . (5.14)
Corresponding (numerical) room temperature solutions EF = f(MR) are plotted in Fig. 5.11 for
EA = {0.1; 0.3; 0.5} eV and both DOS types. At low concentrations, where the Fermi level lies still
above EA, the calculations yield equal correlations as for the case of dopant saturation (N−A = NA).
This result has been expected since for EF > EA+kBT almost all dopants are ionized. However, as
soon as the Fermi level reaches EF  EA, its shift towards the DOS center gets weakened, and the
EF vs. lg(MR) plot changes into a linear correlation independent of the DOS type. In other words,
at high concentrations the Fermi level position is solely determined by the dopant level, and expe-
riences a kind of pinning depending on the energetic value of EA (cf. Fig. 5.11). In the framework
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Figure 5.11: Calculated Fermi level position EF versus the molar doping ratio in a Gaussian
(a) or an exponential (b) DOS with its center at E0 = 0. Dopant activation is
assumed by introduction of a single acceptor level EA = {0.1; 0.3; 0.5} eV above
the DOS center. The thin lines indicate the respective case of dopant saturation
(N−A = NA).
of the classical semiconductor physics, this regime is known as impurity saturation. At a certain
value EA, the transition between both regimes is characterized by a kink in the EF vs. lg(MR) plot
at this energy, which appears at lower doping concentrations for smaller DOS widths. However,
at very high concentrations the Fermi level is still pinned close to EA nearly independent of the
speciﬁc DOS width (cf. EA = 0.3 eV curves in Fig. 5.11). This means that the maximal number
of free carriers generated by doping at high concentrations and thus the ﬁnal doping eﬃciency is
deﬁned by the position of EA. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.12 (a) for a Gaussian DOS of varied width
and EA = 0.3 eV. At low concentrations the doping eﬃciency is 100%. It signiﬁcantly drops at the
transition point, e.g. at approximately MR = 3×10−4 for σ = 0.08 eV. At molar ratios below 0.1 the
doping eﬃciency is only a few percent. However, the absolute number of charge carriers provided by
doping sill increases, which is shown in Fig. 5.12 (b). For broader DOS widths, the transition con-
centration shifts to higher values and the doping eﬃciency as well as the absolute number of charge
carriers are higher at a certain molar ratio. A similar trend is found for decreasing acceptor depth
at a speciﬁc DOS width, which is plotted in Fig. 5.12 (c,d) for σ = 0.2 eV and EA = {0.1; 0.3; 0.5} eV.
Since in real organic thin-ﬁlms, molecular doping is provided by electron transfer between ener-
getically broadened HOMO and LUMO levels, it reasonable to assume not only a single activation
level EA, but a representative distribution, e.g. of Gaussian type:
gA(E) =
NA√
2πσA
exp
[
− (E − EA)
2
2σ2A
]
. (5.15)
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Thus, the neutrality equation for thermal dopant activation changes to
∫
dE g(E)
⎡
⎣1− 1
1 + exp
(
E−EF
kBT
)
⎤
⎦ != ∫ dE gA(E) 1
1 + exp
(
E−EF
kBT
) . (5.16)
The impact on the Fermi level position is plotted in Fig. 5.13 (a) for a Gaussian DOS gσ(E) with
σ = 0.2 eV and an acceptor center at EA = 0.5 eV. Here, the width of the acceptor distribution
gA(E) is varied in the range of σA = {0; 0.05; 0.1; 0.2} eV (shown in Fig. 5.13 (b)). As expected, the
Fermi level positions are again similar to the case of dopant saturation at low concentrations.
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Figure 5.12: Calculated doping eﬃciency p/NA and normalized carrier density p/N0 at an
acceptor depth of EA = 0.3 eV and varied DOS width (a,b) or for varied EA at
σ = 0.2 eV (c,d).
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Figure 5.13: (a) Calculated Fermi level position versus the molar doping ratio assuming
a Gaussian distribution of acceptor states around EA = 0.5 eV with σA =
{0; 0.05; 0.1; 0.2} eV and a Gaussian DOS (σ = 0.2 eV). The thin line indicates
the case of dopant saturation (p = NA). (b) Assumed distributions of the DOS
and the acceptor states.
After the transition to dopant reserve, the slope of the Fermi level shift is steeper for broader ac-
ceptor distributions in comparison to a single dopant level. This eﬀect can simply be attributed to
more available acceptor states closer to the DOS upon broadening, softening the rigid pinning of
the Fermi level at high concentrations.
Introduction of Deep Trap States. In a last step, deep trap states, which are supposed to pin
the Fermi level until complete ﬁlling by doping, are introduced. Here, it is reasonable to assume
also Gaussian type trap distributions with the density NT , depth ET , and width σT :
gT (E) =
NT√
2πσT
exp
[
− (E − ET )
2
2σ2T
]
. (5.17)
Thus, the neutrality equation for p-doping and considering hole traps reads
p+N+T = N
−
A . (5.18)
In extension, all terms are given by respective Fermi-integrals
∫
dE {g(E) + gT (E)}
⎡
⎣1− 1
1 + exp
(
E−EF
kBT
)
⎤
⎦ != ∫ dE gA(E)
1 + exp
(
E−EF
kBT
) . (5.19)
The resulting EF vs. MR correlations are plotted in Fig. 5.14 for a Gaussian DOS (σ = 0.2 eV)
and varied trap density NT (a), trap depth ET (b), acceptor level EA (c), and trap width σT (d).
For (a,b,d) an acceptor level of EA = 0.5 eV is assumed, and for (a,b,c) single trap levels, i.e.
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σT = 0.01 eV. For comparison, the thin lines represent again the case of pure dopant saturation in
a trap free DOS.
As long as the molar doping ratio NA/N0 is below the normalized trap density NT /N0, the Fermi
level is pinned above the trap depth, e.g. above ET = 1.7 eV in Fig. 5.14 (a). As soon as the doping
concentration has exceeded the trap density, the Fermi level strongly shifts towards the HOMO
DOS, reaching similar values as obtained for trap free conditions. This result is remarkable, because
– depending on the parameters – three regimes can be now identiﬁed: Trap limitation at low dop-
ing concentrations, dopant saturation at medium concentrations, and dopant reserve at high molar
ratios. For instance, this is can be seen for NT /N0 = 5 × 10−5 in Fig. 5.14 (a). Here, doping is
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Figure 5.14: Calculated Fermi level positions versus the doping concentration for thermal
dopant activation from an acceptor level EA, deep Gaussian hole traps gT (E),
and a Gaussian DOS gσ(E) (σ = 0.2 eV); varying the trap density NT (a), trap
depth ET (b), acceptor depth EA (c), and trap width σT (d). The thin line
indicates the case of trap free dopant saturation (cf. Fig 5.10).
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hindered by traps for MR < 5× 10−5, dopant saturation is present for 5× 10−5 < MR < 3× 10−3,
and at higher concentrations we have acceptor reserve, i.e. EF is pinned close to EA = 0.5 eV.
Consequently, the corresponding doping eﬃciency versus concentration plot (cf. Fig. 5.15 (a)) also
possesses three regions. For NT /N0 < MR, the doping eﬃciency strongly decreases towards zero,
because the generation of free charge carriers is prevented by trap ﬁlling. At medium concentrations,
ηdop reaches 100%, whereas it again decreases at high molar doping ratios due to dopant reserve.
This regime is characterized by a decreasing N−A /NA ratio, which is given by the blue line for the
NT /N0 = 5 × 10−5 example. The red line indicates the respective trap ﬁlling N+T /NT , which is
completed at MR = NT /N0. In case of very high trap densities, e.g. NT /N0 = 5 × 10−2, a direct
transition between trap limitation and dopant reserve is found, wherefore the maximal obtainable
doping eﬃciency is signiﬁcantly less than 100%.
The impact of the trap depth on the doping properties is shown in Fig. 5.14 (b) and Fig. 5.15 (b).
There, the trap density is ﬁxed to NT /N0 = 5 × 10−4. As expected, the value of the trap depth
controls the Fermi level position for doping concentrations below the trap density. Here, the slope
of the Fermi level shift is independent of the trap depth and only determined by the width of the
traps. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.14 (d), where the width is varied between σT = 0.01 . . . 0.2 eV. If
the trap depth is suﬃciently low, a transition to the border case of doping without trap limitation
is possible even at very low concentrations, and the doping eﬃciency is again increasing towards
100%. For instance, this is the case for ET = 0.7 eV in Fig. 5.15 (b). Accordingly, the Fermi level
approaches positions as calculated for the trap free, dopant saturation border case (thin line in
Fig. 5.14 (b)). The reason for this unusual behavior is the relatively broad DOS (σ = 0.2 eV), whose
tail lies above the trap level and is therefore completely ﬁlled, whereas the trap states are empty
at these low doping concentrations. However, increasing slightly the trap depth leads though to a
drastic drop of the doping eﬃciency by orders of magnitude. The same result would be obtained
for a reduction of the DOS width (cf. Fig. 5.10).
Finally, the acceptor level EA is varied for a ﬁxed set of trap parameters (ET = 1.7 eV; NT /N0 =
5×10−5; σT = 0.01 eV) to show its impact on the doping eﬃciency in presence of traps (Fig. 5.15 (c)).
For relatively shallow dopant states, ηdop  100% is feasible (EA = {0.3; 0.5} eV). However, in-
creasing EA impedes the occurrence of the dopant saturation regime, and direct transitions from
trap limitation to dopant reserve appear. Hence, the maximal doping eﬃciencies are reduced to
only a few percent or even less, e.g. ≤ 0.7% for EA = 1.0 eV.
In conclusion, the properties of trap limitation, dopant saturation, and reserve regimes have quan-
titatively been discussed for thermal dopant activation in an interplay with deep Gaussian trap
states and a Gaussian or exponentially distributed density of transport states. Here, the impact of
the individual trap and acceptor parameters on the Fermi level positions as well as on the doping
eﬃciency are demonstrated. With this theoretical background, the experimental UPS ﬁndings of
p-doped MeO-TPD of Sec. 5.1 can be explained, which will be presented in the next sections.
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Figure 5.15: Calculated doping eﬃciency ηdop = p/NA versus the doping concentration for
thermal dopant activation from an acceptor level EA, deep Gaussian hole traps
gT (E), and a Gaussian DOS gσ(E) (σ = 0.2 eV); varying the trap density NT (a),
trap depth ET (b), acceptor depth EA (c), and trap width σT (d).
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5.2.2 Deﬁnition of the Fermi Level Position
An appropriate adjustment of the energy axis is required for a quantitative comparison of experi-
mental UPS results and theoretical calculations. Since the DOS of organic thin-ﬁlms does not show
a clear band edge EV , the Fermi level is commonly given with respect to the so-called HOMO-onset
EHOMO of an UPS spectrum which is obtained by ﬁtting manually a tangent to its rising signal
at the low binding energy ﬂank (cf. Fig. 5.16 (a)). Therefore, an adjustment of the Gaussian DOS,
used in theoretical calculations, to the UPS HOMO-onset is needed. Although UPS spectra typically
show no clear Gaussians, rendering the required adjustment not unambiguously, a suitable approach
giving a reasonable energy scale adaption is suggested in the following and used for the remaining
discussions of the whole p-doping chapter. First, ﬁtting a Gaussian DOS distribution
gσ(E) =
Nσ√
2πσσ
exp
[
− (E − Eσ)
2
2σ2σ
]
(5.20)
to the low energy ﬂank of an UPS spectrum allows for a direct determination of the Fermi level
with respect to the DOS center Eσ. The turning points of the Gaussian are located at Eσ ± σσ.
Calculating the tangent through the turning point at E = Eσ + σσ yields
tσ(E) =
Nσ√
2πσσ
exp
[
−1
2
](
2− E − Eσ
σ
)
, (5.21)
with a zero intersection at
E∗HOMO = Eσ + 2σσ . (5.22)
This results is remarkable, because it allows to quantitatively relate the (commonly) determined UPS
HOMO-onset with the Gaussian DOS by identifying EHOMO  E∗HOMO. For illustration, an UPS
spectrum of intrinsic MeO-TPD on Ag is shown in Fig. 5.16 (a) together with a ﬁtted Gaussian DOS
and the corresponding calculated turning point tangent tσ(E) (blue line). The deviation between
the manually determined value EHOMO = 1.58 eV and the ﬁtted/calculated E∗HOMO = Eσ − 2σσ
is < 0.05 eV, i.e. below the UPS energy resolution limit. In other words, the width of the ﬁtted
Gaussian (σσ = 0.225 eV) is appropriate to reproduce the slope of the low energy ﬂank of the UPS
spectrum. Repeating this procedure for other materials yields similar good agreements.
In the framework of the p-doping studies presented in this thesis, the DOS parameters of each host
material are determined by the above procedure. These measurements are performed on intrinsic
materials to exclude second order eﬀects like DOS broadening upon doping. Furthermore, the signal-
to-noise ratio is increased by scanning the HOMO region of a material for up to 1 h. For instance,
the corresponding UPS spectrum of MeO-TPD is shown again in Fig. 5.16 (b) in a semi-log plot
(circles), possessing 3 orders of magnitude signal above underground. Additionally, the energy axis
is rescaled by setting EHOMO → 0, i.e. the center of the Gaussian DOS shifts to Eσ → −2σσ, and the
Fermi level is thus calculated directly with respect to EHOMO. For MeO-TPD on Ag, the so-called
intrinsic Fermi level position is therefore 1.58 eV. The advantage of this rescaling is that not every
spectrum must be ﬁtted in framework of extended doping studies, only the HOMO-onsets have to
be determined manually for each sample and for the calculations the intrinsic DOS parameters can
be used. Finally, it is reasonable to normalize the area of the ﬁtted Gaussian to the molecule density
(MeO-TPD: 1.45× 1021 cm−3) estimated from the mass density and molar mass.
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Figure 5.16: (a) HOMO region of a MeO-TPD thin-ﬁlm on Ag. The UPS HOMO-onset is
indicated by a circle at EHOMO = 1.58 eV. A Gaussian is ﬁtted to the low energy
ﬂank together with a calculated tangent through its turning point at Eσ−2σσ. (b)
Same UPS data in a semi-log plot (circles). Here, the energy axis is rescaled such
that EHOMO → 0, i.e. the center of the ﬁtted Gaussian DOS shifts to E0 → −2σσ
and the Fermi level to EF = 1.58 eV. Additionally, exponential tail states are
ﬁtted (red line).
However, as visible in Fig. 5.16 (b), the measured spectrum shows also features tailing far into the
gap. These so-called tail states can be well ﬁtted by an exponential function (red line)
gβ(E) =
Nβ
σβ
exp
[
−E − Eβ
σβ
]
. (5.23)
Here, Eβ is the transition energy between both DOS types, and Nβ the tail density, which is deter-
mined relatively to N0 of the Gaussian. For MeO-TPD, the resulting parameters are summarized
in Tab. 5.3.
DOS Index i Ni (cm−3) Ei (eV) σi (eV)
gi(E)
E < Eβ σ 1.45× 1021 -0.450 0.225
E > Eβ β 1.07× 1020 -0.090 0.139
gT (E) T 3.5× 1018 1.35 0.15
Table 5.3: DOS parameters of MeO-TPD determined by ﬁtting the UPS spectrum of Fig. 5.16.
The index i = σ indicates the Gaussian HOMO distribution and i = β the expo-
nential tail. The eﬀective density Nσ = 1.45 × 1021 cm−3 is equal to the molecule
density, assuming a thin-ﬁlm mass density of 1.46 g/cm3. Additionally, estimated
trap parameters of 2 times sublimated MeO-TPD are given (i = T ).
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5.2.3 Application to p-doped MeO-TPD: Conclusion on the Molecular
Doping Process
In this section, the statistical description is applied to the doped material system MeO-TPD:C60F36,
for which the Fermi level shift measured by UPS as well as the reported doping eﬃciencies will be
qualitatively and quantitatively explained. The main assumption of the model is that the doping
process is hindered by intra-gap (trap) states. These deep states are supposed to be of Gaussian type
and intrinsically present within the matrix material density, taking in a ﬁrst estimation the following
values (for 2 times sublimed MeO-TPD): ET = 1.35 eV, σT = 0.15 eV, and NT = 3.5 × 1018 cm−3
(NT /N0 = 0.0024). Furthermore, an appropriate acceptor level of EA = 0.46 eV, representing the
dopant activation process, is introduced as described in Sec. 5.2.1. As density of states, a combination
of exponential and Gaussian states is assumed, as determined in the previous section (cf. Tab. 5.3)
gDOS(E) =
⎧⎨
⎩
Nσ√
2πσσ
exp
[
− (E−Eσ)22σ2σ
]
, E < Eβ
Nβ
σβ
exp
[
−E−Eβσβ
]
, E > Eβ .
(5.24)
In Fig. 5.17 the calculation results (lines) are compared to measurement data (symbols) determined
either by UPS or impedance spectroscopy. Overall, a very good agreement between theory and
experiment is achieved. Due to the assumed acceptor level of EA = 0.460 eV, the Fermi level po-
sition is reproduced very well for molar doping ratios above MR > 0.01. In particular, the slope
of EF (MR) ﬁts to measurements in this region, which indicates that even an eﬀective single level
EA rather than a distribution EA(E) is suﬃcient to describe the dopant activation (cf. Fig. 5.13).
However, the Fermi level seems not to move further towards the HOMO states for concentrations
MR > 0.3, but being pinned at an energy of approx. 0.32 eV. This pinning could not be reproduced
by the model, since at these high doping ratios the layers have blend character and the assumptions
are not valid anymore.
It is obvious that the strong Fermi level shift at low/medium concentrations relates directly to the
concentration for which the acceptor density NA exceeds the gap states density NT . We conclude
a trap density of approximately 3.5× 1018 cm−3 (MR = 0.0024). The impedance spectroscopy data
plotted in Fig. 5.7 support the hypothesis that the strong Fermi level shift is caused by intra-gap
states, since the Mott-Schottky plots of the 2wt% and 4wt% samples show kinks at V = 0. The
explanation is as follows: For reverse voltages, the slope is changing with the doping concentration,
as expected from the depletion capacitance. In the forward region, the traps are dominating the
device capacitance and the slope is therefore equal for the three diﬀerent devices. [299,300] However,
the lightly doped sample (0.5wt% or MR = 0.0022) does not show any kink at 0V, which supports
the hypothesis of an assumed trap density (MR = 0.0024) because for NA < NT the Fermi level
should lie above the trap level ET (cf. Fig. 5.9) and a uniform space charge within the depletion
region is the consequence. In contrast, for NA > NT the Fermi level lies somewhere below ET .
Due to level bending over the depletion region, EF intersects ET at a certain point and splits the
space charge into two zones with diﬀerent values depending on occupation or de-occupation of ET
(cf. Fig. 3.8 (b) on page 47). Hence, NA = NT acts as a boundary for the occurrence of kinks in
Mott-Schottky plots, which is in very good agreement with the trap density concluded from the
statistical model and the Fermi level positions measured by UPS. Further details on the trap distri-
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Figure 5.17: (a) Calculated Fermi level positions (black line) in comparison to measured values
of p-doped MeO-TPD using diﬀerent dopant molecules. An acceptor level of
EA = 0.46 eV, and Gaussian hole traps with ET = 1.35 eV, σT = 0.15 eV, and
NT = 3.5× 1018 cm−3 (NT /N0 = 0.0024) are assumed. (b) Corresponding doping
eﬃciencies p/NA and fractions of ionized dopants N−A /NA and traps N
+
T /NT . The
lines indicate the calculation results, whereas the symbols are measurement data
(UPS and impedance spectroscopy).
bution, i.e. depth ET and width σT are discussed in Sec. 5.2.4 by comparing the doping properties
of diﬀerent puriﬁcation grades of MeO-TPD. Finally, it shall be mentioned that in this context the
EF data points of MeO-TPD:F4-TCNQ measured by Olthof et al. can be explained by additionally
introduced trap states of higher density by F4-TCNQ molecules.
Fig. 5.17 (b) shows calculated ratios ηdop = p/NA, N−A /NA and N
+
T /NT (lines) versus the mo-
lar doping ratio together with the experimental values p/NA of UPS and impedance spectroscopy
(symbols) applying diﬀerent dopants. Up to NA = NT , the calculation self-consistently yields
N−A /NA = 1 because of eﬃcient de-occupation of the gap states by dopants until N
+
T /NT = 1 is
reached. For NA > NT the amount of holes p/NA (black line) rapidly increases to a maximum
of 26% followed by a monotonous decrease down to a few percent at high doping concentrations.
However, even at MR = 0.1 the calculated absolute value of p is 4× 1018 cm−3, leading to a conduc-
tivity of 2× 10−5 S/cm (assuming μ ≈ 2.5× 10−5 cm2/(Vs))6, which matches the measured values
in the order of magnitude (cf. Fig. 5.2 (b)). A calculation of the conductivity versus the doping
concentration and thus a more detailed comparison to experiment is not possible in this framework
since the dependence of the mobility on the charge carrier density (i.e. doping concentration) is not
covered by this simple statistical description and would required more advanced hopping models. [17]
However, in conclusion the trend of a decreasing doping eﬃciency with increasing doping concen-
tration, as measured by UPS, is quantitatively very well predicted by the model. Nonetheless, the
calculated values p/NA are a few percent lower compared to UPS. Adjusting the density Nβ of the
6Measured by Moritz P. Hein in OFET geometry at the IAPP.
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exponential DOS, e.g. by substituting Nβ → 2Nβ , improves this result (not shown here), maintain-
ing the general trend. [190] A calculation considering only the Gaussian DOS completely fails, since
it yields a doping eﬃciency with the same shape, but a maximum value of only p/NA ≈ 0.005.
This means that the exponential tail states play an important role, even as transport states for free
carriers at low (doping) concentrations, and cannot be considered only as trap states. [140] Taking
the fact into account that the assumed DOS parameters are determined from real UPS spectra, i.e.
being broadened by a few 10meV, these conclusions become even more important since the Fermi
level position is measured absolutely correct with respect to the HOMO center Eσ. Even at the
highest concentrations, this distance is several 100meV, i.e. much larger than the determined tran-
sition energy between the Gaussian and exponential tail Eβ = −0.09 eV (cf. Fig. 5.16 (b)).
However, the main and most important result is that the observed low doping eﬃciencies are a
consequence of the position of the eﬀective acceptor level EA within the tail of the matrix DOS.
This interplay has comprehensively been discussed in Sec. 5.2.1 by variation of the acceptor depth
and/or the DOS width (cf. Fig. 5.12 on page 86), yielding ηdop(MR) curves with similar shapes,
but higher doping eﬃciencies for lower lying acceptor levels. Simultaneously, the Fermi level gets
shifted closer to the HOMO-onset at high doping concentrations for smaller EA values (cf. Fig. 5.13
on page 86). Applied to MeO-TPD:C60F36 this means that the Fermi level crosses the assumed
acceptor level EA = 0.46 eV already at a doping concentration of MR ≈ 0.015 (Fig. 5.17 (a)). Thus,
this system falls into the dopant reserve regime at higher doping concentrations which must lead to
a strongly decreasing doping eﬃciency, in particular for MR > 0.1, and thus prevent a further shift
of the Fermi level. Both eﬀects are conﬁrmed by our experimental results very well.
Consequently, the impurity saturation regime should be observable for concentrations below
MR < 0.015, i.e. for EF > EA. Actually, the UPS data of Fig. 5.17 (a) indicate this eﬀect, since
the measured EF values slightly kink into the gap for MR < 0.015 before being controlled by the
deep traps. Such a kink is also predicted by the statistical model (cf. Fig. 5.11). However, since the
density as well as the width of the trap states is comparably high, the impurity saturation regime
is hardly to visualize, since the corresponding range of 0.004 < MR < 0.01 is fairly too small to
clearly resolve this regime. Nonetheless, generally this should be possible for an appropriate set of
EA and trap parameter (cf. Fig. 5.14 on page 88), and it will be shown later that dopant saturation
can indeed be shown for other material systems.
The doping eﬃciencies determined for MeO-TPD:F4-TCNQ [11] show a diﬀerent trend than using
C60F36 or F6-TCNNQ. Although at very high doping ratios they match, i.e. taking values of a few
percent, ηdop remains at the same low level rather than increases with decreasing concentration
in case of MeO-TPD:F4-TCNQ. This eﬀect can be explained by additional trap states, which are
supposed to be caused by the F4-TCNQ molecules, and are also causing the strong Fermi level
shift at higher concentrations than for C60F36. This explanation is self-consistent, at least in this
context, because it cannot substantiate the comparable high measured conductivities at medium
concentrations (cf. Fig. 5.2 (b)).
However, for the moment it is more interesting that at high doping ratios, the position of the
Fermi level is almost the same for either C60F36, F6-TCNNQ or F4-TCNQ doped into MeO-TPD
and can be modeled with the same acceptor level of EA = 0.46 eV. Since the LUMO of all three
dopants is comparable or lies even lower than the HOMO of the matrix, very high charge transfer
eﬃciencies for these material combinations can be assumed. For similar systems the amount of
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created matrix:acceptor charge transfer complexes [M+A−] has already been measured by infrared
spectroscopy, [13] for instance 74% for MeO-TPD or 100% for ZnPc each doped with F4-TCNQ:
M AM M
100%−−−→ M [A−M+]M . (5.25)
Such high degrees of charge transfer coincide well with the small thermal activation energy
ΔEA ≈ kBT measured by impedance spectroscopy (cf. Sec. 5.1.3) and therefore higher doping eﬃ-
ciencies obtained by this method. However, for the generation of free charge carriers, the charge
transfer complex has to be dissociated
M [A−M+]M
∼ p/NA−−−−−→ M A−M+M . (5.26)
As demonstrated by the calculations above and corresponding UPS measurements, the actual
amount of free holes p/NA is distinctly smaller than 100%. Therefore, we conclude that our intro-
duced acceptor level EA in the statistical model describes more the release probability of a hole from
a charge transfer complex to the matrix material and thus the generation eﬃciency of free charge
carriers rather than the charge transfer eﬃciency itself, at least for the material system investigated
here. Generally, i.e. considering molecular doping as a two-step process, EA describes eﬀectively
both eﬃciencies in product.
In this picture, the decreasing doping eﬃciency with increasing doping concentration can be ex-
plained as follows. Isolated and ionized dopant molecules acting as capture centers for free holes
due to their strong Coulomb attraction because of the low permittivity of the organic materials. A
competition between hole release from [M+A−] complexes and capture by ionized acceptor molecules
is the consequence. The equilibrium state is characterized by the average density of free holes p
moving around the matrix molecules via hopping with the mobility μh. Since the dissociation of a
[M+A−] complex should only depend on the molecular properties of the matrix and dopant materi-
als, the release probability of a hole can be assumed to be independent of the doping concentration.
This assumption neglects any doping ratio dependent morphology aspects of the doped layer as well
as electrostatic interactions which could further assist the [M+A−] complex dissociation. Increasing
the amount of dopant molecules NA increases the capture probability for freely moving holes be-
cause of an increased density of ionized attraction centers and thus decreases the doping eﬃciency
p/NA. Statistically, this process is described by the occupation of the level EA with electrons. As
explained above, for high doping concentrations, the occupation probability of the acceptor level is
suppressed by the Fermi-Dirac statistics because the Fermi level lies below EA. This means that
statistically charge carriers are more likely to be captured by ionized dopants rather than moving
freely around the matrix material.
Since the dissociation eﬃciency of a [M+A−] complex is mainly determined by the dielectric constant
εr of the host material, it is clear that the Fermi level shift can be modelled by equal EA for C60F36,
F6-TCNNQ or F4-TCNQ doped into MeO-TPD since for each dopant the same charge transfer
degrees can be assumed. In contrast, doping either F6-TCNNQ (cf. Fig. 5.25 (b)) or F4-TCNQ [184]
into ZnPc yields a shift of the Fermi level as close as ≈ 0.20 eV to the HOMO-onset. Since the IP
of ZnPc is similar or even slightly lower than that of MeO-TPD, it is reasonable to assume equally
high charge transfer eﬃciencies for creation of [M+A−] complexes in both hosts. [13] Nevertheless,
the eﬀective acceptor level EA seems to lie closer to the HOMO-onset in case of p-doped ZnPc. In
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the suggested picture, this fact can qualitatively be explained by a higher permittivity of ZnPc and
thus by a decreased capture probability of free holes by ionized dopants within the matrix compared
to MeO-TPD.
Finally, an alternative motivation for the deﬁnition of the acceptor level is given, since it is the
crucial and critical point of the statistical model and not directly accessible by experiments and
therefore only indirectly determinable. With Boltzmann approximation, the Fermi-integral for free
holes p (Eq. 5.9) can be solved analytically, [301] yielding
p = N0 exp
[
−EV − EF
kBT
]
; EV = E0 +
σ2
2kBT
. (5.27)
This expression is similar to the classical semiconductor physics equation using a modiﬁed eﬀective
valence band energy EV . Thus, it is straight-forward to deﬁne the acceptor level analogously as
EA = EV +ΔEA. Here, ΔEA = 32meV is the thermal activation energy of the dopants obtained by
impedance spectroscopy assuming also there the classical expression for dopant activation (Eq. 5.8).
In this picture, EV acts as an eﬀective transport level for charges from activated dopants. The con-
cept of a transport energy for disordered systems is already known from literature. Baranovskii et al.
derived an integral equation for calculating a transport energy within an exponential or Gaussian
DOS assuming variable-range hopping with Miller-Abraham rates. [74,302,303] The solution delivers
a transport energy deep in the tail of the DOS, but a connection to the level EV as deﬁned here
is not possible. Using E0 = −2σ and σ = 0.225 eV yields EA = 0.59 eV, i.e. 0.13 eV more than
originally derived from the model. However, by setting σ = 0.21 eV, which is fairly in the range of
ﬁtting error, one obtains EA = 0.49 eV agreeing well with the 0.46 eV. Nonetheless, the deﬁnition
of EA in this sense is just motivated by a cross-link to the classical semiconductor physics, with-
out any deeper theoretical background of molecular semiconductors and should just presented for
completeness here.
5.2.4 Application to p-doped unpuriﬁed MeO-TPD: Conclusion on Trap
States
In this section, the deep trap states in MeO-TPD, which are supposed to control the Fermi level
at low concentrations, are analyzed in more detail. In this context, the rotational shutter system
(cf. Sec. 4.1) is applied to extend the range of accessible doping ratios to MR ≈ 10−4. Furthermore,
p-doping of MeO-TPD of diﬀerent puriﬁcation grades is compared, i.e. unpuriﬁed host material, and
puriﬁed by 3-zone gradient sublimation twice and fourfold, respectively. The unpuriﬁed MeO-TPD
was delivered by Sensient (Wolfen, Germany) in a purity grade of 98%.
In Fig. 5.18 UPS spectra of twice sublimed and unsublimed p-doped MeO-TPD thin-ﬁlms are com-
pared. The HOMO region is plotted in a log-scale, whereas the high binding energy cut-oﬀ (HBEC)
region is given in linear scale. The molar doping ratio is varied between approximately 0.001 and
0.02. The zero binding energy corresponds to the Fermi level. At the highest doping ratio of
MR ≈ 0.02 (green lines), both spectra are at similar positions. For the twice puriﬁed (unsublimed)
MeO-TPD, the HBEC is at 16.55 eV (16.54 eV) and the HOMO-onset is 0.43 eV (0.45 eV) below EF .
Similar results are obtained for an even higher doping concentration of MR ≈ 0.07 (spectra not
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Figure 5.18: UPS spectra of 10 . . . 20 nm p-doped MeO-TPD thin-ﬁlms evaporated on silver
foil with varying molar doping ratios. 2 times sublimated (a) and not puriﬁed (b)
MeO-TPD are compared.
shown) which means that at medium and high doping concentrations the Fermi level position and
hence the number of free charge carriers are independent of the host material puriﬁcation grade. By
decreasing the molar doping ratio stepwise to MR ≈ 0.001, the spectra of the unpuriﬁed p-MeO-
TPD ﬁlms are shifted even further to higher binding energies. At MR ≈ 0.0011 EF lies 1.33 eV
above the HOMO-onset for the twice sublimated p-MeO-TPD ﬁlm, whereas for an even slightly
higher doping ratio of MR ≈ 0.0016 it is 0.32 eV larger (1.65 eV) for the unpuriﬁed p-MeO-TPD.
Similar energetic diﬀerences are observed in the HBECs as well.
The measured Fermi level positions of all samples are summarized in Fig. 5.19. Additionally, mea-
sured values of 4 times sublimed p-MeO-TPD thin-ﬁlms are shown (upright triangles). However, for
2 and 4 times sublimated p-MeO-TPD, no clear diﬀerences in the Fermi level positions are found at
all doping concentrations which indicates similar trap distributions for both puriﬁcation grades. In
comparison, at least twice the number of dopant molecules has to be co-evaporated into the unsub-
limed MeO-TPD for molar doping ratios below 0.01 to shift the Fermi level to the same position,
i.e. the absolute density of deep traps is signiﬁcantly higher. It is remarkable that in case of the
unpuriﬁed host material, the Fermi level lies still close to the intrinsic region even at a concentration
of MR = 1.6× 10−3. For the 4 times sublimated MeO-TPD a similar position (1.66 eV) is measured
already at MR = 2.9× 10−4, whereas at MR = 1.4× 10−3 the Fermi level is already 1.17 eV above
the HOMO-onset rather than 1.66 eV. Furthermore, for the unpuriﬁed material the strong Fermi
level shift from approximately 1.7 eV (intrinsic position) to 0.5 eV is limited to a narrow range of
doping concentrations (0.002 < MR < 0.01) which is a clear hint for the formation of (additional)
narrow deep trap states in this material. Since the unpuriﬁed MeO-TPD has been delivered with a
purity of 98%, an overall trap density of at most 2% of the molecule density can be expected.
The above ﬁndings are now quantitatively analyzed by the statistical model, i.e. by solving the
neutrality equation p + N+T = N
−
A assuming thermal dopant activation from EA = 0.46 eV. For a
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Figure 5.19: Measured Fermi level positions of p-doped MeO-TPD thin-ﬁlms of diﬀerent puriﬁ-
cation grades, using C60F36 as p-dopant. The solid lines have been calculated by
the statistical model, assuming diﬀerent distributions of trap states (cf. Tab. 5.4).
precise ﬁtting of the Fermi level at low doping concentrations, a combination of n Gaussian trap
distributions is applied
gT (E) =
n∑
i=1
Ni√
2πσi
exp
[
− (E − Ei)
2
2σ2i
]
, (5.28)
whose occupation (with holes) is given by
N+T =
∫ ∞
−∞
dE gT (E) (1− f(E)) . (5.29)
For illustration, the distributions of the diﬀerent energy levels are plotted in Fig. 5.20 and the cor-
responding parameters are summarized in Tab. 5.4. In the simplest case, only one single Gaussian
trap g0(E) with ET = 1.42 eV, σT = 0.17 eV, and NT = 2.5 × 1018 cm−3 can be used to calculate
the Fermi level position for 2 and 4 times sublimed MeO-TPD, yielding a reasonable ﬁt of EF (black
line in Fig. 5.19). However, for an even more accurate ﬁtting, two Gaussian trap distributions can
be taken into account, i.e. gT (E) = g1+g2a in Fig. 5.20, which gives the orange line in Fig. 5.19. The
splitting of one single broad Gaussian into two narrower traps leads to an improved approximation
to the experimental data, in particular at concentrations below MR  0.001. This is due to the fact
that the deeper Gaussian (E2=1.68 eV) describes the trap density, which determines the Fermi level
position, more accurately in the energy range of 1.5 . . . 1.7 eV. Introducing the separate deep state
E2 is reasonable, because besides the sharp shift of over 0.6 eV around MR  0.002 (2.9×1018 cm−3),
the Fermi level varies only about 0.3 eV by reducing the doping concentration down to MR = 0.0003
(4.4× 1017 cm−3). Overall, the assumed gap states gT = g1+ g2a cover a density of 3.0× 1018 cm−3
which is in agreement with the simple estimation of N0 = 2.5 × 1018 cm−3 for the single Gaussian
g0(E). However, measuring the Fermi level position in highly puriﬁed MeO-TPD at concentrations
below MR = 0.001 allowed for an even more precise determination of the trap distribution.
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Figure 5.20: Energy distribution of the HOMO DOS of MeO-TPD as well as of the gap states
determined by the statistical model. The energy axis is rescaled to the UPS
HOMO-onset of a pure MeO-TPD thin-ﬁlm (EHOMO ≡ 0).
For unpuriﬁed p-MeO-TPD, ﬁlms the Fermi level is pinned close to its intrinsic position until reach-
ing a doping concentration of MR = 0.0016 (2.3 × 1018 cm−3). This behavior can be explained by
an increased density of very deep gap states caused by impurities, e.g. by an increase of the density
of the deep state E2 to N2b = 2.5 × 1018 cm−3 compared to N2a = 5.0 × 1017 cm−3 as determined
for the puriﬁed material (cf. g2a and g2b in Fig. 5.20). The strong shift of the Fermi level towards
the HOMO-onset, which characterizes a complete trap ﬁlling, is now signiﬁcantly shifted to a higher
but narrower range of doping concentrations. By setting gT = g1 + g2b, the calculation yields the
same result (gray line in Fig. 5.19). However, since the real trap distribution can only be indirectly
estimated by the presented procedure, the exact number and shape of deep Gaussian traps are
actually unknown. Hence, the presence of a third, impurity related trap in the unpuriﬁed material,
which is completely removed in the puriﬁed material by the gradient sublimation process, might also
be possible. Nevertheless, it can unambiguously be concluded that puriﬁcation of the host material
MeO-TPD reduces the density of deep gap states by nearly one order of magnitude. Furthermore,
it is remarkable that even after 4 times of 3-zone gradient sublimation, there is still a signiﬁcant
amount of deep hole traps present in MeO-TPD.
Since the assumed peak density at E2 = 1.68 eV is 2.1× 1019 cm−3eV−1 in the unpuriﬁed material,
these gap states might be visible by UPS. Indeed, additional DOS features are appearing deep in the
tail of the lightly doped samples of unpuriﬁed MeO-TPD in comparison to the 2 times sublimated
material (cf. Fig. 5.18). At a doping concentration of MR = 0.0163 these features are absent, which
is consistent with the model because at this concentration the gap states have to be completely
de-occupied by the p-dopants. However, the energetic positions of the gap states being visible in
the UPS spectrum of the MR = 0.0016 sample and the traps sketched in Fig. 5.20 diﬀer by approx-
imately 0.5 eV. One reason for this deviation might be the substrate dependent level alignment at
organic/metal contacts, which is discussed in more detail below. On the other hand, the observed
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Index i Ni (cm−3) Ei (eV) σi (eV)
gi(E)
0 2.5× 1018 1.42 0.17
1 2.5× 1018 1.36 0.15
2a 5.0× 1017 1.68 0.052b 2.5× 1018
Table 5.4: Parameters of Gaussian traps in MeO-TPD determined by the statistical model. The
overall trap distributions are gT = g1+g2a for 4 times sublimed and gT = g1+g2b for
unpuriﬁed MeO-TPD, i.e. the absolute density of the deeper lying trap is supposed
to be larger within the unpuriﬁed material (N2b/N2a ≈ 5), whereas N1 is similar.
The distributions are plotted in Fig. 5.20.
gap states might be also attributed to other eﬀects (e.g. enhanced disorder due to impurities), and
the deep trap states, which control the Fermi level, are actually not resolvable in experiment since
their density is in the same order of magnitude as the signal-to-noice limit of the UPS system. Inter-
estingly, further features appear in the UPS spectra of the unpuriﬁed material at binding energies of
0.7 . . . 1.2 eV, but only for molar doping ratios of MR  0.0026. This eﬀect is remarkable because it
occurs only for exactly the concentration where the Fermi level shift is strongest, i.e. at NA  NT .
However, the physical origin of these additional states is not clear and further investigations are
required for explanation. A measurement artifact as reason of this appearing features could be
excluded by checking several samples.
Finally, a few remarks concerning the deduced trap distributions gT (E), in particular on the trap
depths ET , will be given. In general, the energetic level alignment at metal/organic interfaces is
governed by dipoles caused by various eﬀects like charge transfer, chemical reactions, or the push-
back eﬀect. [105] For weakly reacting interfaces the alignment is supposed to be determined by the
formation of metal induced interface gap states (MIGS). [123] Typical densities of these MIGS are in
the order of 1014 cm−2eV−1 and hence they are able to pin the Fermi level for undoped ﬁlms. [108]
Since the densities of free charge carriers in “intrinsic” organic semiconductors are below 1015 cm−3,
level bending over a few 100 nm takes place, [106] and the so-called “intrinsic“ Fermi level position
of a few nm thin MeO-TPD ﬁlm depends actually on the substrate (MIGS states) and therefore
does not equal the Fermi level calculated by the statistical model which is based on the solution of
a Fermi-Integral for free charge carriers p. Therefore, the absolute values of the determined trap
depths ET could also depend on the substrate, i.e. silver in our case. Nevertheless, the application
of Fermi-Dirac statistics and the whole presented concept is valid as soon as the hole density gener-
ated by molecular doping is high enough to compensate the density of the MIGS within a few nm,
i.e. if the Fermi level position is measured outside of the level bending region. This requirement is
fulﬁlled by suﬃciently large layer thicknesses for all samples with MR > 0.001. However, since for
the even lower doped samples the Fermi level is shifted by only a few 10meV below the intrinsic
position, which results in an estimated space charge layer of 15 . . . 20 nm, it is not unambiguously
possible to ensure a measurement outside of the level bending region due to charging issues during
the UPS measurements. Although the layer thicknesses are chosen such that charging eﬀects are
limited to 50meV, which results in thickness values equal to the estimated space charge layers, the
determined depths ET must be regarded as estimations here. However, the deduced trap densities
NT and corresponding widths σT reﬂect real physical values.
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In conclusion, it has been shown that molecular p-doping in MeO-TPD is strongly aﬀected by
the formation of deep gap states depending on the puriﬁcation grade of the host material. In par-
ticular, the energy and density distributions of the respective gap states could be deduced by ﬁtting
measured Fermi level positions of not and 4 times sublimated MeO-TPD thin-ﬁlms, and it has been
demonstrated that molecular doping is more hindered in an unpuriﬁed host material at ultra-low
doping concentrations. The shown procedure oﬀers hence an alternative technique for characterizing
deep gap states in any (dopable) organic material.
5.3 Analysis of p-Type Doping of Pentacene and ZnPc
The ﬁndings of the previous sections are now applied to other material systems, aiming the identi-
ﬁcation of deep trap states in other common hole transport materials. In this context, the doping
properties of these materials are analyzed with the help of the statistical description as well. First,
pentacene (P5) is chosen as matrix material since it is commonly applied in OFETs, [12] and very
low doping concentrations are reachable due to its low molar mass. P-doping of pentacene is also
subject of several other, contradictory studies. [15,16,238] Hence, a further/concise p-doping study is
presented here, which further validates the results of the statistical model. Unfortunately, by virtue
of crystal formation in pentacene thin-ﬁlms, [274] a reliable measurement of the doping eﬃciency by
UPS is not possible for pentacene. Therefore, the UPS studies are extended to p-doping of ZnPc.
5.3.1 High Resolution UPS on undoped Thin-Films
Undoped thin-ﬁlms are investigated by UPS for determination of the DOS parameters. In case of
pentacene, the chosen sample structure is Ag/MeO-TPD(4 nm)/P5(30 nm). The thin MeO-TPD
interlayer is necessary to reproducibly control the morphology of pentacene, which is required for
the later doping study. Its impact on the energy level alignment, i.e. on energy barriers, is expected
to be rather low since the IPs of both organic materials are comparable and vacuum level alignment
can be expected. However, samples with and without the MeO-TPD interlayer are investigated
for justiﬁcation. The respective UPS spectra are shown in Fig. 5.21. Indeed, nearly vacuum level
alignment is found between MeO-TPD and pentacene (ΔEHBEC = 0.11 eV). Furthermore, the dif-
ference of EHBEC of 9 nm P5 on MeO-TPD in comparison to 10 nm P5 evaporated directly on Ag is
0.19 eV, i.e. the relative interface energetics is only weakly inﬂuenced by the MeO-TPD layer. Also
the corresponding diﬀerences in the HOMO-onsets of both samples within the ﬁrst nanometer of
pentacene are below 0.1 eV. For summary, the obtained EHOMO values are compared together with
the respective thin-ﬁlm IPs in Fig. 5.22 (a).
More critical than the level alignment issue is that a clear Fermi edge is visible for all pentacene
thicknesses of the Ag/P5 sample, which points towards a very rough, non-closed organic ﬁlm even at
a nominal QCM thickness of 30 nm. In contrast, the MeO-TPD features are vanishing after 18 nm of
P5, which makes the Ag/MeO-TPD/P5 structure thus favorable for the doping study although even
this ﬁlm seems not to be ﬂat. In this context, presence of the MeO-TPD interlayer is not important
since the Fermi level position is fully determined by the doping concentration, independent of the
substrate and accurate for P5 thicknesses above 40 nm. Nevertheless, a reliable determination of the
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Figure 5.21: UPS spectra of (a) Ag/P5(x nm) and (b) Ag/MeO-TPD(4 nm)/P5(x nm) samples.
doping eﬃciency is not possible since the expected depletion widths at medium and large doping
concentrations are below 20 nm.
Similar results are found for intrinsic ZnPc thin-ﬁlms. Here, Ag/ZnPc(16 nm) and
Ag/MeO-TPD(7Å)/ZnPc(6 nm) samples are compared whose UPS spectra are given in Fig. 5.23.
Directly on Ag, the Fermi edge is as well visible here up to ZnPc thicknesses of 8 . . . 12 nm, i.e. the
exact resolution of depletion layer widths is again not possible due to the unclosed organic ﬁlm.
However, inserting only 7Å MeO-TPD decouples the ZnPc ﬁlm growth from the silver substrate
and leads to a closed ZnPc ﬁlm for layers thicker than 4 nm (cf. Fig. 5.23 (b)). This result is re-
markable because the IPs of both sample types diﬀer as well by approximately 0.4 eV, reaching
5.38 eV for 16 nm ZnPc on Ag but only 4.91 eV for Ag/MeO-TPD(7Å)/ZnPc(6 nm). The values are
summarized together with the HOMO-onsets EHOMO in Fig. 5.22 (b). As soon as the ZnPc layers
are closed, the ZnPc HOMO-onsets of both samples are similar (1.2 . . . 1.3 eV), i.e. the interface
energy level alignment is not signiﬁcantly disturbed by the 7Å MeO-TPD. They only inﬂuence the
thin-ﬁlm growth. This is important since the resulting morphology is governed by interactions of
the metal with the π-system of ZnPc molecules which lead to diﬀerent thin-ﬁlm growth modes and
thus ionization potentials (details discussed in Ch. 7).
To precisely resolve the exponential tail of the DOS, the signal-to-noise ratio is signiﬁcantly reduced
by integrating the HOMO region over up to 48 scans, which takes up to 45minutes measurement
time. Due to this unusual long integration time, the samples tend to charge and the spectra are
slightly shifting to higher binding energies. However, the integration has been aborted as soon as
the shift reaches 50meV, which is the reproducibility limit of the UPS systems. Thus, the obtained
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Figure 5.22: Evolution of the UPS HOMO-onset (circles) and IP (diamonds) of pentacene (a)
and ZnPc (b) thin-ﬁlms evaporated either directly on a silver substrate (empty
symbols) or on a MeO-TPD interlayer (ﬁlled symbols).
spectra are suﬃciently accurate within the standard uncertainties, and a signal which is three orders
of magnitude above background can be well resolved.
After secondary line subtraction and Touggard type background deﬁnition, the low energy ﬂanks of
the HOMO peaks are ﬁtted by Gaussians, which are normalized to the corresponding molecule den-
sities N0 of the materials. The spectra and ﬁts are shown in Fig. 5.24, and the DOS parameters are
summarized in Tab. 5.5. Reasonable Gaussian widths σ in the range of 0.16. . . 0.17 eV are obtained.
As described in Sec. 5.2.2, the DOS centers are shifted to E0 = −2σ.
Additionally, pronounced exponential tail states are visible in the UPS spectra of Fig. 5.24. They
are ﬁtted and normalized such that Eβ is the transition energy to the Gaussians. Remarkably, the
energetic widths β of the tails of pentacene (0.252 eV) and ZnPc (0.366 eV) are twice as high as
of MeO-TPD (0.139 eV). This is surprising since these materials compose to nano-crystalline ﬁlms
while MeO-TPD forms completely amorphous ﬁlms. Therefore, the Gaussian width of MeO-TPD
(0.22 eV) is larger than that of pentacene (0.16 eV) and ZnPc (0.17V). However, it is not immedi-
ately obvious for which reason the tails are broader for the latter materials. The increase in β could
be explained by defects at grain boundaries, which are not present in amorphous ﬁlms.
N0 σ Nβ β Eβ
(cm−3) (eV) (cm−3) (eV) (eV)
P5 2.86× 1021 0.163 4.57× 1019 0.252 0.123
ZnPc 1.62× 1021 0.170 6.76× 1019 0.366 0.078
Table 5.5: DOS parameters of pentacene and ZnPc determined by ﬁtting UPS spectra with
Gaussian and exponential functions (cf. Fig. 5.24). The Gaussians are normalized to
the molecule densities N0, and Eβ reﬂect the transition energies to the exponential
tails.
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Figure 5.23: UPS spectra of (a) Ag/ZnPc(x nm) and (b) Ag/MeO-TPD(7Å)/ZnPc(x nm) sam-
ples.
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Figure 5.24: Fitted Gaussian and exponential distributions to UPS data of intrinsic pentacene
(a) and ZnPc (b). The energy axis is rescaled such that EHOMO = 0 (cf. Sec. 5.2.2).
Eβ indicate the transition energies between the Gaussian HOMO DOS and the
exponential tails. A summary of all ﬁt parameters is given in Tab. 5.5.
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5.3.2 Fermi Level Shift in ultra-low p-doped Thin-Films
Two material combinations are investigated by UPS: P5:C60F36 and ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ. Application
of the rotational shutter system allows co-evaporation of molar doping ratios down to 10−5 and
10−4, respectively. The p-doped ﬁlms are evaporated on silver substrates. However, in case of the
pentacene samples, a 4 nm MeO-TPD interlayer is introduced to decouple the pentacene growth
from the underlying metal, i.e. ensuring a reproducible thin-ﬁlm morphology.
The sample stacks as well as the measured Fermi level positions are plotted in Fig. 5.25. Correspond-
ing UPS spectra are given in Fig. 5.26. A clear shift of the spectra towards lower binding energies, i.e.
a shift of the Fermi level towards the occupied states, is found for increasing doping concentrations
in both material systems. Since the doping ratios cover up to ﬁve orders of magnitude, the whole
range from the intrinsic Fermi level position until saturation is resolved. At high concentrations, the
Fermi energy is pinned at a slightly lower energy for the system ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ. For instance, at
MR = 0.18 the Fermi level is just 0.20 eV above the HOMO-onset, whereas it is 0.25 eV for P5:C60F36
at MR = 0.33. This result is remarkable because hence, the acceptor level of C60F36 in pentacene
must lie deeper within the gap than that of F6-TCNNQ in ZnPc (although the DOS widths of both
hosts are approximately equal). Reducing the doping concentration, the EF vs. log(MR) charac-
teristic is approximately linear until a ﬁrst kink appears, which is at MR ≈ 10−3 for P5:C60F36
and at MR ≈ 10−2 for ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ. Reducing the doping concentration by another order of
magnitude, EF shifts further linearly versus log(MR) but with a steeper slope. At MR ≈ 4× 10−5
for P5:C60F36 and at MR ≈ 5× 10−4 for ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ, the Fermi level strongly shifts towards
the respective intrinsic positions (indicated by gray bars in Fig. 5.25). This behavior is characteristic
for the transition to the regime of deep trap ﬁlling as observed for MeO-TPD at MR ≤ 0.002. In
conclusion, three diﬀerent regimes of Fermi level shift are identiﬁed. Such a behavior has also been
predicted by the statistical doping model (cf. Fig. 5.14): Trap limitation, dopant saturation, and
reserve. In the following calculations are performed to study these regimes.
In a ﬁrst step, the DOS parameters obtained from the ﬁtted UPS spectra of Sec. 5.3.1 are used in the
calculations and no traps are assumed. The acceptor depths are estimated from the EF energies at
high doping concentrations to EA = 0.41 eV for P5:C60F36 and EA = 0.27 eV for ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ.
However, the calculated Fermi level positions do not agree with the UPS values at low concentra-
tions. The respective plots can be found in the Appendix (Fig. 9.2). In comparison to experiment
the observed kinks appear at too high concentrations and the slopes at lower doping ratios are too
steep. Considering the ﬁndings of Fig. 5.11 (b) on page 85, this means that the assumed eﬀective
densities Nβ are too high and/or the tailing widths β are overestimated by the DOS ﬁts. The reasons
for these inconsistencies are on the one hand the actually unknown eﬀective density of transport
states (the estimation based on mass density of the thin-ﬁlm is just an assumption) and on the other
hand the energetic broadening during an UPS measurement, which is as well in the order of a few
10meV.
Therefore, it is necessary to reasonably adapt the DOS parameters in the calculations to ﬁt the
experimental values. A set of appropriate parameters is given in Tab. 5.6. For pentacene, the tailing
parameter is slightly reduced by β → 23β to β = 0.161 eV. Additionally, the eﬀective density is
adapted by a factor 1/3 to 1.51 × 1019 cm−3, yielding excellent agreement with the UPS data for
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Figure 5.25: Fermi level positions versus the molar doping ratio for the material systems
P5:C60F36 (a) and ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ (b). The symbols indicate values measured
by UPS, and the lines have been calculated assuming either deep or no trap states.
The corresponding parameters are summarized in Tab. 5.6.
MR = 10−4 . . . 100 (cf. Fig. 5.25 (a), gray line). For ZnPc, only the tailing width is reduced by
β → β/2 to β = 0.157 eV. Since the level EA is ﬁxed, this adaption already shifts the ﬁrst kink
appearing in the EF vs. log(MR) plot to the correct position without further correction of the tail
density Nβ (cf. Fig. 5.25 (b), gray line). In conclusion, the kinks being characteristic for the tran-
sition from dopant saturation to reserve are excellently reproduced for both material combinations
with these small DOS parameter adjustments.
In a ﬁnal step, deep hole trap states of comparably low concentrations are introduced to ﬁt also
the measured values for molar doping ratios below 10−5 for pentacene or 10−3 for ZnPc. The cor-
responding trap parameters are summarized in Tab. 5.6. By this extension, all three regimes are
well described and an excellent agreement with the UPS measurements is obtained for all doping
concentrations.
EA Nβ β Eβ NT NT /N0
ET σT
(eV) (cm−3) (eV) (eV) (cm−3) (eV) (eV)
P5:C60F36 0.41 1.51× 1019 0.161 0.123 9.6× 1016 3.5× 10−5 1.28 0.03
ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ 0.27 6.76× 1019 0.157 0.078 7.2× 1017 4.5× 10−4 1.20 0.03
Table 5.6: Calculation parameters for P5:C60F36 and ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ. The tail parameters
are taken from ﬁtted UPS spectra (cf. Tab. 5.5), but have slightly been modiﬁed.
Additionally, dopant levels EA and trap parameters concluded from the statistical
doping model are given.
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Figure 5.26: UPS spectra of pentacene p-doped by C60F36 (a) and ZnPc by F6-TCNNQ (b).
The molar doping ratio has been varied by up to ﬁve orders of magnitude and
the determined HOMO-onsets are indicated by circles. The sample structures are
shown in Fig. 5.25.
5.3.3 Doping Eﬃciency: Qualitative Evidence for Impurity Reserve and
Saturation Regimes
Doping Eﬃciency in Pentacene:C60F36
In this section, calculated doping eﬃciencies are compared to experimental values. First, the mate-
rial system P5:C60F36 is analyzed. Although inserting an intrinsic MeO-TPD interlayer, the growth
of evaporated pentacene thin-ﬁlms is not suﬃciently ﬂat to reliably determine depletion widths by
stepwise UPS since the ﬁlm thicknesses measured by the QCMs during evaporation do not cor-
respond to real ﬁlm thicknesses. Therefore, calculated doping eﬃciencies are compared to values
determined by impedance spectroscopy on Schottky diodes recently published by Pahner et al.. [238]
Crystal formation and ﬁlm roughness are also issues here though, but the doping eﬃciencies obtained
by Mott-Schottky analysis are still accurate because they are determined directly by modulation of
the depletion capacitance under varied reverse potential (cf. Sec. 3.4.1). Knowledge of the actual
local (spatial) shape of the space charge zone is of minor importance for this kind of analysis.
The experimental data of Pahner et al. are plotted in Fig. 5.27 (a) (symbols). Additionally, the
black line gives the calculated p/NA ratio, which is the doping eﬃciency ηdop corresponding to
calculation of the Fermi level shift of Fig. 5.25 (a). The light and dark gray lines indicate the calcu-
lated fractions of traps ﬁlled with a hole or activated dopants. As expected, trap ﬁlling limits the
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Figure 5.27: Calculated doping eﬃciency p/NA, trap ﬁlling N+T /NT , and dopant activation
N−A /NA for the material systems P5:C60F36 (a) and ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ (b). Ad-
ditionally, measured doping eﬃciencies (symbols) are plotted, determined either
by impedance spectroscopy for P5:C60F36 (values taken from Ref. [238]) or by UPS
for ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ.
doping eﬃciency up to a molar ratio of approx. 4 × 10−5. At concentrations below, all dopants NA
have attracted an electron, but the generated hole is trapped. As soon as the Fermi level crosses
the dopant level EA = 0.41 eV, which is the case at MR ≈ 10−3 (cf. Fig. 5.25 (a)), the amount of
charged dopants NA/N−A as well as the ratio p/NA drastically decrease (impurity reserve). However,
for concentrations ranging from 10−4 to 10−3, dopant saturation accompanied by complete trap ﬁll-
ing should lead to doping eﬃciencies close to 100%. Indeed, Pahner et al. measured ηdop = 0.98
at MR = 2× 10−4, [238] which is a very strong hint that the regime of dopant saturation is re-
ally achieved for concentrations in this range. Furthermore, as predicted by the statistical model,
strongly decreasing doping eﬃciencies were measured for higher concentrations, revealing ﬁnally
ηdop = 0.45 at MR = 10−3. This experimental result gives strong evidence for the transition to the
dopant reserve regime. Unfortunately, Mott-Schottky analysis is not possible at even higher concen-
trations since charge carrier injection impedes the formation of rectifying Schottky diodes and thus
the resolution of the depletion capacitance. However, the published values of Pahner et al. indicate
a clear trend towards signiﬁcantly reduced doping eﬃciencies for MR > 10−3, which agrees well
with the calculation results. Nonetheless, the experimental ηdop values are shifted by a factor 2. . . 3
towards lower concentrations in comparison to the calculated lines, i.e. only qualitative agreement
of experiment and theory is obtained.
Doping Eﬃciency in ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ
A decreasing doping eﬃciency at low doping concentrations due to trap limitation could not yet
experimentally be veriﬁed, neither for p-doped pentacene nor for MeO-TPD. Since the predicted
density of deep traps in ZnPc is in the order of MR = 5 × 10−4, it might be possible to show this
eﬀect here by doping eﬃciency measurements with UPS.
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The investigated sample structure reads Ag/MeO-TPD(0.7 nm)/ZnPc(4.5 nm)/ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ.
Again, the 7Å MeO-TPD layer addresses the ZnPc growth issues on metals (cf. Sec. 5.3.1). The
intrinsic 4.5 nm ZnPc ﬁlm is included to prevent sticking problems of dopants on diﬀerent substrates
as already observed within the MeO-TPD studies. The doping concentrations are reduced as much
as possible to reach the trap limitation regime. However, since the expected depletion widths are
larger than 20 nm at such low concentrations, this purpose is limited by charging eﬀects during the
UPS measurements. Nonetheless, six samples are investigated, in which the lowest concentration is
MR = 1.4 × 10−3. The evolution of the UPS spectra with increasing ﬁlm thicknesses of the ZnPc
layers is shown for four representative samples in Fig. 5.28. A clear shift of the spectra towards lower
binding energies is observed until the corresponding depletion zones are completed. The determined
Fermi level positions are plotted versus the thicknesses x of the p-ZnPc layers in Fig. 5.29 (a). Here,
the estimated space charge layer widths w are indicated by red bars and summarized in Tab. 5.7
together with the resulting doping eﬃciencies calculated by Eq. (5.5). The built-in potential of the
Schottky contacts ΔV is the diﬀerence between the bulk Fermi level EF and the respective value of
an undoped sample (≈ 1.25 eV). A dielectric constant of εr = 4.0 is assumed. [38]
As expected, the depletion width increases with decreasing doping concentration and the doping eﬃ-
ciencies are lower than 10% for molar ratios above 0.01, which clearly reﬂects dopant reserve also for
this material system. However, a maximal value of only ηdop = 0.21 is observed at MR = 0.0042, and
indeed, the doping eﬃciency decreases again for lower concentrations, e.g. dropping to ηdop = 0.16
at MR = 0.0014. This result is a strong hint for an actual transition to the trap limitation
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Figure 5.28: UPS spectra of Ag/MeO-TPD(7Å)/ZnPc(4.5 nm)/ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ samples
which have incrementally been evaporated and measured. The numbers indicate
the cumulated thickness x of the p-doped layer.
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Figure 5.29: (a) Evolution of the Fermi level position versus the thickness x of the p-doped
layer of Ag/MeO-TPD(0.7 nm)/ZnPc(4.5 nm)/ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ structures. The
black lines are for guidance to the eye. The red lines indicate the estimated space
charge layer widths. (b) Measured ionization potentials of various doped ZnPc
and pentacene samples, evaporated either directly on Ag or organic (intrinsic)
interlayers. The diﬀerent ionization potentials of respective undoped ZnPc thin-
ﬁlms are indicated by gray bars. The IP of intrinsic pentacene on Ag/MeO-
TPD(4.5 nm) is 4.88 eV.
regime. Unfortunately, even lower concentrations could not reliably be measured due to charging of
the layers for even thicker ﬁlms. Therefore, the presumption of the trap limitation regime cannot
unambiguously be proven.
For better illustration, the measured doping eﬃciencies are plotted versus the doping concentration
in Fig. 5.27 (b) (squares). Additionally, the red line indicates the calculated p/NA ratio, and the
light (dark) gray line the respective proportion of ﬁlled traps (activated dopants). Qualitatively, the
calculated curves are similar to the results obtained for P5:C60F36. In agreement with the Fermi
level shift, trap limitation for MR < 10−3, dopant reserve for MR > 10−2, and dopant satura-
MR d w EF eΔV p/NA(nm) (nm) (eV) (eV)
0.0014 4.5 23± 2 0.71 0.62 0.164
0.0023 4.5 17.5± 1.2 0.56 1.77 0.197
0.0042 4.5 12.5± 1.7 0.46 0.87 0.211
0.0104 4.5 12.0± 1.0 0.35 0.89 0.103
0.0279 4.5 9.0± 1.5 0.27 1.06 0.064
0.1776 4.5 3.5± 0.7 0.20 1.13 0.039
Table 5.7: Depletion layer thicknesses w and resulting doping eﬃciencies p/NA cal-
culated by Eq. (5.5) for diﬀerent doping concentrations of Ag/MeO-
TPD(0.7 nm)/ZnPc(d)/ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ samples. EF indicates the ﬁnal Fermi
level position in the doped layer for x ≥ w and d the thickness of the intrinsic buﬀer
layer.
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tion in-between are observed. The experimental doping eﬃciencies show the same trend, however,
the values are by a factor of approximately α = 0.23 lower than the calculation prediction. This
deviation is illustrated by the orange line, which is α · pNA . In particular at low and medium con-
centrations, theory and experiment diﬀer, while the disagreement is rather low for MR > 0.1. This
ﬁnding means that either the applied experimental method underestimates the doping eﬃciency or
the model is imperfect, although yielding rather good agreement for the other materials systems.
Both issues will be discussed below in more detail.
Traps in Pentacene and ZnPc
For pentacene, narrow Gaussian hole traps with a density of 9.6×1016 cm−3 (MR = 3.5×10−5) and
a depth of 1.28 eV are deduced from the calculations. In comparison, Pahner et al. also analyzed the
trap response of pentacene Schottky diodes, [238] concluding the presence of a deep Gaussian hole
trap (0.65 eV above an eﬀective HOMO edge EV ) with a density of 5× 1016 cm−3 in undoped and
1.2 × 1017 cm−3 in 0.5wt% doped pentacene ﬁlms, which is fairly equal to the density determined
here. So far, such a good agreement of two independent investigations is unique for studies on
molecular doped semiconductors, and thus gives strong evidence for the general correctness of the
whole model and not only its self-consistence. However, the two independently determined trap
depths diﬀer by approximately 0.6 eV, which can be attributed either to the substrate dependent
"intrinsic" Fermi level position of an undoped ﬁlm (cf. Sec. 5.2.4) or to the unknown energetic
position of the transport edge EV within the HOMO DOS.
A comparison to other trap distributions published in literature is rather diﬃcult since for high
crystalline materials as pentacene the respective densities and distributions of exponential or deep
trap states strongly depend on the material purity (supplier), processing conditions and the grade
of crystallinity. [304] For instance, oxygen induced deep trap states can reach absolute densities in
the order of 1018 cm−3. [305] Since the samples are processed under high vacuum conditions (p <
10−8mbar), and the UPS experiments are performed at 10−10mbar, such eﬀects can be excluded
here. Various shallow and deep hole traps, comprising individual depths and densities between
0.2 . . . 1.1 eV and 1 . . . 6.5 × 1015 cm−3, have been identiﬁed in pentacene by deep level transient
spectroscopy (DLTS). [306] In sum, these traps cover a density of approximately 1.1 × 1015 cm−3
which is one order of magnitude lower than determined here. Electron trap states 0.63 eV below the
LUMO with a density of 1.5×1016 cm−3, analyzed by j-V-characteristics in the trap-controlled space
charge limited current regime of n-i-n devices were estimated by Harada et al.. [307] In contrast, hole
traps could not be identiﬁed from p-i-p devices.
For ZnPc, narrow Gaussian hole traps with a density of 7.2× 1017 cm−3 (MR = 4.5× 10−4) and a
depth of 1.20 eV are concluded. Similarly, Männig et al. estimated the presence of deep hole traps
in the order of MR ≈ 3 . . . 6 × 10−4 in ZnPc:F4-TCNQ from conductivity measurements. [180] This
ﬁnding is conﬁrmed by most recent measurements also for the combination ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ, [295]
where the doping concentration is reduced to just below MR  10−4. These data are plotted
in Fig. 5.30. At molar doping ratios between 10−3 and 10−4, a clear drop of the conductivity by
approximately 4 orders of magnitude is visible, indicating the presence of either shallow or deep trap
states of similar density. At higher concentrations the conductivity increases like σ ∝ MRn with
n = 1 . . . 1.25. Other published studies concentrate mainly on ZnPc:C60 blends, however, concluding
bulk or interface electron traps by impedance spectroscopy with densities of 6 × 1016 cm−3 for 1:2
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Figure 5.30: Conductivity of ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ thin-ﬁlms measured by K. Schmidt. [295] Two
regions are found which are ﬁtted by red and gray lines. Originally, the transition
between both has been set to MR = 0.003 (a), whereas in a modiﬁed ﬁt it is ﬁxed
to MR = 0.001 (b).
blends, [308] or NT = 3.5×1016 cm−3 (ET = EC−0.458 eV, σT = 55meV) for mixing ratio of 1:1, [298]
i.e. overall one order of magnitude lower than determined here. Recently, Fischer et al. estimated
the presence of hole traps in type of tail states with a density of 2× 1018 cm−3 and a depth of only
0.125 eV in 1:1 blends, [309] which is even three times as high as the 7.2 × 1017 cm−3 concluded by
the p-doping study in this thesis.
Temperature Dependence of the Fermi level in ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ
Two p-doped ZnPc samples are measured by UPS under temperature variation to reveal the respec-
tive impact on the Fermi level. As doping concentrations MR = 0.00086, i.e. twice as high as the
trap density (NT /N0 = 0.00045), and MR = 0.217, i.e. representing the dopant reserve regime, are
chosen. The temperature is varied stepwise in the range of 293 . . . 93K (forward and backward) by
liquid nitrogen ﬂow through the sample holder within the UPS chamber.
The spectra and determined Fermi level positions as well as thin-ﬁlm IPs are shown in Fig. 5.31.
In case of the weakly doped sample, EF shifts away from the HOMO states upon cooling by al-
most 0.3 eV, reaching EF = 1.19 eV at 93K which is practically equal to the assumed trap depth
ET = 1.20 eV. Reheating of the sample to room temperature shifts the Fermi level back without
a hysteresis. At room temperature holds EF = 0.92 eV. This eﬀect can be attributed to stepwise
narrowing of the Fermi-Dirac statistics upon cooling which on the one hand increases the amount
of ﬁlled traps and thus shifts EF towards the center ET . Furthermore, the activated dopants might
be freezing out. However, since at this low concentration EF lies well above the dopant level EA by
several 100meV even at room temperature, the latter eﬀect might be of minor importance.
In contrast to these ﬁndings, the Fermi level position is almost not aﬀected by cooling for the highly
doped sample (cf. Fig. 5.31 (b)). The diﬀerence in EF between 100 and 293K is only 0.03 eV. This
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Figure 5.31: UPS spectra and determined Fermi level positions as well as ionization potentials
of p-doped ZnPc thin-ﬁlms under temperature variation. A low (a) and a (high)
doping concentration are compared.
result is unexpected because molecular doping should be in the impurity reserve regime at this
high doping ratio, in particular since the Fermi level lies with EF = 0.22 eV very close to the as-
sumed dopant level of EA = 0.27 eV and narrowing of the Fermi-Dirac statistics should signiﬁcantly
inﬂuence the occupation of the dopant level under temperature variation. In conclusion, this mea-
surement clearly shows that the introduction of EA is a limited idealization, just representing the
eﬃciency of the [M+A−] charge transfer complex rather than giving a comprehensive picture for the
underlying microscopic process. In particular, the temperature dependence of the CT dissociation
seems to be completely diﬀerent than described by the Fermi-Dirac statistics and an improved model
is required, but out of scope of this thesis. However, before discussing potential extensions of the
statistical description these ﬁndings are compared to other recent theories on molecular doping.
Comparison to recent Theories on Molecular Doping
In framework of the hybridization picture, [15,242] Salzmann et al. proposed the formation of an anti-
bonding state at -4.2. . . -4.3 eV for potential P5-F4-TCNQ hybrids in p-doped thin-ﬁlms, which would
correspond to an eﬀective acceptor activation energy of approximately 0.7. . . 0.6 eV since the HOMO
of pentacene lies at -4.9 eV. Here, we concluded an (statistical) acceptor depth of EA = 0.41 eV for
P5:C60F36. A hypothetical hybridization of P5 and C60F36 molecules would therefore result in an
anti-bonding state at -4.5 eV which is supposed to govern the doping process and thus explains the
low doping eﬃciencies. However, even by identifying the EA introduced here with the LUMO of po-
tential P5-C60F36 (or ZnPc-F6-TCNNQ) hybrid molecules, the observed temperature independence
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of EF for the highly doped ZnPc sample (cf. Fig. 5.31 (b)) cannot consistently be explained since
the required dissociation of formed CT states between host:hybrid molecules providing the actual
amount of free carriers p is not covered by this model.
Nonetheless, for justiﬁcation of the hybridization picture, it has been argued that the commonly
observed increase of the IP of p-doped ﬁlms is due to hybrid formation since the new hybrid HOMO
lies energetically below the original host HOMO. In case of P5:F4-TCNQ, an increase of the IP from
4.9 (undoped) over 5.20 (MR = 0.1) to 5.75 eV (MR = 1) was measured by UPS. [15] A similar trend
is also found for the investigated P5:C60F36 samples here (cf. Fig. 5.29 (b) on page 111, squares).
The measured IP increases monotonously from 4.88 eV (undoped) to 5.33 eV at MR = 0.33, which
can be interpreted as a hint on hybrid formation. A similar, but much weaker pronounced eﬀect
is found for the p-doped ZnPc samples (circles in Fig. 5.29 (b)). Since the IP of undoped ZnPc
thin-ﬁlms strongly depends on the underlying substrate, i.e. taking 5.4 eV directly on Ag and 4.9 eV
on amorphous MeO-TPD, actually a decrease is observed in the former case while the IP increases
for the latter type of samples with increasing doping concentration. However, at molar ratios above
0.1 both values cross each other in-between at approximately 5.0 . . . 5.1 eV, which is a strong hint
on equal energetics within the doped ﬁlms, e.g. being determined by ZnPc-F6-TCNNQ hybrids.
Most recently, the Bredas group performed numerical (dynamical Monte Carlo) calculations to
determine the dependence of the conductivity, mobility, and the Fermi level on the charge carrier
density, assuming diﬀerent DOS types. [17] As a main outcome they found that kinks in the EF ver-
sus carrier density p (i.e. doping concentration) plots appear at the position where the DOS changes
from Gaussian to exponential type. The respective energetic positions Eβ are determined by the
DOS parameters. In contrast, here it is argued that kinks in the EF vs. MR plots are attributed to
transition from dopant saturation to reserve, i.e. appearing at the energies of the assumed EA levels.
The identiﬁcation of the kink energies by a transition from exponential to Gaussians DOS type be-
comes unreasonable by comparing the measured DOS parameters of both p-doped material systems
investigated here. The determined Gaussian widths of ZnPc (0.170 eV) and pentacene (0.163) are
quite similar. Also the transition energies Eβ diﬀer only by 45meV (ZnPc: 0.078 eV; P5: 0.123 eV;
cf. Fig. 5.24). However, the kink energies in the corresponding EF plots (here referred to EA, cf.
Tab. 5.6) diﬀer by 140meV which is much more than one would expect from the overall similar DOS
parameters. Therefore, it is more reasonable to conclude that the kinks are caused by the individual
host:dopant energetics for P5:C60F36 and ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ rather than the DOS transitions.
Another main outcome of the calculations of Mehraeen et al. is that the conductivity dependence
on the charge carrier density is linear below and super-linear above Eβ (for p-doping), i.e. in log-log
σ(MR) plots also kinks shall appear at the same position as in respective EF (log(MR)) plots. [17]
Qualitatively, this ﬁnding is in agreement with the experimental data of ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ ﬁlms plot-
ted in Fig. 5.30. However, the kink appears at a molar doping ratio of approximately 0.001. . . 0.003
(depending on the ﬁtting accuracy) rather than at 0.01. . . 0.02 as observed for EF (cf. Fig. 5.25 (b)).
This deviation by one order of magnitude cannot be explained by experimental uncertainties.
Furthermore, the mobility μ is supposed to strongly (super-linearly) increase during ﬁlling of the
exponential tail (EF > Eβ) and to stay roughly constant as soon as the Fermi level reaches the
Gaussian DOS (EF < Eβ). [17] In combination with the predicted σ(MR) correlation this ﬁnding
would imply that the doping eﬃciency p/NA is constant (but not necessarily 100%) for EF < Eβ
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(i.e. EF < EA), which is in clear contradiction to the measurement results presented in this thesis. In
contrast, the observed decreasing doping eﬃciency in the dopant reserve regime would correspond
to a sub-linear p vs. MR correlation (cf. Fig. 5.12 (b) on page 86 (b)). For lower concentrations
(impurity saturation, EF > EA), direct proportionality would be expected: p ∝ MR. However,
since the concentration dependence of the mobility μ(MR) cannot be independently measured, the
actual p ∝ (MR)n correlation is not unambiguously determinable from σ(MR) experimental data,
which prevents a veriﬁcation of either Fig. 5.12 or the predications of Mehraeen et al.. Interest-
ingly, for larger Gaussian DOS widths, e.g. of 4.5 kBT ≈ 120meV, Mehraeen et al. calculated a
strongly increasing mobility by one order of magnitude per decade of doping concentration, even
for EF < Eβ . Such a behavior might overcompensate the decreasing doping eﬃciency upon dopant
reserve which could ﬁnally lead to an approximately linear (or even super-linear) conductivity vs.
doping concentration characteristics. The critical parameters, which control this correlation, are
the width of the Gaussian DOS as well as the real dopant activation energy ΔEA. In particular the
inﬂuence of the latter has been neglected by Mehraeen et al., i.e. σ, EF , and μ are calculated in de-
pendence of the charge carrier concentration rather than the doping concentration. For comparison
to experimental data of n-doped C60 published by Olthof et al., [140] a constant doping eﬃciency
of 100% was assumed but not veriﬁed by respective measurements. Nevertheless, good agreement
between experiment and theory could be obtained, even under temperature variation.7 This result
is remarkable, since the used dopant molecules are very large and an additional reduction of the
mobility at higher doping concentrations upon disorder can be expected but is not considered in
the calculations. However, a comparison to other material systems remains open and at the current
stage of knowledge it is not clearly distinguishable wether the conclusions of Mehraeen et al. or of
this thesis are closer to reality.
Outlook: Extension of the Statistical Description
Due to the discrepancies described above, it is necessary to improve the simple statistical descrip-
tion aiming the development of a more comprehensive model on molecular doping. Possible new
approaches will be discussed in the following.
The conducted calculations of the Fermi level and the doping eﬃciency are only based on the as-
sumption of validity of the Fermi-Dirac statistics as well as the solution of the corresponding steady
state neutrality equation (cf. Sec. 5.2). The weak point of this approach is that all states of the as-
sumed DOS are treated as equally mobile states, i.e. the eﬀective mobility of all these states is equal.
However, due to the hopping nature of transport in organic semiconductors, the mobility is actually
a function of energy μ(E). This is easy to understand, because the hopping probability decreases
exponentially with the energy diﬀerence of the initial and ﬁnal state, i.e. jumps to energetically
matched states are preferred. Since the density of states of similar energy within the exponential
tail is reduced by two orders of magnitude compared to the molecule density (cf. Fig. 5.24), the
absolute number of available jump partners is signiﬁcantly reduced for a charge carrier occupying
a tail state. This means that even if the tail is ﬁlled by doping, the charge carriers are more or
less trapped in these states. Hence, the steady state ratio p/NA, calculated as presented above,
must inherently overestimate the real doping eﬃciency, in particular at doping concentrations being
72.5 kBT and 5 kBT were used as Gaussian and exponential DOS widths in the calculations.
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similar to the density of tail states, i.e. typically at molar ratios below 10−2 . . . 10−3. This eﬀect
causes therefore the deviation between experiment and theory for the doping eﬃciency in ZnPc:F6-
TCNNQ (cf. Fig 5.27 (b)).
To overcome this circumstance, two approaches for extension of the model are conceivable. On the
one hand, an appropriate dimensionless mobility function μ(E) could be introduced and the density
of free carriers calculated by a respective convolution of the usual Fermi-integral with μ(E):
p =
∫
dE g(E)μ(E) [1− f(E,EF )] . (5.30)
Here, the unknown function μ(E) has to be quantiﬁed. In a ﬁrst step, a mobility edge Eμ could be
deﬁned, which means in case of p-doping the calculation of p by Eq. (5.30) and setting
μ(E) =
⎧⎨
⎩0 , E > Eμ1 , E < Eμ . (5.31)
For smoothing the sharpness of the mobility edge, an ansatz equal to the Fermi-Dirac statistics
might be possible:
μ(E) =
1
1 + exp
[
E−Eμ
βμ
] . (5.32)
Here, βμ is a parameter which plays the role of kBT in the Fermi-Dirac statistics, i.e. it deﬁnes the
extension in energy over which μ(E) switches from 0 to 1. Eμ sets the position of the mobility edge
within the DOS. For instance, it is reasonable to identify Eμ with the transition energy between
Gaussian and exponential tail states (Eβ in Fig. 5.24), which reﬂects the assumption that tail states
have trap character. Alternatively, the mobility edge could also be set to an appropriate position
in the low energy part of the Gaussian, which would correspond to a kind of transport edge or
transport energy as commonly assumed in framework of hopping transport models. [302,303] It has
also been suggested to calculate the hopping mobility in a Gaussian DOS from the diﬀerential form
of the generalized Einstein relation which yields [310]
μ(E) ∝ λ
2(E)νesc(E)
kBT
[
1 + exp
(
EF−E
kBT
)] . (5.33)
Here, λ(E) is the mean hopping jump distance and νesc(E) the total escape rate. However, these
parameters as well as an additional proportionally factor are still unknown, but can be obtained
by ﬁtting to experimental data. A comparison to conductivity measurements on p-doped ZnPc
of Maennig et al. [180] yields νesc = 1012 s−1. Furthermore, the presence of deep hole traps with
ET = 1 eV and NT = 9.5×1017 cm−3 was deduced from this model, which is in very good agreement
to the values given in Tab. 5.6. Finally, the preferred solution would be the determination of an
exact mobility function μ(E), reﬂecting the hopping properties of each individual state of the DOS
in dependence of occupation of its neighboring sites considering also morphological aspects like
molecular packing and resulting inter-molecular distances.
In a second approach to extend the molecular doping model, actual dynamic calculations of hopping
in interplay with dopant activation could be performed, e.g. by kinetic Monte Carlo simulations.
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The main issue here is to combine this kind of description with the concept of Fermi level and/or
dopant levels EA or ED. In particular the applicability of the Fermi-Dirac statistics to so-called free
carriers, which are moving via hopping transport, must be clariﬁed. This task is not trivial, since the
hopping rate of a charge carrier at higher energy levels might be independent of a carrier which jumps
at lower energies. This circumstance is due to the fact that the jump probability νij does depend
on the energetic diﬀerence between initial and ﬁnal Ei − Ej state rather then on their (average)
absolute values. This dependence appears only indirectly due to the non-uniformity of the density of
states as explained above. In contrast, Fermi-Dirac statistics considers all carriers indistinguishable
(equally) mobile which are above or close the Fermi level which deﬁnes the occupation boundary.
Furthermore, the presence and clear deﬁnition of trap states must be included in an extended model.
Here, the main issue is to ﬁnd characteristic trapping times (recombination rates) rather then just
trap depths for describing their occupation with charge carriers.
Finally, the dopant activation process must be implemented, i.e. a physical motivation or substitution
for the introduced levels EA has to be found. In particular the relative energy level alignment
between diluted dopant molecules in a surrounding of host molecules as well as the process of
[M+A−] dissociation must be studied in a microscopic model.
5.4 Summary
Molecular p-doping has been studied by UPS and impedance spectroscopy for various thermally co-
evaporated thin-ﬁlms. In particular the Fermi level shift upon variation of the doping concentrations
as well as the doping eﬃciency has been measured. The experimental results for three host materials
doped by diﬀerent p-dopant molecules are compared to a statistical description. Dopant reserve,
as known from the classical semiconductor physics, could be conﬁrmed for all investigated material
combinations. Furthermore, it was shown that deep trap states with densities in the range of
MR = 4× 10−5 (pentacene), 5× 10−4 (ZnPc), and 2× 10−3 (MeO-TPD) are hindering the doping
process at very low concentrations. Additionally, it could quantitatively be veriﬁed for MeO-TPD
thin-ﬁlms that the absolute density as well as the energy distribution of the traps correlate with
the material purity. Finally, three characteristic regimes are identiﬁed by varying the molar doping
ratio over ﬁve orders of magnitude for p-doped pentacene and ZnPc ﬁlms: Trap-ﬁlling, dopant
saturation, and reserve. The transitions between these regions are characterized by respective kinks
in the Fermi level vs. molar doping ratio plots. In particular the transition between the dopant
saturation and reserve regimes could be modeled by the introduction of appropriate acceptor levels
EA which pinn the Fermi level at high doping concentrations and therefore cause the low observed
doping eﬃciencies.
In contrast, kinks in measured Fermi level vs. molar doping ratio plots have been explained in
literature by a transition of the Fermi level from exponential tail (trap) states to the Gaussian
DOS at the example of n-doped thin-ﬁlms. [17,140] Furthermore, low doping eﬃciencies in molecular
p-doped systems were independently attributed to the formation of dopant-host hybrid molecules
with a LUMO lying several 100meV above the host HOMO. [15] This energetic distance is supposed
to equal the activation energy of the molecular doping process. In comparison, the statistical
description presented here is able to explain both eﬀects by introduction of the eﬀective acceptor
level EA.
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In this chapter, UPS investigations on molecular n-doping with the strong donor ma-
terial W2(hpp)4 are presented. First, the Fermi level positions versus the doping
concentrations are shown for three diﬀerent host materials. Applying the statistical
doping model presented in the previous chapter allows for determination of electron
trap densities and an estimation of the doping eﬃciency in these materials. In the
second section, the interesting passivation eﬀect of W2(hpp)4 contained in n-doped
layers against degradation in air is studied by conductivity and UPS/XPS measure-
ments. These studies particularly allow for new conclusions on the doping mechanism
in general, which will ﬁnally be discussed in detail.
6.1 N-Type Doping by the Molecular Di-Metal Complex
W2(hpp)4
A thin-ﬁlm of the di-metal complex W2(hpp)4 possesses a very small IP of only 2.4 eV, which makes
this material suitable as n-dopant for nearly all electron transport materials commonly applied in
OLEDs, OPV, and transistor structures although being unstable in air. [198,201] Hence, the n-doping
eﬀect of W2(hpp)4 in pentacene and ZnPc is studied by UPS and compared to the conclusions drawn
from respective p-doping experiments described in Sec. 5.3. Furthermore, n-doped C60 thin-ﬁlms
are investigated and compared to a recently published UPS study using [RuCp ∗ (mes)]2 dimers as
n-dopants in C60. [140] Finally, the appearance of gap states in all investigated n-doped thin-ﬁlms is
discussed.
6.1.1 IPES on Pentacene, ZnPc, and C60 Thin-Films: Gap Determination
The exact LUMO positions or thin-ﬁlm EAs of the host materials pentacene, ZnPc, and C60 are
required for a quantitative analysis of the n-doping eﬀect by W2(hpp)4. The commonly used es-
timation IP + optical gap is not accurate enough for this purpose since it includes the unknown
exciton binding energy which usually takes values of several 100meV. Thus, the actual electronic
gaps are needed but are not accessible by UPS. However, combined UPS and inverse photoemis-
sion spectroscopy (IPES) measurements were conducted by Selina Olthof at Princeton University.
Although the material batches (suppliers) are diﬀerent from those used at the IAPP, the measured
EAs are assumed to be accurate insofar as the corresponding IPs are similar to values obtained by
UPS at the IAPP.
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Figure 6.1: UPS/IPES spectra of the host materials pentacene, ZnPc, and C60, measured by
Selina Olthof at Princeton University. The HOMO (LUMO) onsets are indicated
by circles (diamonds), whereas the respective peak positions are marked by dashes.
All characteristic values are summarized in Tab. 6.1.
The combined UPS/IPES spectra obtained at Princeton are shown in Fig. 6.1 and the determined
energy levels are summarized in Tab. 6.1. In comparison to UPS measurements at the IAPP, the
obtained IPs at Princeton deviate by max. 50meV, i.e. by the same order as the experimental er-
ror of UPS. The values are (IAPP/Princeton): 4.88 eV/4.88 eV (P5), 4.90 eV/4.85 eV (ZnPc), and
6.48 eV/6.51 eV (C60). Similar deviations can therefore be expected for the EA values, i.e. the un-
certainties in the corresponding electronic HOMO-onset to LUMO-onset gaps due to diﬀerent used
material batches are in the order of 100meV, which is small enough for a reasonable quantitative
analysis of the n-doping studies at the IAPP using only UPS.
The widths of the HOMO-peaks measured by UPS either at the IAPP or in Princeton are also similar.
For instance, this can be quantiﬁed by the energetic diﬀerence between the HOMO-peak positions
and respective HOMO-onsets, yielding (IAPP/Princeton): 0.48 eV/0.47 eV (P5), 0.33 eV/0.55 eV
(ZnPc), and 0.48 eV/0.49 eV (C60). The values are practically equal except for ZnPc, where a much
broader HOMO DOS is measured in Princeton. This deviation of 0.22 eV might be caused by the
diﬀerent thin-ﬁlm growth of ZnPc, which strongly depends on the used substrate and cannot be
avoided. This ﬁnding is important since the exact energetic diﬀerence between the HOMO-peak
and the LUMO-onset (EHpLo in Tab. 6.1) is required for systematic n-doping investigations. There
the Fermi level is measured with respect to the HOMO-peak, but its distance to the LUMO-onset
host HBEC Wf HOMO LUMO gap IP EA EHpLopeak onset onset peak onsets peaks
P5 18.42 2.80 2.55 2.08 -0.22 -1.02 2.30 3.57 4.88 2.58 2.77
ZnPc 17.22 4.00 1.40 0.85 -0.56 -1.60 1.41 3.00 4.85 3.44 1.96
C60 16.93 4.29 2.71 2.22 -0.06 -0.83 2.28 3.54 6.51 4.23 2.77
Table 6.1: Energy levels and electronic gaps of pentacene, ZnPc, and C60 measured by
UPS/IPES by Selina Olthof at Princeton University. EHpLo is the energetic dif-
ference between the HOMO-peak and the LUMO-onset.
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is important from a theoretical standpoint of view. Thus, before drawing quantitative conclusions
on the doping process from measured EF (MR) plots at the IAPP, it must be declared which elec-
tronic gap measured at Princeton, i.e. whether the HOMO-peak to LUMO-onset or HOMO-onset
to LUMO-onset gap, will be applied to the UPS spectra obtained at the IAPP. Since energetic
broadening does not aﬀect the HOMO-peak position, the HOMO-peak to LUMO-onset distance is
assumed to be the more reliable gap. Consequently, the HOMO-onset to LUMO-onset gap of evapo-
rated ZnPc ﬁlms at the IAPP is assumed to be increased from the 1.41 eV measured in Princeton by
0.22 eV (broadening) to 1.63 eV. This assumption is supported by an optical gap of 1.548 eV (801 nm)
determined from absorption measurements at the IAPP1. A HOMO-onset to LUMO-onset gap of
just 1.41 eV would not ﬁt to this ﬁnding since the optical gap must be smaller than the electronic
gap due to the exciton binding energy.
6.1.2 Fermi Level Shift in Pentacene, ZnPc, and C60 Thin-Films
The n-doping eﬀect of W2(hpp)4 in pentacene, ZnPc, and C60 thin-ﬁlms is investigated by UPS
under systematic variation of the doping concentration. In contrast to the p-doping studies, the
position of the Fermi level is here determined with respect to the HOMO-peak rather than the
HOMO-onset since at higher doping concentrations, gap states appear which superimpose the low
binding energy ﬂank of the HOMO DOS and thus prevent the clear onset determination. The UPS
spectra of n-doped pentacene and ZnPc thin-ﬁlms are plotted in Fig. 6.2 where the host HOMO-
peak positions are marked by circles (EF = 0). The investigated sample structures are Ag/MeO-
TPD(4 nm)/n-P5(35 . . . 50 nm) and Ag/n-ZnPc(8 . . . 25 nm). The MeO-TPD layer is used to control
the morphology of the P5 ﬁlm (cf. Sec. 5.3.1). With increasing doping concentration, a clear shift
of the spectra towards higher binding energies is found for both material systems. Above molar
doping ratios of approximately 0.01, gap states appear which ﬁnally dominate the spectral shape
of thin-ﬁlms at doping ratios higher than 0.1. Interestingly, the energetic width of the gap states
in n-P5 is twice as high as in n-ZnPc. The gap states extend across the whole energy gap of the
host material, which is larger for pentacene (2.30 eV) than for ZnPc (1.41 eV), up to the Fermi level.
Thus, an unambiguous determination of host HOMO-peak positions is hindered at the highest dop-
ing concentrations, e.g. for the MR = 0.66 p-ZnPc sample (cf. Fig. 6.2 (b)).
The obtained Fermi level positions with respect to the HOMO-peak positions are plotted in Fig. 6.3
versus the molar doping ratio (ﬁlled symbols). Additionally, the HOMO and LUMO-onsets deter-
mined by UPS/IPES (cf. Sec. 6.1.1) as well as the data points of corresponding p-doping studies
(empty symbols) are shown. For both material systems, EF shifts much closer to the LUMO-onset
upon n-doping as observed towards the HOMO-onset for p-doping. Moreover, it even crosses the
LUMO-onset at medium (n-ZnPc) or high (n-P5) doping ratios, whereas it is pinned several 100meV
above the HOMO-onset in case of p-doping. This result is remarkable since it suggests that n-doping
is much more eﬃcient and not limited by a donor level ED deep in the tail of the LUMO DOS. The
shape of the EF vs. log(MR) plots supports this hypothesis. In particular for n-P5, a continuously
increasing relation without any kinks is observed for the investigated molar doping ratios between
6.7× 10−4 and 0.66.
In comparison to the basic calculations discussed in Fig. 5.11, these ﬁndings mean that the Fermi level
1Absorption measurements are performed by Christiane Falkenberg at the IAPP. The optical gap is deﬁned as the
low energy absorption onset.
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Figure 6.2: UPS spectra of (a) Ag/MeO-TPD(4 nm)/n-P5(35 . . . 50 nm) and (b) Ag/n-
ZnPc(8 . . . 25 nm) samples. The amount of the n-dopant W2(hpp)4 is varied down
to MR = 5.3× 10−4.
position can be modeled by assuming dopant saturation, i.e. n = N+D = ND, and a Gaussian LUMO
DOS. Due to the low resolution of IPES, the latter can only be assumed rather than ﬁtted from an
IPES spectrum. In case of pentacene, a Gaussian LUMO with a width of σ = 0.15 eV and a center of
E0,LUMO = 3.0 eV above the HOMO-peak yields a reasonable ﬁt to the measured EF values (cf. blue
line in Fig. 6.3 (a)). The corresponding LUMO-onset would lie at ELUMO = E0,LUMO−2σ = 2.70 eV
which is in good agreement with the experimental value from IPES of EHpLo = 2.77 eV.
Generally, the n-ZnPc data can be similarly modeled by assuming a much narrower Gaussian LUMO
at E0,LUMO = 2.20 eV with σ = 0.07, which yields a corresponding LUMO-onset of ELUMO = 2.06 eV
which deviates by 0.1 eV from the IPES value (EHpLo = 1.96 eV). Additionally, electron trap states
must be taken into account to reproduce the step in the EF (MR) plot at MR ≈ 10−3 (cf. red line
in Fig. 6.3 (b)). All calculation parameters are summarized in Tab. 6.2.
host E0,LUMO σ N0 ET σT NT NT /N0(eV) (eV) (cm−3) (eV) (eV) (cm−3)
P5 3.0 0.15 2.86× 1021 - - - <0.0007
ZnPc 2.2 0.07 1.55× 1021 0.55 (1.65) 0.02 1.9× 1018 0.0012
C60 3.0 0.08 1.63× 1021 0.65 (2.45) 0.07 3.4× 1018 0.0021
Table 6.2: Calculation parameters for ﬁtting the measured Fermi level positions in n-doped
pentacene and ZnPc (Fig. 6.3), and C60 (Fig. 6.5) thin-ﬁlms.
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Figure 6.3: Fermi level positions of pentacene (a) and ZnPc (b) thin-ﬁlms n-doped by W2(hpp)4
(closed symbols). EF = 0 refers to the HOMO-peak positions. For comparison,
UPS data of P5:C60F36 and ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ (open symbols) as well as the HOMO
and LUMO-onset positions determined by IPES are given. The solid lines indicate
calculated curves assuming Gaussian LUMO DOS and dopant saturation. Respec-
tive LUMO and additional trap parameters are summarized in Tab. 6.2.
Since the Fermi level curve of n-P5 does not show any kink above MR = 6.7 × 10−4, trap states
of higher concentration are not expected, but could be present with lower density. However,
since the LUMO level of C60 lies below that of pentacene by approximately 1.6 eV (cf. Fig. 6.4),
it should be possible to intentionally introduce deep electron traps by co-evaporation of P5 and
C60. These traps can purposefully be ﬁlled by n-doping the P5:C60 blend with W2(hpp)4. To val-
idate this hypothesis, two UPS samples with P5:C60:W2(hpp)4 thin-ﬁlms are compared: One with
MR(W2(hpp)4)< MR(C60) and the other vice versa. For both samples, the C60 concentration is
ﬁxed to MR  0.03, whereas the W2(hpp)4 concentrations are MR = 0.003 and MR = 0.1 which are
similar to samples without C60. The two determined Fermi level positions are shown in Fig. 6.3 (a)
by black diamond symbols. In case of MR = 0.1, the Fermi level lies at 2.74 eV which is close to
the position without C60 (EF = 2.78 eV). For the MR = 0.003 sample, EF is shifted only to 1.9 eV,
i.e. just above the undoped position, whereas EF = 2.56 eV was found for an usual P5:W2(hpp)4
thin-ﬁlm. This result clearly conﬁrms that C60 molecules really act as electron traps in pentacene,
which control the Fermi level position at low doping concentrations. As soon as the dopant density
of W2(hpp)4 exceeds the C60 density, all these traps are ﬁlled and the Fermi level shifts strongly
towards the pentacene LUMO. The position of this strong shift is supposed to be tunable by the
C60 concentration. However, besides this special material combination, the above ﬁnding is also of
general importance since it gives experimental evidence for the assumptions of the statistical doping
model, i.e. the presence of deep trap states which control doping at low concentrations, and its
conclusions on the mechanism of molecular doping.
Finally, n-doping of C60 thin-ﬁlms by W2(hpp)4 co-evaporated on Au-foil is studied by UPS. Cor-
responding spectra are plotted in Fig. 6.5 (a) and the Fermi level positions with respect to the C60
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Figure 6.4: Energy levels of W2(hpp)4 (gray), pentacene (blue), and C60 (black). Electron
transfer to the pentacene LUMO provides n-doping. However, C60 molecules co-
evaporated in pentacene thin-ﬁlms are supposed to form electron traps with a depth
of approximately 1.6 eV.
HOMO-peak position are summarized in Fig. 6.5 (b). Below a molar doping ratio of approximately
2× 10−3, a stronger drop of the Fermi level into the gap is observed which indicates the presence of
traps also here. Qualitatively, the data of Fig. 6.5 are in agreement with recent UPS measurements
of Olthof et al. on C60 thin-ﬁlms doped by [RuCp*(mes)]2 dimers where a similar kink was found
at MR  4× 10−3. [140] There, it was argued that the transition from exponential tail (trap) states
to the Gaussian LUMO density causes this kink. Here, it shall be argued similarly, but slightly
diﬀerent. The kink is supposed to be caused by deeper electron traps of Gaussian type with a den-
sity of 3.4× 1018 cm−3 (NT /N0 = 2× 10−3) and a depth of 0.65 eV. The Fermi level curve is again
calculated by the statistical approach assuming dopant saturation, i.e. solving n+N−T = N
+
D = ND
with a Gaussian LUMO at E0,LUMO = 3.0 eV and a width of 80meV, i.e a LUMO-onset at 2.84 eV
which is close the experimental IPES value of EHpLo = 2.77 eV (cf. Sec. 6.1.1). The HOMO and
LUMO-onsets determined by UPS/IPES are indicated by gray lines in Fig. 6.5 (b). Here, EF shifts
across the LUMO-onset at a medium concentration of MR ≈ 10−2 as well. The calculation param-
eters are summarized in Tab. 6.2. Very good agreement to the experimental values is achieved for
all investigated doping concentrations. In particular the kink as well as the positions of the two
weak doped samples are reproduced more accurately than suggested by ﬁtting with a straight line
in Ref. [140]. However, as extensively discussed in framework of determination of hole-trap distribu-
tions in diﬀerent puriﬁcation grades of MeO-TPD (cf. Sec. 5.2.4), the deduced trap depth can only
be regarded as estimation due to the substrate dependence of the Fermi level position for undoped
organics on metals. The same argumentation holds true here.
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Figure 6.5: (a) UPS spectra of Au/n-C60 (6 . . . 25 nm) samples. The amount of the n-dopant
W2(hpp)4 is varied down to MR = 6.7 × 10−4. (b) Corresponding Fermi level
positions with respect to the C60 HOMO-peak. The black line has been calculated
by the statistical model.
6.2 Self-Passivation of Molecular n-Type Doping
The degradation of W2(hpp)4 molecules in pure ﬁlms as well as doped into various host materials
is systematically investigated under air exposure by conductivity, UPS/XPS, and LDI-TOF-MS
measurements. In particular, a passivation of the n-doping eﬀect in n-doped C60 and Bis-HFl-NTCDI
is observed whereas it completely vanishes in pentacene and ZnPc thin-ﬁlms after air exposure.
Based on these ﬁndings, conclusions on the physical mechanism of molecular n-doping, in particular
on the relative host:dopant energy level alignment, are discussed in Sec. 6.3.
6.2.1 Passivation of W2(hpp)4 in C60
First, the stability of C60:W2(hpp)4 thin-ﬁlms under air exposure is analyzed since this material
combination is important for novel vertical transistor concepts with high performance. [278,279] In
particular, state of the art devices are structured by photo-lithography which is commonly performed
under ambient (clean-room) conditions. [237] Therefore, the application of the W2(hpp)4 n-dopant
compound was supposed to be unsuitable in these devices due to its air-sensitivity. However, in
contrast to this expectation, it will be shown that the n-doping eﬀect in C60 thin-ﬁlms is partially
passivated against degradation in air, at least in a time frame of a few minutes. Surprisingly, similar
ﬁndings are obtained for pure W2(hpp)4 thin-ﬁlms evaporated on Au or SiO2 surfaces.
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Conductivity and Seebeck Measurements
First, a C60:W2(hpp)4 (30 nm, 4wt%) thin-ﬁlm is prepared and investigated in situ.2 The conduc-
tivity of the fresh ﬁlm in vacuum is measured to 1.88 S/cm after thermal annealing at 120◦C for 1
hour and subsequent re-cooling to 25◦C. Next, the sample is removed from vacuum and exposed to
air for 16minutes, continuously probing the conductivity which is plotted in Fig. 6.6 (a). An imme-
diate drop by 5 orders of magnitude down to a value of 1.7× 10−5 S/cm is observed. Directly after,
the measurement chamber with the sample is evacuated again. Upon evacuation the conductivity
increases to 2.1×10−3 S/cm at a pressure of 2×10−7mbar which is reached after approximately 10 h
(cf. Fig. 6.6 (b)). Hence, 0.1% of the initial conductivity is restored, indicating that the molecular
n-doping is still intact. By slowly heating the sample up to 120◦C, the conductivity is restored even
further and saturates after cooling down to room temperature at 0.60 S/cm which is 1/3 of its initial
value.
Extending the air exposure time to 3 hours yields a further conductivity drop to 6.6 × 10−7 S/cm.
Re-evacuating the vacuum chamber recovers the conductivity to 2.3× 10−5 S/cm and a subsequent
heat treatment to 0.03 S/cm. Hence, the much longer air exposure reduces the ﬁnal conductivity
by factor of approximately 60 compared to the initial value of 1.88 S/cm. However, it is still close
to the conductivity of a freshly fabricated and annealed C60 layer doped by the air-stable precursor
compound acridine orange base (AOB). [230]
Similar conductivity drops have been reported in literature for metal doped C60 and were attributed
to the formation of deep oxygen related electron traps, [311] which are further correlated to the for-
mation of fullerene ferites by O2 bridges. [312] Besides, the charge carrier mobility in C60 is supposed
to suﬀer from air exposure by several orders of magnitude. [313] However, thermal annealing of re-
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Figure 6.6: Conductivity measurements on a 30 nm C60 thin-ﬁlm n-doped by 4wt% W2(hpp)4:
During air exposure (a) and after re-evacuation and thermal annealing (b). The
measurements are performed by Torben Menke.
2The measurements are performed by Torben Menke with the Seebeck setup of the IAPP. Experimental details can
be found in Ref. [231]
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spective oxygen and hydrogen related electron traps in C60 has been measured directly by the
thermally stimulated current technique and validated by enhanced OFET mobilities of 4 orders of
magnitude. [314] Therefore, the decrease in conductivity and subsequent restoration observed here do
not necessarily mean that the n-doping is destroyed by a degradation of W2(hpp)4 due to oxidation
in air. Instead, we conclude that the n-doping is at least partially intact during air exposure and
only compensated by oxygen related traps and/or p-doping eﬀects.
Before and after each air exposure Seebeck measurements are performed. The Seebeck coeﬃcient S
at a mean temperature (Tm = 40◦C) is correlated to the energetic diﬀerence ES between the Fermi
level EF and an assumed (average) transport energy ETr via [310,315]
ES = ETr − EF = e ·Tm · |S| . (6.1)
It is thus a direct measure for the density of free electrons generated by molecular n-doping. For
the 4wt% C60:W2(hpp)4 sample, ES is increased by 8.8meV to 82.3meV upon 16minutes of air ex-
posure. The second exposure of 3 hours leads to an additional rise of ES by 28.0meV to 110.3meV,
which generally corresponds to an increased diﬀerence between the Fermi level and the transport
energy and thus to less free electrons. However, the Seebeck energy ES of the 4wt% sample
(MR = 0.033) after such a long air exposure is still lower than that of a freshly prepared sam-
ple with a tenth of the doping concentration measured in situ: Here, ES = 167meV at 0.5wt%
(MR = 0.004). [201] This comparison clearly demonstrates that for the 4wt% sample, at least 10%
of the W2(hpp)4 molecules have to survive the degradation in air and still provide a signiﬁcant
n-doping eﬀect in C60. Furthermore, the Seebeck coeﬃcients S are negative, i.e. the n-doping is
stronger than a possible p-doping of C60 by oxygen in air.
UPS: C60:W2(hpp)4 and W2(hpp)4 on Au
The results from Seebeck are conﬁrmed by UPS which is illustrated in Fig. 6.7 (a). There, the UPS
spectra of 12 nm intrinsic and 10 nm n-doped (10wt%, MR = 0.087) C60 thin-ﬁlms evaporated on Au
are compared. The Fermi level is shifted by 0.51 eV towards the C60 LUMO upon n-doping, yielding
EF = 2.82 eV with respect to the HOMO-peak position (cf. also Fig. 6.5). After exposing the doped
ﬁlm for 1minute to air, the Fermi level shifts only by 40meV back into the gap (EF = 2.78 eV).
Also the HBEC is increased from 4.07 eV to just 4.12 eV. These ﬁndings clearly show a conservation
of the n-doping eﬀect. However, gap states which arise due to n-type doping disappear after air
exposure (cf. inset of Fig. 6.7 (a)), which is a hint that several of the W2(hpp)4 molecules are actually
degrading in air. Nonetheless, a suﬃciently large amount of dopant molecules is still intact because
the Fermi level position as well as the HBEC are nearly unaﬀected by air. Heating the air exposed
sample slowly to 110◦C for 54minutes yields a further weak shift of the UPS spectrum by 80meV to
even lower binding energies (EF = 2.70 eV), i.e. the density of free carriers is not increased. Hence,
the above described increase in conductivity after heat treatment must be assigned to an annealing
of trap states and hence of the mobility rather than to a chemical annealing of degraded W2(hpp)4
molecules.
In addition to the n-doped C60 ﬁlms, the degradation of a 4 nm layer of pure dopant molecules on
Au is investigated to check whether the protection of W2(hpp)4 against oxidation in air is assigned
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Figure 6.7: (a) UPS spectra of a 10 nm C60 thin-ﬁlm n-doped by 10wt% of W2(hpp)4: freshly
prepared (blue), exposed to air for 1min (light green) and subsequently thermal
annealed in UHV up to 110◦C for 54min (dark green). As reference, a spectrum
of 12 nm intrinsic C60 evaporated on gold is shown (dashed line). The inset shows
an enlarged portion of the spectra with gap states up to the Fermi level arising due
to n-doping. (b) UPS spectra of a 4 nm W2(hpp)4 thin-ﬁlm on gold-foil: freshly
prepared (blue), exposed to air for 1min (light green), and thermally annealed in
UHV afterwards up to 120◦C for 74min (dark green). As reference, the spectrum
of the gold substrate is shown (dashed line). The inset shows a magniﬁcation of
the spectra close to the Fermi level.
to integration of W2(hpp)4 molecules into the C60 matrix or to a universal thin-ﬁlm property.
Respective UPS spectra are shown in Fig. 6.7 (b). For the freshly prepared W2(hpp)4 ﬁlm, an
IP = 2.40 eV is measured at a HOMO-onset of 0.29 eV below the Fermi level (Wf = 2.11 eV).
Exposing the sample for 1minute to air signiﬁcantly shifts the HBEC to lower binding energies, which
increases the thin-ﬁlm work function to 3.09 eV. The density of occupied states in the HOMO region
is smeared out which indicates a damage of most of the W2(hpp)4 molecules, at least directly at the
surface. Heating the degraded ﬁlm in ultra-high vacuum (UHV) stepwise to 50◦C (15min), 80◦C
(37min), and 120◦C (74min) shifts the HBEC to even higher binding energies, which corresponds to
a stepwise increase of the ﬁlm work function to 3.47 eV, 3.74 eV, and 4.06 eV. Furthermore, features
of the underlying gold substrate arise in the HOMO region with increasing temperature, showing
ﬁnally a clear Fermi edge (c.f. inset of Fig. 6.7 (b)). Since a weak Fermi edge is also visible in the
air exposed ﬁlm spectrum, it can be concluded that at least one of the degradation products seems
to be volatile in vacuum and can be further removed from the ﬁlm by heating. In summary, this
experiment shows that a pure ﬁlm of W2(hpp)4 molecules is not stable in air, which is further
conﬁrmed by respective XPS measurements.
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Figure 6.8: C1s, Au4f, and O1s peaks of a pure 4 nm W2(hpp)4 (a) and a doped C60:W2(hpp)4
(10 nm, 10wt%) thin-ﬁlm (b) each evaporated on Au. The peaks of the freshly
prepared samples, after 1minute of exposure to air and of subsequent thermal
annealing at 120◦C for 1h are plotted.
XPS: C60:W2(hpp)4 and W2(hpp)4 on Au
The C1s, Au4f, O1s (Fig. 6.8), N1s (Fig. 6.9), and W4f peaks (Fig. 6.10) are scanned by XPS for
both freshly prepared sample types, after exposure to air for 1minute, and after subsequent heat
treatment. In case of the pure W2(hpp)4 ﬁlm, the C1s peak strongly decreases after air exposure
and heating, accompanied by an increase of the Au4f peak of the underneath gold substrate, which
indicates the (partial) volatility of the degradation products. Similar results are obtained for the
10wt% n-doped C60 ﬁlm, but with relatively lower intensity decays. Furthermore, the detected
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amount of oxygen in the thin-ﬁlms is strongly increased after air exposure and remains nearly
unchanged after the heating step, in particular for the pure W2(hpp)4 layer, indicating that the
oxygen is bound to degradation products, e.g. by formation of WOx.
Drastic changes in shape are observed for the N1s peaks (cf. Fig. 6.9). For the freshly prepared
W2(hpp)4 ﬁlm, N1s consists of two sub-peaks at 399.51 eV and 401.10 with a ﬁxed relative intensity
ratio of 2:1 and L:G ratios3 of 40%. The sub-peak with the higher intensity can be attributed to
the N-atoms which are involved in the bonding to the W2-core of a W2(hpp)4 molecule and the
second peak to the N-atoms which are positioned at the outer ends of the (hpp) ”paddles”. After
air exposure, a third undeﬁned bonding state at EB = 400.57 eV with a relative intensity of 41.1%
appears (red sub-peak in Fig. 6.9 (a)). After thermal annealing, the shape of the original N1s peak
is recovered, consisting of two sub-peaks with equal relative intensities and energetic splitting, but
lower absolute intensity as N1s peak of the freshly prepared ﬁlm. Hence, it can be concluded that
the W2(hpp)4 molecules partially break at their W-N bonds as main degradation mechanism, i.e.
the (hpp) ”paddles” are detached from the W2 core in air and react with oxygen and hydrogen to
various degradation products. These diﬀerent products are identiﬁed by LDI-TOF measurements
(cf. Sec. 6.2.1). Since these species seem to be volatile under vacuum and furthermore removable by
thermal annealing, the recovered N1s peak after heating mainly represents the remaining undamaged
W2(hpp)4 molecules on the gold surface. Scanning the N1s peaks of the C60:W2(hpp)4 ﬁlm yields
generally the same results (cf. Fig. 6.9 (b)). However, the plain 2:1 N1s double peak of the freshly
prepared ﬁlm cannot completely be recovered by annealing, i.e. respective degradations products
are more strongly trapped within the C60 ﬁlm.
The W4f core level peaks of the tungsten atoms are also analyzed in detail (cf. Fig. 6.10). For the
pure dopant ﬁlm, the W4f doublet is ﬁtted by peaks at 35.17 eV (W4f5, L:G=58%) and 33.03 eV
(W4f7, L:G=53%) with ﬁxed intensity ratio of 3:4. The W4f signal splits up into two doublets after
air exposure for 1minute. The major doublet is shifted by approximately 2.5 eV to higher binding
energies, i.e. 37.68 eV (W4f5) and 35.54 (W4f7) (red doublet), whereas the minor doublet remains
nearly at the same position, 35.64 eV (W4f5) and 33.47 (W4f7) (blue doublet). Thus, the minor
doublet can be interpreted as the fraction of undamaged W2(hpp)4 molecules (21.0%) whereas the
major doublet (79.0%) as new bonding states of W (e.g. W2), hence representing the unknown
degradation products.4 In case of the n-doped C60 ﬁlm, identical results are obtained, here the
relative fractions of intact/degraded W2(hpp)4 molecules are 20.0%/80.0%. Heating the layers
brings these ratios more into line, i.e. yielding intact/degraded W2(hpp)4 amounts of 42.1%/57.9%
for the n-C60 and 26.6%/73.4% for the pure dopant ﬁlm. A removal of the W containing degradation
products similar to the (hpp)4 fragments might be one reason for the (relatively) increased amount
of the intact W4f doublets. However, a diﬀusion of degradation products as well as of complete
W2(hpp)4 molecules, in particular in case of the doped ﬁlm, might also be possible. This presumption
is supported by the fact that not only the undamaged/degraded ratio, but also the absolute W4f
intensity of the intact W2(hpp)4 molecules increases after the heat treatment (cf. Fig. 6.10 (b)).
Since XPS is most sensitive in the ﬁrst nanometer beyond the ﬁlm surface, these diﬀusion eﬀects
would distort the XPS signal which hinders an unambiguously comparison to the freshly prepared
ﬁlm peaks. However, the topic of dopant diﬀusion in C60 will be addressed separately in Sec. 6.2.2.
3Details on the XPS peak ﬁtting procedure are described in Sec. 4.3.3.
4For both species, the L:G ratios, FWHMs, and relative intensities (3:4) are kept constant during the peak ﬁtting.
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Figure 6.9: N1s peaks of a pure 4 nm W2(hpp)4 (a) and a doped C60:W2(hpp)4 (10 nm, 10wt%)
thin-ﬁlm (b) each evaporated on Au and measured by XPS as freshly prepared,
after 1minute of air exposure and after subsequent thermal annealing at 120◦C for
1h. The blue (red) ﬁtted sub-peaks are assigned to intact (degraded) W2(hpp)4
molecules.
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Figure 6.10: W4f peaks of a pure 4 nm W2(hpp)4 (a) and a doped C60:W2(hpp)4
(10 nm, 10wt%) thin-ﬁlm (b) each evaporated on Au and measured by XPS as
freshly prepared, after 1minute of air exposure and after subsequent thermal an-
nealing at 120◦C for 1h. The blue (red) ﬁtted sub-peaks are assigned to intact
(degraded) W2(hpp)4 molecules.
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XPS: W2(hpp)4 on SiO2
To exclude substrate related eﬀects such as charge transfer from dopant to organics or metal, a
pure 4 nm W2(hpp)4 ﬁlm is evaporated on a SiO2 surface and investigated by XPS under repeated
exposure to air. The corresponding C1s and W4f core levels are plotted in Fig. 6.11 for the freshly
prepared sample and after (cumulative) 20, 50, and 530 s of air exposure. Furthermore, the N1s level
is scanned for the individual air exposure steps as well as after a subsequent heating at 120◦C for
30min and an additional exposure to air for 180 s (Fig. 6.12). Generally, similar trends as observed
for W2(hpp)4 on Au are found also here. Already after an exposure time of 20 s, a strong decrease
of C1s as well as a splitting of the W4f peak into two doublets is observed. Fitting the W4f signal
again by two doublets, representing either the intact (blue) or degraded (red) W2(hpp)4 molecules,
yields respective relative amounts of 24.7% and 75.3%, respectively. With increasing exposure
time, these fractions are changed only slightly to ﬁnally 16.6% and 83.4% after cumulated 530 s
of air exposure. It seems that a major amount of W2(hpp)4 molecules immediately degrades after
the exposure to air within a few seconds. However, the remaining intact molecules degrade much
slower with a time constant of several minutes. A similar trend is found for the N1s signal decay,
though the relative intensities of the doublets attributed to intact W2(hpp)4 molecules (blue double
peak) are larger than that of corresponding W4f peaks, e.g. taking 66.5% after 20 s and 43.1%
after 530 s of exposure to air (cf. Fig. 6.12). After the heat treatment, this value is again increased
to 78.0%, whereas the absolute intensity of the whole N1s peak is signiﬁcantly reduced compared
to the previous measurements. Such a behavior was also found for W2(hpp)4 evaporated on Au
and attributed to a removal of degradation products, e.g. of broken (hpp) paddles. A subsequent
air exposure for additional 180 s reduces the absolute peak intensity attributed to intact W2(hpp)4
even more and its relative fraction is now 54.6%. Consequently, the (red) peak representing new
degradation products increases from relative 22.0% to 45.4%. However, compared to the strong
degradation within the ﬁrst exposure step of just 20 s, the W2(hpp)4 molecules degrade much slower
also for the last exposure step after the heat treatment.
Since the shapes of all measured peaks are quite similar in comparison to the 4 nm W2(hpp)4
ﬁlm evaporated on Au, the degradation mechanism seems to be independent of the substrate. In
particular the separation into an immediate strong degradation followed by a much slower decay of
remaining (partially passivated) intact W2(hpp)4 molecules must be related to an intrinsic thin-ﬁlm
process. However, since PES experiments (theoretically) require highly cleaned surfaces, a study of
the slow degradation process by XPS is not further reliable, because it would demand even longer air
exposure times, resulting in too much surface contamination at ambient conditions. Additionally, a
determination of the degradation products from the scanned N1s, C1s, and W4f XPS peaks is not
unambiguously possible. Therefore, the degradation of W2(hpp)4 thin-ﬁlms under several minutes
of air exposure is studied by LDI-TOF-MS.
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Figure 6.11: (a) W4f peaks of a pure 4 nm W2(hpp)4 thin-ﬁlm evaporated on SiO2 measured by
XPS as freshly prepared and after 20/50/230/530 s of cumulated air exposure. The
blue (red) ﬁtted sub-peaks are assigned to intact (degraded) W2(hpp)4 molecules.
(b) Corresponding C1s peaks.
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Figure 6.12: N1s peaks of a pure 4 nm W2(hpp)4 thin-ﬁlm evaporated on SiO2 measured by
XPS as freshly prepared and after 20/50/530 s of cumulated air exposure. Sub-
sequently, the thin-ﬁlm is thermally annealed at 120◦C for 30min and exposed
to air for another 180 s. The blue (red) ﬁtted sub-peaks are assigned to intact
(degraded) W2(hpp)4 molecules.
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LDI-TOF measurements on pure W2(hpp)4
The degradation of W2(hpp)4 thin-ﬁlms in air is investigated by LDI-TOF-MS.5 The analysis of an
un-degraded reference W2(hpp)4 thin-ﬁlm is not possible since every LDI-TOF sample is exposed
to air for approximately 50 s while transferring it into the spectrometer. However, the degradation
under air exposure times above 1minute can be reliably investigated.
A respective LDI-TOF mass spectrum of a 2 nm W2(hpp)4 thin layer on gold that is exposed for
3minutes to air prior the measurement is shown in Fig. 6.13 (a). Several degradation products
are identiﬁed. Besides complete W2(hpp)4 molecules (921.8 u), a strong desorption peak of the
hexahydropyrimidopyrimidine ligant [hpp] (139.7 u) and a small peak of di-tungsten W2 (377.4 u),
as well as of [hpp+O] (156.0 u), [W(hpp)2+O] (478.1 u), and [W(hpp)3] (598.9 u) are visible in the
spectrum. Thus, it can be concluded that the dopant molecules partly broke by cleavage of the W-N
and W-W bonds as the initial quick degradation process. Subsequently, the degradation fragments
further oxidize which is in agreement with the ﬁndings from XPS. Although [hpp+O] fragments are
found, surprisingly no tungsten oxide WOx is present in the degraded ﬁlm. Additionally, the [hpp]
”paddle” (139.7 u) seems to be stable and does not decompose to even smaller molecular fragments
(or these are volatile in vacuum).
To verify the (exposure time dependent) XPS ﬁndings of Fig. 6.11 and Fig. 6.12, samples with 2 nm
layers of W2(hpp)4 evaporated either on a 20 nm gold or on a 50 nm C60 sub-layer are investigated
stepwise under accumulated 50, 170, 310, and 550 s of air exposure. Regardless of the substrate
the same degradation products with similar relative peak intensities are found for all LDI-TOF-MS
measurements. The normalized peak intensities of complete W2(hpp)4 signals as well as the signal of
the [W(hpp)2+O] degradation product are plotted in Fig. 6.13 (b) versus the cumulated air exposure
time. Whereas the former exponentially decreases, the degradation product intensity increases to a
ﬁnal value I(t → ∞). Fitting the signal decay of intact W2(hpp)4 by
I(t) = Ad · exp
(
− t
τd
)
(6.2)
yields Ad = 1.07 and a decay constant τd = 10.6min for W2(hpp)4 on Au and 10.1min for W2(hpp)4
on C60. The growth of the [W(hpp)2+O] fragment peak intensity is in congruence with this result.
Fitting the single exponential growth function
I(t) = I(t → ∞)−Ag · exp
(
− t
τg
)
(6.3)
to the normalized intensity, i.e. setting I(t → ∞) = 1, yields Ag = 0.51 and τg = 11.2min which is
in good agreement with the decay time obtained from the W2(hpp)4 peak. However, since several
other degradation fragments have also been observed, both constants must not necessarily be equal,
because the diﬀerent reaction channels to the ﬁnally formed fragments with oxygen are unknown.
Nevertheless, the fragment [W(hpp)2 +O] just equals an oxidized half original W2(hpp)4 molecule
and a further decomposition of this species, e.g. to [W(hpp) + O], is not present in the LDI-TOF
5Laser Desorption Ionization - Time of Flight - Mass Spectroscopy: Details of the experimental setup are described
in Sec. 4.4.3. The measurements are performed by Florian Wölzl at the IAPP.
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Figure 6.13: (a) LDI-TOF-MS spectrum of a degraded 2 nm W2(hpp)4 thin-ﬁlm on gold. The
sample was exposed for 3minutes to air prior the measurement. (b) Decay of
the W2(hpp)4 signal versus the cumulative air exposure time of 2 nm W2(hpp)4
evaporated either on gold or a C60 interlayer. Additionally, the evolution of the
corresponding W(hpp)2 + O degradation fragment is plotted. The Intensities are
each normalized to the corresponding initial W2(hpp)4 and ﬁnal W(hpp)2 + O
values, and the signals are ﬁtted by exponential functions (red lines) with the
growth (decay) constants τg (τd).
spectrum of Fig. 6.13 (a). Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the decay channel
W2(hpp)4 +O2 → 2 · [W(hpp)2 +O] (6.4)
most likely exhibits equal decay/growth constants τd/τg, which is conﬁrmed by our measurements.
An even more comprehensive and quantitative analysis of the W2(hpp)4 degradation is impossible
since the LDI cross sections of the various fragments are unknown which therefore prevents an
absolute comparison of the diﬀerent peak intensities.
It can be seen in Fig. 6.13 (b) that approximately 51% of the degradation product [W(hpp)2+O]
is already formed at t ≈ 0 (ﬁtted Ag = 0.51). A very quick initial degradation of W2(hpp)4
molecules within the ﬁrst seconds of air exposure can therefore be concluded although no LDI-TOF
spectra of ﬁlms exposed to air for below 1minute are accessible by the experimental setup. The
remaining complete W2(hpp)4 molecules stay intact and further degrade exponentially on a scale
of several minutes. These observations strongly support the qualitative results obtained from XPS
(cf. Fig. 6.11).
6.2.2 Passivation of W2(hpp)4 in C60: Improvement by intrinsic Cover Layer
Interestingly, the observed protection eﬀect of W2(hpp)4 within n-C60 ﬁlms against degradation
can be improved by coverage with an intrinsic C60 cover layer and subsequent thermal annealing
prior to the exposure to air. This eﬀect was found during investigations on a respective UPS/XPS
sample, which was originally built for studying the diﬀusion of dopants under heat treatment. The
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used sample structure reads: Au/C60:W2(hpp)4 (16wt%, 8 nm)/C60 (6 nm). It is incrementally
evaporated and measured by UPS and XPS. After deposition of the 6 nm C60, layer the sample is
annealed at 135◦C for 1 h under UHV conditions and subsequently exposed to air for cumulated
20/60/360/600 s.
The obtained W4f and N1s core level peaks originating from the W2(hpp)4 molecules are plotted
in Fig. 6.14 and Fig. 6.15, respectively. Since the XPS probing depth decays exponentially with the
layer thickness, evaporation of the pure C60 top layer leads to a decrease of both peaks in comparison
to the signal of the n-C60 ﬁlm underneath. The N1s peak even vanishes. However, after heating both
core levels reappear with peaks at the same energetic positions, e.g. W4f5=34.95 eV (L:G=55%),
W4f7=32.76 eV (L:G=84%). Furthermore, the absolute peak intensities are approximately recovered
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Figure 6.14: W4f peak of an incrementally built Au/C60:W2(hpp)4 (16wt%, 8 nm)/C60 (6 nm)
structure. Prior exposing the sample to air, it has been heated for 1 h at 135◦C.
The cumulated air exposure times are 20/60/600 s.
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compared to the n-C60 ﬁlm. These ﬁndings clearly indicate a diﬀusion of W2(hpp)4 molecules
towards the top end of the sample. Since the C1s signal, which is mainly attributed to C60, also
slightly decreases after the heating step back to a similar intensity as measured for the n-C60
ﬁlm (cf. Fig. 6.15 (b)), an admixture of C60 and W2(hpp)4 molecules, yielding a similar average
doping concentration as initially co-evaporated (16wt%), seems to occur. However, an additional
accumulation of dopant molecules on top of the sample cannot be excluded. Besides, the decrease in
the carbon signal after the thermal annealing can also be explained by an increased layer roughness
upon heating, e.g. by C60 nanocrystal formation, which is supported by an increase in the Au4f
signal of the underlying gold substrate (cf. Fig. 6.16 (a)).
Exposing the sample to air leads again to a splitting of the W4f core level. Interestingly, the relative
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Figure 6.15: N1s peak of an incrementally built Au/C60:W2(hpp)4 (16wt%, 8 nm)/C60 (6 nm)
structure. Prior exposing the sample to air, it has been heated for 1 h at 135◦C.
The cumulated air exposure times are 20/60/600 s.
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Figure 6.16: C1s (a) and W4f (b) core levels of an incrementally built Au/C60:W2(hpp)4
(16wt%, 8 nm)/C60 (6 nm) structure. Prior exposing the sample to air, it has
been heated for 1 h at 135◦C. The cumulated air exposure times are 20/60/600 s.
amount of signal attributed to still intact dopants is much larger than observed for the samples
without the cover layer and pre-heating step (cf. Fig. 6.10). Fitting the W4f signal after 20 s of
air exposure yields 80.4% intact W2(hpp)4 molecules. Extending the exposure time to 10minutes
decreases this ratio only to 56.6%. In case of the N1s peak, the corresponding ﬁtted relative
amounts are 88.5% and 71.2%, respectively. In comparison, for the simple Au/n-C60 structure only
20.0% of the W4f signal can be attributed to intact dopants after an air exposure of just 60 s. As
explanation, it is not reasonable to assume that only the thin C60 cover layer prevents a diﬀusion
of oxygen towards the n-C60 ﬁlm underneath during the air exposure as a kind of barrier. It seems
more plausible that the thermal annealing accompanied by an enhanced admixture of dopant and
host molecules provide the improved protection mechanism.
The ﬁndings from XPS are conﬁrmed by UPS which is illustrated in Fig. 6.17. Due to n-doping,
the spectrum of the ﬁrst n-C60 ﬁlm is shifted towards the LUMO (EF = 2.88 eV) and possesses
typical gap state features which are vanished for the 6 nm intrinsic C60 cover layer on top, yielding
in contrast a well deﬁned Gaussian DOS shape (gray line). Interestingly, the spectrum is not
signiﬁcantly shifted back into the gap (EF = 2.77 eV), which indicates a diﬀusion of free electrons
generated in the n-doped layer into the undoped top layer. For comparison, an intrinsic C60 layer
evaporated directly on gold yields EF = 2.25 eV. The shape of the spectrum completely changes
after the thermal annealing step, possessing more or less the same shape as measured for the ﬁrst n-
C60 ﬁlm. The Fermi level is even shifted slightly towards the LUMO (EF = 2.83 eV). Furthermore,
strongly pronounced gap states are present with a much broader spectral shape as that of the ﬁrst
n-C60 ﬁlm (cf. inset Fig. 6.17 (a), blue line).
Exposing the sample subsequently to air for 20/60/360/600 s leads to a decrease of only that gap
states which are close to the Fermi level. Even after 10minutes a signiﬁcant amount of gap states
is still present, indicating an intact n-doping eﬀect. Also the Fermi level shifts comparably slowly
away from the LUMO upon air exposure. The positions are 2.76/2.70/2.66 eV above the HOMO-
peak after 20/60/360 s (cf. Fig. 6.17 (b)). After 600 s of cumulated air exposure the Fermi level has
the same position as a doped ﬁlm with one hundredths of the molar doping ratio (EF = 2.62 eV).
This ﬁnding demonstrates on the one hand that the molecular n-doping is partially still intact.
However, on the other hand it seems that the estimation of the relative amount of intact W2(hpp)4
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Figure 6.17: (a) UPS spectra of an an Au/C60:W2(hpp)4 (16wt%, 8 nm)/C60 (6 nm) structure
before and after thermal annealing at 135◦C for 1 h in vacuum. Subsequently, the
sample has been exposed to air for cumulated 20/60/360/600 s.
(b) Determined Fermi level positions for the consecutive air exposure steps (black
symbols) compared to other doping concentration samples.
molecules based on the W4f peak ﬁt shown above yields actually an over estimation or the actual
doping eﬃciency is very low. Reasons for these deviations will be discussed in Sec. 6.3, taking the
experimental ﬁndings of the other host materials into account.
6.2.3 Host Material Variation
To get a deeper insight into the underlying physics of the passivation mechanism of W2(hpp)4 in
thin-ﬁlms, n-doped ﬁlms using various host materials with diﬀerent LUMO energies are investigated:
Pentacene (EA = 2.6 eV), ZnPc (EA = 3.4 eV), Bis-HFl-NTCDI (CV LUMO = −3.8 eV6), and
the proprietary host material NET1087 (EA ≈ 4.0 eV8). Conductivity and systematic UPS/XPS
measurements are performed for each material combination under air exposure.
Pentacene:W2(hpp)4
The conductivity of a 60 nm pentacene ﬁlm doped by 16wt% W2(hpp)4 is plotted in Fig. 6.18 (a)
versus the exposure time to air. Prior the air exposure, an initial value of σ = 6.3 × 10−3 S/cm is
measured in a N2 glovebox which is directly connected to the high vacuum evaporation chamber.
However, immediately after exposing the sample to air, the conductivity parabolically decreases,
reaching the resolution limit of the setup of approximately 2 × 10−6 S/cm within 5minutes. After
10minutes, the sample is transferred back into the glovebox and heated on a hotplate at 120◦ for
35minutes. However, a recovery of the conductivity, as observed for the C60:W2(hpp)4 thin-ﬁlm (cf.
Fig. 6.6), is not found here. The measured current remains in the resolution limit of the setup (data
6Source: OSOL database, measured by Markus Hummert.
7Novaled Electron Transporter 108
8Jan Blochwitz-Nimoth, CSO Novaled GmbH: Personal communication.
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Figure 6.18: (a) Conductivity of a P5:W2(hpp)4 (60 nm, 16wt%) thin-ﬁlm during air exposure.
The initial value of σ = 0.0063 S/cm was measured in a N2 glovebox rather than
under vacuum conditions. (b) Relative amounts of W4f XPS signals assigned to
intact W2(hpp)4 molecules in various n-doped thin-ﬁlms or purely evaporated on
SiO2 versus the air exposure time.
not shown), which strongly indicates that most of the W2(hpp)4 molecules decomposed in air and no
n-doping eﬀect to the P5 host is active. However, the resolution limit of the measurement setup is
just three orders of magnitude below the initially measured conductivity. Therefore, it could also be
possible that either a small amount of maximal 0.1% of the W2(hpp)4 molecules is still passivated
or that electron trap states of very high density are generated by the air exposure from which the
conductivity suﬀers (even after thermal annealing).
For clariﬁcation, an n-doped pentacene thin-ﬁlm is measured by UPS since the Fermi level posi-
tion correlates directly with the number of free electrons n. In correspondence to the n-doping
study presented in Sec. 6.1.2, the used sample structure is: Ag/MeO-TPD(4 nm)/P5:W2(hpp)4
(35 nm, 16wt% (MR = 0.058)). The sample is exposed to air stepwise for accumulated 15/75/375 s.
The corresponding UPS spectra are shown in Fig. 6.19 (a) and the determined Fermi level positions
are plotted in Fig. 6.19 (b) (blue symbols) in comparison to that of freshly prepared samples with
other doping concentrations. Already after only 15 s of air exposure, the thin-ﬁlm spectrum is shifted
by 0.23 eV towards lower binding energies and the Fermi level lies 2.44 eV above the HOMO-peak.
The gap states, attributed to n-doping, completely vanish (cf. inset of Fig. 6.19 (a)). After an ex-
posure time of 375 s, EF = 2.36 eV is obtained, which on the one hand is well above the value for
a respective undoped sample (EF ≈ 1.8 eV), but signiﬁcantly below the value of a freshly prepared
sample with MR = 6.7 × 10−4 (EF = 2.48 eV, cf. Fig. 6.19 (b)). This ﬁnding strongly supports
the above hypothesis that within the pentacene matrix, most of the W2(hpp)4 molecules are not
passivated against degradation.
The W4f as well as the C1s core levels of the P5:W2(hpp)4 thin-ﬁlm are additionally scanned by
XPS after each air exposure step (cf. Fig. 6.20). The C1s peak is shifted by approximately 0.30 eV
to lower binding energies upon air exposure, which corresponds to the respective increase in the ﬁlm
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Figure 6.19: (a) Evolution of UPS spectra of an Ag/MeO-TPD(4 nm)/P5:W2(hpp)4
(35 nm, 16wt% (MR = 0.058)) sample under 0/15/75/375 s of cumulated air ex-
posure. For comparison a respective undoped pentacene thin-ﬁlm spectrum is
shown.
(b) Determined Fermi level positions for the consecutive air exposure steps (blue
symbols) compared to other doping concentration samples.
work function, i.e. no drastic changes in the bonding states of the respective carbon atoms appear.
Also the peak shape remains practically unchanged. Since the C1s signal originates mainly from the
host material, it can be concluded that the pentacene molecules are not aﬀected by the air exposure
and stay stable. Hence, the observed drop in conductivity must be attributed to a degradation of
the n-dopants. Indeed, the W4f signal of the W2(hpp)4 molecules splits again into two doublets
already after 15 s of air exposure. Here, the relative amount of the intact species (blue doublet) is
just 23.1%, and decreases slowly further to ﬁnally 18.3% after an exposure time of cumulated 375 s.
A similar behavior was already found for the pure W2(hpp)4 ﬁlm on SiO2. For comparison, the re-
spective relative intensities of the W4f doublets attributed to intact W2(hpp)4 molecules are plotted
versus the air exposure time in Fig. 6.18 (b). A strong decay is found within the ﬁrst seconds for
both types of samples. Within the subsequent minutes, the signal decays only very slowly. However,
it is surprising that although approximately 20% of the dopant molecules seem to be still intact,
it has been concluded from the Fermi level position that only maximal 0.1% of the initial dopants
provide an n-doping eﬀect after the exposure to air. This discrepancy will be discussed below in
more detail by considering the experimental results of the other material combinations.
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Figure 6.20: (a) Evolution of the W4f peak signal of an Ag/MeO-TPD(4 nm)/P5:W2(hpp)4
(35 nm, 16wt%) sample under 0/15/75/375 s of cumulated air exposure. The blue
(red) ﬁtted double peaks are assigned to intact (degraded) W2(hpp)4 molecules.
The relative intensity amounts are indicated by colored number. (b) Correspond-
ing C1s peaks.
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ZnPc:W2(hpp)4
Next, the air stability of the system ZnPc:W2(hpp)4 is investigated. For that, the conductivity of
an n-doped thin-ﬁlm (36 nm, 18wt% (MR = 0.14)) is measured while exposing the sample to air (cf.
Fig. 6.21 (a)).9 The freshly prepared ﬁlm possesses a conductivity of 0.011 S/cm in vacuum. Im-
mediately after exposing the sample to air, the conductivity drops by several orders of magnitude,
reaching the experimental resolution limit of approximately 10−9 S/cm within a few seconds. Simi-
larly to experiments with n-doped C60, the measurement chamber is re-evacuated after 16minutes,
which however, does not show any (restoration) eﬀect on the conductivity. Subsequently, the sam-
ple is slowly heated to 120◦C and kept at this temperature for 1 h. The corresponding measured
conductivity is show in Fig. 6.21 (b). Only a marginal increase to σ ≈ 10−7 S/cm is observed, which
is still ﬁve orders of magnitude below the initial value of the fresh sample. This ﬁnding clearly
demonstrates that the n-doping eﬀect of W2(hpp)4 to ZnPc is not protected against degradation in
air.
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Figure 6.21: Conductivity of a ZnPc:W2(hpp)4 (36 nm, 18wt%) thin-ﬁlm during air exposure
(a) and heating after re-evacuation (b). The initial value of σ = 0.011 S/cm is
measured under vacuum conditions. The measurements are performed by Steﬀen
Pfützner at Novaled AG (Dresden, Germany).
This conclusion is conﬁrmed by UPS measurements. Here, an n-doped ZnPc ﬁlm (10 nm, 18wt%)
is evaporated on silver and stepwise exposed to air for cumulated 15/555/1095 s. The obtained
UPS spectra are shown in Fig. 6.22 (a) in comparison to an undoped ZnPc sample. After 15 s of
air exposure, the spectrum of the n-doped ﬁlm is shifted by 0.30 eV to lower binding energies, i.e.
the Fermi level shits from 2.11 eV above the HOMO-peak position to EF = 1.81 eV. Again, the
n-doping related gap states (cf. inset of Fig. 6.22 (a)) completely disappear. Exposing the sample
for additional 9minutes to air (cumulated 555 s) decreases the Fermi level position even more to
EF = 1.65 eV which is already close to that of the undoped sample. An air exposure of further
9minutes (cumulated 1095 s) shifts the spectrum to EF = 1.58 eV which is equal to the undoped
9The measurements are performed by Steﬀen Pfützner at Novaled GmbH (Dresden, Germany).
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Figure 6.22: (a) Evolution of UPS spectra of an Ag/ZnPc:W2(hpp)4 (10 nm, 18wt%) sample
under 0/15/555/1095 s of cumulated air exposure. For comparison a respective
undoped ZnPc thin-ﬁlm spectrum is shown. (b) Determined Fermi level positions
for the consecutive air exposure steps (red symbols) compared to other doping
concentration samples.
position. The determined Fermi level positions are compared to that of samples with varied molar
doping ratios in Fig. 6.22 (b). Already after the ﬁrst 15 s of air exposure, the Fermi level lies below
values measured for doping concentrations of one hundredths, i.e. only maximal 1% of the initial
W2(hpp)4 molecules still provide free electrons by n-doping. Since the shape of the ZnPc HOMO-
peak does not change upon air exposure, it can be concluded that the host molecules stay stable in
air.
This presumption is supported by C1s and Zn2p3 core level scans shown in Fig. 6.23. Only the peak
positions shift by 0.4 eV towards lower binding energies which coincides with the respective change
in the ﬁlm work function. The peak shapes are nearly unaﬀected by the air exposure, which strongly
indicates stability of the ZnPc host in air. In contrast, drastic changes are found again for the W4f
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Figure 6.23: Evolution of the Zn2p3 and C1s peaks of an Ag/ZnPc:W2(hpp)4 (10 nm, 18wt%)
sample under 0/15/195/555/1095 s of cumulated air exposure.
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core level signal originating from the dopant molecules (cf. Fig. 6.24). The well deﬁned double peak
of the fresh ﬁlm (W4f7=32.66 eV, W4f5=34.77 eV, ratio 4:3) splits into two doublets which are again
assigned to intact (33.1%, blue doublet) and degraded (66.9%, red doublet) W2(hpp)4 molecules.
With increasing air exposure time, the relative amount of intact dopants decreases monotonously
to 18.9% after cumulated 1095 s. For comparison to the other host materials, this value is plotted
into Fig. 6.18 (b), ﬁtting well to the data obtained for P5:W2(hpp)4. The slight increase at the last
data point (air exposure time of ≈ 18min) can be attributed to ﬁtting uncertainties. However, the
ZnPc:W2(hpp)4 sample clearly conﬁrms the already found behavior of an initial rapid degradation
of most of the dopants within a few seconds, followed by a much slower decay on a time scale of a
few minutes.
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Figure 6.24: (a) Evolution of the W4f peak signal of an Ag/ZnPc:W2(hpp)4 (10 nm, 18wt%)
sample under 0/15/195/285/1095 s of cumulated air exposure. The blue (red)
ﬁtted double peaks are assigned to intact (degraded) W2(hpp)4 molecules. The
relative intensity amounts are indicated by colored number.
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Bis-HFl-NTCDI:W2(hpp)4
The next investigated material combination is Bis-HFl-NTCDI:W2(hpp)4, for which a similar pas-
sivation eﬀect as observed in the n-C60 ﬁlms is found. The conductivity during air exposure for
30minutes of a 35 nm Bis-HFl-NTCDI thin-ﬁlm doped by 7wt% of W2(hpp)4 (MR = 0.05) is shown
in Fig. 6.25 (a). Starting at an initial value of σ = 9.4 × 10−4 S/cm measured in situ under high
vacuum conditions, the conductivity immediately drops after ventilating the chamber with ambi-
ent air. However, the observed decrease is much weaker than for n-doped ZnPc, P5, or C60 ﬁlms.
The conductivity drops only by a factor of two within 5minutes of air exposure and subsequently
decreases only very slowly to 3.1 × 10−5 S/cm during the following 25minutes, i.e. to 33% of the
initial value. This ﬁnding is remarkable since it means that the n-doping eﬀect is practically active
even in air and also not hindered by trap formation. Re-evacuation of the measurement chamber
slightly increases the conductivity to 4.4× 10−5 S/cm within 1 h. Furthermore, a thermal annealing
at 120◦C for an additional hour and re-cooling to room temperature recovers the conductivity to
2.0 × 10−4, which is even twice as high as the conductivity of the freshly prepared thin-ﬁlm (cf.
Fig. 6.25). This result means that either the n-doping is thermally activated even more or/and that
the layer morphology is advantageously modiﬁed, from which the electron mobility beneﬁts. Since
IP(W2(hpp)4) = 2.4 eV < EA(Bis-HFl-NTCDI) ≈ 3.8 eV, eﬃcient electron transfer to NTCDI host
molecules within n-doped thin-ﬁlms can be expected without any further possible improvement
by thermal activation. Hence, the observed increase in conductivity above the initial value orig-
inates most likely from a morphology eﬀect. This presumption is supported by measurements of
Christiane Falkenberg on similar Bis-HFl-NTCDI:Cr2(hpp)4 (7.5wt%) ﬁlms evaporated on a heated
substrate. [282] A conductivity of 2.5×10−3 S/cm was found which is roughly one order of magnitude
higher than that of a respective ﬁlm evaporated on a room temperature substrate (4.1×10−4 S/cm).
An additional dopant activation by subsequent heating could not be observed. [282]
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Figure 6.25: (a) Conductivity of a Bis-HFl-NTCDI:W2(hpp)4 (35 nm, 7wt%) thin-ﬁlm during
air exposure (a) and thermal annealing after re-evacuation (b). The initial value
of σ = 9.4× 10−5 S/cm is measured under vacuum conditions.
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Figure 6.26: Evolution of UPS spectra of an Au/Bis-HFl-NTCDI:W2(hpp)4 (12 nm, 15wt%)
sample under 0/15/75/315/615 s of cumulated air exposure. For comparison a
respective undoped Bis-HFl-NTCDI thin-ﬁlm spectrum is shown.
Since the thin-ﬁlm IP(Cr2(hpp)4) = 3.9 eV is even lower than that of the structurally similar
W2(hpp)4 compound, [201] similar properties of corresponding n-doped Bis-HFl-NTCDI ﬁlms can
also be expected for the latter dopant.
The observed passivation eﬀect is conﬁrmed by UPS measurements on a Bis-HFl-NTCDI:W2(hpp)4
(12 nm, 15wt%) ﬁlm evaporated on a gold substrate. Corresponding UPS spectra under cumulated
air exposure times of 15/75/315/615 s are compared to a 12 nm thin undoped ﬁlm in Fig. 6.26.
For the latter ﬁlm, the Fermi level lies 2.87 eV above the HOMO-peak position, whereas it is at
EF = 3.20 eV for the freshly prepared n-doped ﬁlm. No signiﬁcant shifts of the UPS spectra are
observed under air exposure. The respective Fermi level positions are 3.18/3.17/3.14/3.14 eV for
the exposure times 15/75/315/615 s. Furthermore, the shape of the spectra does not change upon
exposing the sample to air, which has been observed for the other host materials, e.g. for n-doped
ZnPc (cf. Fig. 6.22 (a)). Also the gap states originating from n-doping disappear very slowly as
visible in the inset of Fig. 6.26. However, the HBEC slightly shifts from 17.38 eV for the freshly
prepared sample to 17.23 eV after an air exposure of 615 s, but is still 0.3 eV above the value of the
undoped sample (16.93 eV).
Finally, XPS scans of the C1s and W4f core levels are shown in Fig. 6.27. Neither the shape
nor the positions of the C1s peak change after all air exposure steps which mainly validates the
stability of the Bis-HFl-NTCDI host. However, surprisingly a similar trend as for the other host
materials is found here for the W4f signal evolution as well, i.e. the initially measured double peak
(W4f7=33.16 eV, W4f5=35.33 eV, ratio 4:3) splits into two doublets. The relative amount of the
W4f signal attributed to intact W2(hpp)4 molecules (blue doublet) is only 36% already after 15 s of
air exposure and furthermore reduced to approximately 14% after 6minutes where it stays roughly
constant for longer times, which ﬁts to the data of the other host materials (cf. Fig. 6.18 (b)). In
contrast, the conductivity drops only by a factor of two within the same time frame (cf. Fig. 6.25 (a)).
By assuming that this conductivity drop is exclusively caused by dopant degradation, i.e. only
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by reduction in the charge carrier density n, as well as that the still intact W2(hpp)4 molecules
(relatively 14%) purely provide the whole n-doping eﬀect in air, these ﬁndings mean that the initial
doping eﬃciency ηdop = n/ND must have been at best 2×14% = 28%. This conclusion contradicts
to the results of the n-doping studies on C60, ZnPc and P5 discussed in Sec. 6.1.2 where dopant
saturation was concluded for all material systems. Furthermore, it seems to be inconsistent that
the decay of the "intact" W4f core levels is similar for all investigated hosts as well as for pure
W2(hpp)4 in air (cf. Fig. 6.18 (b)) although the conductivity and UPS measurements reveal quite
diﬀerent protection strengths against degradation.
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Figure 6.27: (a) Evolution of the W4f peak signal of an Au/Bis-HFl-NTCDI:W2(hpp)4
(12 nm, 15wt%) sample under 0/15/75/315/615 s of cumulated air exposure.
The blue (red) ﬁtted double peaks are assigned to intact (degraded) W2(hpp)4
molecules. The relative intensity amounts are indicated by colored number. (b)
Corresponding C1s peaks.
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Only the assumption of a low doping eﬃciency in the range of a few percent for all material systems
and independent of the relative amount of intact W2(hpp)4 molecules could resolve this contradic-
tion, but disagrees with the conclusion of dopant saturation. Therefore, the applied interpretation
of the splitted W4f signal into doublets attributed to intact and degraded W2(hpp)4 molecules could
be wrong, although it seems reasonable in this context.
NET108:W2(hpp)4
In a last step, the air stability of n-doped NET108 ﬁlms is analyzed since this proprietary electron
transport material possesses similar energy levels as C60. However, only conductivity measurements
can be shown here because the chemical structure of this host is unpublished. The conductivity of
a 30 nm NET108 thin-ﬁlm n-doped by 4wt% W2(hpp)4 and exposed to air for 16minutes is shown
in Fig. 6.28 (a).10 For the freshly prepared ﬁlm, σ = 2.8 × 10−5 S/cm is measured which is nearly
ﬁve orders of magnitude lower than for a similar C60 sample (cf. Fig. 6.6 (a)). However, exposing
the n-NET108 ﬁlm to air leads to a drop in the conductivity by only one order of magnitude. Re-
evacuation of the measurement chamber keeps it constant at σ = 2.9×10−6 S/cm, and a subsequent
thermal annealing at 120◦C for 1 h recovers the conductivity to 1.7 × 10−5 S/cm which is 61% of
the initial value (cf. Fig. 6.28). In contrast, only 33% recovery could be obtained for n-C60.
These ﬁndings clearly demonstrate a protection of W2(hpp)4 against degradation also in this host,
i.e. a passivation eﬀect is found for C60, Bis-HFl-NTCDI, and NET108, whereas no passivation is
provided in ZnPc and pentacene. Since the latter both host materials possess the lower electron
aﬃnities (higher lying LUMO levels) a corresponding correlation can be assumed which will be
comprehensively discussed in the following section.
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Figure 6.28: Conductivity of a NET108:W2(hpp)4 (30 nm, 4wt%) thin-ﬁlm during air expo-
sure (a) and thermal annealing after re-evacuation (b). The measurements are
performed by Steﬀen Pfützner at Novaled GmbH (Dresden, Germany).
10The measurements are performed by Steﬀen Pfützner at Novaled GmbH (Dresden, Germany).
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6.3 Conclusions on the Molecular Doping Mechanism
In summary, the experiments on molecular n-doping with the di-metal complex W2(hpp)4 yield
the following results. At high doping concentrations, the Fermi level shifts close or even above the
LUMO-onset for all three investigated host materials. In contrast, it was pinned a few 100meV
above the HOMO-onset at an assumed eﬀective acceptor level EA in case of p-doping, i.e. dopant
reserve was concluded there. Here, the Fermi level shift upon n-doping is calculated by assum-
ing dopant saturation for all concentrations, i.e. assuming a constant doping eﬃciency of 100%
(n = N+D = ND). Since the LUMO DOS parameter cannot be ﬁtted suﬃciently accurate enough,
just Gaussian distributions with widths in the range of σ = 0.07 . . . 0.15 eV are used in the calcu-
lations, which yields reasonable ﬁts to the experimental UPS data. Assuming an eﬀective donor
level ED is not necessary, i.e. it must actually lie very close to the LUMO. Furthermore, gap states
appear in the UPS spectra at doping concentrations of MR ≈ 0.01 and higher. These states increase
in intensity with rising molar ratio, which is illustrated in Fig. 6.29. There, spectra of n-doped pen-
tacene, ZnPc, and C60 ﬁlms, normalized and rescaled in energy to the respective HOMO-peaks (set
to E = 0), are plotted for various doping concentrations. At molar ratios above 0.1, the Gaussian
HOMO-peaks of the host materials are strongly superimposed by the gap state features. Further-
more, a continuous increase in signal at higher binding energies is found, which completely changes
the spectral shape at the highest doping concentrations (cf. red lines in Fig. 6.29).
Since the dopant material W2(hpp)4 is unstable in air as powder due its low ionization potential of
2.4 eV, [198] respective degradation experiments were performed and a partial protection of W2(hpp)4
molecules within n-doped thin-ﬁlms against degradation was found. Surprisingly, this passivation
eﬀect seems to depend on the energy levels of the used host material, since in hosts with compa-
rably low electron aﬃnities it does not work, e.g. in ZnPc (3.4 eV) and pentacene (2.6 eV), whereas
the n-doping eﬀect is (partially) passivated in C60 (4.2 eV), Bis-HFl-NTCDI (LUMO=-3.8 eV), and
NET108 (≈ 4.0 eV). This hypothesis has been conﬁrmed by conductivity and UPS measurements.
However, the decay in the W4f core level peak attributed to intact W2(hpp)4 molecules after air
exposure is quite similar for all investigated host systems as well as for a pure dopant ﬁlm (cf.
Fig. 6.18 (b)). The experiments furthermore revealed that the degradation of W2(hpp)4 occurs on
two diﬀerent time scales. More than half of the dopant molecules are decomposing immediately
after an exposure to air, whereas the remaining intact W2(hpp)4 molecules further degrade very
slowly. For pure W2(hpp)4 ﬁlms, an exponential decay constant of approximately 10minutes could
be identiﬁed by LDI-TOF-MS. However, the remaining amount of un-degraded dopant molecules
is suﬃciently large to provide a signiﬁcant n-doping eﬀect in C60, Bis-HFl-NTCDI, and NET108,
even after 30minutes of air exposure. The gap states, which arise upon n-doping, disappear within
a few seconds after exposing the samples to air for all material combinations except as for n-Bis-
HFl-NTCDI ﬁlms. Here, the gap state features decreases in intensity on an exposure time scale of
a few minutes. Finally, it was found that the passivation eﬀect seems to be stronger in pre-heated
samples, e.g. within an Au/n-C60/i-C60 structure (cf. Fig. 6.18 (b), upside down triangles). In the
following, physical reasons for the unexpected protection of W2(hpp)4 molecules against oxidation
within the investigated thin-ﬁlms are discussed.
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Figure 6.29: UPS spectra of pentacene, ZnPc and C60 thin-ﬁlms n-doped by W2(hpp)4 varying
the doping concentration by four orders of magnitude. The spectra are normalized
to the HOMO-peak positions and superimposed such that the peaks of all samples
are rescaled to E = 0.
Due to electron transfer to host molecules, W2(hpp)4 molecules become ionized which changes their
energy levels. In case of the W2(hpp)+4 cation, this corresponds to an eﬀectively enlarged ioniza-
tion potential compared to the neutral W2(hpp)4 molecule upon re-arrangement of the remaining
occupied molecular orbitals. If the increase in the IP is suﬃciently high, this eﬀect might explain
the protection of W2(hpp)4 against degradation in air. However, to eﬀectively protect the n-dopant
against degradation, an increase of the IP by more than 1.5 eV is necessary to overcome the oxida-
tion potential of oxygen. [13] Whether the re-arrangement of the molecular orbitals of W2(hpp)4 after
ionization is suﬃcient to cause such a strong change in the IP could be quantiﬁed by density func-
tional calculations which is, however, out of scope of the discussion here. However, for comparison,
energy level shifts of up to 2 eV upon ionization were published for TTF-TCNQ compounds. [316]
However, this reasoning cannot explain the dependence of the protection eﬀect on the host LUMO
level. In particular the missing passivation of W2(hpp)4 within ZnPc and pentacene ﬁlms remains
unexplained since eﬃcient electron transfer from dopant to host molecules can also be expected here
(cf. Fig. 6.3).
An alternative possibility to explain the self-passivation phenomenon is based on the fact that radical
ions, e.g. W2(hpp)•+4 , can disproportionate according to
2W2(hpp)
•+
4
+M−−⇀↽ − W2(hpp)2+4 +W2(hpp)4 , (6.5)
yielding a non-radicalic, closed shell, diatonic species W2(hpp)2+4 and an uncharged dopant W2(hpp)4.
As necessary precondition, only the coincidence of two radicalic species is required. With respect
to the self-passivation process, the doping active species W2(hpp)4 can be regenerated from corre-
sponding radicalic species W2(hpp)•+4 after an air exposure during which the closed shell species
W2(hpp)2+4 are supposed to be stable. However, also this argumentation cannot explain the depen-
dence of the passivation eﬀect on the LUMO position of the used host material.
In conclusion, another explanation as these intuitive approaches must be found, which further takes
the disappearance of the n-doping related gap states after air exposure into account. In this context
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Figure 6.30: Illustration of energy level alignments within pentacene thin-ﬁlms n-doped by
W2(hpp)4: Charge transfer (a) and hybridization (b) picture.
two diﬀerent approaches, which are schematically illustrated in Fig. 6.30, will be discussed. The en-
ergy levels of individual dopant and host ﬁlms (prior to blending) are shown on the left with respect
to the vacuum level Evac. For individual pure ﬁlms, the occupation probabilities of the respective
energy levels are deﬁned by individual electro-chemical potentials, i.e. by individual Fermi levels lo-
cated at mid-gap positions. Typically, the LUMO level of the acceptor type molecule (P5: 2.58 eV)
lies below the HOMO of the donor type compound (W2(hpp)4: 2.40 eV). Thus, electron transfer
from donor to acceptor can occur when blending both materials, which symmetrically changes the
individual occupation of the donor HOMOs with holes and the acceptor LUMOs with electrons due
to charge neutrality.11 For n-doped ﬁlms, transport of free electrons via host (acceptor) molecules is
possible which leads to a shift of the acceptor Fermi level towards the respective LUMO states. In
contrast, a transport of holes between dopant (donor) molecules is not possible which might prevent
the adjustment of the respective Fermi level (at least at low doping concentrations). In case of
p-doping, the situation is equal but vice versa. Here, transport of holes via the donor (host) phase is
possible, adjusting the corresponding Fermi level, whereas electron transport over dopant molecules
(acceptors) is usually assumed to be prevented. [179]
However, since charge transfer between host and dopant molecules is possible at any doping concen-
tration, assuming alignment between both associated Fermi levels seems reasonable, which further
corresponds to formation of a common thin-ﬁlm Fermi level describing the charge neutrality over all
molecules of the doped ﬁlm in equilibrium. This holds true in particular at doping concentrations of
about 50mol%, i.e. in the transition regime from p- to n-doping, where charge carrier transport on
both species can be expected. The distances of the common Fermi level EF to the acceptor LUMO
and the donor HOMO are determined by their (eﬀective) density of states which could be diﬀerent.
As main eﬀect of the common Fermi level formation, the HOMO level of the n-dopant (donor) must
be shifted downwards as long as charge transfer to host molecules takes places, i.e. the donor HOMO
is forced to lie (just) below EF . The resulting type of level alignment is sketched in Fig. 6.30 (a)
11Coulomb interactions between the molecular orbitals can further assist the charge transfer which might be in
particular important when the acceptor LUMO lies above the donor HOMO.
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for P5:W2(hpp)4. Analogously, the situation is equal but vice versa in case of p-doping. Here, the
LUMO of the p-dopant (acceptor) is forced to lie above the common Fermi level, i.e. it is shifted
above the host (donor) HOMO. The ﬁnal equilibrium alignment is determined by the eﬃciency of
the doping process, including both, the charge transfer as well as the dissociation probability to ion-
ized dopants and free charge carriers. In case of non-eﬃcient doping, the Fermi level lies comparably
far in the gap of the host compound and the energy levels of host and dopant are then separated by
several 100meV. In framework of the p-doping studies presented in Ch. 5, this can be statistically
expressed by the eﬀective acceptor level EA. For eﬃcient doping, the Fermi level shifts much closer
to the host transport level, e.g. towards the host LUMO in case of n-doping. Therefore, the energetic
distance to the lower lying n-dopant HOMO is much smaller which corresponds statistically to a
much shallower donor level ED. At best, the donor HOMO, acceptor LUMO and common EF are
completely aligned.
This argumentation explains the appearance of gap states in the UPS spectra for n-doped ﬁlms,
which rise in intensity with increasing doping concentration (cf. Fig. 6.29). Furthermore, it gives a
plausible picture for the energy level alignment in case of the transition of n-doping of the acceptor
compound to p-doping of the donor compound at around 50:50 blend ratios. At this concentration,
the Fermi level must lie closest to the HOMO states of the donor compound (extreme p-doping)
as well as to the LUMO of the acceptor (extreme n-doping), which is illustrated in Fig. 6.30 (a) for
n-doping of pentacene. At this concentration, the highest reachable conductivities are expected for
a certain donor:acceptor combination since an equal amount of holes on the donor and electrons on
the acceptor species are then present. In the best case, this situation would correspond to formation
of a degenerate semiconductor, which has been indeed observed for TTF-TCNQ crystal plates ob-
tained from solution, yielding a conductivity as high as that of copper. [317] However, increasing the
amount of W2(hpp)4 above 50mol%, which corresponds to less p-doping of W2(hpp)4, increases the
distance between EF and the W2(hpp)4 HOMO. Vice versa, increasing the amount of P5, which
corresponds to less n-doping of W2(hpp)4, increases the distance between EF and the P5 LUMO.
The strengths of the corresponding Fermi level shifts depend on the eﬃciency of the whole doping
process. However, they must not be necessarily equal due to diﬀerent morphologies of the dominant
blend compound, which impacts for instance the microscopic donor/acceptor charge transfer com-
plex dissociation probability. To some extent, the situation here is quite similar to a donor:acceptor
bulk hetero junction blend of an organic solar cell and further experimental and theoretical work is
necessary to evaluate this similarity.
As one consequence of the down-shifting energy levels of the donor compound in case of n-doping,
strong local dipoles between W2(hpp)4 and host molecules would have to appear, which is illustrated
asΔ in Fig. 6.30 (a). In other words, a (local) dopant vacuum level Evac,D lying below the host related
vacuum level Evac must appear to maintain the dopant IP (2.4 eV for W2(hpp)4). The microscopic
origin of the dipole Δ could be attributed to (local) electron transfer from dopant to host molecules.
For P5:W2(hpp)4 it has to be in the order of at least |EA(P5)− IP(W2(hpp)4)| = 0.18 eV. In case of
hosts with higher electron aﬃnities, it would be correspondingly larger. Nonetheless, the observed
passivation eﬀect of W2(hpp)4 cannot be explained for such a type of alignment since it maintains
the dopants IP.
However, another approach based on the assumption of not only a common Fermi level, but also
of formation of a common thin-ﬁlm vacuum level Evac,C (dashed line in Fig. 6.30 (a)) can explain
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this eﬀect as well as its dependence on the host material energy levels. Because then, the ionization
potential of W2(hpp)4 within an n-doped thin-ﬁlm is increased to a value higher than the electron
aﬃnity of the used host material. For P5:W2(hpp)4 it would be in the order of 2.6 eV, whereas for
Bis-HFl-NTCDI:W2(hpp)4 around 4.0 eV. In the latter case, the dopant is expected to be eﬀectively
protected against oxidation, whereas in the former it is not, which agrees with the experimental
observations as well as the trends found for n-doped ZnPc, C60, and NET108 ﬁlms. The assumption
of a common thin-ﬁlm vacuum level is not obviously clear, but supported by the UPS spectra of all
investigated n-doped samples because in the HBEC regions only one distinct cut-oﬀ is visible, even
at the highest doping concentrations (cf. for instance Fig. 6.2 on page 122). If local dipoles between
W2(hpp)4 and host molecules would be present in the doped ﬁlms, second HBECs at higher binding
energies related to W2(hpp)4 molecules would appear. Apparently, such an appearance is not the
case which strongly indicates the formation of common thin-ﬁlm vacuum levels for all measured ma-
terial combinations. Interestingly, similar results are found for ZnPc:C60 blends (cf. Ch. 7) although
a small dipole between ZnPc and C60 have been measured for a ﬂat heterojunction. [132] In the dop-
ing context here, the formation of a common thin-ﬁlm vacuum level can physically be interpreted as
result of dissociation of charge transfer complexes between dopant and host molecules which have
previously been formed upon electron transfer. This interpretation could furthermore explain the
slower exponential degradation time scale, since the whole doping process must be regarded as an
equilibrium between forward and backward charge transfer between dopant and host molecules as
well as of dissociation and re-capture processes. Dopants which are temporarily not ionized are
not protected from oxidation. However, the initial degradation of approximately 70 . . . 80% of all
dopant molecules immediately after an exposure to air, which was found to be independent of the
used host material and which also occurs for a pure dopant ﬁlm (cf. Fig. 6.18 (b) on page 142) cannot
be explained by this model.
For all investigated material combinations, the n-doping related gap states disappear already after
an air exposure of just a few seconds. If we identify the gap states with residual occupied orbitals
of W2(hpp)4 molecules accordingly to Fig. 6.30 (a), their complete disappearance would correspond
to a degradation of a large amount of dopant molecules within this time frame. This conclusion
is in agreement with the observed immediate ﬁrst degradation step (cf. Fig. 6.18 (b)). However,
since the conductivity can be restored at least by a ratio of 33% for n-doped C60 ﬁlms even after
minutes of air exposure, a suﬃciently large amount of dopants has to be still intact, which is in
contradiction to a complete vanishing of the gap states. In case of n-doped Bis-HFl-NTCDI, which
leads to conductive ﬁlms even in air, the gap states disappear much slower with progressing air
exposure time (cf. Fig. 6.26), which is in agreement with the above interpretation to some extent.
However, in comparison to the conductivity measurements, the amount of remaining gap states after
air exposure is expected to be higher also for this host. An explanation might be that the absolute
density of dopant molecules which is actually providing the n-doping is too low to be resolvable by
UPS ( 1018 cm−3), i.e. the overall doping eﬃciency is in the range of only a few percent. However,
this conclusion is in contradiction to the fact that for the investigated n-doped systems, dopant
saturation (ND = N+D ) has been concluded from the Fermi level curves (cf. Sec. 6.1.2). These open
questions could not be fully answered in this thesis and will be subject to future studies.
Finally, it should be emphasized once more that the reasoning above is just valid for the formation
of a common Fermi level for the whole doped thin-ﬁlm, i.e. for the assumption of an alignment of
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the individual host and dopant Fermi levels when blending both materials. Furthermore, a common
thin-ﬁlm vacuum level is required for explaining the host dependence of the self-passivation eﬀect.
The second approach which could explain the passivation eﬀect as well as the appearance of gap
states upon n-doping is based on the hybridization theory of the Koch group. [15] Besides an electron
transfer from the donor to acceptor compound, molecular overlap could lead to fusion of the donor
HOMO and acceptor LUMO, which actually prevents a real doping process. Instead, a so-called
hybrid orbital is formed. This process is illustrated in Fig. 6.30 (b) for P5:W2(hpp)4 and expected to
be eﬃcient in particular if EHOMO(donor)  ELUMO(acceptor). [242] In any case, the bonding state of
the donor-acceptor hybrid will lie below the initial acceptor LUMO and the anti-bonding state above
the donor HOMO. Common thin-ﬁlm vacuum as well as Fermi levels are automatically obtained.
The generation of free charge carriers is provided by activation of electrons either from the hybrid
bonding to the acceptor LUMO (n-doping) or from the donor HOMO to the hybrid anti-bonding
state (p-doping). The gap states for n-doped ﬁlms thus directly coincide with the occupied hybrid
bonding states, lying below EF and increasing in intensity at higher doping concentrations. The
dependence of the passivation eﬀect of W2(hpp)4 against degradation under air on the used host
energy levels can also easily explained by this model, since in any case, the closed shell bonding state
of the formed hybrid must energetically lie below the host HOMO. Therefore, hypothetical hybrids
of W2(hpp)4 with C60, Bis-HFl-NTCDI, and NET108 are air-stable, whereas [ZnPc-W2(hpp)4] and
[P5-W2(hpp)4] hybrids would degrade in air. However, the disappearance of the gap states (i.e. of
the hybrid HOMO states) after air exposure cannot unambiguously be explained using the same ar-
guments as for the usual charge transfer picture discussed above. In particular, the [C60-W2(hpp)4]
and [Bis-HFl-NTCDI-W2(hpp)4] hybrid molecules should be inherently air-stable, regardless of be-
ing involved in a charge transfer or not, i.e. corresponding gap states should be stable and not
vanishing after an air exposure.
The main diﬀerence between the theories sketched in Fig. 6.30 regards the transition regime be-
tween n- and p-doping, i.e. the doping properties at high concentrations. Since the supposed hybrid
molecules possess closed shell conﬁgurations, a pure hybrid ﬁlm would be more or less non-conductive
like an intrinsic semiconductor. This situation would be the case for donor:acceptor=50:50 blends.
Consequently, the maximal conductivities are expected at 66:33 (p-doping of the donor) and 33:66
(n-doping of the acceptor) blends since here one half of the host molecules are each consumed to
form hybrids with the respectively equal amount of dopants (33mol% of all molecules). At higher
doping concentrations, i.e. in the range of 33 . . . 50mol%, the ﬁlm conductivity is expected to drop
again because of more present closed shell hybrids than original host and excess dopant molecules via
which the transport could be provided. At 50mol%, the ﬁlm should be more or less non-conductive,
at least in the ideal case of a well intermixed (amorphous) morphology. However, such a strong de-
crease (by orders of magnitude) is not observed in experiments. As plotted for instance in Fig. 5.30
(page 113), the highest conductivity of ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ ﬁlms is found at ratios above MR = 0.5
(33mol%) without any indication of a drastic drop at even higher doping ratios. However, for a
more accurate evaluation of this issue, further conductivity and UPS measurements in the transition
regime between p- and n-doping are required, but out of scope of this thesis.
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Besides the protection of W2(hpp)4 within n-doped ﬁlms, the XPS measurements on pure W2(hpp)4
thin-ﬁlms on Au (cf. Sec. 6.2.1 on page 129) as well as on SiO2 (cf. Sec. 6.2.1 on page 133) further show
that even a pure W2(hpp)4 ﬁlm can partially passivate itself. We attribute this eﬀect to an electron
transfer from still intact W2(hpp)4 molecules to already degraded fragments within the ﬁrst seconds
of air exposure. This process has to be possible because the measured work function of the partially
degraded ﬁlm (≈ 3.1 eV) is higher than the IP of a pure fresh dopant ﬁlm (2.4 eV). A complete
oxidation of the whole ﬁlm is hence prevented. An explanation of this partial passivation based on
the hybridization approach is not possible since the formation of air-stable [W2(hpp)4-W2(hpp)4]
hybrids is not reasonable. Even more, if hypothetic hybrids would be formed, then the whole
dopant ﬁlms must be air-stable and not only approximately 20% (cf. Fig. 6.18 (b) on page 142).
Furthermore, besides various fragments only complete W2(hpp)4 molecules could be identiﬁed in
the LDI-TOF experiments. [W2(hpp)4-W2(hpp)4] hybrids and/or (degradation) fragments of them
could not be seen in the spectra.
6.4 Summary
Molecular n-doping by the di-metal complex W2(hpp)4 has been studied by UPS/IPES. In partic-
ular, the Fermi level positions of n-doped pentacene, zinc-phthalocyanine, and C60 thin-ﬁlms with
varied doping concentrations have been measured. In contrast to corresponding p-doping experi-
ments, a shift of the Fermi levels very close to or even above the LUMO-onset of the host materials
were found. Applying an analogous statistical description strongly suggests the regime of dopant
saturation (N+D = ND) for all material combinations and investigated doping concentrations. In this
context, electron traps with densities in the order of 1.9 . . . 3.4 × 1018 cm−3 are identiﬁed for ZnPc
and C60. Even more, it could be demonstrated that intentionally electron traps of a deﬁned density
can be introduced in pentacene by co-evaporation with C60. These traps can further be ﬁlled by
n-doping with W2(hpp)4. Finally, the appearance of n-doping related gap states, which increase in
intensity with rising molar doping ratios, could be reported.
Since the di-metal compound W2(hpp)4 is unstable in air as powder, the degradation of W2(hpp)4
molecules within various n-doped as well as pure thin-ﬁlms has been systematically studied by
UPS/XPS, conductivity and LDI-TOF-MS measurements in the second part of this chapter. In
this context, an unexpected (partial) protection against oxidation was found within C60, Bis-HFl-
NTCDI, and NET108 layers on a time scale of less than one hour, whereas the n-doping eﬀect
completely vanishes un-restorable in pentacene and ZnPc ﬁlms already after a few seconds of air
exposure. Correspondingly, the n-doping related gap states disappear after exposing the samples to
air.
Together with the results of the p-doping studies, the following conclusion on the molecular doping
mechanism could be drawn from the above ﬁndings in generalization to an arbitrary donor:acceptor
system with IP(donor) < EA(acceptor). Upon blending both materials, the formation of a common
thin-ﬁlm Fermi level gives evidence to explain the blend energy level alignment by an adjustment
of the dopant phase related Fermi level to that of the host phase, which is reasonable to assume at
least at very high doping concentrations of up to 1:1 blends. In this picture, the donor HOMO is
forced to lie energetically below the acceptor LUMO in equilibrium, which is visible as gap state
in UPS spectra of n-doped ﬁlms. The eﬃciency of the whole doping process, i.e. the degree of
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charge transfer as well as the average charge transfer complex dissociation probability (including
re-trapping eﬀects) ﬁnally determines the relative energy level alignment (distance) of the acceptor
LUMO and donor HOMO, or in other words, the depth of an eﬀective ED or EA level in a statis-
tical description. However, since the actual molecular energy levels of the dopant compound, being
considered as diluted in a host matrix (due to diﬀerent polarization as in a pure ﬁlm), as well as
the (local) mutual orientation of dopant and host molecules are unknown, these explanations have
just eﬀective character and must be reﬁned by a more comprehensive microscopic doping model.
Nonetheless, the continuous transition of n-doping of the acceptor to p-doping of the donor com-
pound is automatically captured by this kind of energy level alignment or statistical description,
respectively.
In summary, the passivation eﬀect of W2(hpp)4 against degradation in air could be explained by
formation of a thin-ﬁlm vacuum level in addition to the common Fermi level, which leads to a forced
down shift of the W2(hpp)4 HOMO below the LUMO of the used host material. Alternatively, the
passivation eﬀect of W2(hpp)4 as well as the dopant/host energy level alignment could be explained
by the formation of [dopant-host] hybrid molecules as proposed by the Koch group. [15] Here, the
common thin-ﬁlm vacuum and Fermi levels are inherently present, however, a steady transition from
donor p-doping to acceptor n-doping cannot be explained by this model.
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7 | Investigations on ZnPc:C60 Blends
In this chapter, the molecular energy levels of ZnPc and C60 within blends are an-
alyzed. Here, the improved VOC of corresponding p-i-n BHJ solar cells at high C60
concentrations is attributed to an enlarged eﬀective HOMO(ZnPc)-LUMO(C60) gap.
Furthermore, a monotonous decrease of the eﬀective gap with increasing ZnPc amount
is found. This trend is conﬁrmed by Fourier-transform photo-current spectroscopy
measurements from which the charge transfer state energy ECT is determined for
various blend ratios. Finally, the observed shifts in the energy levels are attributed to
morphological changes. In particular, grazing incidence X-ray diﬀraction measure-
ments show that the nano-crystallinity of the C60 phase is disturbed by presence of
ZnPc molecules for donor concentrations of already 25 vol% and higher. A correlation
to the UPS results suggests this ﬁnding to be the main reason for the mixing ratio
dependence of VOC since the ZnPc phase remains nano-crystalline independent of the
blend ratio.
7.1 Introduction
A key concept enabling a rapid improvement in the power conversion eﬃciency (PCE) of organic pho-
tovoltaics is the application of blends of donor and acceptor molecules as photo-active absorber layers
in so-called bulk heterojunctions (BHJ). [260] It facilitates signiﬁcantly enhanced photo-currents if
percolation of electrons on the acceptor and holes on the donor phase to the contacts is guaran-
teed. [101] Thus, a suitable morphology tuning, e.g. by substrate heating during co-evaporation, [27,318]
is essential for the functionality of a BHJ.
The maximum achievable open-circuit voltage VOC of a BHJ solar cells is limited by the eﬀective
gap V0 between the IP of the donor and the EA of the acceptor (cf. Sec. 3.4.2). Interestingly,
changes in the energy levels of the donor or acceptor phases in blends of varying stoichiometry have
been reported for polymer:fullerene solar cells. In particular, it has been argued that increased
ordering of the fullerene lowers its ionization potential. [319,320] Furthermore, energetic diﬀerences
between crystalline and amorphous phases have been proposed to assist in the initial charge sep-
aration process. [321] For small molecule based BHJ solar cells, a similar correlation between blend
stoichiometry, morphology, and energy levels has not been studied in detail. Nevertheless, this is of
particular scientiﬁc interest since typically lower values than V0 are measured for eVOC which still
limits the overall PCE.
A well studied small molecule based donor:acceptor system is ZnPc:C60. Here, the energy level
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alignment of ZnPc/C60 and ZnPc/ZnPc:C60 (1:1)/C60 interfaces has already been investigated by
means of UPS. [132] An increased HOMO(ZnPc)-LUMO(C60) gap within the blend (1.04 eV) com-
pared to the ﬂat interface (0.75 eV) was found. However, a variation of the blend mixing ratio as
well as a quantitative correlation with VOC of corresponding BHJ solar cells was not given, but will
be presented here in the following sections.
7.2 Open-Circuit Voltage of ZnPc:C60 Bulk Heterojunction
Solar Cells
The device properties of ZnPc:C60 BHJ solar cells were intensively studied by Steﬀen Pfützner. [285]
The used sample stack reads ITO/NDP9 (1 nm)/Di-NPD:NDP9 (60 nm, 5wt%)/ZnPc:C60
(30 nm,X:Y)/C60 (40 nm)/BPhen (6 nm)/Al (100 nm). Well-injecting contacts as well as a decreased
probability of surface recombination are guaranteed by the doped HTL and the C60/BPhen layer
within this p-i-i device structure.
In Fig. 7.1 the VOC, ﬁll factor FF, short-circuit current density JSC, and power conversion eﬃciency
PCE of respective ZnPc:C60 BHJ solar cells with varying volume mixing ratio from 14 . . . 86 vol%
C60 (D:A ratio tuned from 6:1 to 1:6) are plotted. Increasing the C60 amount from 33 vol% improves
VOC linearly by 0.1V up to 0.63V at 83 vol%. Furthermore, VOC also increases slightly for lower C60
concentrations to 0.55V at 14 vol%. The other parameters show a quite diﬀerent trend, possessing
maximal values for 1:1 blends. In particular the decrease in FF from 56.7% to 45.8% by comparing
the 1:1 and 1:6 sample reﬂects the changed charge transport properties of the blend. [322] Besides, val-
ues for the short-circuit current density JSC vary in the range of 7.64mA/cm2 (1:1) to 4.58mA/cm2
(1:6), which is mainly caused by diﬀerent absorption of the D:A blends (cf. Fig. 7.3 (b)). Therefore,
a comparison of respective VOC values might be ambigous since the second term of Eq. (3.51) is not
constant. However, the absolute inﬂuence of the diﬀerent photo-currents on VOC is estimated to be
below 14mV by using Eq. (3.51) (page 52) and assuming Ieﬀ ∝ JSC, i.e. signiﬁcantly lower than the
observed variation upon changes in the mixing ratio. Additionally to these estimations, Tress et al.
measured VOC for diﬀerent mixing ratios under adjusted illumination intensities and therefore equal
JSC using either monochromatic blue or red LEDs. [323] By comparison to drift-diﬀusion simulations,
neither diﬀerent charge carrier densities nor changed recombination could be identiﬁed to cause the
observed diﬀerences in VOC. [323] Hence, these variations were attributed to changed eﬀective gaps
V0 of the ZnPc:C60 blends with diﬀerent mixing ratios, i.e. to a change in the energy levels of ZnPc
and/or C60 upon blending both materials.
7.3 UPS/IPES on ZnPc:C60 Blend Layers with varied Mixing
Ratio
15 nm ZnPc:C60 blend layers with varying mixing ratio are evaporated on a gold substrate and
investigated by UPS. Respective spectra of 1:6, 1:1, and 6:1 samples are shown in Fig. 7.2 (a). Since
the blend spectra contain superimposed features of ZnPc and C60, they are ﬁtted by Gaussian peaks
representing either ZnPc or C60 for determination of the individual HOMO-onsets of both materials
(assuming Touggard-type background). The underlying sub-spectra of ZnPc (dashed lines) and C60
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Figure 7.1: Characteristic parameter of p-i-i ZnPc:C60 BHJ solar cells as func-
tions of the blend mixing ratio. The device structure reads:
ITO/NDP9 (1 nm)/Di-NPD:NDP9 (60 nm, 5wt%)/ZnPc:C60 (30 nm,X:Y)/C60
(40 nm)/Bphen (6 nm)/Al (100 nm).
(dashed-dotted lines) are ﬁtted previously from intrinsic reference samples (15 nm on Au).1 The
obtained overall ﬁts (black lines) agree very well with the UPS data. Slight deviations are only
visible for binding energies above 3 eV. They are attributed to changes in the secondary electron
background of the blend layers compared to pure ﬁlm spectra which are not considered by the ap-
plied ﬁtting procedure. However, for binding energies below 3 eV the secondary electron background
is less important, wherefore the ﬁtting yields excellent agreement with the measured blend spectra
and allows for an exact determination of the individual HOMO-onset values which are indicated by
blue (C60) and magenta (ZnPc) circles in Fig. 7.2 (a).
This procedure is repeated for samples with ZnPc:C60 volume mixing ratios of 1:6, 1:3, 1:1, 3:1,
and 6:1. The determined HOMO-onsets EHOMO of both materials are given in Fig. 7.2 (b). Mixing
14 vol% C60 into ZnPc (6:1) yields a HOMO-onset of 0.86 eV for ZnPc. Higher C60 amounts shift
the ZnPc HOMO-onset by less than 0.1 eV further towards the Fermi level. For comparison, a pure
ZnPc layer on Au possesses an onset at 1.17 eV. In case of C60, the HOMO-onset is shifted linearly
to higher binding energies with decreasing C60 concentration from 1.90 eV (86 vol%, 1:6) to 2.23 eV
(14 vol%, 6:1), which suggests that C60 seems to get weakly n-type upon blending it with ZnPc.
In contrast, the HOMO-onset of ZnPc remains nearly unchanged for all investigated mixing ratios.
Consequently, the EHOMO(C60)−EHOMO(ZnPc) diﬀerence increases at high ZnPc:C60 ratios, which
14 Gaussians for C60 and 6 Gaussians for ZnPc are used. These peaks are set ﬁxed in their energetic distances and
relative intensities for each material during ﬁtting a blend layer spectrum.
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Figure 7.2: (a) UPS spectra of Au/ZnPc:C60 (15 nm) samples with 1:6, 1:1 and 6:1 mixing
ratios. The blend spectra are ﬁtted by sub-spectra of ZnPc (dashed lines) and C60
(dashed-dotted lines) obtained from respective pure ﬁlms. (b) Determined individ-
ual HOMO-onset positions, EHOMO(C60)−EHOMO(ZnPc) distances in comparison
to corresponding VOC values, blend work functions, and individual calculated ion-
ization potentials.
is indicated by black arrows in Fig. 7.2 (a) and additionally plotted in Fig. 7.2 (b). The value linearly
scales with the C60 concentration from 1.37 eV (6:1) to 1.12 eV (1:6). Therefore, by assuming a rigid
HOMO-LUMO gap independent of the mixing ratio for at least C60, the eﬀective donor-acceptor
gap V0 must similarly increase with increasing C60 concentration, which qualitatively explains the
observed VOC dependence on the mixing ratio.
However, assuming rigid HOMO-LUMO gaps is not obvious, since diﬀerent mixing ratios change the
polarization eﬀect on individual ZnPc and C60 molecules contained in diﬀerent blends, in particular
in comparison to respective pure thin-ﬁlms. Hence, independent IPES measurements on diﬀerent
ZnPc:C60 blends are performed for studying the dependence of the individual electronic gaps on
the mixing ratio.2 Corresponding spectra of 1:1.4 and 2.2:1 blends are shown in Fig. 7.3 together
with combined UPS/IPES data of respective pure ﬁlms. Comparing all four samples, the ZnPc
gap varies by 0.08 eV and that of C60 by 0.17 eV, but without any clear trend on the mixing ratio.
However, the above trend in the eﬀective EHOMO(ZnPc)−ELUMO(C60) gap is also reproduced here.
Decreasing the ZnPc:C60 ratio from 2.2:1 to 1:1.4 increases the eﬀective gap by approximately 0.1 eV
from 0.95 eV to 1.04 eV. Unfortunately, experiments on lower (higher) mixing ratios are unreliable
due to the low signal-to-noise ratio of IPES. An unambiguous ﬁtting of the sub-spectra and thus
2The measurements are performed in the Kahn group at Princeton University and provided by Selina Olthof.
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determination of the characteristic LUMO-onsets would not be guaranteed.
Therefore, absorption spectra of 1:6, 1:1, and 6:1 blends are compared for an estimation of the op-
tical gaps (cf. Fig. 7.3 (b)). The characteristic absorption bands of ZnPc shift by only 7 nm towards
higher wavelengths when increasing the ZnPc:C60 ratio from 1:6 to 6:1. Here, the shift from 688 nm
(1.802 eV) to 695 nm (1.784 eV) corresponds to an energy diﬀerence of 0.018 eV which corresponds
practically to a constant gap for ZnPc independent of the blend mixing ratio. A similar conclusion
cannot reliably be drawn for C60 due to the relatively low absorption, i.e. the required assumption
of a concentration independent C60 gap could not be clearly demonstrated.
Since the measured changes in VOC are in the range of 0.1V (cf. Fig. 7.1 (a)), i.e. close to the exper-
imental error of UPS which is 50meV, an even more precise experimental technique is required to
quantitatively explain the observed VOC dependence. Therefore, FTPS measurements are performed
from which the charge transfer state energy ECT can be ﬁtted directly with much higher accuracy.
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Figure 7.3: (a) Combined UPS and IPES spectra of ZnPc:C60 blends and respective pure
thin-ﬁlms. The blend spectra are ﬁtted by sub-spectra of the individuell species
(dashed: ZnPc, dashed-dotted: C60). The determined HOMO (LUMO)-onsets
are indicated by colored circles (diamonds). (b) Absorption spectra of 30 nm
ZnPc:C60 ={1:6;1:1;6:1} blends on quartz glass. [285]
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7.4 FTPS on ZnPc:C60 Bulk Heterojunction Solar Cells with
varied Mixing Ratio
The Fourier-transform photo-current spectroscopy (FTPS) measurements are performed on slightly
diﬀerent ZnPc:C60 BHJ solar cells.3 The used sample stack is: ITO/C60F36 (1 nm)/BF-DPB:C60F36
(30 nm, 10wt%)/ZnPc:C60 (40 nm,X:Y)/BPhen (6 nm)/Al (100 nm). In comparison to the previ-
ously investigated solar cells, the intrinsic C60 layer is omitted here to avoid parasitic absorption
during the FTPS measurements. Exchanging the p-doped HTL does not have any inﬂuence on the
active layer properties and VOC. [323]
Obtained FTPS spectra of various solar cells with varied blend mixing ratio are normalized at 1.4 eV
and plotted in Fig. 7.4 (a). With increasing C60 amount, the spectra are shifted to higher energies
which clearly indicates an increase of the CT energy. The numerical values of ECT are derived by
ﬁtting the FTPS spectra with Eq. (3.52) (page 52) and the ﬁt curves are indicated by red lines. The
reorganization energy λ is in the range of 0.25 . . . 0.3 eV and the obtained ECT values are plotted
versus the C60 concentration in Fig. 7.4 (b). Additionally, the corresponding open-circuit voltages
are shown. The changes in ECT agree well with the trend in VOC. The lowest ECT value is found at
33 vol% C60 (2:1) and the highest at 83 vol% (1:5), which is approximately 0.1 eV larger. However,
the absolute values of ECT exceed eVOC by more than 0.6 eV, which is due to several loss-mechanisms,
expressed by the device speciﬁc parameter I0 in Eq. (3.51). Furthermore, the increase of VOC to
0.58V for the 17 vol% (5:1) solar cell is only qualitatively reproduced by the determined ECT which
rises by just 20meV compared to the 33 vol% (2:1) sample. Nevertheless, the overall changes of the
measured CT energies match well the variations in the open-circuit voltages of the BHJ solar cells
of Fig. 7.1.
The relative increase of VOC for the 5:1 solar cell without the intrinsic C60 ETL is much more
pronounced than that for the corresponding device containing this layer (cf. Fig. 7.1 (a)). This
diﬀerence might be attributed to a partial dissociation of excitons at the BPhen/ZnPc:C60 (5:1) in-
terface, which is signiﬁcant only for the former type of solar cells and at low C60 concentrations. Due
to the lower EA of BPhen (≈ 3.0 eV) compared to that of C60 (≈ 4.2 eV), the respective larger eﬀec-
tive HOMO-LUMO gap of ZnPc/BPhen results in a higher achievable quasi-Fermi level splitting at
this interface. Indeed, a ﬂat heterojunction (FHJ) solar cell consisting of ITO/C60F36 (1 nm)/BF-
DPB:C60F36 (30 nm, 10wt%)/ZnPc (50 nm)/BPhen (6 nm)/Al possesses an open-circuit voltage of
0.76V (j-V -curve not shown here), i.e. approximately 0.2V more than for similar ZnPc:C60 BHJ
solar cells. In agreement, the low energy edge of a corresponding FTPS spectrum is shifted by
approximately 0.2 eV to higher energies (cf. Fig. 7.4 (a), dashed line). In case of the ZnPc:C60 =5:1
sample, features similar to that of the ZnPc/BPhen FTPS spectrum appear at energies above 1.5 eV,
which is a strong hint on the high-energy contribution of the ZnPc/BPhen interface to VOC in this
device. However, at lower energies this high-energy contribution is superimposed by the CT state of
the ZnPc:C60 interface, i.e. the determined ECT value corresponds to the blend interface. Therefore,
eVOC of the 17 vol% (5:1) solar cell (without the intrinsic C60 ETL) must exceed the determined
CT energy since the latter reﬂects only the energy levels within the blend, whereas the former ad-
ditionally contains the high-energy contribution of the ZnPc/Bphen interface. This contribution
3The measurements are conducted by Koen Vandewal at Linköping University.
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Figure 7.4: (a) Fourier-transform photo-current spectroscopy EQE spectra of ZnPc:C60 BHJ
solar cells. The device structure reads: ITO/C60F36 (1 nm)/BF-DPB:C60F36
(30 nm, 10wt%)/ZnPc:C60 (40 nm,X:Y)/BPhen (6 nm)/Al (100 nm). The red lines
indicate ﬁtted curves obtained by ﬁtting the FTPS spectra with Eq. (3.52).
(b) Determined charge transfer state energies ECT in comparison to VOC.
is not present for the BHJ solar cells containing the C60 transport layer, wherefore the changes in
VOC quantitatively agree very well with the shifts of ECT determined from the cells without the
interlayer.
Finally, the absolute variations in the determined ECT values are compared to the diﬀerences
ΔEHOMO = EHOMO(C60)−EHOMO(ZnPc) measured by UPS and plotted in Fig. 7.2 (b). Increasing
the C60 concentration from 25 vol% (3:1) to 83 vol% (1:6) decreases ΔEHOMO by 0.19 eV, whereas
ECT increases only by 0.11 eV (cf. Fig. 7.4 (b)). Furthermore, the slight increase of ECT for the
14 vol% (6:1) sample is not conﬁrmed by the UPS measurements where a monotonous correlation
was found. One reason for these deviations might be the experimental error regarding reproducibil-
ity (50meV) of the UPS system. However, the UPS data of Fig. 7.2 (b) show a clear trend on the
mixing ratio rather than a strong scattering, which is a strong hint for the reliability of the obtained
data. Additionally, changes in the individual electronic HOMO-LUMO gaps of ZnPc and C60 upon
blending both materials might cause deviations between the ΔEHOMO and ECT values. As indicated
in Fig. 7.3 (a), these variations could reach up to 0.15 eV for C60 although the optical gaps vary by
only 0.018 eV (at least for ZnPc). This means that although the ΔEHOMO values vary by 0.25 eV,
the eﬀective EHOMO(ZnPc) − ELUMO(C60) gap could still change by only 0.1 eV which is then in
the same order as observed for ECT. Nevertheless, due to the low resolution of IPES (400meV), a
change of the electronic gaps cannot be quantiﬁed suﬃciently well enough for drawing further clear
conclusions on this issue. Another possibility for the higher UPS values could be diﬀerent experi-
mental conditions. UPS is performed on single blend layers under UV-illumination of much lower
intensity than 1 sun, i.e. in equilibrium of the quasi-Fermi levels. In contrast, the FTPS spectra are
measured during working conditions of complete solar cell stacks, i.e. under signiﬁcant splitting of
the quasi-Fermi levels.
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In summary, the observed VOC dependence on the mixing ratio could be clearly attributed to changes
in the energy levels of ZnPc and C60 when mixing both materials. This trend is conﬁrmed by UPS
and ECT measurements despite of deviations between both methods. Hence, physical reasons for
the observed energy level shifts and changes in ECT will be discussed in the following section.
7.5 Discussion of the Energy Level Variations
Changes of VOC with the blend mixing ratio of the photo-active layer were also published for poly-
mer based BHJ solar cells, for which two diﬀerent explanations have been suggested. [319,321,324]
On the one hand, blending donor and acceptor materials at diﬀerent ratios could lead to a stabi-
lization or destabilization of the CT energy and thus might change the individual energy levels due
to changed polarization screening. Eﬀectively, this can be expressed by a varying blend dielectric
constant εr. For instance, for PF10TBT:PCBM4 BHJ solar cells an increase of VOC from 1.00V to
1.15V by decreasing the PCBM concentration from 80 to 5wt% was reported. [324] Correspondingly,
an increase of ECT by approximately 0.13 eV was found and explained by a decrease of the eﬀective
blend permittivity from 3.85 (80wt% PCBM) to 3.4 (1wt% PCBM). [324]
In contrast, the trend in VOC obtained for the ZnPc:C60 BHJ solar cells here is opposite (cf.
Fig. 7.1 (b)). Thus, the blend permittivity is estimated by impedance spectroscopy on metal/ZnPc:C60
(d nm)/metal structures in which the blend thickness d is varied.5 Plotting the measured geometric
capacitance of the device versus 1/d yields a linear correlation from which slope the relative per-
mittivity εr is ﬁtted. The determined values are summarized in Tab. 7.1. However, the obtained
permittivities scatter around that of the pure ﬁlms (ZnPc: 4.0; C60: 5.0), which does not allow a
clear correlation with the observed trend in VOC. Interestingly, the permittivity of the pure donor is
lower than that of the pure acceptor layer in accordance to the system PF10TBT:PCBM, although
the VOC dependence on the acceptor concentration is inverse for both systems.
The observed energy level shifts might also be caused by morphological changes of the donor and/or
acceptor phase due to blending both materials. Piersimoni et al. reported on a reduction of ECT by
about 0.12 eV at high fullerene concentrations in MDMO-PPV:PCBM6 blends which was attributed
to an increased phase separation and thus rising amount of PCBM nanoclusters for high fullerene
concentrations. [319] Furthermore, crystallization of the donor phase was reported to alter VOC in
P3HT:PCBM7 based solar cells. [321] In particular, increasing the mass fraction of well deﬁned highly
crystalline polymer to total polymer content from 10 to 90% leads to a decrease of VOC by approx-
imately 0.11V as well as of ECT by 0.11 eV. [321]
The morphology of ZnPc:C60 =1:1 blends was intensively investigated by means of transmission and
scanning electron microscopy (TEM, SEM), [27] grazing incidence X-ray diﬀraction (GIXRD) and
variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry (VASE), [318] atomic force microscopy (AFM), [27,318] and
transmission X-ray microscopy (TXM). [325] In this context, an already phase-separated structure of
both, ZnPc and C60 domains, was revealed by means of GIXRD for 1:1 blends evaporated at room
temperature. [318] However, the crystallite sizes are supposed to be very small (< 10 nm) since the
4poly[2,7-(9,9-dialkylﬂuorene)-alt-5,5-(4,7-di-2-thienyl-2,1,3-benzothiadiazole)] : [6,6]-phenyl-C61 butyric acid
methyl ester
5The measurements are performed by Lorentzo Burtone at the IAPP.
6poly[2-methoxy-5-(30,70-dimethyloctyloxy)-1,4-phenylene vinylene] : [6,6]-phenyl-C61 butyric acid methyl ester
7poly(3-hexylthiophene) : [6,6]-phenyl-C61 butyric acid methyl ester
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Figure 7.5: GIXRD pattern of 150 nm
ZnPc:C60 blends with varying mixing ratio
evaporated at room temperature on glass.
The dotted pattern originate from respec-
tive pure ﬁlms.
Table 7.1: Relative permittivities εr of
ZnPc:C60 blend layers with varied mix-
ing ratios measured by impedance spec-
troscopy on metal/blend/metal struc-
tures.
full width half maxima of the GIXRD peaks are very broad. Similar ﬁndings were published for the
similar material system CuPc:C60. [326]
GIXRD patterns of 150 nm ZnPc:C60 blends with varied mixing ratio evaporated at room temper-
ature on glass are shown in Fig. 7.5.8 Additionally, diﬀraction pattern of pure ZnPc and C60 layer
are plotted to identify the obtained Bragg reﬂections (dotted lines, cf. Ref. [318]).
In comparison to the pure ﬁlm, slightly broadened ZnPc peaks at 2θ = {7 ◦; 14 ◦} are present for the
6:1 blend (gray line). The ZnPc peaks are decreasing in intensity and get broadened by increasing
the fullerene concentration. Additionally, C60 related peaks arise at 2θ = {11 ◦; 18 ◦; 21 ◦}, but are
strongly smeared out in comparison to the pure C60 ﬁlm pattern. Only at the lowest ZnPc:C60 ratio
of 1:6 (black line) distinct Bragg reﬂections of C60 are visible. Already at a ZnPc:C60 ratio of 1:3
the C60 peaks at 2θ = {18 ◦; 21 ◦} are signiﬁcantly broadened which means that the formation of
C60 crystals is strongly disturbed by the presence of donor molecules. At medium concentrations,
the 2θ = 11 ◦ peak vanishes and ﬁnally no C60 related peaks are visible for the 6:1 blend (gray
line). For ZnPc the situation is diﬀerent. The peak at 2θ = 7 ◦ is still present even at the highest
acceptor concentration, which unambiguously indicates a nano-crystalline ZnPc phase. At medium
concentrations, this peak is partially superimposed by the extremely broadened C60 features of the
2θ = 11 ◦ peak but clearly visible for concentrations above 1:1. Nonetheless, in comparison to the
pure ZnPc ﬁlm, the 2θ = 7 ◦ peak is broadened at any mixing ratio which corresponds to signiﬁ-
8The GIXRD measurements are conducted by Lutz Wilde at the Fraunhofer CNT (Dresden, Germany).
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cantly reduced crystal sizes within the blends. Here, it shall be emphasized that although applying
grazing incidence XRD, detection of the Bragg reﬂections is close to the resolution limit for all
concentrations. Analyzing the same samples by usual specular XRD in Bragg-Bretano geometry
reveals no features. This ﬁnding means that the actual crystal sizes of both materials remain in the
range of only a few nanometer. [318]
In summary, the GIXRD data show that the ZnPc phase within the blend is mainly maintained
nano-crystalline independent of the mixing ratio, whereas the C60 phase is signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced by
the amount of ZnPc molecules. Here, crystallization is suppressed at high ZnPc amounts and nano-
crystallites are only present for fullerene concentrations above 75 vol%. Also by UPS, the strongest
shifts of the HOMO-onsets with respect to the Fermi level have been observed for C60 rather than
for ZnPc (cf. Fig. 7.2 (b)). This comparison suggests a correlation between the morphology of the
C60 phase and the corresponding energy levels, e.g. due to diﬀerent interaction strengths between
overlapping molecular orbitals in a nanocrystal or in a more disordered phase. For instance, all
C60 related GIXRD peaks have disappeared for the 6:1 sample, i.e. practically there must be an
amorphous acceptor phase. Accordingly, the HOMO-onset of C60 is shifted furthest from the ZnPc
HOMO-onset at this ratio (cf. Fig. 7.2 (a)). In contrast, an almost nano-crystalline C60 phase could
be identiﬁed for the 1:6 sample for which also the C60 HOMO-onset lies much closer to that of
ZnPc. Interestingly, the latter lies approximately 0.8 eV below the Fermi level for all blend ratios,
which seems reasonable since also the morphology of the ZnPc phase is not signiﬁcantly changed at
diﬀerent blend ratios. Hence, it can be concluded by this analogy that the main driving force for
the blend energy level alignment seems to be the crystallization grade of C60 rather than that of
ZnPc.
7.6 Substrate Dependence of the Energy Levels of ZnPc and
ZnPc:C60 Blends
Schünemann et al. showed by means of XRD, AFM, and VASE that ZnPc thin-ﬁlms grow in a
mode with standing upright molecules on weakly interacting substrates (e.g. glass, amorphous or-
ganics) due to π-stacking perpendicular to the substrate, whereas on strongly interacting surfaces
(e.g. thermally evaporated gold on glass) the molecules are forced to almost lying ﬂat within the
ﬁrst layers. [28] Simultaneously, UPS measurements on 5 nm ZnPc ﬁlms evaporated either directly
on a (unorientied micro-crystalline) gold foil or on top of an amorphous organic interlayer (e.g.
p-doped MeO-TPD) reveal diﬀerent ionization potentials by more than 0.3 eV. In the ﬁrst case, an
IP of 5.31 eV is measured, in the latter 4.98 eV. This diﬀerence must be attributed to the diﬀerent
orientations of ZnPc
It is also possible to derive an individual IP value of ZnPc from a ZnPc:C60 blend UPS spectrum
by setting IP(ZnPc) = Wf + EHOMO(ZnPc) (similarly for C60). Corresponding values are given
in Fig. 7.2 (b) for diﬀerent blend ratios. Here, with increasing C60 concentration the IP of ZnPc
increases by 0.27 eV (gray triangles), that of C60 by 0.13 eV (black triangles). At a ZnPc:C60 ratio
of 1:6 the IP of ZnPc reaches 5.31 eV which is fairly equal to the value observed for an intrinsic
ZnPc ﬁlm evaporated on gold. In contrast, for high ZnPc amounts (3:1 sample), IP = 5.04 eV is
obtained which is similar to intrinsic ZnPc on top of MeO-TPD. This comparison suggests that
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Figure 7.6: Evolution of UPS spectra of incrementally evaporated (a) Au/MeO-
TPD:F6-TCNNQ (5 nm, 10wt%)/ZnPc (5 nm)/ZnPc:C60 (10 nm, 1:6) and (b)
Au/ZnPc (8 nm)/ZnPc:C60 (12 nm, 1:6) structures. The HOMO-onsets are marked
by colored circles and the ΔEHOMO = EHOMO(C60) − EHOMO(ZnPc) diﬀerences
are indicated by black arrows.
ZnPc molecules, or at least clusters of ZnPc molecules, might also orient with preferred directions
within blends depending on the mixing ratio. In particular at high C60 concentrations, this would
correspond to a growth mode similar to a pure ﬁlm on gold. On the other hand, the ZnPc domains
should be almost completely surrounded by C60 molecules due to the small crystal sizes in blends.
Therefore, the measured energetics by UPS should represent an average over all possible (interface)
orientations without a preferred direction. For further clariﬁcation of this issue, an even deeper
insight into the morphology of such donor-acceptor blends on a nanometer scale and the respective
impact on the energetic landscape is necessary. Finally, is should be emphasized that for calculation
of the individual IPs a common blend layer work-function has been assumed which is reasonable
due to the appearance of distinct HBECs, indicating vacuum-level alignment between both species
in blend, but not self-evident, because for a ﬂat ZnPc:C60 heterojunction a weak interface dipole
was reported in literature. [132]
Since the thin-ﬁlm growth of pure ZnPc layers is determined by interactions with the substrate,
it might also be possible that the growth of ZnPc nanocrystals in blends with C60 is also inﬂuenced
by the used gold substrate which further would aﬀect the blend energy level alignment. Thus, it
must be shown that the observed energy level shifts in ZnPc:C60 thin-ﬁlms evaporated on gold foil
(cf. Fig. 7.2) are an actual blend property and not caused by the substrate or the growth mode
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Figure 7.7: Schematic energy level alignment of (a) Au/MeO-TPD:F6-
TCNNQ (5 nm, 10wt%)/ZnPc (5 nm)/ZnPc:C60 (10 nm, 1:6) and (b)
Au/ZnPc (8 nm)/ZnPc:C60 (12 nm, 1:6) structures. Corresponding UPS spectra
are shown in Fig. 7.6.
of an underlying ZnPc layer, respectively. For this, 1:6 blends are incrementally evaporated either
on top of Au/MeO-TPD:F6-TCNNQ (5 nm, 10wt%)/ZnPc (5 nm) or on Au/ZnPc (8 nm) structures
and measured by UPS. The ﬁrst stack represents an application of the ZnPc:C60 blend within a
typical BHJ solar cell, i.e. on top of a HTL or a ”low IP” ZnPc interlayer. In the latter case, the
blend is evaporated on "high IP" ZnPc. A ZnPc:C60 blend ratio of 1:6 is chosen since also the
strongest changes in VOC and ECT are found at highest C60 concentrations. The corresponding
spectra are given in Fig. 7.6, in which the individual HOMO-onsets are marked by colored circles
and the ΔEHOMO = EHOMO(C60) − EHOMO(ZnPc) diﬀerences are indicated by black arrows. The
deduced level alignments are summarized in Fig. 7.7. In both cases, ΔEHOMO diﬀerences of 1.13 eV
are measured after a few nanometer blend thicknesses. The same value was also obtained for a 1:6
blend evaporated directly on gold (cf. Fig. 7.2), whereas for 6:1 it is close to 1.4 eV. These ﬁndings
clearly demonstrate that the observed level changes are independent of the substrate and a general
property the ZnPc:C60 BHJ. Nevertheless, directly at the ZnPc/ZnPc:C60 interfaces the alignment is
determined by the underlying ZnPc ﬁlm, which results in higher (Fig. 7.7 (a)) or lower (Fig. 7.7 (b))
ΔEHOMO values. However, after a few nanometer the bulk properties of the blend are dominating
which ﬁnally is more important for the achievable VOC of a BHJ solar cell.
7.7 Summary
The dependence of the open-circuit voltage of BHJ solar cells comprising ZnPc:C60 as photo-active
blend on its mixing ratio is studied. Increasing the C60 amount from 25 to 86 vol% leads to a
linear increase in VOC by 0.10V to 0.63V. This enhancement could be attributed to a respective
increased eﬀective donor-acceptor gap at high C60 concentrations. In detail, a change in ΔEHOMO =
EHOMO(C60)−EHOMO(ZnPc) by 0.25 eV upon the stoichiometry variation has been determined by
UPS. The observed energy level shifts are detected regardless of the used substrate. Furthermore,
FTPS measurements reveal quantitatively the same dependence of the charge transfer state energy
ECT on the blend mixing ratio as observed for VOC. Interestingly, for polymer based BHJ solar cells
a reversed trend was published, i.e. a decreasing VOC and/or ECT with increasing acceptor (PCBM)
amount. [319]
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GIXRD experiments reveal a suppressed crystallization of the C60 phase for ZnPc concentrations
above 25 vol%. In contrast, an almost undisturbed ZnPc nanocrystal formation could be concluded
from the diﬀraction pattern. Therefore, the crystallization degree of the C60 phase is supposed to
govern the observed variations in the energy levels at diﬀerent mixing ratios. For the polymer based
donor:acceptor blends, changes in the energy levels were also attributed to the crystallinity of the
PCBM phase, however, with an inverse dependence on the mixing ratio. [319]
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8.1 Conclusion
It was the aim of this thesis to improve the understanding of the relative energy level alignment in
mixed organic semiconductor thin-ﬁlms. Here, the focus was on studying molecular doping by em-
ploying UV and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS/XPS) to various host:dopant systems. The
experimental ﬁndings were explained by a statistical description in order to contribute to the funda-
mental understanding of the underlying doping mechanism. Besides, the energy level alignment in
blends of ZnPc:C60, representing a prototype donor:acceptor system for organic bulk heterojunction
solar cells, was studied in detail.
First, the Fermi level positions in thin-ﬁlms of the common hole transport materials MeO-TPD,
ZnPc, and pentacene (P5) p-doped by the acceptor molecules C60F36 and F6-TCNNQ were mea-
sured under systematic variation of the doping concentration. The precise control of doping ratios
in a range of MR = 10−5 . . . 1 has been demonstrated and allowed thus for tuning the Fermi level
over the whole semiconductor gap. Therefore, an analysis of the doping properties in a much
broader range as previously accessible become possible. Material characteristic kinks and slopes
were found in the Fermi level vs. doping concentration plots. Typically, strong shifts of the Fermi
level over several 100meV at characteristic doping concentrations (MeO-TPD: MR ≈ 2 × 10−3,
ZnPc: MR ≈ 5 × 10−4, P5: MR ≈ 4 × 10−5) were measured and explained by the presence of the
deep trap states, hindering the doping process at low concentrations. At high molar doping ratios,
Fermi level pinning a few 100meV above the UPS HOMO-onsets was observed. By numerically solv-
ing the charge neutrality equation using a classical semiconductor physics approach, these ﬁndings
were explained by trap-limitation, dopant saturation, and reserve regimes as known from inorganic
semiconductor physics. Here, the characteristic pinning energies are attributed to eﬀective accep-
tor levels, e.g. EA = 0.46 eV (MeO-TPD:C60F36), EA = 0.41 eV (P5:C60F36), and EA = 0.27 eV
(ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ), which mark the transition from dopant saturation to reserve and cause there-
fore kinks in the EF vs. MR plots. Using density of states parameter obtained from ﬁtting high
resolution UPS spectra, the measured Fermi level graphs could be reproduced well over ﬁve orders
of magnitude in the doping concentration. It was furthermore demonstrated that the density of
deep gap states depends on the purity degree of the host material, for instance being 6 times higher
in unsublimed compared to fourfold puriﬁed MeO-TPD. The above ﬁndings were conﬁrmed by mea-
surements of the doping eﬃciency, deﬁned as ratio between the density of free holes provided by
doping and incorporated acceptor molecules. The doping eﬃciencies were estimated from depletion
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layer thicknesses at Schottky contacts measured by incremental UPS. For each system, decreasing
values with increasing doping ratios to just a few percent above MR = 0.1 were found. In particular,
measurements on the system ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ strongly indicated doping eﬃciencies controlled by
trap-limitation, dopant saturation, and reserve regimes.
Similar UPS/IPES studies were conducted on thin-ﬁlms of C60, ZnPc, and pentacene n-doped
by the di-metal complex W2(hpp)4. In contrast to the p-doping experiments, shifts of the Fermi
level very close to or even above the LUMO-onsets of the host materials were found. In particu-
lar, either no kinks (n-P5) or just each one kink (n-ZnPc, n-C60) were observed in the Fermi level
vs. doping concentrations plots, which however, show material characteristic slopes. Application
of the statistical description yields eﬃcient n-doping, i.e. the measurement curves could be ﬁtted
by assuming just dopant saturation and trap-limitation. Here, electron traps with densities in the
order of 1.9 × 1018 cm−3 and 3.4 × 1018 cm−3 are supposed to cause the kinks in the Fermi level
plots of n-doped ZnPc and C60, respectively. Additionally, it could be demonstrated that intentional
electron traps with a deﬁned density can be introduced in P5 thin-ﬁlms by co-evaporation with C60
(N0(C60)/N0(P5)  0.03). These traps are ﬁlled up by n-doping when the molar doping ratio of
W2(hpp)4 exceeds the relative density of C60 molecules (3mol%). At concentrations below, the
Fermi level is pinned close to its intrinsic position. Finally, the appearance of n-doping related gap
states, which increase in intensity with rising molar doping ratios, could be reported for all three
investigated host materials.
In contrast to p-dopants, the highly eﬃcient n-dopant W2(hpp)4 is prone to degradation in air due
to its low IP of just 2.4 eV. Therefore, the degradation of pure ﬁlms of W2(hpp)4 as well as of
n-doped ZnPc, P5, C60, Bis-HFl-NTCDI, and NET108 ﬁlms was systematically studied under air
exposure by conductivity and UPS/XPS measurements. In this context, an unexpected (partial)
protection of W2(hpp)4 molecules against oxidation was found within C60, Bis-HFl-NTCDI, and
NET108 layers on a time scale of less than one hour. Although the conductivity of n-C60 ﬁlms
rapidly drops by orders of magnitude immediately after air exposure, it could be recovered by up to
33% of the initial value by thermal annealing in vacuum after storing the sample 16minutes in air.
Furthermore, doped Bis-HFl-NTCDI and NET108 ﬁlms are practically n-conductive in air, i.e. the
conductivity drops only by approximately 66% during an air exposure of 30minutes. These ﬁndings
are supported by UPS measurements where a shift of the Fermi level towards the gap mid by only
0.06 eV after 10minutes of air exposure was found. The amount of degraded and intact molecules
was estimated by ﬁtting the W4f peak of W2(hpp)4 measured by XPS as well as by corresponding
LDI-TOF-MS experiments. It was found that approximately 50 . . . 80% of the dopants immediately
degrade within seconds after an air exposure, whereas the remaining intact dopants exponentially
decay with a time constant of approximately 11minutes. However, the n-doping eﬀects completely
vanish un-restorable in ZnPc and P5 ﬁlms already after a few seconds of air exposure.
The above ﬁndings were explained by a down-shift of the W2(hpp)4 energy levels upon charge-
transfer to a host material with deeper lying energy levels, i.e. the strength of the passivation eﬀect
increases with the EA of the used host material. Thus, new conclusions on the general relative
energy level alignment in an arbitrary donor:acceptor system with IP(donor) < EA(acceptor) could
be drawn by taking also the results of the p-doping studies into account. In particular the formation
of a common thin-ﬁlm Fermi level was suggested to explain the blend energy level alignment by an
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adjustment of the dopant phase related Fermi level to that of the host phase. Consequently, the
donor HOMO is forced to lie energetically below the acceptor LUMO in equilibrium, which is visible
as gap states in UPS spectra of n-doped ﬁlms. The relative alignment (distance) of the acceptor
LUMO and donor HOMO is ﬁnally determined by the eﬃciency of the whole doping process, i.e. the
degree of charge transfer as well as the averagely charge transfer complex dissociation probability
(including re-trapping eﬀects), and can be expressed by the depth of an eﬀective ED or EA level in a
statistical description. These hypothesis was ﬁnally compared to other doping theories, in particular
to an explanation based on the formation of dopant-host hybrid molecules as proposed by the Koch
group. [15]
In a third part of this thesis, the correlation of the relative energy alignment in ZnPc:C60 thin-ﬁlms
of varied mixing ratio, the open-circuit voltage of respective BHJ solar cells comprising ZnPc:C60
as photo-active blends, and the charge transfer complex energies ECT was investigated in detail.
Here, an increase in VOC by 0.10V to 0.63V was found when varying the ZnPc:C60 blend ratio from
6:1 to 1:6. This enhancement could be attributed to a respective increased eﬀective donor-acceptor
gap at high C60 concentrations. In detail, a change in ΔEHOMO = EHOMO(C60) − EHOMO(ZnPc)
by 0.25 eV upon the stoichiometry variation has been determined by UPS. These energy level shifts
were observed regardless of the used substrate. Furthermore, the same quantitative dependence of
the CT energy ECT on the blend mixing ratio as observed for VOC could be demonstrated by high
resolution FTPS measurements, however, yielding values ≈ 0.6 eV higher than eVOC.
Finally, GIXRD experiments were conducted on ZnPc:C60 thin-ﬁlms, revealing a suppressed crystal-
lization of the C60 phase for ZnPc concentrations above 25 vol%. In contrast, an almost undisturbed
ZnPc nanocrystal formation could be concluded from the GIXRD pattern. Thus, the crystallization
degree of the C60 phase is supposed to govern the observed variations in the energy levels at diﬀerent
mixing ratios and therefore the observed improvement in VOC.
8.2 Outlook
The results of this work concerning characterization and explanation of p- and n-doping eﬀects in
various organic thin-ﬁlms represent a step forward in understanding the fundamentals of the molec-
ular doping mechanism. In particular, the statistical description from which the trap-limitation,
dopant saturation and reserve regimes have been concluded, as well as the observed passivation
eﬀect, which allowed for new conclusions on the relative energy level alignment of host:dopant sys-
tems in general, are steps towards a general doping theory. Also, the studies on the energy level
alignment in ZnPc:C60 blends provide helpful experimental data to answer the important question
what the main limiting factors for VOC in organic BHJ solar cells are, in particular with respect
to corresponding measured charge transfer complex energies which are typically several 100meV
higher. However, the presented results also provide new issues which are of scientiﬁc interest and
shall be addressed in future for a further growth of organic electronics.
Concerning the topic of molecular p-doping, the most important question is what physically de-
termines the low doping eﬃciencies, i.e. which factors inﬂuence the depth of the eﬀective acceptor
levels. Here, a detailed understanding of both the charge transfer as well as the CT complex disso-
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ciation process is required since particularly the latter has been identiﬁed to mainly limit the overall
doping eﬃciency. However, the development of a general model seems to be rather diﬃcult since
these processes are controlled on a microscopic scale, i.e. by intermolecular orientation of dopant
and host molecules, the relative positions and overlap of their HOMO and LUMO levels, and (local)
electrostatic interactions whose strength depend on the doping concentration. Therefore, a detailed
microscopic analysis of at least two material systems in comparison to each other is recommended.
Suitable techniques might be conductive AFM or an estimation of the molecular short range order
by evaluation of GIXRD spectra of host:dopant blends as presented in Ref. [34] With knowledge of
the microscopic properties and processes, a (hopping) transport model should be developed which
takes the dopant activation process into account and can explain measured (temperature dependent)
thin-ﬁlm conductivities. Furthermore, it must consider the (eﬀective) dependence of the mobility on
the energy μ(E), i.e. the exact contribution of states lying deeper in the gap (exponential tail states).
The relative host:dopant energy level alignment could be further analyzed by DFT calculations on
various material combinations. This would particularly allow for an estimation of the degree of
charge transfer. Additionally, temperature dependent UPS measurements on various host:dopant
systems at diﬀerent doping concentrations could be conducted for a direct analysis of the tempera-
ture activation of dopant molecules and/or trap states.
In case of n-doping, diﬀerent future experimental investigations are possible. Due to a lack of
experimental data, ﬁrst the doping eﬃciency of W2(hpp)4 doped into various host materials should
be measured, aiming a conﬁrmation of the hypothesis of dopant saturation for this compound. For
comparison, the Fermi level and doping eﬃciency studies should be extended to other material sys-
tems (dopants), employing UPS or IPES. Here, the appearance of gap states should be analyzed in
detail (shape, energetic width). Using an UV monochromator or even synchrotron radiation would
overcome the problem of secondary line emission and subtraction. Extending the molar doping
ratios below 10−4 would further allow for an electron trap analysis in n-doped pentacene. Further-
more, studying the impact of (various) intentionally introduced traps on the Fermi level shift and
the doping eﬃciency measured by UPS would allow for a direct/reliable comparison to respective
TSC/DLTS1 and/or impedance spectroscopy measurements. Finally, degradation/passivation stud-
ies as provided here for W2(hpp)4 should be conducted on other n-dopants in order to conﬁrm the
generality of the proposed energy level alignment.
Although the internal quantum eﬃciency of the best performing organic solar cells exceeds 90%,
splitting of CT states into free holes and electrons at donor/acceptor interfaces is typically accom-
panied by an energy loss which reduces the open-circuit voltage and therefore the power conversion
eﬃciency. [261] In this context, validity of the empirical correlation eVOC = ECT − 0.6 eV has been
veriﬁed for various material combinations including ZnPc:C60 as shown in this thesis, however, an
explanation is lacking. Nevertheless, the interface energetics of donor/acceptor systems is a crucial
point, in particular the energy of the lowest (thermally relaxed) CT state which is supposed to be
as delocalized as possible for eﬃcient electron/hole dissociation.
Obviously, the situation in host:dopant systems is quite similar, only diﬀering in the relative energy
level alignment of the HOMO/LUMO levels of the involved molecules. This analogy should be used
1thermally stimulated currents/deep level transient spectroscopy
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for a better understanding of both CT dissociation at donor/acceptor interfaces in solar cells as
well as at host/dopant interfaces in doped layers. On the one hand, the energy level alignment at a
host/dopant interface similar to a FHJ in a solar cell could be investigated by incrementally UPS
on a sub-nanometer scale. On the other hand, the level alignment in host:dopant blends similar to
an donor:acceptor BHJ should be measured under variation of the blend stoichiometry around 1:1,
i.e. in the transition regime between p- and n-doping.
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9.1 LDI-TOF-MS Experiments
The degradation of pure thin-ﬁlms of the n-dopant W2(hpp)4 under air exposure is studied in Sec. 6.2
by laser desorption ionization - time of ﬂight - mass spectroscopy (LDI-TOF-MS). To provide com-
parability between the diﬀerent LDI-TOF-MS measurements, it has to be guaranteed that for each
measurement the amount of laser shots is suﬃcient to completely desorb the organic layer. There-
fore, test measurements with diﬀerent numbers of laser shots are conducted on an Au/W2(hpp)4
(4 nm) sample. In Fig. 9.1 (left) the measured W2(hpp)4 peak intensity is plotted versus the number
of shots. Approximately after 12 shots the intensity saturates, i.e. the organic material is completely
desorbed. Therefore, 30 shots were used for the LDI-TOF degradation measurements.
The second critical parameter is the laser intensity. Thus, the W2(hpp)4 peak intensity has been
checked while varying the laser intensity between 60 and 140μJ, which is plotted in Fig. 9.1 (right).
A plateau is found for 60 . . . 120μJ. The intensity drop at higher laser intensities can be explained
by fracturing of the W2(hpp)4 molecules. Therefore, a laser intensity of 120μJ is used for the
degradation experiments, maximizing the signal intensity but avoiding fracturing eﬀects.
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Figure 9.1: Calibration data of the LDI-TOF-MS spectrometer. The cumulative number of
laser shots (left) as well as the laser intensity (right), applied to an Au/W2(hpp)4
(4 nm) sample, are varied, and the intensity of the W2(hpp)4 peak is analyzed.
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9.2 Investigations on p-Doping
The Fermi level shift upon p-doping of pentacene and ZnPc thin-ﬁlms doped by C60F36 or F6-TCNNQ
is investigated by UPS in Sec. 5.3. Furthermore, the obtained EF vs. MR plots are explained by a
statistical description introduced in Sec. 5.2. Fig. 9.2 summarizes the calculation results in compar-
ison to the experimental EF values, assuming DOS parameters determined by ﬁtting UPS spectra
of pure pentacene and ZnPc thin-ﬁlms (cf. Tab. 5.5).
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Figure 9.2: Measured Fermi level positions versus the molar doping ratio for the material sys-
tems pentacene:C60F36 (a) and ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ (b). The lines are calculated,
assuming DOS parameters determined by ﬁtting UPS spectra of pure pentacene
and ZnPc thin-ﬁlms (cf. Tab. 5.5).
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9.3 List of important Abbreviations
Å Ångström: 1Å = 0.1 nm
a.u. arbitrary units
BHJ bulk heterojuntion
CT charge transfer
DOS density of states
EA electron aﬃnity
(E)GDM (extended) Gaussian disorder model
ETL electron transport layer
ETM electron transport material
EQE external quantum eﬃciency
FF ﬁll factor
FHJ ﬂat heterojunction
FTPS Fourier-transform photocurrent spectroscopy
FWHM full width at half maximum
GIXRD grazing incidence X-ray diﬀraction
HSA hemispherical analyzer
HBEC high binding energy cut-oﬀ
HIB hole injection barrier
HOMO highest occupied molecular orbital
HTL hole transport layer
HTM hole transport material
IP ionization potential
LCAO linear combination of atomic orbitals
LDI-TOF-MS laser desorption ionization - time of ﬂight - mass spectroscopy
LUMO lowest un-occupied molecular orbital
MIGS metal induced gap states
MO molecular orbital
MR molar (doping) ratio
OFET organic ﬁeld-eﬀect transistor
OLED organic light emitting diode
OPV organic photovoltaics
OSC organic solar cell
PCE power conversion eﬃciency
PES photoelectron spectroscopy
p-i-n p-doped/intrinsic/n-doped
QCM quartz crystal microbalance
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SCL space charge layer
UHV ultra high vacuum
UPS ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy
Wf work function
WR weight ratio
XPS X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
9.4 List of important Symbols
Å Ångström: 1Å = 0.1 nm
C capacitance
cm doping concentration in wt%
cn doping concentration in mol%
Δ interface dipole
ΔV , Vbi built-in potential
e elementary charge (1.602 · 1019 C)
EA acceptor level
EB binding energy
ECT charge transfer (complex) energy
EC conduction band edge
ED donor level
EF Fermi level
EHBEC high binding cut-oﬀ energy (with respect to EF )
EHOMO UPS HOMO-onset energy (with respect to EF )
Ekin kinetic energy
ELUMO IPES LUMO-onset energy (with respect to EF )
Epass pass energy of the hemispherical analyzer
ET trap level
eV electron volt
EV valence band edge
Evac vacuum level
ε dielectric constant
ε0 vacuum dielectric constant (8.854 · 10−12 F/m)
g(E) density of states
h Planck constant (6.626 · 10−34 Js)
ηdop doping eﬃciency
j current density
JSC short-circuit current density
kB Boltzmann constant (8.617 eV/K)
LD exciton diﬀusion length
λ electron free mean path
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m mass
mol% molar percent
μ mobility
n free electron density
N0 eﬀective density of states (molecule density)
NA acceptor density
NC eﬀective conduction band density
ND donor density
NT trap density
NV eﬀective valence band energy
p free hole density
S slope parameter
s, s1, s2 slit parameter of the HSA
σ conductivity
T temperature
τ characteristic time constant
V voltage
VOC open-circuit voltage
w depletion layer width
wt% weight percent
Z complex impedance
9.5 List of investigated Materials
MeO-TPD N,N,N’,N’-tetrakis(4-methoxyphenyl)-benzidine
P5 pentacene
ZnPc zinc-phthalocyanine
C60 buckminster fullerene
Bis-HFl-NTCDI N,N-Bis(ﬂuorene-2-yl)-naphthalenetetracarboxylic diimide
NET108 Novaled electron transporter 108
BF-DPB N,N’-Bis(9,9-dimethyl-ﬂuoren-2-yl)-N,N’-diphenyl-benzidine
Di-NPD N,N’-diphenyl-N,N’-bis(4’-[N,N-bis(naphth-1-yl)-amino]-biphenyl-4-yl)-benzidine
BPhen 4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline
C60F36 ﬂuorinated fullerene
F6-TCNNQ 1,3,4,5,7,8-hexaﬂuorotetracyanonaphthoquinodimethane
W2(hpp)4 1,3,4,6,7,8-hexayhydro-2H-pyrimido[1,2-a]pyrimidine
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